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THE BEST HANDLING
CA

There's a world of difference between driving a car hard and a car that's hard to drive. Imagine entering this
sweeper fumbling for the right gear because of a notchy shiftgate. That's what using the typical car stereo is like.

You'd think it was designed by people who take the bus to work.
In dramatic contrast, Denon's human engineering is "about

the best I have yet run across:.*To earn such praise, we grouped the
controls by function, gave them tone confirmation, and made them
identifiable by touch. Our face plates look so much like original

THE THEFT PROOF DENON DCR 5420A equipment, they can even be made to match the dashboard lights
(optional). And our removable, theft -proof DCR-5420A protects both your car and your car stereo.

Then, to make high fidelity even more road worthy, we isolated our Non-NFB Class A
amplifier from ignition noise. We improved our quartz synthesis tuning with the Denon
Optimum Reception System. And built an all new
shock -resistant cassette mechanism.

You see, for Denon the ultimate
test bench has tour wheels. Finally, car audio as good as your can
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by Christie Barter and
William Burton

CD BARGAINS
Mid -price CD's are

here! The PolyGram
group of classical
labels has just
launched a series of
compact discs whole-
sale priced to sell at
$9.98 retail. Each se-

ries-Deutsche Grammophon's
Galleria, London's Jubilee ADRM,
and Philips's Silver Line Clas-
sics-offers ten titles in its initial
mid -price release, with five more
each to follow in the next two
months, for a total of sixty titles.
And each of the three series is
studded with the names of best-
selling artists in performances of
best-selling repertoire.... A lead-
ing independent entering the
American market with mid -price
CD's is Harmonia Mundi, the
French label devoted mostly to
early music. Its initial release of
ten titles under the Musique
d'abord (or Music First) logo,
aims for the same price point of
$9.98. ... The twenty titles in the
CBS Masterworks Great Perform-
ances series on CD are being re-
priced as a mid -price line, and all
future titles in the series will be
similarly priced.

MORE DAT DECKS
In the wake of Aiwa's an-

nouncement that it would sell a
digital audio tape (DAT) recorder
in Japan, other manufacturers
are now scrambling onto the DAT
bandwagon. Matsushita said that
its Technics SV-D1000 would be
on sale in Japan for 198,000 yen
(approximately $1,300). Market-
ing plans for the United States
were said to be undetermined.
Like the Aiwa deck, the SV-D1000
cannot make direct digital copies
of compact discs because it will
not record at the CD sampling
rate of 44.1 kHz. And neither deck
can make direct digital copies of
discs or tapes with digital copy -
prohibit codes.

Sony's DAT deck, the DTC-
1000ES, oversamples at four
times the ordinary rate and will
not record at the CD sampling

rate either. It has remote control
and is priced in Japan at 200,000
yen (about $1,316).

Other DAT recorders are ex-
pected to be introduced in Japan
this spring by JVC, Luxman, On-
kyo, Sharp, Sansui, Kenwood, Hi-
tachi, Sanyo, and Pioneer. Ameri-
can marketing is thought to de-
pend on the progress of Senate
Bill 506, which would prevent
DAT decks without copy -guard
circuits from being sold in the U.S.

MUSIC NOTES
Music's man of the year, judg-

ing from the record -industry
awards recently handed out in
Los Angeles and London, was Paul
Simon. His controversial "Grace -
land," which received a Grammy
as album of the year, earned him
an award as the year's best inter-
national solo artist from the Brit-
ish record industry as well. . . .

That's What Friends Are For, writ-
ten by Burt Bacharach and Carole
Bayer Sager, won a Grammy as
song of the year. It also raised
some $750,000 for AIDS research
in the Arista recording by Dionne
Warwick "and friends." ... Sir
Georg Solti was awarded his
twenty-sixth Grammy this year,
for his London recording of Liszt's
A Faust Symphony, thereby set-
ting a record. No other artist has
won as many Grammies in any
field. . Andres Segovia, who cele-
brated his ninety-fourth birthday
this year, was given an honorary
doctorate by the Manhattan
School of Music for "his far-reach-
ing influence on the guitar and its
music."

TECH NOTES
Standards for a compact disc

"single" format-a CD that is only
3.14 inches (8 centimeters) in di-
ameter and holds about twenty
minutes of music-are now being
developed by Sony. The CD singles
would play both in standard CD
players and in miniature portable
CD players of the future. ... Fuji,
Scotch, and TDK are announcing
special tapes for Super -VHS video
recorders, which will be available
when the decks hit the stores,
perhaps as soon as next fall. Un-
like the many similar grades of

videotape already on the market,
S -VHS tape will be significantly
different from non -S -VHS video-
tape.. .. dbx has demonstrated a
prototype of a spectrum analyzer
that uses music, not test tones, to
evaluate the frequency response
of concert halls so that equaliza-
tion can be changed during per-
formance.

ADS/PORSCHE SYSTEM
ADS and Porsche are the latest

audio and automotive companies
to join forces. The factory -in-
stalled Porsche system combines
a Blaupunkt cassette tuner and
CD player with ADS amplification
and speakers. Total power of 180
watts is claimed for the six -chan-
nel biamplified system. Only three
hundred Porsche 911's with the
ADS system are to be sold in the
U.S. Other options make the price
of the car vary from $75,000 to
$85,000. Price of the audio sys-
tem: under $10,000.

MUSIC LOST AND FOUND
A treasure in musical manu-

scripts and other unpublished
material has been identified as
the work of George Gershwin, Je-
rome Kern, Richard Rodgers, and
other great American showmen.
Discovered in a Warner Bros.
warehouse in Secaucus, New Jer-
sey, in 1982, the music had been
stored by the film company in
crates-eighty of them-over half
a century ago. The recently com-
pleted inventory turned up pre-
viously unknown or long -forgot-
ten songs (in the case of Kern's
Show Boat, almost thirty minutes
of music that was dropped from
the show), original orchestra-
tions and parts that had been pre-
sumed lost, and the complete
scores to a number of musicals re-
membered, today, in name only.



FEEL THE BASS
Radio Shack's Digital -Ready Mach Two' Speaker

Our finest speaker system towers above the competition. Its massive
15" woofer delivers a sonic impact smaller speakers can't match.
Whether you're listening to heavy metal or the thunder of a jet racing
overhead, you can actually feelthe bass! Ideal for digital audio, the Mach
Two handles 160 watts of power, and liquid cooling protects the mid-
range and tweeter. And for great looks. we gave the enclosure a real
walnut finish. Only 229.95 each including 5 -year limited warranty. or low
as S22 per month  for a pair.

cradle $haeI
The Technology Store'

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Price applies at participating Radio Stores and Dealers.  CitiLine
revolving credit from Citibank. Actual payment may vary depending
upon balance. Mach Two shown with grille removed.
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SPEAKING MY PIECE

by Louise Bounclas

Special Interests

1
N February this magazine cele-
brated its twenty-ninth birth-
day, so with the May issue it is
four months into its thirtieth

year. Now, most people approach-
ing thirty become more conscious of
what their lives have been and what
they want their lives to become. It is
a time of examination and assess-
ment. Perhaps it is also a pretty
good time in the' life of a magazine
to examine what it is about.

Since I just became Editor in
Chief of STEREO REVIEW, I have
been thinking about the direction of
the magazine a great deal in these
last few months. I don't mean to
suggest that I've never thought of it
before-for almost fifteen years, I
have been working with other edi-
tors to shape every issue of the mag-
azine. Monthly deadlines do not
permit editors to step back and
define objectives very often, but I
think we have all kept some of the
same things in mind: authority,
credibility, usefulness, readability,
style. Surely those are goals of most
editors of most magazines, and they
are still ours. Beyond those general
objectives, however, are some that
are more specific to STEREO RE-
VIEW. It is, after all, a magazine for
people with special interests.

In 1958, at the top of the contents
page of the first issue of the maga-
zine, the editors quoted the compos-

er Ralph Vaughan Williams: "Until
actual sound is produced, music
does not exist." It is still the busi-
ness of the editors of STEREO RE-
VIEW to address the concerns of
people who are interested in re-
corded music and equipment that
reproduces it. Perhaps "interested"
is not strong enough-the readers
and editors of this magazine are
involved with the sound of music.

The main thing all of us have in
common, of course, is that we listen
to music. Music has infinite variety,
though, and people listen differently
to different kinds of music. The
music itself excludes no one who
can hear, and we do not take an
exclusionist attitude toward it at
STEREO REVIEW. We think it is okay
to listen to rock without having to
make excuses for not listening to
Bach. It is unlikely that any of
today's pop music will be around as
long as Mozart's Clarinet Concerto,
say, but the point is not its tran-
sience or immortality but the plea-
sure we derive from listening to it.

Unless the music sounds good,
however, there is very little pleasure
in listening to any of it. And that is
where the equipment comes in.

We are fortunate in having more
and better audio equipment to
choose from today than ever before,
but having more options means
making more decisions. To help
you make those decisions, we report
on technological advances and new
equipment. We provide buying
guidance and articles about getting
the most from the components you
already own or are considering. We
publish around seventy test reports
a year. And we do not think you
should have to have a degree in
electrical engineering to read the
magazine and get the information
you need to make your decisions.
Our articles and test reports are
written in plain English, simple and
as clear of jargon as we can make it.
The graphics make sense too.

The magazine is never perfect.
Every month when we examine it as
it comes off the press, we find things
that we might have done differently,
that we might have made better. As
the technology changes and as our
readers' needs change, the magazine
will change. But its objectives will
not. That's a promise. D
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Yamaha'snewFFTspeakers
do the same for your ears.

Before you listen to a of PI, 1 Series'
speakers, close your eyes. Yamaha's about to take
your favorite music into a whole new dimension.

A sonic dimension of greater acoustic im-
aging, creating a soundstage purely and precisely
articulated. Where instruments and voices are
clearly defined in their own space, yet always in
proper balance.

You hear the music the way it was meant to
be heard: Horns stage left. Percussion stage rear.
The singer's voice center stage and up front. And
each distinguishable from the other.

You also hear more of each instrument's true
range: Violins are rich and full. A flute riff ascends

the scale. The acoustic bass thumps its lowest
possible note.

The imaging becomes so dimensional, you'll
swear you can"see" the performers on stage. While
the emotions the music contains become even
more powerful.

A truer picture of what you're hearing
emerges, because we had a truer picture of the
FFT Series in its design stage. A computer pro-
gram called the Fast Fourier Transform (1,1,-1)
made this expanded soundstage and greater
musicality possible. And helped our U.S. engineers
create speakers using the most sophisticated
drivers, crossover networks and cabinet design.
All integrated for optimum performance.

What's more, each model has the power
handling capacity to meet the expanded dynamic
range of today's digital audio sources.

So listen to the new Yamaha FFT Series at
any authorized Yamaha 1,Y1* dealer today. Discover
how our world-renowned expertise in the creation
and re-creation of fine music has been applied to
the FFT Series. Then close your eyes, and watch
your music come alive.
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, PO. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622

AIN!-.1!ft!!!
1=MEL
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Matthew Polk's New Generation of Revolutionary TRUE STEREO SDAs

O

SDA CRS +
$395.00 ea.

SDA SRS
51495.00 ea.

SDA /B
5695.00 ea.

SDA 2A
$..99.00 ea.

Digital Disc Ready

Matthew Polk's revolutionary SDAs have been sr claimed around :he world.
Australian HiFi called them "A stunning achievement."

Nees are Manufacturer's suggested Retail. Pr cr3 may vary.



Matthew Polk's Superior Sounding SDA's Win
Audio Video Grand Prix Speaker of the Year

Five Years in a Row!

1982 - SDA 1
/983 - SDA 2
/981- SDA CRS
/985- SDA SRS
1986 - SDA SRS 2

Speaker of the Year
Speaker of the Year
Speaker of the Year
Speaker of the Year
Speaker of the Year

"They truly represent a
breakthrough." Rolling Stone Magazine

Polk's critically acclaimed, 5 time AudioVideo
Grand Prix Award winning SDA technology is the
most important fundamental advance in loud-
speaker technology since stereo itself Listeners
are amazed when they hear the huge, lifelike,
three-dimensional sonic image produced by
Polk's SDA speakers. The nation's top audio
experts agree that Polk SDA loudspeakers al-
ways sound better than conventional loud-
speakers. Stereo Review said, "Spectacular...
the result is always better than would be
achieved by conventional speakers." High
Fidelity said, "Astounding...We have yet to hear
any stereo program that doesn't benefit." Now
all 5 SDAs incorporate many of the 3rd genera-
tion advances in SDA technology pioneered in
the Signature Edition SRS and SRS2 including
full complement sub -bass drive, time -compen-
sated phase -coherent driver alignment and
bandwidth -optimized dimensional signal.

Why SDAs Always Sound Better
Stereo Review confirmed the unqualified

sonic superiority of Matthew Polk's revolution-
ary SDA Technology when they wrote, "These
speakers always sounded different from con-
ventional speakers - and in our view better -
as a result of their SDA design.

Without exaggeration, the design principals
embodied in the SDAs make them the world's
first true stereo speakers. The basic concept of
speaker design was never modified to take into
account the fundamental difference between a
mono and stereo signal. The fundamental and
basic concept of mono is that you have one
signal (and speaker) meant to be heard by both
ears at once. However, the fundamental and

basic concept of stereo is that a much more
lifelike three-dimensional sound is achieved by
having 2 different signals, each played back
through a separate speaker and each meant to
be heard by only one ear apiece (L or R). So
quite simply, a mono loudspeaker is designed to
be heard by two ears at once while true stereo
loudspeakers should each be heard by only one
ear apiece (like headphones). The revolutionary
Polk SDAs are the first TRUE STEREO speakers
engineered to accomplish this and fully realize
the astonishingly lifelike three-dimensional
imaging capabilities of the stereophonic sound
medium.

"A stunning achievement'
Australian Hin

Polk SDA Technology solves one of the
greatest problems in stereo reproduction. When
each ear hears both speakers and signals, as

speakers to listen in stereo, full stereo separa-
tion is lost. The undesirable signal reaching
each ear from the "wrong" speaker is a form of
acoustic distortion called interaural crosstalk,
which confuses your hearing.

"Literally a New
Dimension in the Sound

Stereo Review Magazine

The Polk SDA systems eliminate interaural
crosstalk distortion and maintain full, True
Stereo separation, by incorporating two com-
pletely separate sets of drivers (stereo and
dimensional) into each speaker cabinet. The
stereo drivers radiate the normal stereo signal,
while the dimensional drivers radiate a differ-
ence signal that acoustically and effectively
cancels the interaural crosstalk distortion and
thereby restores the stereo separation, imaging
and detail lost when you listen to normal
"mono"speakers. The dramatic sonic benefits
are immediately audible and remarkable.

"Mindboggling, astounding,
flabbergasting" Higb Fidelity Magazine

Words alone cannot fully describe how much
more lifelike SDA TRUE STEREO reproduction
is. Reviewers, critical listeners and novices alike
are overwhelmed by the magnitude of the sonic
improvement achieved by Polk's TRUE STEREO
technology You will hear a huge sound stage
which extends not only beyond the speakers, but
beyond the walls of your listening room itself
The lifelike ambience revealed by the SDAs
makes it sound as though you have been
transported to the acoustic environment of the
original sonic event. Every instrument, vocalist
and sound becomes tangible, distinct, alive and
firmly placed in its own natural spatial position.
You will hear instruments, ambience and subtle
musical nuances (normally masked by conven-
tional speakers), revealed for your enjoyment by
the SDAs. This benefit is accurately described by
Julian Hirsch in Stereo Review, "...the sense of
discovery experienced when playing an old
favorite stereo record and hearing, quite liter-
ally, a new dimension in the sound is a most
attractive bonus..." Records, CDs, tapes, video
and FM all benefit equally as dramatically.

"You owe it to yourself to
audition them." High I idelitv Magazine

SDAs allow you to experience the spine
tingling excitement, majesty and pleasure of
live music in your home. You must hear the
remarkable sonic benefits of SDA technology
for yourself You too will agree with Stereo
Review's dramatic conclusion: "the resuh
is always better than would be achieved by
conventional speakers... it does indeed add
a new dimension to reproduced sound:'

polk
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Md. 21215

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 126. CIRC.A NO 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Needle wear...
By the time
you hear it,
your records
are ruined.

With record companies expected
to reissue less than 10% of existing
LP's, it's more important than ever
not to let a worn needle ruin your
records.

If you haven't replaced your nee-
dle in the last year, there's no better
way of protecting your valuable rec-
ord collection than by replacing it
with a top quality Shure V15 V car-
tridge or stylus.

Save up to $75.00
on the world's best
LP life insurance.
Purchase a V15 V -MR cartridge and earn a

$25.00 cash back rebate. A V15 V -B or V15 V -P
qualifies for a $20.00 rebate. Plus, you receive
$50.00 in coupons good on purchases of Shure
replacement needles.

To receive your rebate and coupons, send
1) dated sales receipt (not returnable) 2)
complete outer carton 3) completed form to:
Shure LP Life Insurance
222 Hartrey Avenue
Evanston, IL 60202-3696
NOTE: OFFER GOOD ONLY ON PURCHASES MADE IN THE
U.S.A.

Name

Address

City State

Zip Code Phone ( )

Cartridge purchased (check one) SR

V15 V -MR - V15 V -B V15 V -P --
Offer valid only on purchases between March I and May

31, 1987. Requests must be postmarked by June 15, 1987.
See nearest Shure dealer for complete details.

LETTERS

Digital Audio Tape
Thanks for Steve Birchall's excellent

article on digital audio tape (DAT) sys-
tems in the March issue. Too few details
about this new format have been avail-
able. As usual, STEREO REVIEW pro-
vided complete and comprehensible ex-
planations of many of the issues in-
volved.

What I can't understand is the idea
that these new decks may not allow
direct CD -to -tape dubbing. When are
the powers that be going to realize that
the vast majority of people tape for
their own use, not to make a profit ille-
gally? I tape many, if not most, of my
records and CD's for convenience, for
programmability, and to protect the
original copy. No one is denied rightful
profit from this activity. The DAT deck
would be a useless investment if copy
protection is included.

If the DAT format ends up in the
manner your article suggests, I think I'll
stick to CD's and analog copies made
on a good conventional cassette deck.
The future of DAT is not bright under
these conditions.

GERALD M. JARVIS
Canton, MI

After reading your article on DAT,
couldn't help but think what a bunch of
greedy bastards the recording industry
must be. With the enormous amount of
revenue that modern electronics allows
the industry to generate, they should
not whine so much about the small per-
centage lost to copying. It seems to be a
classic case of wanting to have your
cake and eat it too.

Fears that widespread copying (the
article said something about each con-
sumer potentially making "thousands"
of copies) will destroy the recording
industry is nothing but bluster. Didn't
Bruce Springsteen's latest collection go
gold the same day it was released? Evi-
dently somebody's high-speed duplica-
tor broke down, forcing the public to
shell out thirty bucks for some music
they were planning on getting illegally.

Instead of chasing after every lost
dime and making a general pest of
themselves, the recording industry
should confine their efforts to what is
reasonable and quit hassling the con-
sumer. And to any congressperson who
reads this, tell the recording industry to
take a hike-or, in the famous words of
the great sage, "Awkwitcherbellyakin."

STEVE LEE
Tulsa, OK

It's certainly not my desire to contrib-
ute to the financial burden or devasta-
tion of anyone, but performing artists
and the recording industry have yet to
prove any hardship as a result of private

tape recording of copyright material for
private use. Conceding the possibility of
revenue loss as a result of private
recording, there is a probable, if only
speculative, argument in the industry's
favor. A reasonable royalty fee on blank
tape is a fair, if imperfect, solution.
Using copy -guard protection of soft-
ware or designing equipment that limits
the usability of both software and hard-
ware may constitute consumer fraud.

As for commercial pirating, the pun-
ishments should be as severe as possible
against those who are guilty, and only
those. Copy protection in any form, on
the other hand, locks everyone out of
the house whether they live there or not!
I am convinced that the majority of the
public is honest. I, for one, resent being
wrongly accused and treated as a thief!
My resentment may well have to ex-
press itself through severely curtailed
spending of my hard-earned dollars for
compromised software or hardware.

DAVID W. YOUNG
Bernalillo, NM

Steve Birchall's article on DAT men-
tions a "reasonable" tax or fee on blank
tape. In view of the fact that I do not
copy to avoid buying, nothing could be
reasonable [in my case].

BERNARD KINGSLEY
Durham, NC

I wonder why the hi-fi industry would
allow such a sure -selling product as
DAT to go down the tubes by not allow-
ing consumers to record compact discs.
Tapes won't last forever, and to think
DAT would ruin CD is naïve. Existing
tape formats didn't ruin the vinyl rec-
ord, did they?

PATRICK WELLS
Madison, WI

Steve Birchall made an interesting
comparison between DAT copy -protec-
tion schemes and those used in the
computer -software industry. Copy -pro-
tection schemes are an absolute pain in
either case. The audio industry should
learn from the computer industry's mis-
takes.

Where possible, people will make an
effort to avoid using programs-or, in
this case, formats-that incorporate an-
noying copy -protection schemes. I, for
one, will not be buying DAT if I am
restricted in what I can copy. I do not
want to go through the same aggrava-
tion as I did with computer software.
It's not worth it!

PETER KOTSINADELIS
Somerville, NJ

Fire Town
My hat goes off to Steve Simels for his

March "Best of the Month" review of

SHURE°
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BECAUSE TOO MUCH
PERFORMANCE

IS NEVER ENOUGH

Harman Kardon's drive for sonic excellence has
elevated the standards of h gh fidelity for over
30 years. Our striving for the ideal is often con-
sidered "too much" by our com-
petitors. Now the pleasure of "too
much performance" is brought to
the automotive environment.

Our competitors must feel that
20-20,000Hz ±3dB is "too
much performance" to
expect from an in -dash
cassette/tuner, or they
would offer it. We be-
lieve it the minimum
necessary for true
high fidelity repro-
duction. Even our
least expensive model offers this and other
'over design" distinctions: Do by dual gate
MOSFET front ends, superior tuning sections,
hand selected tape heads and heavy duty
transports.

J' C

11111111010001$

Our competitors mist feel that High instantan-
eous Current Capcbility, Low Negative Feed-
back and discrete componentcy constitute

"too much performance" in
auto-notive amplifiers. All of our
mob le amps, from the 3.5 Watt/
chcnnel CA205 tc the 60 Watt/

channel CA260, are 'lover
designed" to include these

superior design
criteria.

Aubmotive high
fidelity perform-

ance from
Harman Kardon.

t's too much.

For more reformation and your nearest dealer call toll free
1-800-63:!-2252 Ext. 250 or write 240 Crossways Rork West,
Woodbury, New York 11797

harman 1 kardon
'Dolby ,s the regstefed trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc

`'enot,onal Comoar,,

High FOrformance Necessities for the Mobile Audiophile.
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Fire Town's "In the Heart of the Heart
Country." It keeps my faith knowing
that quality bands like Fire Town have-
n't been totally lost in the heap.

These guys are Wisconsin's best -kept
secret. But you can go on surprising me
as much as you want. Way to go!

MARK SEVERSON
Brookfield, WI

It is refreshing to see that at last some-
one outside Wisconsin has discovered
Fire Town. Butch Vig and friends have
been rocking the Madison area and the
Midwest for close to ten years as Spoon-
er. Their two albums, "Every Corner
Dance" and "Wildest Dreams" (also on
Boat Records), didn't sell many copies,
but they treated those who found them

PHILIPS

PHILIPS INTRODUCES

SILVER LINE CLASSICS

NIB PRICE COMPACT DISCS

COLLECTION WITH:

Beethoven: "Emperor" Concerto - Brendel/Haitink/LPO 1420 347-2 PM i
Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue; American in Paris -

Haas/De Waart (420 492-2 PM)
Silver Line Sampler - Previn/Brendel/Marriner/AMF 1420 643-2 PM)

Write for our complete Silver Line Classics catalogue:
Philips Classics, 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019

PHILIPS 1987 Philips/ Bil)Gram CluNsic,
RIPE

DIGITAL AUDIO

to some of the best guitar -based melo-
dies available.

MIKE BROOK
Milwaukee, WI

Beta Defenders
In his March "Video Basics" column,

"A Checklist for the First -Time VCR
Buyer," William Wolfe states that "Su-
perBeta VCR's record and play back
pictures that are up to 20 percent more
detailed than even those of VHS HQ
VCR's, and that is an appreciable differ-
ence." Then he goes on to make the
unqualified statement, "It shouldn't
pressure you, though, to go Beta."

Why make a judgment on video
equipment based on standards that you
would not apply equally to the evalua-
tion of audio equipment? STEREO RE-
VIEW promotes and endorses the finest
of audio equipment regardless of the
quantity in circulation. In fact, many
manufacturers of elite audio equipment
are in the minority when measured on a
volume -of -sales basis.

In any case, millions of Beta VCR's
are in the hands of consumers, and this
market is not being ignored. Major mo-
tion pictures are released in VHS and
Beta. It is a fact that videophiles prefer
Beta. To suggest that we are "an endan-
gered species" is, to say the least,
absurd. As for buying a second-rate
VCR because a friend has one, please
spare us this betrayal of the standards
STEREO REVIEW represents.

TONY LOUIS
Gladstone, MI

I am getting very tired of hearing that
"Beta VCR's are an endangered spe-
cies." How long have we been hearing
that? Also, the idea that prerecorded
Beta videotapes are hard to come by is
hogwash. Sure, not every gas station
carries Beta tapes, but all decent rental
locations do.

I like it that the Beta tapes I rent have
not always been played until they are
loaded with dropouts, that I don't have
to wait a month to see the latest
releases, and that I don't have to worry
about Macrovision copy protection
screwing up the picture.

The fact that Beta Hi-Fi works in all
speeds is one reason to stick with Beta.
Friends of mine are dumping their VHS
Hi-Fi machines because they hear head -
switching noise in the audio at the slow-
er speeds. I understand that VHS man-
ufacturers will not guarantee that their
hi-fi modes will function properly at the
slower speeds. And VHS HQ is a joke!
You never know what part of HQ you
are getting. I don't need a brighter pic-
ture. I want the best picture possible.

Do yourself a favor: compare the
quality of the picture in the two

10 STEREO REVIEW MAY 1987



ANSUI

Only specialized technological expert se can deliver pure music. 1-1 -he
demanding envi-onment of an automooile. S3IISLIrS p-oprielary erspe-t se assures
you of high-performance with state-of-the-art driver-friend 'y feames That's w-ity
Sansui offers its coded DIG Alarm System, PAT. PEND. anti-thet
and Super Fidelity tuner with Intro Mc-mdry. To perfectly match vou- ter, you
can choose from sophisticated sepa-ate co-nponents to comps;, aLdic-
sefinement packed cassette receivers. Once you hear the rresi3:iple
sound of Sansui car audio, nothing else wil ever be good enough!

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 1250 VALLEY BROOK AVENUE, LYNDHURST, NEW .ERSEY 07071, U S.A.
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1. IZUMI 2-CHOME, SUGINAMI-KU, TOKYO 168, JAPANiTELE X J28310 SANLSJITK
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formats. Many of us Betaphiles have
decided to stick with a higher -quality
image and audio that doesn't sound like
it has a 60 -Hz hum.

KENT WINRICH
Waukesha, WI

I don't rent tapes all that often. I
mostly use my Beta VCR to record off
cable for more convenient viewing. One
plus for the Beta format in my mind is
that at the fastest speed (for best picture
quality) in both formats, using most
commonly available tape lengths, VHS
allows for two hours of taping and Beta
delivers three. That is why I chose Beta,
and I don't regret it.

RICK USACK
Kent, WA

William Wolfe replies: Nine out of every
ten Americans interested in purchasing
a VCR will choose a VHS -format model.
The introduction of Super -VHS VCR's,
which will produce pictures with about
400 lines of horizontal resolution, may
make that a perfect ten out of ten. Then
again, maybe not. Until VHS VCR's
incorporate high -quality editing circuits,
Beta-and Sony's SL-HF1000 SuperBe-
ta Hi-Fi VCR in particular-will re-
main the videophile's choice.

Equipment Buying Guide
The "Equipment Buying Guide" in

the February issue was very good. The
prices given, however, were very high
compared with what the items are sell-
ing for. Example: the Teac PD -400 com-
pact disc player is listed as $449. I just
purchased this fine unit for $159. Now,
I know the store made a profit at $159,
so why would Teac give you such an
inflated price?

PATRICK MCANISH
Long Beach, CA

As you say, it was Teac that gave us the
price. All the prices given in the buying
guide were manufacturers' "suggested
list prices." It would take a Harvard
MBA and an intense understanding of
American and Japanese manufacturing
and trade relations to explain the wide
differences between list and "street"
prices. Chances are, however, that the
store did not make much of a profit, if
any, in selling you a $449 Teac CD
player for $159.

What happened to the tape -deck sec-
tion of your February "Equipment Buy-
ing Guide"? Even the March tape issue
didn't include a guide to tape decks, just
blank tape. I particularly missed the sec-
tion this year because I wanted to
upgrade my cassette deck.

MARK BOSIN
Appleton, WI

We plan to run an updated tape -deck
buying guide this summer. Stay tuned.

Record of the Year Awards
For many years I have regarded STER-

EO REVIEW'S "Record of the Year
Awards" issue as the highlight of the
year, and I base many of my purchases
on your awards. I think, however, that
you need another category or criterion
for your awards, such as "greatest pleas-
ure." I and a great many of my friends
are not single-minded about music and
find that symphonies and operas are not
the only things in life to buy or listen to.
Our unanimous choice for the disc giv-
ing us the greatest pleasure is "In Love"
by Julia Migenes-Johnson.

DONALD E. PETERSON
San Francisco, CA

It seems your staff missed the best
rock album of 1986: R.E.M.'s "Life's
Rich Pageant," which also qualifies as
the Great American Rock Album of the
Eighties.

MARK FERGUSON
Salt Lake City, UT

Charles Mingus
In Chris Albertson's review in De-

cember of the MCA Impulse! jazz reis-
sues, one of the reissues discussed was
Charles Mingus's "The Black Saint and
the Sinner Lady." The listing at the end
of the review, as well as its text, gives
Mingus's first name as "Charlie."

It was perhaps twenty to twenty-five
years ago when Mingus, who fought
hard to gain the respect he was due as a
musician and as a man, made it clear
that he wished to be referred to by his
correct given name: Charles.

A small point, one might imagine, but
it was an important one to Mr. Mingus.
It has been an unfortunate American
tendency to trivialize the contributions
of serious jazz musicians by tagging
them, without their acquiescence, with
condescending diminutives-like put-
ting your arm around someone you
don't know.

Mingus's given name was Charles,
not "Charlie." I hope STEREO REVIEW
will remember that in future references
to him. And if MCA has indeed referred
to him as "Charlie" in the recent reis-
sue, they have insulted the legacy of a
man who was one of our greatest jazz
artists and an untiring campaigner for
black human rights.

ROBERT E. ENDIAS
Kalamazoo, MI

MCA did, indeed, call Charles Mingus
"Charlie" on the cover of this reissue.
We regret that we repeated the error
rather than pointing it out.
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"How Big An Amp Do I Really Need?"
Contrary to popular beliet,

lots of amplifier power isn't necessarily
the solution to getting lots of dynamic
range from your system.

Fact is, amplifier power alone
has little effect on the dynamic range
we hear in compact discs and other
modern recordings. Your speakers
have far more effect on dynamic range
than the amplifier or any other com-
ponent in your system.

We compared a KLIPSCH®
Loudspeaker with four other models
from various makers. (The KLIPSCH
model was not the most expensive.)
Doubling, even tripling the power to
the speakers had little effect on their
dynamic range.

Compared to the KLIPSCH
model, the other speakers required at
least 30 times more power to achieve
a normal listening level. And regard-
less of the total power consumed by
the other speakers, the KLIPSCH
model still had 20 dB higher output.

Are we suggesting KLIPSCH
Loudspeakers have the widest dynamic
range in the industry? You bet. In
most cases, the addition of KLIPSCH
Loudspeakers will be the most effec-
tive and efficient way to widen the
dynamic range of your system. Our
special compression drivers are the
reason why. They give you more con-
trolled imaging, greater clarity and
wider dynamic range.

As these characteristics be-
come higher priorities to your musical
taste, we encourage you to compare
KLIPSCH to any other
speaker mated to any
size amplifier. Decide
for yourself what gives
you the most for your
money.

For your near-
est KLIPSCH dealer,
look in the Yellow
Pages. Or call toll free,
1-800-223-3527.

KuPSCh FORTE' PICTURED ABOVE

'tYklipsch
A LECEND IN SOUND-

P.O BOX 668  HOPE ARKANSAS USA 71801
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AUDIO O&A

by Ian G. Masters

Reference Systems
QAfter much research, I have assem-
bled what I believe to be a state-of-

the-art stereo system. But I'm not sure-
sometimes I think it sounds great, and
then at other times it seems to lack
something. Is there a reference system I
can compare my setup with to determine
whether or not I have achieved what I set
out to do?

STEPHEN Fox
St. Louis, MO

AThis is definitely the 64 -kHz ques-
tion! If there were such a system,

every audiophile would have one, and
all controversies about how to design-
and how to evaluate-audio compo-
nents would come to an end. It's a nat-
ural enough question, though. In any
field, consumers have always sought to
identify "the best" so that, even if they
choose not to purchase it, they will at
least have some idea of how close they
have come and will be able to choose
their compromises with eyes open.

There is some doubt as to whether
any product can truly claim to be the
ultimate in its class-is Dom Perignon
really the best champagne? Audio en-
thusiasts have resisted appointing a
king of the hill to a striking degree.
What is one audiophile's reference stan-
dard is fatally flawed to another. The
lack of unanimity is part of what makes
audio interesting and fun, but it also
means that if there is, indeed, a "state of

the art" system, no one knows what
that is.

Open -Reel to Cassette

QI have a large number of open -reel
tapes that I would like to dub onto

cassettes for playing in my car, but I am
hesitant to buy a cassette player because
of the difference in tape speed. Can I
copy tapes recorded at 71/2 or 33/4 ips onto
cassettes at PM ips?

GEORGE SANTOE
Beverly Hills, FL

ACertainly. The speed at which a
recording was originally made has

very little to do with the speed of a
copy. Of course, a particular piece of
tape must always be played back at the
same speed as it was recorded, but the
music it contains is not permanently
encoded with that speed.

When it is playing back a tape, the sig-
nal at a recorder's output does not differ
in any significant way from that of a
tuner, a CD player, or any other high-
level source. Consequently, it can be fed
to the inputs of a cassette deck and
recorded in normal fashion. The cas-
sette machine doesn't care where the
signal came from or how it has been
stored.

Parallel AmplOers
QMy television set has a built-in

amplifier that I have connected to
an extra pair of speakers. The improve-
ment in sound quality is vast, so I would
like to add an inexpensive receiver and
tape deck. I could feed the line -level out-
puts of the TV set to the receiver, but
then I could not use the set's remote vol-
ume control, which affects only the am-
plifier output. Could I simply connect
both the TV's amplifier and the receiver
to the same speakers, or would this
create problems?

MAARTEN HEILBRON
Toronto, Ontario

AIt could do serious damage to the
output stages of both amplifiers

and so should not be attempted. When
you are using the receiver, say, to drive
the speakers, it will also be driving the
TV set's amplifier from the wrong
end-something that it is not designed
to accept. The internal impedance of
this second amplifier is so low that the
functioning one is likely to see it as a
short circuit, and it could burn out in
seconds.

There is a simple solution, however.
Simply insert a speaker -line switch that
will connect the speakers to the receiver
in one position and to the TV in the
other; any double -pole, double -throw
(DPDT) switch will do as long as it can

handle the wattage of the larger ampli-
fier. You might be tempted to use an
ordinary speaker -selector switch, wired
in reverse, but that's not a good idea as
virtually all of them have a position for
connecting both pairs of speakers (or, in
this case, both amplifiers) at once.

One alternative you might try is to
ignore the receiver's amplifier section
altogether and feed its tape -monitor
output (or preamplifier output, if it has
one) to the audio input jacks of the TV
set. This would have the advantage of
allowing you to use the TV's remote
volume control even when listening to
FM or tapes. If you do choose this
option, and use the tape -monitor out-
puts as a source, you will have to feed
your tape deck to one of the receiver's
high-level inputs rather than to the tape
input. There may be a drawback to this
arrangement, however: unless your TV
set has stereo capability, you'd have to
do all your other listening in mono too.

Constant Power
QIs it better to leave components
such as amplifiers or preamplifiers

on all the time or just to turn them on
when you intend to use them?

JEFFREY A. KNICHEL
Mahwah, NJ

AThe jury is still out on this ques-
tion. There are some who feel that

certain components take a while to sta-
bilize after power has been applied, so
AC should only be removed if the equip-
ment will be idle for an extended peri-
od; otherwise it should be left on with
the level controls all the way down. This
theory has resulted over the years in a
number of components that can't be
switched off.

The fact that such devices have been
in the minority suggests that most audio
designers don't feel there is much risk in
turning the power on and off. There are
some exceptions, however: tube equip-
ment, for instance, does have to warm
up, so it makes some sense to turn it on
a fair while before you do any critical
listening. Also, like light bulbs, the fila-
ments in vacuum tubes will eventually
burn out, and their life can be extended
by minimizing turn -on power surges.

For conventional solid-state equip-
ment, keeping the power on all the time
is a bit of a power drain, but audio
equipment doesn't draw much in any
event, particularly when it is not ampli-
fying anything. On the other hand, any
component with moving parts-turnta-
bles, cassette decks, CD players, and so
forth-is subject to mechanical wear
and should be turned off when not in
use. Motors turning 24 hours a day will
have significantly shorter lives than
those that are allowed to rest.
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345751

340323. Sode-Promise.
(Portrait)

321307 Air Supply -
Greatest Hits. (Arista)

347492. Glenn Miller
Orchestro-In The Digital

od. (Digital-GRP)

293597 led Zeppelin -
Houses Of The Holy,
(Atlantic)

345785. Top Gun -
Soundtrack. (Columbia)

346957 Steve Winwood
-Bock In The High Life.
(Island)

344622. Anita Boker -
Rapture. (Elektra)

319996-399998.
Motown's 25 # 1 Hits
From 25 Years. (Motown)

348987-398982. Linda
Ronstadt-'Round
Midnight (Asylum)

347153

273409. Horowitz Plays
Favorite Beethoven
Sonatas: Appossionato,
Pothehque, Moonlight
(CBS Masterworks)

345777 Peter Gabriel-
Sa (Geffen)

246868. Jim Croce -
Photographs And
Memories -His Greatest
Hits. (Sala)

346536. The Monkees
-Then And Now.. The
Best Of The Monkees.
(Ansto)

334391. Whitney
Houston. (Arista)

333286. Phil Collins -No
Jacket Required. ,Atlantic;

314443. Neil Diamond's
12 Greatest Hits, Vol. 2.
(Columbia)

346023

342105

308049. Creedence
Clearwater Revival
Featuring John Fogerty/
Chronicle. 20 greatest
hits (Fantasy)

343582. Van Hahn -
5150. (Warner Brcs.)

345553. Branford
Marsolis-Romances
For Saxophone.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

339226. Gershw n:
Rhapsody In Blue;
Second Rhapsody; etc. -
M. Tilson Thomas. Los
Angeles Phil -
CBS Masterworks;

326629. Bruce Spring-
steen-Born In The
U.S.A. (Columbia)

342097 Barbra
Streisand-The
Broadway Album.
(Columbia)

decision. If you ever receive any Selection
without having 10 days to decide, you may
return it at our expense.

The CDs you order during your member-
ship will be billed ct regular Club prices,
which currently are $14.98 to $15.98 -plus
shipping and handling. (Multiple -unit sets
may be somewhat higher.) After completing
your enrollment agreement you may cancel
membership at any time; if you decide to
continue as a member, you'll be eligible for
our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy
one CD at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory
shipment. If you are not satisfied for any
reason whatsoever, just return everything
within 10 days and you will have no further
obligation. So why not choose 3 CDs for
$1 right now.
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additiona
Compact Disc right now and pay only $6.95.
It's a chance to get a fourth selection at a
super low price!

THE CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB HAS THE MUSIC YOU WANT

TAKE ANY 3 FOR $1 MEMBERSHIP

111,41 LEV 'Is , siajl
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347955

343624. Wynton
Marsolis Plays Trumpet
Concertos. Haydn, etc.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks(

337279. Plocido Domingo
-Save Your Nights For
Me. Love songs. (CBS)

328740. Mozart: Piano
Concerto No. 26
(Coronation); Rondos -
Murray Perth°, English
Chamber Orchestra
(Dgdol -CBS Masterworks)

336396-396390. Billy
Joel's Greatest Hits,
Vol. 1 & 2. (Columba)

324822. Ravel: Bolero;
La Valse; Rhapsodie
Espognole-Maazel, cond.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

348458. Dvorak: Cello
Concerto -Yo -Yo Ma;
Maazel London Philharm
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

344721

347039. Billy Idol -Whip-
lash Smile. (Chrysalis)

346643. Andreas Vollen-
weider -Down To The
Moon. (CBS)

349985. Johnny
Mathis/Henry
Mancini -The Hollywood
Musicals (Columbia)

348979. Tina
Turner -Break Every
Rule (Capitol)

343269. Kin Te Kanawa
-Verdi and Puccini.

257279. Bruce Spring-
steen-Born to Run
(Columbia)

319541. Elton John -
Greatest Hits. (MCA)

321380. Barbra
Streisand's Greatest Hits,
Vol. II (Columbia)

346312

The age of CD sound is here -and you
have a practical new way to find the CDs
you want. As your introduction to the CBS
Compact Disc Club, you can choose any
3 CDs listed in this ad for just $1.00. Fill in and
mail the application -we'll send your CDs
and bill you for $1. You simply agree to buy
2 more CDs (at regular Club prices) in the
next year -and you may then cancel your
membership anytime after doing so.
How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month for your musical
interest...plus many exciting alternates. In
addition, up to six times a year, you may re-
ceive offers of Special Selections, usually at
a discount off regular Club prices, for a total
of up to 19 buying opportunities.

If you wish to receive the Selection of the
Month, you need do nothing -it will be
shipped automatically. If you prefer an alter-
nate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response cord always provided and mail it
by the date specified. You will always have
at least 10 days in which to make your

349324

349571

345827 Bob James and
David Sanborn -Double
Vision. (Warner Bros

343095. Philip Glass
-Songs From liquid
Days. (CBS)

347054. David Lee Roth
-Eat 'Em and Smile.
(Warner Bros I

263293. Bolling: Suite
For Flute & Jazz Piano.
Rompal. Bolling (CBS
Masterworks)

219477 Simon &
Garfunkel's Greatest
Hits. (Columbia)

341073. Steely Dan -
A Decade of Steely Dan.
(MCA,

344812. Billy Ocean -
Love Zone (Jne/Arista)

341305. Robert
Palmer -Riptide (Island)

346478

n CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge
PO. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-119

316604. Tchaikovsky:
1812 Overture; Marche
Slave; Beethoven:
Wellingtons Victory-
Moozel. Vienna Philhorm.
(Dgital-CBS Masterworks)
343251. Bach: Goldberg
Variations. Glenn Gould
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

287003. Eagles -Their
Greatest Hits 1971-1975.
(Asylum)

337519. Heart. (Capitol)

348649. The Pochelbel
Canon
Delights. The Toronto
Chamber Orchestra.
(Digital -Fanfare)

349373. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9 (Choral)
-Bernstein, NY. Phil.
(CBS Masterworks)

314997-394999. Stevie
Wonder's Original
Musiquariorn 1. (Tamla)

348110. Buddy Holly -
From The Original
Master Tapes. (Digitally
Remostered- MCA)

COMPACT

0 [I g
DIG TAL AUDIO

1
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined
in this advertisement. Send me the 3 Compact Discs listed here and
bill me only $1.00 for all three. I agree to buy two more selections
at regular Club prices in the coming year -and may cancel my
membership at any time al ter doing so.

SEND ME THESE 3 CDSr

My main musical interest is (check one): 'But I moy °Woes choose from any category)

Mr. ROCK/POP 0 CLASSOCAL

Mrs.
Miss

Pt.,' F.'s, Nome

Address

City

I n lost Nome

Apt

State Zip
Do you have a VCR? (Check one.) 0 Yes 0 No
Do you have a credit card? (Check one.) 0 Yes 0 No

ADVANCE BONUS csFER: Also send me
a fourth CDright now at the super low price
of lust 5695, which wit be billed to me.

251/187

This oiler arot ayodoble :n APO, FPO, Alaska, Hawaii. Puerto Rico; meow

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2 -so write in both numbers. deo,h alternotwe otter R08/C2
Note. We reserve the right to request ocidittonol information

CBS COM PNCT DISC C11.13: librre I lat le. I \ 17811 L or reject any oppItcohon R09/Cli



VIDEO BASICS

by William Wolfe

l ,n%.1

Do You Need a
Monitor/Receiver?

THINK of a monitor/receiver
as a flexible, high -quality
display screen for your au-
dio/video home entertain-

ment system. Or, more simply,
think of it as the ultimate TV set.

A monitor/receiver has direct
video inputs for a videocassette re-
corder, a videodisc player, or both.
Direct connection results in a better
picture than the only alternative-
using the antenna jacks on both
units-because it does away with
the quality -degrading process of
converting video signals to radio -
frequency (RF) signals.

The picture on a monitor/receiver
is as good as the signal being fed
into it-in other words, the moni-
tor/receiver will not visibly degrade
or interfere with the incoming sig-
nal. Features like comb filters and
special noise -reduction circuitry re-
trieve picture detail otherwise lost
in video noise, and they do as much
for prerecorded tapes as for broad-
cast, cable, or satellite TV programs.
The results are impressive: moni-
tor/receivers are rated to produce

pictures with 330 to as many as 600
lines of horizontal resolution (the
standard measure of picture detail).
Basic TV sets that do not merit
monitor/receiver status produce
pictures with about 250 lines, and
that's an appreciable difference.

Newly designed picture tubes-
including ones that are tinted, flat
and square, or angled-and auto-
matic adjustments for color, fine
tuning, and ambient room light help
to improve other important charac-
teristics of the picture you see on
your screen.

A monitor/receiver is also easily
connected to an audio receiver,
preamplifier, or integrated amplifier
using the set's stereo audio -output
jacks. This setup routes the audio
channels from all connected video
sources through your hi-fi system.
Depending on the system's level of
sophistication, soundtracks can
then be tailored by tone controls,
equalized, digitally delayed, or en-
hanced by surround sound. Another
option is to connect a pair of pow-
ered loudspeakers to those same
stereo audio outputs or to the speak-
er terminals included on the back
panels of some monitor/receivers.

Many monitor/receivers have
built-in MTS (stereo TV) decoders,
and most others are equipped with
jacks for connection of an optional
decoder. The decoder enables you
to hear stereo TV programs in ster-
eo and to receive a separate (mono)
audio program if any is broadcast.
You can also record stereo TV pro-
grams if a stereo or hi-fi VCR is
connected to the monitor/receiver,
but only if you are there to activate
the VCR. "Time shifting"-pro-
gramming your VCR to record TV
shows in your absence-utilizes the
VCR's tuner, so time shifting stereo
TV requires that your VCR have its
own stereo TV tuner.

Monitor/receivers are available in
many screen sizes, which are always
measured diagonally. The smallest
models have screens that measure
31/2 inches, while the largest have
screens that measure 40 inches.
One-piece projection TV's with the
kind of features found on monitor/
receivers measure up to 50 inches.
Many models with screens measur-
ing 9 inches or less are touted as
portable and can be powered by bat-

tery packs and car batteries in addi-
tion to house current (Ac).

Monitor/receivers can offer many
features that make viewing more
convenient, though many of them
are not available on models with
smaller screens. For instance, most
monitor/receivers in the 13- to 50 -
inch range come with feature -
packed wireless remote controls.
The newer remotes often control
cable boxes and the same manufac-
turer's VCR's, and some even oper-
ate VCR's that are made by other
manufacturers.

Digital monitor/receivers can dis-
play two images at one time with a
feature called picture -in -picture
(PIP). Two video sources are re-
quired, though, and at this writing
only one model, from Sony, has
dual video tuners built in. With the
others, a second source must be pro-
vided by an outboard video tuner or
a connected VCR.

Digital circuitry is also used to
improve pictures. Toshiba's CZ -
2697, for example, uses digital
"non -interlace" technology to in-
crease picture detail-but the jury is
still out on the new technology's
effectiveness.

Personal computers can be con-
nected to some monitor/receivers
via a back -panel RGB (red -green -
blue) input, but the two compo-
nents must be compatible. Virtually
all monitor/receivers have cable -
compatible tuners, insuring that the
tuners can accept and switch be-
tween the many channels afforded
by cable and that connection of a
cable box will not result in wiring
and switching nightmares. And
many manufacturers are making
"designer styled" monitor/receivers
with "mauve" and "sand" cabinets,
so you can buy a set that comple-
ments the decor of your room.

Do you need a monitor/receiver?
If you plan to integrate your audio
system with a rapidly expanding
video system, the answer is a re-
sounding "Yes." The only tradeoff,
as you might expect, is price. Moni-
tor/receivers are often twice as ex-
pensive as basic TV sets with the
same screen size. But for the serious
audio/video enthusiast who wants
the best picture quality and the
most flexibility, a monitor/receiver
is well worth the price.
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Challenging
Design.

FOR UNDER $500 YOU CAN OWN AN
AMPLIFIER JUDGED TO HAVE THE EXACT

SOUND CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ESOTERIC
$3000 MODEL.

Bob Carver recently shocked the staid audiophile
world by winning a challenge that no other amplifier
designer could ever consider.

The new M -1.0t was judged, in extensive listening
tests by one of America's most respected audio-
phile publications, to be the sonic equivalent of a
PAIR of legendary, esoteric mono amplifiers which
retail for $3000 each!

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER CHALLENGE.
Last year, Bob Carver made an audacious offer to
the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one of Ameri-
ca's exacting and critical audio publications. He
would make his forthcoming amplifier design sound
exactly like ANY high-priced, esoteric, perfectionist
amplifier (or amplifiers) the editors could choose.
In just 48 hours. In a hotel room near Stereophile's
offices in New Mexico! As the magazine put it, "If it
were possible, wouldn't it already have been done?
Bob's claim was something we just couldn't pass
up unchallenged"

What transpired is now high fidelity history. From
the start, the Stereophile evaluation team was skep-
tical ("We wanted Bob to fail We wanted to hear a
difference'). They drove the product of Bob's round-
the-clock modifications and their nominees for "best
power amplifier" with some of the finest components
in the world. Through reference speakers that are
nothing short of awesome. Ultimately, after exhaus-
tive listening tests with carefully selected music
ranging from chamber to symphonic to high -impact
pop that led them to write, each time we'd put the
other amplifier in and listen to the same musical
passage again, and hear exactly the same thing On

the second day of listening to his final design, we
threw in the towel and conceded Bob the bout.
According to the rules... Bob had won"

BRAIN CHALLENGES BRAWN. Below is a
photo of the 20 -pound, cool -running M -1.0t. Above
it are the outlines of the pair of legendary mono

amplifiers used in the Stereophile challenge. Even
individually, they can hardly be lifted and cemand
stringent ventilation requirements. And yet, accord-
ing to some of the most discriminating audiophiles
in the world, Bob's new design is their sonic equal.

The M-1.0t's secret is its patented Magnetic Field
Coil. Instead o' increasing cost, size and heat output
with huge storage circuits, Magnetic Field Amplifi-
cation delivers its awesome output from this small
but powerful component. The result is a design with
the dynamic power to reproduce the leading edge
attacks of musical notes which form the keen edge
of musical rea ity.

Magnew Reid POW0f ii011)00.,

( TR
MOISM M -L 01

Men Neadroom
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CAIIZ\ ER P.0, Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046

A DESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGES OF
MODERN MUSIC REPRODUCTION. The M-1.0t's

ingly high voltage/high current output and
exclusive operation features make it perfect for the
demands of compact digital discs, video hi-fi and
other wide dynamic range playback media. The
M -1.01t:

 Has a continuous FTC sine -wave output con-
servatively rated at 200 watts per channel,*

 Produces 350-500 watts per channel of RMS
power and 800-1100 wats momentary peak power
(depending on impedance).

 Delivers 1000 watts continuous sine wave output
at 8 ohms in bridging mode without switching or
modification.

 Is capable of handling unintended 1 -ohm speaker
loads without shutting ccwn.

 Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Off-
set and Short Circuit Power Interrupt protection.

SHARE THE RESULTS OF VICTORY. We invite
you to compare the new M-1.Ot against any and all
competition. Including the very expensive amplifi-
ers that have been deemed the M-1.Ot's sonic equiv-
alent. You'll discover that the real winner of Bob's
remarkable challenge is you. Because world class,
superlative electronics are now available at reason-
able prices simply by visiting your nearest Carver
dealer.

*SPECIFICATIONS: Power, 200 watts/channel into
8 ohms 20Hz to 20kHz, both channels driven with
no fore than 0.15% THD Long Term Sustained
RMS power, 500 watts into 4 ohms, 350 watts into 8 ohms.
Bridged Mono power, 100C watts into 8 ohms. Noise,
-110o8 IHF A -weighted Weight, 20 lbs

POWERFUL
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Find out in Stereo Review.
Subscribing to Stereo Review makes sense. Whether you're
shopping for your first stereo system, upgrading your
present one, looking for maintenance tips or trying to sort
through the hundreds of new recordings released every
month, Stereo Review has answers you can rely on.

Our world-famous Equipment Test Reports help you
select new audio equipment. Explanations of features,
laboratory test results and comments from our expert tech-
nicians make it easy for you to select components for a great
audio system.

If you already have a terrific sound system, Stereo
Review can help you care for it and upgrade it. With hints on
getting four -channel sound from your stereo discs ...how to
care for your tape deck's heads ...how to handle records to
preserve them ...and much more.

Stereo Review also helps you select the music to play
over your sound system. We cover every category of record-
ing on disc or tape, to help you steer away from uninspired
performances or mediocre recordings.

Stereo Review. When you subscribe you'll join the
group of people who enjoy music on their own terms-and
truly know what to buy.

Use the coupon to subscribe
-and save 50%!

r

Half Price
Subscription Certificate

Stereo ReviewP.O.

Boulder,Box

c5506280

7322-5627

YES! Please enter my subscription to Stereo
Review at 50% off (based on the full one-year
subscription price of $9.98).

ID One year (12 issues) for $4.99
 Two years for $9.98
0 Three years for $14.97

CHECK ONE: 0 Payment enclosed. 0 Bill me later.

Mr./Mrs./Ms.
(please print full name)

Address Apt.
8H17

State Zip

Foreign postage: Add $1 a year for Canada. Add $5 a year (cash
payment in U.S. currency only) for other countries outside U.S. and
possessions. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.
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TECHNICAL TALK

byJulian Hirsch

Answering the Mail

ETTERS from readers are
regularly forwarded to me
by STEREO REVIEW'S edi-t tors. While I regret that not

every letter can be answered person-
ally, some of those of general inter-
est can be dealt with occasionally in
this column.

One such letter comes from a
reader who has a reasonably good
stereo system in which his low-
priced, ten -year -old speakers are
clearly the weakest link. But when
he listened to other speakers costing
many times as much as his in a deal-
er's demo room, some of them with
advertised frequency -response lim-
its as low as 20 Hz and as high as
40,000 Hz (!), he heard no signifi-
cant improvement. Even in A/B
comparisons in his own home, he
could not tell the difference between
his old speakers and newer ones.

He does note that his old speakers
sound "wonderful" with CD pro-
gram material-and "remarkably
better" than with either cassettes or
LP records (his tape deck and rec-

ord player are typical mid -price
components, well below the state of
the art even in their time). Thinking
that his ears might be at fault, he
had his hearing tested and found
that it was perfectly normal (even
better than normal according to one
doctor).

He then asks why, if a person's
hearing can be certified as "normal"
with a test that covers (at most) a
50- to 10,000 -Hz range, speaker
manufacturers bother to claim re-
sponse limits as low as 20 Hz or as
high as 40,000 Hz?

This gentleman has fallen into the
same trap that has snared so many
audio enthusiasts, and no doubt will
continue to do so far into the future:
the mistake of equating wide fre-
quency response with "high fideli-
ty." A wide frequency -response
range is one facet of the hi-fi picture,
but in my view it is not the most
important one. Before denouncing
this heresy, think of all those people
whose hearing is not "normal," who
may have severe losses in hearing
sensitivity in certain frequency
ranges or even across the full spec-
trum. Yet I doubt that even they
would have much difficulty in dis-
tinguishing a live performance from
a recorded one reproduced through
loudspeakers.

To the extent that "hi-fi" implies
an audibly faithful, or at least be-
lievable, re-creation of a live listen-
ing experience, it seems to me that
full -range frequency response is
neither necessary nor sufficient to
achieve this result. After all, most
music has little or no energy at the
frequency extremes, so their attenu-
ation or elimination should make
no important difference in the
sound.

Tested This Month
IMP

Denon DCD-3300
CD Player

Shure AVC 20
Power Station

KEF Model 102 Speaker
Magnum Dynalab

PT 101 FM Tuner
Beyer DT 990 Headphones

I

That said, let me make it perfectly
clear that wide -range response is
still a very desirable characteristic
for speakers to have, given a suffi-
ciently high quality level in the
overall system. Unfortunately, there
is really no satisfactory way to cor-
relate any of the myriad possible
"frequency response" ratings of a
loudspeaker with its sound or with
its appeal to any particular listener.
Unlike other audio components, a
speaker simply does not have a sin-
gle overall frequency response that
can uniquely define its sound char-
acter.

The same reader was also puzzled
by the different ways that frequen-
cy -response specifications are pre-
sented. Briefly, if a component's
output fluctuates within a total
range of, say, 10 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz, there are several ways of
describing that variation. One
might be, "frequency response 20 to
20,000 Hz within 10 dB overall,"
which says nothing about where in
the spectrum the output falls above
or below some "normal" reference
level. Another way of saying exactly
the same thing, if no reference fre-
quency is stated, is "20 to 20,000 Hz
± 5 dB."

A more meaningful approach,
however, is to establish the "0 -dB"
reference level at some specific fre-
quency, such as 1,000 Hz. If the
speaker's output never drops below
-2 dB relative to its 1,000 -Hz level,
but has one or more peaks of +8
dB, it can be said to have a response
variation of " + 8, -2 dB." If, on
the other hand, its response is fairly
flat, not rising more than 2 dB
above its 1,000 Hz level, but drops
to -8 dB at the limits, at 20 or
20,000 Hz, we would say that its
response varies " + 2, -8 dB."

Since the number of response ir-
regularities and the frequencies at
which they occur can have as im-
portant an effect on a speaker's
sound as their magnitude, it should
be obvious that a graphic represen-
tation-a frequency -response curve
-is the most meaningful way to
describe the response of a speaker
(or of any other component). You
should never forget, however, that
even the "most meaningful" de-
scription of a speaker's response
may have very little to do with how
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much its sound will please or dis-
please any individual listener.

One of the few truths that might
be extracted from this situation is
that as all of the many possible fre-
quency -response measurements of a
speaker become smoother and cov-
er a wider range, there is a very good
chance that its sound will be per-
ceived by a larger group of listeners
as being improved. Even so, I would
not expect universal approval.

As you see, I haven't answered
our reader's basic question. I am
not sure that there is an answer oth-
er than the old "cop-out" of, "If you
like it, buy it; if you don't like it,
don't buy it."

And now for something complete-
ly different (apologies to Monty Py-
thon). In the February issue, I at-
tempted to answer a reader's ques-
tions about the combined effect of
several signal -enhancement de-
vices, such as the Carver Sonic Ho-
logram preamplifier with Polk SDA

speakers. From my own experience,
I did not recommend using these
two together. Since both systems
expand the sound stage by phase
and amplitude modification (using
electronic and acoustic means, re-
spectively), it is likely that in combi-
nation neither would give its best
performance.

Another reader reports complete-
ly opposite results, however, experi-
encing a strong enhancement when
the Polk and Carver systems are
used together. In part this may
reflect what is presumably a totally
different listening environment
from my own, and in part it may
reflect his use of different recordings
than mine. Both systems respond
most dramatically to recordings
that have little coherence between
their left and right channels (such as
certain "gimmicked" popular re-
cordings); they do little or nothing
to enhance well -blended stereo pro-
grams. In any case, our different

ACCOTEK SPEAKS

FIRSTS!
1952- 3 WAY REDuNDANT vloor-ER

I 959- T UMPETED SEPARATION
DIAPHRAGM

1960-14c0-131.0ATING FIELD LEAK
POI-ARIZER

1968 -EMPHATIC DROP-OFF Cog_

1974-Agr1-FfrolETic TWEETER
1975- FORK SPLIT cff0550%1Eft
1979- pueEseENT MIPRAN4E
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1981 -SEMI SPAYED WooFER

experiences illustrate, once again,
the point that when you are com-
paring two of anything, everything
else must be held constant. And that
includes the listeners, no two of
whom will hear exactly the same
thing.

In the same column, I also recom-
mended against using a subwoofer
or electronic bass enhancer, such as
Audio Control's Phase Coupled Ac-
tivator, with the Carver Sonic Holo-
gram or the Polk speakers. My
view-which I pointed out was not
based on actual experience with
such a system configuration-was
based on the more than ample bass
from the Polk SDA speakers and the
tendency of the Carver circuit to
give the sound a subjective bass
enhancement.

Well, I was very wrong! I have
since had an opportunity to use the
Phase Coupled Activator in my sys-
tem, and it works just fine with the
Sonic Hologram. Although I no
longer have the large Polk SDA
speakers, I speedily learned that the
Audio Control device does not add
any warmth or artificial heaviness
to the program. It merely synthe-
sizes deep -bass fundamentals from
signals in the upper -bass range. I

doubt that it would significantly
color the sound of any speaker, and
it is certainly compatible with the
Carver Sonic Hologram. My apo-
logies to Audio Control for the ear-
lier statement.

Finally, another error of mine was
called to my attention by an alert
reader. Noting my statement (also
in the February issue) that the Mis-
sion Argonaut speaker had the low-
est bass distortion in my experience,
this sharp-eyed correspondent-
with a keen memory to match!-
reminded me that in July 1986 I
said much the same thing about the
Klipsch Forte, which had even low-
er bass distortion. I plead guilty to a
fallible memory, although I offer the
mitigating circumstance that be-
tween those two reports I tested
about fifteen other speakers, some
of them having outstanding bass
properties. I guess I do not have
total recall of the data from the well
over 3,000 product tests I have per-
formed (including several hundred
on speakers). This really wasn't too
serious a slip, was it? El
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Bass vs. Space
It's an old dilemma:
To tolerate those large, room -
dominating loudspeakers for the
sake of true bass. Or sacrifice bass
for the sake of more living space?

The classic solution to
this problem-a solution that
allows even efficiency -dwellers
ample bass and space-is the
satellite/subwoofer speaker
system. Simply put, the mid-
range and high frequencies
are delegated to a pair of
small satellite loudspeakers,
placed for optimum stereo
imaging. The bass is handled
by a single large subwoofer
unit, which can be hidden
virtually anywhere in a room.
(How? Frequencies under
100 hz are nondirectional;

Don't have a preamp?
No problem, your
receiver can drive the
Plus Beta too. The
amplified power from
your receiver is dropped
down to preamp line
level and the Plus Beta
amplifies this signal
through its own three
amplifiers.

Canton has a variety
of satellites to choose
from: minis. Indoor/
outdoor, ultra -thin
Speakers or
bookshelf units.

Featured at right are
the Plus S mini
speakers. Like most
Canton products, they
are available in black,
white or walnut.

the ears can't tell where
they're coming from. So
one subwoofer suffices.)

The most common kind of
satellite/subwoofer system
is "passive" (externally
powered), such as the
Ccnton Plus C.

Active Advantages
The Canton Plus Beta sub -

woofer looks much like the
Plus C, but does the job quite
differently. That's because it's
"active" (internally powered).

Canton's Plus Bela
active subwoofer.

Three advanced power ampli-
fiers are built in, one custom -

designed for the subwoofer
and one each for the satel-
lites. The active crossover
network has three selectable
crossover frequencies, allow-
ing unparalleled flexibility in
matching the Plus Beta with
satellites. There is also an
input sensitivity control and a
bass level control.

Consequently, the Plus
Beta can be used with a wide

00
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The Plus Beta can in the same roomer as
accommodate an extra extensicn speakers In
pair of satellites. either another room.

A Plus Beta subwooter/
satellite system can be
driven by any zreamp,
such as Canton's EC-Pl.

70 90140
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Sensitivity V

The Plus Beta contains
three discrete power
amps with digitally con
trolled active filters.
They are frequency -
driven and provide
dynamic soft clipping
for overload protec-
tion. The bass ampli-
tier is rated at 100
watts RMS power: the
satellite amps al 80
watts RMS per channel.
THO is less than 0.011/o.

The Plus Beta's control
panel allows adjust-
ment of crossover
point, for perfect
matching with any
satellite loudspeakers:
input sensitivity, to
optimize preamp com-
patibility: and bass
level control to adapt
for mom characteristics.

variety of satellites. For exam-
ple, Canton's affordable and
very compact Plus S or the
high-performance Karat 100.
If desired, the Plus Beta can
accommodate two pairs of
satellites. By way of driving
the Plus Beta, virtually any
preamp or receiver will do,
whether a high -end unit such
as the Canton EC -P1 or a
more modest design.

Where space is at a
premium, but the awesome
dynamic range of digital
program sources can't be
missed, there's no better
option than an active sub -
woofer such as the Canton
Plus Beta.

Find out nore about
product line by visiting
Dealer and picking up
40 -page Loudspeaker

Leading EdgeTechnology + Esthetics

from

GiNrom

the entire Canton
an Authorized Canton
Canton's 1986/1987
Journal.

Canton North America, Inc.

Figh Fidelity Made in W Germany.

254 First Avenue North Minneapolis, MN 55401 Telephore 16121333-1150
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EVEN THE FINEST LOUDSPEAKERS
SIFT OUT SOME OF

THE MID -RANGE DETAIL.WHY?



Many of today's more expensive loudspeakers
have impressive specifications that may look great on
paper, but do not necessarily sound great in your
home. For instance, they boast frequency ranges that
extend well beyond the limits of human hearing. But
while these loudspeakers may be sensitive to the mus-
ical extremes of the spectrum they are often insensitive

to the subtle details in between. Details that create the
finer musical nuances within the mid -range.

At Altec Lansing° on the other hand, we've
designed our new line of loudspeakers to recreate
every subtlety of recorded music. To give not only
the highs and lows but everything in between.

The secret of Altec Lansing's extraordinary
timbre, texture and detail? A polyimide mid -range
that produces an expansive stereo image to give

you pure uncolored sound. In fact,
Altec Lansing loudspeakers are so
uncompromising, so revealing, they
prompted J. Gordon Holt of Stereo-
phile magazine to write, "I have been
hearing more going on it (the mid-

ruNimiderritanium
range of) old, familiar recordings than I

Mid -range have ever heard before...instrumental
sections are suddenly resolved into many individual
instruments rather than a mass of instruments," and
they compelled him to add that Altec Lansing's
speakers have "high end sweetness and openness...
with astounding inner detail. -

What's more, our woofers provide unparalleled
low frequency definition that beautifully comple-
ments the flawless performance of our mid and high
frequency drivers. How? With woven carbon fiber
cones that are rigid yet lighter than paper or

polypropylene to virtually
eliminate breakup, flexing
and distortion.

The unique features
like these, that make our
home loudspeakers so Carhop Fibers in Woofer Cone

impressive, also extend into our automotive loud-
speakers. In addition, our automotive loudspeakers
have features like Thermoisolate'" construction and
high temperature resistant materials to assure last-
ing performance even in the extremes of a demand-
ing auto environment. As a result, you'll capture the
same details in your car as you do at home.

Listen to Altec Lansing loudspeakers for your-
self and hear how much detail you've been missing.
Call I-800-ALTEC88 for information and the Altec
dealer nearest you (in Pennsylvania 717-296-HIFI). In

Canada call 416-4%-0587 or write 265 Hood Road,
Markham, Ontaro L3R 4N3, Canada.

ALTEC LANSING.
LOUDSPEAKERS FOR

THE WELL -TRAINED EAR.
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DENON DCD-3300 CD PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch Houck Laboratories

THE Denon DCD-3300, the
company's top -of -the -line
CD player, contains many
design refinements designed

to extract the maximum sound
quality from compact discs. Among
these is an improved version of
Denon's Super Linear Converter,
which is said to eliminate the small
amounts of crossover distortion
that can occur in a conventional
digital -to -analog (D/A) converter as
the waveform crosses the zero -volt-
age axis.

Denon custom trims each D/A
chip during its manufacture, adding
a correcting signal current to reduce
distortion below the residual noise
level. Two separate D/A converters
are used in the DCD-3300, elimi-
nating even the 11 -microsecond

time displacement between the ster-
eo channels that occurs when a sin-
gle converter is multiplexed. The
DCD-3300 also uses quadruple
oversampling (that is, a 176.4 -kHz
sampling rate) and a combination of
digital and analog filtering to give
improved group -delay characteris-
tics (lower phase distortion).

Unusual steps were taken to iso-
late the player's digital and analog
circuits from each other. It contains
five separate power supplies with
two transformers-one for digital
circuits, the other for the analog sec-
tions. The digital and analog sec-
tions are constructed on separate
circuit boards and are optically cou-
pled for maximum isolation.

In addition to two sets of conven-
tional analog audio outputs, one at

a fixed level and the other adjusta-
ble by a front -panel knob, the DCD-
3300 has two Cannon connectors
providing a balanced 600 -ohm ster-
eo output for professional or broad-
cast applications (some home audio
manufacturers are also providing
balanced input jacks for CD
players). There are also two bal-
anced digital outputs (prior to the
D/A conversion) for direct connec-
tion to digital tape recorders or oth-
er components equipped to process
the signals in digital form. Finally, a
stereo digital signal is also available
for optical transmission through a
supplied 5 -foot fiber-optic cable.

The mechanical construction of
the DCD-3300 is as unusual as its
electronic features. Severe external
vibration or jarring can cause audi-
ble mistracking by a CD player, but
even small amounts can sometimes
overtax a player's error -correction
circuits and introduce more subtle,
but nonetheless real, distortions.
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To minimize the effects of vibra-
tion on the DCD-3300, the pickup
assembly that supports the laser is
mounted on a subchassis made of
Bulk Molding Compound, a ceram-
ic -like material molded with glass
fibers. The subchassis is then sus-
pended on coil springs with visco-
elastic dampers. The system's reso-
nant frequency is below 18 Hz,
which effectively excludes airborne
or other external vibrations. A
heavy, rigid molded material is also
used for the disc holder and the disc
tray in order to minimize reso-
nances in that part of the player.

The nonmoving parts of the
DCD-3300 received equal attention
in Denon's search for a vibration -
free design. A heavy copper -plated
main chassis adds mass to the struc-
ture as well as providing an ideal
electrical ground surface. The entire
chassis is enclosed in heavy -gauge
aluminum panels, and the bottom is
formed of two metal plates bonded
in a sandwich with a visco-elastic
layer between them. A damping
plate is also bonded to the inside of
the top plate. Finally, the entire

player is supported on large, heavy
isolating feet made of solid brass.

The end product of these efforts is
a player that is only moderately
large but surprisingly heavy. The
DCD-3300, which is finished in
black with gold lettering, measures
about 17 inches wide, 141/4 inches
deep, and 4 inches high, but it
weighs just over 30 pounds.

Conventional flat pushplates con-
trol the basic transport functions.
The level from the front -panel
headphone jack and the variable
rear line output is adjusted by a
small knob, and a similar knob acti-
vates either or both of the coaxial
digital output jacks on the rear. A
row of small buttons, numbered 0
through 9 and +10, can be used to
access any track directly or to pro-
gram the player for up to twenty
track selections in any order. A PRO-
GRAM/DIRECT button toggles be-
tween the two modes of operation.

The display window, in the center
of the panel, presents an exception-
ally complete view of the player's
status. During play it shows the cur-
rent track and index numbers, the

FEATURES

O Copper -plated chassis with
heavy -gauge aluminum enclosure

O Sandwich construction of base
and top for reduced vibration
sensitivity

O Low -resonance molded disc
holder and tray

O Linear motor for fast disc access
O Three -spot laser tracking system
O Quadruple oversampling with

digital and analog filters
O Separate circuit boards and

power transformers for analog
and digital sections, with optical
coupling

O Fixed- and variable -level analog
line outputs

O Balanced 600 -ohm analog
outputs for professional use

O Two coaxial digital outputs
selectable from front panel

O Optical digital output with
supplied 5 -foot cable

O Direct access to programs by
track, index, or time

O Fluorescent display to show
complete operating status of
player

O Programming for up to twenty
selections in any order

O Track stepping in either
direction

O Fast search in either direction
with audible sound

O Auto Space to insert 4 -second
pauses between tracks

O Full -function wireless remote
control

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 2.0 volts
Total harmonic distortion at

1,000 Hz: 0.0019% referred to
0 dB, 0.0045% referred to -10
dB, 0.013% referred to -20 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
107.2 dB

Channel separation: 106 dB at
1,000 Hz, 87.5 dB at 10,000 Hz,
82 dB at 20,000 Hz

"Inismosams
Frequency response: +0.2, -0.0

dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz
Cueing time: less than 1 second
Cueing accuracy: A
Impact resistance: top, A; sides,

A+
Defect tracking: tracked all

maximum -level defects on
Philips TS5A test disc

number of the next track to be
played (a real convenience in pro-
grammed operation), the numbers
of all the unplayed tracks, the
elapsed time in the current track,
and the number(s) of the selected
digital outputs, if any. It also shows
the presence of a loaded disc in the
machine and whether the play or
pause mode is in effect.

When a disc is first loaded, the
display shows its total number of
tracks and playing time. An addi-
tional indicator, which we have not
seen on other CD players, shows
whether a disc was recorded with
pre -emphasis. If it was, a de -empha-
sis circuit in the player is automati-
cally switched on.

Below the selector buttons is a
hinged section of the panel that
swings down when pressed, reveal-
ing seven pushbuttons used for spe-
cial programming or access require-
ments, including cueing by index
number or time within any track.
The CALL button shows the num-
bers of programmed tracks on the
display, REPEAT causes the entire
disc (or programmed sections of it)
to be repeated indefinitely, and
CLEAR deletes all programming in-
formation. The TIME MODE button
switches the time display between
the remaining time on the disc or on
the current track and the elapsed
time on the track. Finally, the AUTO
SPACE button inserts a pause of sev-
eral seconds between tracks for con-
venience in making tape dubs with
silent intervals that will permit au-
tomatic music search with a suit-
ably equipped deck.

The suggested retail price of the
Denon DCD-3300 is $1,600. It is
supplied with a wireless remote con-
trol for all its playing and program-
ming functions. Denon America,
Dept. SR, 27 Law Dr., Fairfield, NJ
07006.

Lab Tests
Through the middle and high fre-

quencies, the response of the Denon
DCD-3300 was the flattest we have
measured from a CD player. There
was no discernible change in output
level from 300 to 20,000 Hz (the
variation was well under 0.02 dB),
and there was a smooth rise to
about +0.2 dB at 20 Hz. The two
channels had identical responses,
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TEST REPORTS

delivering almost exactly 2 volts
from the fixed output terminals,
with an imbalance of 0.18 dB. The
headphone output into a 600 -ohm
load was a very high 8.1 volts at the
clipping point, sufficient to generate
an uncomfortably loud volume lev-
el with, good 600 -ohm phones.

The phase shift between channels
varied from 0.7 degree at the middle
frequencies to only 2.5 degrees at
20,000 Hz, a negligible shift that can
be credited to Denon's use of dual
D/A converters. The channel separa-
tion (averaged in both directions)
was 119 dB at 100 Hz, narrowing to
106 dB at 1,000 Hz and 87.5 dB at
10,000 Hz. The A -weighted noise
level was - 107.2 dB referred to a
0 -dB test -signal level.

Dynamic range-defined as the
ratio of the output from a 0 -dB sig-
nal to the total distortion content of
the playback from a - 60 -dB (1,000 -
Hz) test signal-was 96 dB, exactly
as rated. The distortion contained
all the odd -order harmonics from
the third to the nineteenth.

The DCD-3300 had no difficulty
in tracking all the calibrated defects
on the Philips TS5A test disc. Its
linear motor was able to shift the
laser very rapidly over the playing
surface of a disc, yielding a slew
time from Track 1 to Track 15 of
the Philips TS4 disc of less than 1
second (our stop watch indicated
about 0.8 second, a good part of
which was undoubtedly our own
reaction time). The cueing from

Track 17 to Track 18 of that disc,
which have no silent interval be-
tween them, was perfect.

Comments
The extraordinarily robust con-

struction of the DCD-3300 gave it
the feel of a concrete block. There
was no "tinny" sound when I

rapped the case with my knuckles or
palm. In fact, the solid thud that
resulted was reminiscent of what I
have experienced when applying a
similar treatment to a couple of
recent loudspeaker systems employ-
ing unusual internal bracing.

In our previous tests of CD
players, we have often felt that their
propensity to mistrack when rapped
or bumped was closely related to
how much their often flimsy metal
covers vibrated under this treat-
ment. The DCD-3300's behavior
was consistent with this conclusion.
My most violent blows on its sides
had no effect on the playback, and
the only way I could induce a skip
was by a very hard blow with the
palm of a hand to
the disc mechanism-a test that
hurt me more than the DCD-3300!

Befitting its status as the top -of -
the -line CD player from a company
that pioneered digital recording
more than a decade ago, the Denon
DCD-3300 is a thoroughly out-
standing product. It is difficult to
imagine any other player being sig-
nificantly better, within the con-
straints of the CD format.

"Joseph, I've been meaning to talk with you about the magnificent -sounding car
stereo system you had installed up front. My system in the back is dull and
tinny sounding, and since it's obvious that you have some expertise in car
stereo, I was wondering if you'd . . . ."

Obviously, the DCD-3300 pro-
vides almost every operating conve-
nience one could desire. The only
omissions we can think of from its
galaxy of operating features are
phrase repeat, which allows any
user -defined portion of a disc to be
repeated, and a random "shuffle
play" mode. In compensation, per-
haps, its TIME SEARCH mode pro-
vides an uncommon means of ac-
cess to any part of a disc.

Like some other manufacturers of
notably good CD (and other) com-
ponents, Denon makes the "im-
proved sound" of the DCD-3300
the basis for its claims of superiority
over competing products. Here I
must abstain, since (unlike some
other people) I have never been able
to hear any differences between CD
players whose frequency responses
were identical within about 0.2 dB
and which were otherwise perform-
ing as intended. I dutifully paired
up the DCD-3300 with another ex-
cellent player, put identical discs in
them, cued them up, and matched
their levels
trol on the DCD-3300, this was an
easy task). Try as I might, I could
detect no audible difference be-
tween them.

Of course, this was not a defini-
tive test. Different discs, amplifiers,
speakers, rooms, and listeners
might produce different results. The
point is that even if such differences
are real, they must be very minor
indeed. If a listener considers them
important enough to warrant spend-
ing more money-well, that is why
we have a hi-fi industry!

In any case, I consider the DCD-
3300 to be one of the most impres-
sive products I have reviewed late-
ly, thanks to its designers' no -holds -
barred approach to eliminating
every possible weak spot, no matter
how trivial. And some of its strong
points, like its mechanical construc-
tion, are not at all trivial. I wish that
other manufacturers would build
their CD players as solidly as this
one (although the prices would
doubtless rise as a result). Anyone
who appreciates fine workmanship
should remove the covers of the
DCD-3300 and compare it with a
$400 player. There are very real dif-
ferences, regardless of their sound.
Circle 140 on reader service card
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THE MOST SYSTEM
FOR YOUR MONEY!

JSE proudly introduces its ccmplete line of car
stereos, power amplifier, equalizer/preamps,
equalizer/amplifiers and car speakers for
1987.

With many features, such as electronic tuning,
APS(music search), auto reverse, separate bass
and treble controls, automatic tuner priority,
beautiful night illumination and compact size
that enables you to install in most cars, you will
get the most out of your money.
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TEST REPORTS

SHURE AVC 20 POWER STATION
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch Hauck Laboratories

SHURE'S AVC 20 Power Sta-
tion is called a Video/Hi-Fi
System Expander, but it is
actually a complete audio/

video control and amplification
center. It contains four separate 30 -
watt power amplifiers, which can be
bridged to form a pair of 60 -watt
amplifiers, with a rated distortion of
0.1 percent from 20 to 20,000 Hz
into 8 -ohm loads. The preamplifier
section has inputs for three high-
level sources, a phono cartridge,
and a tape deck.

The AVC 20's audio signal -pro-
cessing features-which can be by-
passed for normal stereo reproduc-
tion-include Dolby Surround, two
additional stereo enhancement
modes based on matrixing and

time -delay circuits, and a synthetic -
stereo mode for enhancing mono
programs. Its conventional audio
features include a noise filter and
separate tone controls for the front
and rear channels.

Pushbuttons or pushplates are
used for all the normal operating
functions of the AVC 20, most of
which can also be performed from
its wireless infrared remote control.
The balance control is unusual: a
square plate about 15/8 inches on a
side that's pivoted at its center and
shifts the program balance toward
the front, rear, right, or left depend-
ing on which side of the square is
pressed. To its left is a square lumi-
nous display (called SURROUND IN-
DICATOR) that shows the approxi-

mate distribution of program ener-
gy among the four corners of a
hypothetical listening room.

Volume adjustments are made in
2 -dB steps, with a total volume
range of about 80 dB. Small square
buttons select the operating mode-
bypass, synthetic stereo, CONCERT
SURROUND, SPATIAL SURROUND, or
Dolby Surround-and illuminated
symbols above them identify the
selection. Similar buttons activate
the balance display, a noise filter,
audio muting, mono input selec-
tion, and VOLUME RESET. The reset
control restores the balance settings
to a neutral (balanced) condition-
an important feature since there is
no visible indication of the actual
(as opposed to relative) values of
these adjustments-and returns the
amplifiers to a low volume setting,
which usually requires a considera-
ble increase to restore a listenable
program level.
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The AVC 20 can be changed from
its normal four -channel mode to
bridged "Balanced Transformer -
less" (BTL) operation by moving a
slide switch located on the rear
apron and changing the speaker
connections. A display on the front
panel indicates when the BTL mode
is selected.

A pair of indicators marked UP-
PER LIMIT and LOWER LIMIT Show
when the volume control is at its
maximum and minimum settings
(the LOWER LIMIT indicator also
lights when the muting button is
pressed). The AVC 20 can be pro-
grammed for three preset volume
levels, which are instantly selectable
through buttons on the remote con-
trol but not on the front panel.

Lights on the panel do identify the
selected level. A hinged strip across
the botton of the front panel con-
ceals a number of small knob -oper-
ated controls, including separate
bass and treble tone controls for the
front and rear channels, input level
and balance adjustments, and the
expansion and reverberation time
adjustments for the synthetic -stereo
and CONCERT SURROUND modes. A
three -position IMAGE ENHANCER
slide switch is provided for accen-
tuating video picture contours.

The Image Enhancer feature is
one of the few obvious clues to the
video aspects of the AVC 20's de-
sign. Looking at the rear apron
reveals that each of the three high-
level inputs (marked A -V INPUT I, 2,

FEATURES
FIVININIMIN1111111

O Four 30 -watt amplifiers,
bridgeable to form two 60 -watt
amplifiers

O Magnetic phono input
CI Program inputs for three

audio/video sources (two VCR's,
one videodisc player)

O Audio/video recording and
dubbing facilities for two VCR's

O Inputs and outputs for one audio
tape recorder

O Synthetic -stereo mode for mono
programs

O Three stereo enhancement
modes: CONCERT SURROUND,
SPATIAL SURROUND, and Dolby
Surround

 Switchable for mono operation
 Switchable noise filter
El Separate bass and treble tone

controls for front and rear
channels

O Electronic volume control
O Electronic four-way balance

control with illuminated
SURROUND INDICATOR to show
directional characteristics of
program

O Wireless remote control for most
functions

O Three programmable volume
presets selectable from remote
control

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

1,000 -Hz output power at
clipping: normal mode, 60 watts
into 8 ohms, 90 watts into 4
ohms, 88 watts into 2 ohms;
bridged BTL mode, 94 watts into
8 ohms, 108 watts into 4 ohms

Clipping headroom (relative to
rated output): normal, 3 dB (8
ohms); BTL, 1.95 dB (8 ohms)

Dynamic power output: normal,
72 watts into 8 ohms, 112 watts
into 4 ohms; BTL, 138 watts into
8 ohms, 190 watts into 4 ohms

Dynamic headroom: normal, 3.8
dB (8 ohms); rm.., 3.6 dB (8
ohms)

Harmonic distortion (THD +
noise) at 1,000 Hz into 8 ohms:
normal, 0.053% at 1 watt,
0.021% at 10 watts, 0.013% at
30 watts; BTL, 0.105% at 1 watt,
0.038% at 10 watts, 0.02% at 60
watts

Maximum distortion (from 20 to
20,000 Hz into 8 ohms): 0.12%
at 3 watts (20 Hz)

Slew factor: greater than 25
Sensitivity (1 -watt output into 8

ohms): phono, 1.45 mV; A/V
(high-level) inputs, 27 mV

Phono-input overload: 54 to 73 mV
A/v-input overload: 1.15 volts (see

text)
A -weighted noise (referred to a

1 -watt output): phono, -64.7
dB; A/V inputs, -80.6 dB

Phono-input impedance: 50,000
ohms in parallel with 160 pF

RIAA phono-equalization error:
±0.5 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Noise filter: -3 -dB response at
6,500 Hz; minimum reponse,
- 9.5 dB at 9,000 Hz

Internal time delay: 20 ms
Tone -control range: 100 Hz, +12,

- 10.5 dB; 10,000 Hz, +9.5,
-10 dB

or 3) is designed to accommodate a
video source, with separate jacks for
its video and stereo audio program
components. There are also two in-
dependent video -monitor output
jacks for connection to monitors or
TV sets equipped with video inputs.

Also on the rear apron are input/
output jacks for a conventional au-
dio tape deck as well as separate PRE
OUT and MAIN IN jacks for the front
and rear amplifiers. The pre -out/
main -in jacks allow an existing hi-fi
system amplifier to be used for
either the front or rear channels
while the other pair is driven by the
AVC 20 in its bridged mode.

There are two mono output jacks
that carry the sum of the left and
right front channels at a nominal 1 -
volt line level for a center -channel
speaker or a subwoofer with a sepa-
rate amplifier. Two of the three AC
convenience outlets are unswitched.
The speaker terminals accept the
stripped ends of the wires and grip
them firmly when their locking lev-
ers are closed. Speakers having im-
pedance ratings between 8 and 16
ohms are recommended.

The output transistors of the
Shure AVC 20, and their large heat
sinks, are mounted entirely within
the cabinet. Numerous ventilation
holes in the top and bottom plates
provide ample cooling by convec-
tion. The metal cabinet, finished in
black, measures 17 inches wide,
133it inches deep, and 45/16 inches
high, and the unit weighs 21
pounds. Price: $599. Shure, Dept.
SR, 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL
60202.

Lab Tests
An hour of preconditioning at

one-third rated power left the top of
the AVC 20's cabinet only slightly
warm, and at no time during our
subsequent tests did it become
much warmer than that. The 1,000 -
Hz output (two channels driven)
clipped at 60 watts into 8 -ohm
loads, 90 watts into 4 ohms, and 88
watts into 2 ohms (a far lower
impedance than the amplifier is
rated to drive). Bridged BTL opera-
tion gave only a modest increase in
the clipping power limit: 94 watts
into 8 ohms and 108 watts into 4
ohms. Dynamic -power tests showed
even more headroom, with outputs
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From Live Aid to Lincoln Cen:er, top ten artists to
top studio producers. JBL has been the 01 choice
in professional loudspeakers for more than 40 years.
Now the JBL "T" and "TL' series promise to make
the star of stage. screen and studio, the star of car
audio, too.
Rugged, reliable, automotive versions of JBL's pro-
fessional equipment. the ' T" and "TL" series are
designed by the same acoustical engineers with the
same attention to quality and performance.
"T" series loudspeakers feature high and mid -high
frequency transducers made of pure titanium-the
same titanium domes that are used in JBL's profes-
sional studio monitors. Titanium's high strength -to -
weight ratio ensures clear. powerful highs without
listener fatigue. And now, for the first time, you can
get the benefits of titanium at a lower cost with the
"TL" series' titanium laminated domes.

P.1tors0 at>ove leh to r,ght are The T95 T55 T65 and. the TI.900 TL500 TI -500
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High polymer laminated and mineral filled polypro-
pylene loAl frequency transducers, in the "T" and
"TL" respectively, deliver smooth, uncolored, power-
ful bass -esponse. They're rema-kably resistant to
the automobile's acoustically hostile env ronment.
You'll ge that smooth JBL response on :he bump-
iest roads, too. Cast aluminum mountings and die-
cast frarr es resist twist ng and buckling, even when
mounted on uneven surfaces. Cones and voice
coils are tightly aligned for consistently accurate
musical reproduction and high power handling.
The JBL "T" and "TL" series aLtomotive loud-
speakers. Once you've heard the professionals. you
won't wait anything else.

For more information and your nearest cealer call
toll free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 150 or write JBL, 240
Crosswais Park West. Woodbury. New York 11797.



TEST REPORTS

of 72 watts into 8 ohms and 112
watts into 4 ohms. In the BTL mode,
the dynamic power was an impres-
sive 138 watts into 8 ohms and 190
watts into 4 ohms.

The distortion at 1,000 Hz into 8
ohms was typically between 0.05
and 0.012 percent for power outputs
from 1 to 50 watts. Even with 4 -
ohm loads (for which the amplifier
is not rated), the distortion was in
the vicinity of 0.02 percent at most
power outputs up to 80 watts. At the
rated 30 watts per channel into 8
ohms, the distortion (including
noise) was about 0.1 percent from
20 to 300 Hz.

For higher frequencies, we were
able to use a 400 -Hz highpass filter
in the distortion analyzer to elimi-
nate low -frequency power -line noise
that was not harmonically related to
the signal frequency. The distortion
measured 0.03 to 0.04 percent from
1,000 to 20,000 Hz. At lower power
outputs the distortion characteris-
tics were similar, with lower numer-
ical values.

The amplifier's slew factor ex-
ceeded our measurement limit of
25, and its reactive -load factor was
2.8 dB at 63 Hz. It was stable with
complex reactive simulated -speaker
loads, although a 10,000 -Hz square
wave at moderate levels caused its
protective relay to shut it down mo-
mentarily.

The high-level inputs had a sensi-
tivity of 27 millivolts (mV), and the
phono-input sensitivity was 1.45
mV. The high-level inputs can eas-
ily be overloaded, however, if the
INPUT VOLUME knob behind the
hinged panel is set too high and the
main electronic volume control is
used to establish a comfortable lis-
tening level. In the worst case we
measured, the high-level overload
occurred at 1.15 volts, which is like-
ly to result in serious distortion
from many sources, including CD
players. The correct procedure, as
explained in the instruction manu-
al, should be followed carefully. The
phono preamplifier also overloads
at relatively low inputs, between 54
and 73 mV from 20 to 20,000 Hz,
but this is not likely to cause prob-
lems with typical stereo cartridges.

The tone controls of the AVC 20
had conventional characteristics,
with a sliding bass -turnover fre-

quency (from approximately 100 to
500 Hz) and treble curves hinged at
about 3,000 Hz. Most of the con-
trols' effects took place near the
ends of the knob rotations, with
halfway settings doing little more
than shifting the overall volume by
1 or 2 dB.

The RIAA phono equalization
was very accurate, within about
± 0.5 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The
phono-input impedance was 50,000
ohms in parallel with 160 picofar-
ads of capacitance. The noise filter
had an unusual effect, introducing a
notch of almost 10 dB at 9,000 Hz
(the response was down 3 dB at
6,500 Hz) but attenuating the higher
frequencies only slightly (the re-
sponse returned to a -2.5 -dB level
at 15,000 Hz).

The internal time -delay circuit of
the AVC 20 provides a fixed 20 -mil-
lisecond (ms) delay, but this delay is
used differently in the several sig-
nal -processing modes. In Dolby
Surround, the rear (ambience) chan-
nel is derived by matrixing to form
a difference signal (L- R) and then
delayed by 20 ms. The CONCERT
SURROUND feature, however, ap-
plies the 20 -ms delay to the front -
channel stereo program and feeds
the delayed signals to the rear am-
plifiers. At the minimum setting of
the CONCERT SURROUND control
knob, there is only a single delayed
signal. As the knob is turned, the
signal is recirculated to provide ad-
ditional delays at 20 -ms intervals,
each at a lower level than the pre-
ceding one. We observed at least
seven delayed signals before their
level dropped more than 20 dB rela-
tive to the first one.

The SPATIAL SURROUND mode
does not use time delay, apparently
relying on matrixing to create differ-
ent signals in the two rear channels
from the original stereo program.
The synthetic -stereo mode, princi-
pally for use with mono programs
but also usable to alter the spatial
distribution of stereo programs, ap-
parently uses a combination of time
delay and frequency contouring to
achieve its effect.

Comments
The Shure AVC 20 Power Station

is clearly a product whose perform-
ance has not been skimped in any

important respect. In particular, it
proved to be a surprisingly powerful
amplifier with an overall quality
well beyond what we would have
expected from a component whose
primary purpose is presumably to
enhance video sound. If desired, the
AVC 20 can do a first-rate job as a
hi-fi system amplifier, with remark-
ably little sacrifice of either the fea-
tures or performance expected from
such a product.

We were, however, frustrated by
the slow rate of volume change
using either the front -panel control
or the remote -control buttons.
Changing from the upper volume
limit to effective inaudibility (by no
means the full range of the control)
took 5 seconds, and the return
required a glacially slow 15 seconds.
The AVC 20's electronic volume
control is clearly no substitute for
an old-fashioned knob, although we
recognize its convenience for use in
a video system. A motor -driven po-
tentiometer would have been a bet-
ter approach. Also, the SURROUND
INDICATOR balance display is essen-
tially a cosmetic feature, conveying
little information beyond what
should be obvious to any listener (it
can be switched off if desired).

The CONCERT SURROUND mode
was able to add a worthwhile am-
bience enhancement to most stereo
programs. It was not the equal of a
full -featured time -delay processor,
but since those are typically sold for
considerably more than the price of
the complete AVC 20, that was not
surprising. The SPATIAL SURROUND
mode gave another, somewhat dif-
ferent effect to the sound, but it also
strongly accentuated the back-
ground hiss in a stereo FM program.
The noise filter was not effective
against this hiss, although it may be
more useful on video background
noise.

For anyone wishing to build a
first-rate audio/video system, the
Shure AVC 20 Power Station offers
convenience and performance at a
reasonable price. It is difficult to see
how one could do as well for the
same price with any combination of
separate components, and the ad-
vantages of having a single remote
control and a minimum of external
cables are undeniable.
Circle 141 on reader service card
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SMART SINGLES. MODERN MARRIAGE.

If you're like most people who listen to
audio cassettes, you've probably used a tape
head -cleaner and felt pretty good about your
conscientious attitude toward machine mainte-
nance. Unfortunately, most cleaning cassettes
allow contaminants to build up on the capstan/
pinch roller assembly. It's a situation that, if left
uncorrected, can result in your valuable cassettes
being "eaten" when they stick to, and wrap
around, the pinch roller (a problem that's even
more common in car systems). Fortunately,
Discwasher has a simple solution.

Discwasher's Perfect PathTM' Cassette Head
Cleaner uses a non-abrasive tape to remove
oxides from your tape heads. And our C.PR.'
Capstan/Pinch Roller Cleaner uses an advance -
able fabric and scientifically -formulated cleaning
fluid to scrub away stickiness. Used together,
they ensure good sound and "healthy" cassettes.

Now our System approach combines
both technologies in a single cassette, adding
convenience to optimum tape deck performance.
With regular use, your equipment (and your
cassettes) will have a fighting chance for a long,
happy life together. Isn't that what you'd expect
from Discwasher?

discwasher®
4309 Tronsworld Road, Schiller Park, IL 60176

A Division of .nternotional Jensen, Inc

The makers of the famous D4+ Record Cleaning System.
CIRCLE NC 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Until now, car stereo systems let you equalize sound through two speakers, at best Which is hardly best, if you

have four speakers. The highs and lows you control in only two speakers are Virtually cancelled out by the levels you cant

control in the other speakers.
But listen to Sherwood. Listen to the CRD-350 stereo cassette receiver combined with the EQA-280

equalizer/amplifier. Listen to full equalizer control of all four speakers at 20 watts per channel. A total of 80 watts.

The experts did at this past summer's Consumer Electronics Show. And they voted the CRD-350/EQA-280 combo

"Among the most innovative consumer electronics products of the year." The EQA-280's line output loops through the

CRD-350's preamp sending fully equalized sound to the four corners of your car.

And the EQA-280 gives you seven EQ bands. Five LEDs to indicate power levels. A selectable EQ defeat switch.

A high/low gain switch. An automatic remote on/off
What about the CRD-350? What about everything you ever wanted in car stereo. You get FM stereo, of course.

But also C-QUAM* AM stereo. Dolby** B/C noise reduction for its full logic, auto -reverse cassette deck

Plus, a computer controlled PLL synthesizer tuner. Automatic seek tuning. Local/distance switch. 'Rvelve station

presets. Preset scan. A compact disc player input Fader control. Auto tape scan system. Auto tape music search and music

repeat system. Super HI 13 permalloy playback head. Even two illumination colors you can select with one touch.
Want more for your money? You'll

never get it Ask the experts. Like any of the
dealers listed below. Sherwood's got the market

cornered in four -corner sound.
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Sherwood®
LIVE PERFORMANCE SOUND"'

Southern California - Crystal Sonics, 1 (800) 545-7310, Wisconsin -American IV, (608) 271-1000, Minnesota, North Dakota, Iowa - Best Buy Co., (612) 896-2300
New England - Manufacturer's Marletplace, (617) 327-7000, Richmond -Auto Sound of Virginia, (804) 282-3152, Indiana - Hifi Buys, (317) 243-2940

,Sherwood Goes
16 The Four Comers

,k Of Your Car 16 A,
Equalize Sound.

CIRCLE NO 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

KEF MODEL 102 LOUDSPEAKER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Model 102 from KEF,
one of the company's Refer-
ence Series loudspeakers, is
a very compact two-way

system with exceptional bass re-
sponse for its size, which is close to
minispeaker proportions. Its 6 -inch
Bextrene-cone woofer operates in a
sealed enclosure, and the high fre-
quencies are channeled to a 1 -inch
soft -dome tweeter. The walnut -fin-
ished wood cabinet is extremely rig-
id, and even the black cloth grille is
stretched on a solid wood plate that
is retained by plastic fasteners.

The frequency response of the
KEF 102, at 2 meters distance on
axis, is rated as 65 to 20,000 Hz ± 2
dB and as down only 6 dB at 40 Hz.
It is also rated to deliver a sound -
pressure level (sPL) of 107 dB on
program peaks under typical listen-
ing conditions. These figures are in-
deed impressive for a speaker that
measures only 13 inches high, 81/4
inches wide, and 101/4 inches deep
and weighs a mere 15 pounds.

The bass performance of the sys-
tem is obtained by using a separate

active (electronic) equalizer, the
KUBE (KEF Universal Bass Equal-
izer), that boosts the bass drive sig-
nal by 5 to 6 dB below about 40 Hz
while reducing the midrange drive
signal in the 2,000 -Hz region by
about 5 dB. The KUBE Model 2088
supplied with the KEF 102 speakers
is meant to be inserted in an ampli-
fier or receiver tape -monitor loop or
between a preamplifier and power
amplifier. It has a set of tape input
and output jacks and a monitor
switch to replace those required for
its connection to the amplifier.

Pushing in the EXTEND button of
the KUBE inserts an additional bass
boost that complements the speak-
er's natural rolloff in the bass region
and gives it a nearly flat response to
40 Hz. Another control, marked
CONTOUR, shifts the level of the
entire bass range (below about 200
Hz) up or down as much as 3 dB to
balance the low -frequency sound
against the midrange level. The
CONTOUR circuit operates indepen-
dently of the EXTEND control.

The rated sensitivity of the model

102 under anechoic conditions is 92
dB SPL at 1 meter with a pink -noise
input of 2.83 volts. Its nominal im-
pedance is 4 ohms, and it is suitable
for use with amplifiers capable of
delivering between 50 and 200 watts
into that load. KEFs computer -
designed passive crossover main-
tains a nearly resistive impedance
over most of the audio range, mak-
ing the Model 102 an "easy" system
to drive.

The KEF Model 102, including its
KUBE equalizer, is priced at $790 a
pair. KEF, Dept. SR, 14120-K Sul-
lyfield Circle, Chantilly, VA 22021.

Lab Tests
Although they are designed to be

suitable for wall mounting, we
placed the KEF 102 speakers on
stands about 25 inches high and a
couple of feet from any room wall.
All our response measurements
were made through the KUBE,
whose frequency response we also
measured separately.

In its normal setting, the KUBE
boosts the drive signal at 20 Hz by
about 10 dB relative to the average
midrange level, and the boost in-
creases to 18 dB in the EXTEND set-
ting. These figures must be kept in
mind when using the KEF 102
speaker system, since almost any
amplifier can be driven into clip-
ping by this much bass boost if the
playing volume is too high, and per -

An A/B listening comparison
left no doubt of the close
kinship between the KEF
Model 102 and the 105.2,
which sells for about three
times its price. At modest
volume levels, there was
virtually no difference.

manent damage to the speakers
could result.

The averaged room response
from the left and right speakers was
unusually smooth and flat, varying
only ± 2.5 dB from 450 to 20,000
Hz. The directivity of the tweeters
became significant only above
10,000 Hz. The close-miked woofer
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TEST REPORTS

response reached its maximum in
the 200- to 300 -Hz range, falling
smoothly by about 7 dB from 300 to
2,000 Hz. From 200 to 45 Hz, the
output fell at 12 dB per octave in the
normal mode and at 6 dB per octave
in the extended mode. In both
modes, it dropped off at 18 dB per
octave below 45 Hz. The sharp
cutoff of output above 2,500 Hz
suggests that the crossover to the
tweeter takes place close to that fre-
quency, although the speaker's spec-
ifications do not list the crossover
frequency.

The composite frequency re-
sponse, obtained by splicing the
woofer curve to the room -response
curve, was flat within ± 2.5 dB from
450 to 20,000 Hz, or within ± 3.5
dB from 40 to 20,000 Hz in the
extended mode and from 80 to
20,000 Hz in the normal mode. The
system's impedance was 3.5 to 4
ohms from 300 to 20,000 Hz, with a
maximum of 19 ohms at 85 Hz and
a bass minimum of 5.8 ohms at 43
Hz. The linearity of the speaker's
phase shift was demonstrated by its
above -average group -delay varia-
tion, only ± 0.1 millisecond from
500 to 29,000 Hz.

The system's measured sensitivi-
ty was 86 dB SPL at 1 meter with

2.83 volts of pink noise (through the
KUBE in its normal setting). Bass
distortion was measured with a con-
stant input to the KUBE equivalent
to a 90 -dB SPL at 1,000 Hz. This
input resulted in a very large drive
signal at lower frequencies, which
was reflected in the distortion read-
ings: 2.5 to 5 percent from 100 Hz
down to about 60 Hz but climbing
steeply at lower frequencies where
the equalizing boost increased rap-
idly. A 10 percent distortion reading
was obtained at 41 Hz (normal) or
45 Hz (extended).

In our pulse -power tests (made
without the KUBE), the woofer rat-
tled audibly at 57 watts into its 14 -
ohm impedance at 100 Hz. At 1,000
Hz, our amplifier clipped at 1,600
watts into the woofer's 3.6 -ohm im-
pedance at that frequency, before
the speaker displayed any signs of
distress. There was a similar result
at 10,000 Hz, where the amplifier
clipped at 1,560 watts without sig-
nificant distortion from the dome
tweeter.

Comments
Listening to the KEF 102 system,

we quickly became aware of its
smooth, easy sound-rarely experi-
enced from speakers of its size,

though it should be expected from
speakers in its price class. The bass
was not at all thin; in fact, the speak-
ers had a tendency to sound
"warm," imparting an audible but
not objectionable upper -bass boost
to most voices. For the most part,
however, the sound quality was as
neutral as we have come to expect
from KEF. The Model 102 even dis-
played some of the same minor
colorations as the KEF 105.2 sys-
tem we have used for years as our
reference speaker.

An A/B comparison left no doubt
of the close kinship between the
Model 102 and the 105.2, which
sells for about three times its price.
The two have virtually identical
sensitivities and, at least in our
room, sound so much alike that in
most cases only spatial clues en-
abled us to distinguish between
them when switching back and
forth.

It was not too surprising to find
the Model 102 even better than the
105.2 in its high -frequency disper-
sion-its smaller, improved dome
tweeter can take the credit for this.
At modest listening levels, or when
the program did not have unusual
amounts of low -bass energy, there
was virtually no difference between
them. But when there was some
high-level bass content, such as the
drums in Stravinsky's Rite of
Spring, the physical limitations of
the Model 102's small cone became
very audible (as they did in our
pulse -power tests). This limitation
is especially evident when using the
extended -bass mode, which is un-
fortunately at its best when high-
level bass is not present.

The KEF 102 is not a miracle, nor
is it claimed to be. On the other
hand, it can match or surpass the
overall sound quality of many full-
sized speakers, including some
priced well above its range. It is not
a "flashy" speaker, it does not have
sizzling highs or room -shaking bass,
but it is one of the most balanced -
sounding speakers you are likely to
find. If you have been attracted to
one of the larger KEF Reference
Series speaker systems but find its
cost beyond your budget, listen to
the Model 102. It might be just what
you're looking for.
Circle 142 on reader service card
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Remote control sounds great.
If the components sound great.

Lots of companies let you run a component hi-fi system
from across the room. Some even et you do it with only one
remote controller. Sound terrific? Thai depends...on how
the components sound. At Denon, we believe that superior
sound is the only thing that makes high fidelity worth the
money. And this philosophy is evident in every new Denon
remote component.

About the DCD-1500 Compazt Disc Player, Digital
Audio proclaimed, "The Denon engineers who created the
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DCD-1500 should be honored in public." Denon's expertise
in making pro digital recorders and blank tape is reflected
in the three -head DRM-30HX Cassette Deck. The DRA-
95VR Receiver uses the same power supply and output
circuitry as Denon's acclaimed integrated amps.*

So befire you buy components whose most impressive
feature is a -emote control, get you -self to a Denon dealer.
And listen to the remote control whose most impressive
feature is the components it controls.
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A car stereo designed
for people with ears.

And something between them.
Odd as it may seem, most

people judge how a car stereo
sounds by judging how it looks.

Is it loaded with flashing
lights? Littered with impressive
buttons?

Then it must be a sterling
example of modern technology.

This reaction, while some-
what understandable, never
ceases to amaze the 326 car
stereo engineers who work for
Blaupunkt in Hildesheim,
West Germany.

fiddle with a confusing array of
buttons and knobs.

Keep this in mind, and it's
easy to appreciate the difference
between Blaupunkt and other
leading brands.

If we don't engineer it,
we don't sell it.

While other car stereo
makers are content to purchase
tape mechanisms, amplifiers,
tuners, speaker components,
and other vital equipment from
outside sources, Blaupunkt

and hybrid chips.
To eliminate wow and

flutter in cassette mechanisms,
dynamically -balanced heavy
brass flywheels are honed to
within tolerances of .005 inch.

To make systems easier to
operate, controls are arrang-
ed in logical fashion. So
drivers can operate them
by touch, without taking
their eyes off the road.

It's a painstaking pro-
cess. And it's repeated for every

product we offer.
Cassette receivers. CD
players. Amplifiers.
Equalizers. Speakers.
Antennas. Even the
connecting cables.

Few manufac-
turers go to all this
trouble. With every
feature. On every
product.
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The Blaupunkt Lexington SW? 46. Complex audio technology engineered to be siin

They prefer to take a more
intelligent approach.

When designing car
stereos, don't forget the car.

Blaupunkt might be the
only car stereo company that
thoroughly understands this
simple fact:

A car is a horrible place in
which to reproduce true high-
fidelity sound.

It requires an incredible
effort to overcome challenges
like road noise and vibration.
Shrill glass surfaces. Cushiony
seats. Bad reception. Tempera-
ture variations. And the ob-
vious principle that a driver
has better things to do than to

engineers do almost everything
from scratch.

To pack more tech-
nology into a smaller
space, Blaupunkt en-
gineers design their
very own circuitry
Controls are designed to

ensure ease of operation even
while wearing

racing gloves.

ple. Which makes it
all the more remarkable that the
design stage is only the first step
in making a Blaupunkt.
Now comes the hard part.

Tuners are taken from
mountain ranges to bustling
urban areas to measure radio
reception.

Antennas spend weeks in
salt baths in order to measure
rust resistance.

Literally hundreds of tests
are conducted.

To ensure performance
at 160°F above zero.

To ensure perform-
ance at 5°F below
zero. To ensure per-

formance after 24 hours



T ie mountains o Europe are just one o

of punishing vibrations.
Last year alone, Blaupunkt

engineers spent hundreds of
thousands of hours testing.

And once a new model is
approved for production, you
might imagine that Blaupunkt

star es B aupunkt engineers lave lad to overcome to improve radio reception.

to up to 4(X) additional tests.
Why do we do it?

If you're a rational person,
you almost begin to wonder why
on earth Blaupunkt goes to such
incredible lengths.

Perhaps because customers

Standard in and al.111" Europe), and worldwide in Ferrari. I ',,rsche, and Audi.

engineers might relax a bit.
Wrong.
Every individual compo-

nent is tested before assembly.
Then tested again during

assembly.
Then the finished product

is placed on a computer stand
and tested before shipping.

But even that isn't enough.
Spot checks at random

during assembly subject units

Bluupunkt technicians
in specially equipped
vans cover the
globe to test
products.

have come to expect it.
Customers like you.
And customers like Lotus.

Porsche. Audi. Rolls-Royce.
Aston -Martin. Ferrari. just to
name a few.

But a more important
reason is simply because that's
the way they do things over in
Hildesheim, West Germany.

Since 1932, when Blaupunkt
introduced the first car radio to

Europe, Blaupunkt has
been obsessed
with automotive

sound.
It's hard to

argue with the
results.

Over the
years, Blaupunkt

has earned hun-
dreds of patents

in the field of
automotive sound.

Example: ARI, a re-
arkable technology that

Why do Blaupunkt products poform
so superbly? They're designed to work

twether. We engineer everything ourselves.
Most manufacturers don't.

CIRCLE NO. 67 ON READER SERVICE CARD

brings you up-to-the-minute
traffic reports in many major
U.S. cities. And it's a standard
feature in most new Blaupunkt
receivers.

A thank you.
And an invitation.

While we appreciate this
opportunity to explain how
well Blaupunkts are built, we
are regretfully unable to demon-
strate how good they sound.

For that, we invite you to
visit the independent car stereo
specialist near you who sells, serv-
ices, and installs our products.

Check your Yellow Pages
under "Automobile Radios &
Stereo Systems."

Or call 1-800-237-7999, and
we'll be happy to direct you.

Because frankly, while
you may be surprised by how
much goes into a Blaupunkt,
you'll be even more amazed
by what comes out.
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MAGNUM DYNALAB
FT 101 FM TUNER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Canadian -made Mag-
num Dynalab FT 101,
which covers only the FM
band (88 to 108 MHz), is

perhaps the last of the analog tun-
ers-and the only new one to come
our way in some years. Its tuning
knob, a vanishing feature on today's
digital tuners, varies the setting of a
potentiometer whose output voltage
controls the frequency of a voltage -
controlled oscillator. A heavy fly-
wheel provides the silky, freewheel-
ing action that used to be a hallmark
of a good tuning mechanism.

The only other controls on the
handsome pale -gold panel are five
lever switches for power, mono/
stereo mode, wide/narrow IF band-
width, AFC, and muting. Three fair-
ly large illuminated meters are the
most visible front -panel features. In
the middle is a zero -center tuning
meter whose pointer indicates the
correct tuning setting. To its right is
the RF input meter, which reads
relative signal strength, and to its
left is a multipath indicator.

The FT 101's only obvious con-
cession to digital technology is a
large green frequency readout below
the tuning meter. An internal fre-

quency counter measures the fre-
quency of the local oscillator and
subtracts the 10.7 -MHz IF frequen-
cy, so that the readout shows the
actual frequency (to the nearest 0.1
MHz) to which the tuner is set.

The rear apron of the tuner con-
tains an F -type coaxial connector
for a 75 -ohm FM antenna and two
pairs of gold-plated audio output
jacks. Marked HI and LO, these jacks
carry the audio signal at two differ-
ent fixed levels for compatibility
with preamplifiers (such as a few
British models) whose line -level in-
puts are designed to operate with
low-level input signals. A trans-
former is supplied for use with 300 -
ohm FM antennas, and its screw ter-
minals allow it to function as an
adaptor for connecting feeder wires
or lugs to the coaxial connector.

A Magnum Silver Ribbon FM
Power Sleuth adjustable dipole an-
tenna is supplied with the tuner. The
Silver Ribbon's base can be placed on
any horizontal surface, and the length
and orientation of its elements can be
adjusted for best reception.

The front panel of the FT 101,
which is slotted for rack mounting,
is 19 inches wide and 35/8 inches

high. It weighs 12 pounds. Price:
$629. Magnum Dynalab, Dept. SR,
8 Strathearn Ave., Brampton, On-
tario L6T 4L9.

Lab Tests
For our measurements we used a

distortion analyzer to tune the FT
101 for minimum measured distor-
tion at low signal levels, and we did
not change the setting for measure-
ments made at higher input levels.
Tuner parameters that are usually
dependent on IF bandwidth were
measured in both the wide and nar-
row modes.

The channel separation of the
tuner was unusually uniform across
its full frequency range of 30 to
15,000 Hz and was not affected
appreciably by the bandwidth set-
ting. The audio output level from a
100 -percent modulated signal was
1.1 volts from the HI jacks, 0.35 volt
from the LO jacks.

The frequency response was quite
flat, measuring +1, -0 dB from 30
to 15,000 Hz. The 19 -kHz pilot -car-
rier leakage was a respectable - 70
dB, and hum was -62 dB. Stereo
channel separation (wideband) was
a maximum of 35 dB at 100 and
1,000 Hz, dropping to 34 dB at
10,000 Hz. Capture ratio and AM
rejection were good.

Comments
Unlike digital -synthesis tuners,

which can be set only to precise fre-
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SPEAKERS BUILT UPON THE BELIEF
THAT MUSIC IS MEANT TO BE PLAYED,

NOT PLAYED WITH.
When we built the first Advent" in 1968,

we believed music should sound exactly the way
the artist had intended. Nothing added. Nothing
taken away.

Just music.
Since then, trends in speaker

design have come and gone. But the
Advent philosophy has remained the
same. You'll know why when you listen
to our current line of loudspeakers.
They've been designed with the latest
technology, yet preserve the clean,
accurate sound Advent is known for.

All our speakers feature high
efficiency long throw woofers, ferrofluid-
filled tweeters and are compact disc
ready. The Advent Maestro takes this
performance even further with a mica-

filled polypropylene dome midrange, 750 watts
of power handling capability and a sound diffraction
baffle. (Designed to enhance stereo imaging

and broaden the musical soundstage.)
Wherever you put an Advent,

you know it will look great. Our famous
solid hardwood tops and bases go per-
fectly with any decor and there's an
Advent for virtually any size room.

If you want to hear music with
a little something extra, listen to any
loudspeaker. If you want to hear the
truth, listen to an Advent.

///A D V E \T R
Sound as it was meant to be heard.

DIGITAL

SOO

READ,

Advent' rs a registered trademark of International Jensen Inc c 1987 Inlernalional Jensen Inc CIRCLE NO 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

quencies (such as 104.3 MHz) and
generally do not allow vernier ad-
justment of the frequency, an ana-
log tuner can be set to any frequency
in its tuning range. This means that,
also unlike a digital tuner, it is not
subject to inherent (and generally
unknowable and uncorrectible) fre-
quency errors. We often find in our
test of digital tuners that the calibra-
tion is in error by a number of kilo-
hertz (as many as 30 or 40 in some
cases). As a result, the distortion is
often increased. This can degrade
the usable -sensitivity measurement,
although it has little effect at higher
signal levels.

An analog tuner treats the radio

often with the aid of an AFC (auto-
matic frequency control) system.
The meter on the Magnum Dynalab
FT 101 was accurate, with correct
tuning always corresponding to a
center pointer position, but it was
not sufficiently sensitive to insure
minimum distortion.

Although the various sensitivity,
noise, and distortion readings we
obtained did not coincide exactly
with the measurements made by the
manufacturer on our test sample (a
common occurrence with FM tun-
ers), the errors were not serious. In
some cases our readings were better
than those from the manufacturer.

We were disappointed in the in-

FEATURFS

 Analog tuning
 Digital frequency readout
 High- and low-level output jacks
 Selectable wide or narrow IF

bandwidth
 Switchable AFC
 Switchable muting

 Nondefeatable automatic
channel blending for low-level
signals

 Coaxial F connector for 75 -ohm
antenna, adaptor for 300 -ohm
antenna

 Supplied with Magnum Silver
Ribbon dipole antenna

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Usable sensitivity (mono): 16.2
dBf (1.8 AV in 75 ohms)

50 -dB quieting sensitivity: mono,
17.5 dBf (2 AV in 75 ohms);
stereo, 38 dBf (21.8 AV in 75
ohms)

Signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf:
mono, 72 dB; stereo, 68 dB

Harmonic distortion (THD
noise) at 65 dBf: mono, 0.17%;
stereo, 0.21%

Capture ratio at 65 dBf: wide
bandwidth, 1.6 dB: narrow
bandwidth, 2.8 dB

AM rejection at 65 dBf: 59 dB
Selectivity: alternate -channel, 47

dB wide, 58 dB narrow;
adjacent -channel, 5.5 dB wide,
10 dB narrow

Stereo threshold: gradual, not
measurable

Muting threshold: 24 dBf (4.35 µV
in 75 ohms)

Stereo channel separation at 100,
1,000, and 10,600 Hz: 35, 35,
34 dB

Frequency response: 30 to 15,000
1-17 +1, -0 dB

band as a continuum and thus, ide-
ally, can be set to the exact frequen-
cy of the signal source, realizing its
minimum distortion and optimum
sensitivity performance. This ideal
assumes, however, that the tuning
indicator, if any, is both sensitive
and accurate enough to identify the
correct frequency or that the user
can hear the difference as the tuning
is adjusted. In practice, these condi-
tions are rarely realized.

Since it is usually impossible to
hear even the several percent of dis-
tortion that can result from moder-
ate mistuning, the user of an analog
tuner must depend on the accuracy
and sensitivity of the tuning meter,

adequate indicator sensitivity, how-
ever. The meters gave evidence of
working well, and if the tuning and
multipath meters were several times
more sensitive, they could be truly
useful. We also would prefer to see a
300 -ohm antenna input in addition
to the 75 -ohm coaxial connector.
The omission is especially odd since
the Silver Ribbon antenna, an excel-
lent dipole, has only spade -lug out-
puts for 300 -ohm receiver inputs
and must be used with the FT 101's
300- to 75 -ohm transformer.

The FT 101 is the only home FM
tuner we can recall that has nonde-
featable automatic signal -controlled
channel blending. This is a common

feature of car stereo tuners, where
its function is to minimize rapid
background -noise fluctuations dur-
ing the wide signal strength varia-
tions that occur while the car is in
motion. The rationale is that the
noise will remain at a nearly con-
stant, and acceptable, level over a
wide range of signal strengths, al-
though the channel separation is re-
duced at lower signal levels. In prac-
tice, this usually means that only
fairly strong signals are heard in
stereo, while weaker ones are essen-
tially heard in mono.

It is not clear why Magnum Dy-
nalab has chosen to build this sys-
tem into a high -quality home tuner,
but the result is basically mono
operation at inputs under about 20
dBf and only partial stereo until the
level reaches about 50 dBf (a fairly
strong signal). The benefit, in this
case, is a signal-to-noise ratio (s/N)
of about 50 to 55 dB at weak signal
levels (where blending takes place),
increasing to approximately 70 dB
for strong signals.

The FT 101's AFC circuit had a
very mild action. It was virtually
impossible to tell-either from lis-
tening, the meter readings, or the
tuning "feel"-whether or not the
AFC was turned on.

The instruction booklet for the
Magnum Dynalab FT 101 is quite
complete and informative, although
it makes only passing mention of
the multipath meter that is one of
the tuner's most prominent front -
panel features. Presumably move-
ment of this meter's pointer indi-
cates multipath distortion. Of all
the stations we received in sub-
urban New York using the Silver
Ribbon antenna, only one produced
a multipath-meter movement great-
er than the width of the pointer.

Our impression of the Magnum
Dynalab FT 101 was of an elegant -
appearing, easy -to -use FM tuner
whose overall sound quality was
impeccable. Anyone with a trace of
nostalgia for the "good old days" of
analog tuning (and we confess to
sharing that feeling on occasion)
will find the delightfully smooth,
easy tuning of the FT 101 a refresh-
ing contrast to the myriad buttons,
plates, and levers that have virtually
eliminated knobs from our tuners.
Circle 143 on reader service card
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The one and only now offers you

the one -of -a -kind 10 disc changer

)usel 5 disc changer

al IU !MCI I lUf over ten nours. Ana since it's the
only changer with a magazine compatible with

the Sony Car Disdockey,
you can get even greater
mileage from your CD
music library.

Speaking of high
performance, the CDP-
C10 offers advanced pro-
gramming, shuffle play
and direct disc and track

CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD

selection. Then there's
the affordable CDP-05F.
Its unique carousel
design gives you over
five hours of music, with
32 -track programming
four repeat modes an
the fastest access time of
any changer anywhere.

Both changers feature remote control and
renowned Sony technology like the Unilinear
Converter/digital filter and aspheric lens laser
optics for superior CD player performance.

So remember, only Sony offers a choice of
changers that play for five or ten hours. But
you'll hear how good they sound in seconds.

Disdockey.R SONY

c 1987 Sony Corporation of America. Sony, Discloc key and The Leader In Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony.

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.'"



TEST REPORTS

BEYER DT 990 HEADPHONES
Araimmommossamemplestorr mraitomv, xr,mosompirmemarram

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Beyer DT 990 is a light-
weight, circumaural 600 -
ohm stereo headphone set
that was designed to meet

the criteria for a subjectively uni-
form frequency response estab-
lished by Gunther Thiele of the
German Radio Institute in Munich.
By making a series of measurements
using tiny probe microphones in-
serted into listeners' auditory ca-
nals, Thiele was able to determine
the actual frequency spectrum of the
sound that reached their inner ears
after modification by the external
ear structure.

Thiele used this technique to
compare the ear's response to test
signals from loudspeakers (in a re-

verberant chamber) with the re-
sponse when the same signals were
applied through headphones. These
comparisons enabled him to estab-
lish the headphone equalization
needed to make the two responses
identical. His study showed that
most popular high-fidelity stereo
headphones are deficient to some
degree in this respect, even though
their frequency response might ap-
pear to be relatively flat when meas-
ured in the conventional manner on
an "artificial ear" stereo headphone
coupler.

Using Thiele's criteria for head-
phone equalization, Beyer's engi-
neers designed the DT 990, which is
internally equalized to give a rela-

tively uniform "diffuse field" re-
sponse characteristic. The frequen-
cy response is rated (without a
stated tolerance) as 5 to 35,000 Hz.
Although the DT 990 is a circumau-
ral headphone (that is, the ear cush-
ions surround the wearer's ears), its
earpieces have open backs and do
not exclude ambient sounds. Ac-
cording to Beyer, the newly de-
signed diaphragm and moving -coil
assembly is about 40 percent lighter
than the moving system of its popu-
lar DT 880 headphone.

The light plastic headband of the
DT 990, which supplies the force
needed to hold the earpieces against
the ears, contains a soft leatherette
inner band that rests comfortably
on the wearer's head. Its position on
the outer band is adjustable for a
comfortable fit and cannot shift ac-
cidentally. The earpieces are made
of molded plastic, with soft foam
cushions, and pivot for proper cov-
erage of the ears. The short, separate
cords emerging from the earpieces
merge into a coiled cord fitted with
a molded plug, providing a maxi-
mum extension of about 12 feet.
The headphones (without cable)
weigh 230 grams, or about 8 ounces.
Price: $175. Beyer/Dynamic, Dept.
SR, 5-05 Burns Ave., Hicksville,
NY 11801.

Lab Tests
Since we measured the frequency

response of the Beyer DT 990 on a
standard headphone coupler (and
were limited to a 20- to 20,000 -Hz
measurement range), we could not
verify its response rating. In fact,
given the strong effect of the coupler
design on this measurement, espe-
cially at high frequencies, and the
lack of meaningful published re-
sponse curves for most headphones,
such verification is almost never
possible in headphone measure-
ments.

We can say, however, that the
response of the DT 990 was flat
within 2.5 dB overall from 90 to
3,600 Hz, sloping off gently to about
-6 dB at 20 Hz. At higher frequen-
cies the measured output increased
considerably (and became irregular,
as is typical of coupler measure-
ments). Between 10,000 and 17,000
Hz, it averaged 10 to 12 dB higher
than through the midrange. The
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The concert continues
with the Ford JBL Audio System.

Imagine the music of 12 speakers driven by 140 watts...

Just imagine a car audio system that could really
deliver music as rich and powerful as a live concert.

Imagine music emanating from 12 JBL speakers-
specifically equalized and adjusted to the surrounding
environment and deftly capable of reproducing
digitally accurate full -range, high fidelity sound.

 12 JBL speakers including 2-6" x 9" woofers, 2-31/2"
midrange speakers and 2-W' tweeters located in the
rear deck; 2-51/4" woofers mounted in the doors;
and 2 tweeters and 2 midrange speakers in the
instrument panel. Selective frequency fading so all
woofers remain in operaticn at controlled levels
when faded front/rear.

Imagine the sheer impact of 140 watts of total system
power. Ample power to virtually eliminate distortion
for the most comfortable listening-even at high
volume for very long periods of time.

 140 watts TSP-4 amplifiers, 35 watts per channel
into 4 ohms at 1000 Hz with .07% THD. 105 dB
SPL maximum acoustic output. Excursion control
computer with continuously variable loudness
compensation and automatic overload
protection.

Then stop imagining and hear the real thing for
yourself, exclusively at your Lincoln-Mercury dealer
today.

JBL loudspeakers are featured in world
renowned sound systems everywhere,
including Tokyo's NHK Hall, Los Angeles
Music Center, Tanglewood Music Shed,
Frankfurt Opera House and now the Lincoln
Continental and the Lincoln Town Car.

CIRCLE NO. 70 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Shape Of
Things To Come.
For years physicists have agreed that the ideal loudspeaker would imitate
an "acoustically pulsating sphere"-a ball that radiates music omnidirec-
tionally. And for years companies have been trying to design speakers
based on this model. Many of their efforts have been interesting, but most
have fallen short of the mark. So far short that many people have given up
on the idea of a true omnidirectional speaker as being "a thing of the future:.
But at Magnates the future is here today. We believe (as does virtually every
audio critic in Europe) that our Magnasphere" series loudspeakers come
closer to that theoretical ideal than any others ever designed.
Where conventional speakers use cones or domes for midrange and high
frequency drivers, Magnaspheres use revolutionary ball -shaped, baffle -
free transducers that emanate uniform sound waves in all directions. The
sonic performance of the Magnaspheres is so real, so uncannily natural,
they've already accomplished something no other product has ever
done-they've won a record three "Decibel d'honneurs;. France's
highest audio award.
Right now the Magnasphere Delta II, Gamma and Beta are available
through a small, carefully chosen network of Audio Specialists in the
United States. Visit one soon and hear the shape of things to come.

MaGnat
Germany's Number One Brand
Of High -Performance Speakers
By  808
Marblehead, MA 01945
(617) 639-1400

EPlease send me a brochure on Magnasphere
speakers.

Name

Address

City State

Zip Code SR587

TEST REPORTS

sensitivity of the phones was almost
exactly as rated, producing a sound -
pressure level (sPL) of 96 dB though
the flat region with a 1 -volt input.
Its impedance was 600 ohms over
almost the entire audio range,
reaching a maximum of 750 ohms
between 60 and 120 Hz.

Beyer also rates the DT 990's dis-
tortion as less than 0.2 percent and
its maximum power -handling ca-
pacity as 100 milliwatts (about 116
dB sPL), corresponding to a 7.75 -
volt input. These ratings are based
on DIN standards with which we
are not familiar, but we measured
the phones in our own way and
were highly impressed with the re-
sults. The total harmonic distortion,
with inputs from 0.5 to 8 volts, was
between 0.3 and 0.6 percent at 1,000
Hz and between 0.4 and 0.8 percent
at 100 Hz. At both frequencies the
acoustic output from the phones
clipped at 8.5 volts input, cone-
sponding to an SPL of about 115 dB.
This is about the highest level con-
sistent with safe listening, and the
DT 990 delivered it with negligible
distortion.

Comments
The Beyer DT 990 phones deliv-

ered a superb sound, ranking among
the best dynamic headphones we
have used. Compared with some
other high -quality phones, whose
response had not been equalized to
meet the Thiele diffuse -field crite-
ria, the DT 990 had a noticeably
light, airy, and extended top end.
The low and middle frequencies
were also quite free from coloration,
which was consistent with the
phones' measured flatness and the
absence of the peaks and valleys
that are characteristic of many
headphone response curves.

We confirmed that the DT 990
can play very loud without sounding
strained or distorted (and, of course,
without requiring much amplifier
power-any 10 -watt amplifier will
drive them to their limits). Aside
from their excellent sound, these
phones were remarkably comforta-
ble to wear, having no tendency to
press on one's head or ears. No mat-
ter how you look at them, or listen
to them, the Beyer DT 990 is an
exceptional set of headphones.
Circle 144 on reader service card

Ma gnat and Magnasphere are regostered trademarks of Ma gnat Electron*. GMBH & Co KG

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology. Inc.. Toronto. In Canada 1-800-263-6395



CD VIDEO ARRIVES

The Magnavox Combi
CD -V player accepts

standard CD's, 5 -inch
CD -V's, and 8- and 12 -

inch videodiscs.

So that a CD -V (sec-
ond from right) can be

easily distinguished
from a standard CD
(far right), it will be

gold in color.

PHILIPS PHILIPS

REPORTED BY

MICHAEL SMOLEN

AMSTERDAM, March 17-The
Compact Disc Video (CD -V) sys-
tem was introduced here today by
Magnavox. Combining existing
CD digital audio with high -quality
video, the new system can play a 5 -
inch disc containing 5 minutes of
video and 20 minutes of audio, a
standard compact disc, an 8 -inch
videodisc with 40 minutes of mate-
rial, or a 12 -inch videodisc with up
to 2 hours of programs.

Developed by parent company
Philips and supported by Yamaha
and Matsushita, the first Magna-
vox CD -V machine, called a
"Combi" player, automatically
identifies which type of optical disc
has been loaded. When a standard
compact disc is loaded, the ma-
chine begins playing at the normal
500 rpm. If a CD -V disc is de-
tected, the player accelerates to the
higher rotational speed of 2,700
rpm required for video playback.
The CD -V player also offers the
programming capabilities of stan-
dard CD or videodisc players.

To insure compatibility with fu-
ture technologies, the CD -V player
has direct digital input/output con-
nections for future optical -disc ap-
plications. The CD -V system was
developed by Philips as a logical
extension of the CD digital audio
system and incorporates the CD
technical standards. All of the ap-
proximately 180 CD licensees,
therefore, are automatically li-
censed for CD -V.

The new CD -V player is expected
to be introduced at the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show in
Chicago, with an estimated retail
price of $750, and Magnavox ex-
pects it to be available to U.S.

dealers shortly after the show.
Recording giant PolyGram has
announced full support of the

system and claims it will have
roughly 250 CD -V singles avail-

able for sale at introduction. A CD -
V single will retail for about $8. El
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GEARING IF FOR

CAR STEREO
How to buy the right audio equipment for
your kind of car and your kind of listening

BY IAN G.MAST[11$

.1. HE love affair between driving
and music has been going on
for more than sixty years.
During most of that time a car
either had a radio or it
didn't-there was practically
no choice of which radio it
might have. But as people be-

came more critical about the quality
of sound in their home systems,
many sought to achieve the same
quality in their vehicles. The audio
equipment offered by the car manu-
facturers was almost always woeful-
ly inadequate for this purpose, so it
fell to the car accessory compa-
nies-and later the conventional hi-
fi manufacturers-to fill the gap
with audio components that came
somewhat closer to real high-fidelity
sound.

As a result, the automotive stereo
market has become a huge business,
and there is now an immense range
of products on the shelves. Some of

it is of dubious quality, to be sure,
particularly at the low end of the
price scale, but there is also a lot of
very fine equipment available, in
some cases approaching the level of
a good home system.

Faced with this proliferation, it is
often difficult for a consumer to
make a choice. As with anything
else in audio, however, a well -
thought -out process of elimination
can reduce the candidates to a man-
ageable number.

The first thing to consider is
whether to buy your new car with
an audio system supplied by the
auto maker. Until very recently, the
only way to obtain good sound was
to buy a car without a factory -
installed system (or to remove it)
and then put in equipment made by
a specialty autosound manufactur-
er. Not surprisingly, the auto com-
panies were not very happy about
this practice, and they began to

Pioneer's GM -203 power amplifier (top left) delivers 45 watts per channel
into 4 ohms and has three different types of inputs. Price: $270.

amaha's DIN -size YCR-50 cassette receiver (top right) slides out of a
permanently installed chassis mount to deter theft. Price: $400.

Polk's three-way MM6900 speaker (right) features polymer -laminate
cones, 150 watts power handling, and butyl surrounds. Price: $200 a pair.

arman Kardon's CXO-1 active -crossover system controller (bottom) has
adjustable low -to -mid and mid -to -high crossover points. Price: $225.s
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Sansui's GT-X7000A cassette
tuner has eighteen FM presets,
six AM presets, quartz-PLL digi-
tal -synthesis tuning, an Auto-
matic Stereo Reception Control-
ler, a Pulse Noise Blocker, ster-
eo/mono and local/distant
switches, repeat play, and a
loudness control. Price: $700.

Complementary mirror -image
transistors and local feedback
loops are said to make the Hi-
Fonics Zeus power amplifier de-
liver better sound with longer
service life for both it and con-
nected components, especially
speakers. Price: $650.

s
Jensen's JXL-653 Triax speaker

has a 60 -inch cone woofer, a 2 -
inch cone midrange, and a 10 -
inch polycarbonate dynamic
dome tweeter with a Nomex
voice coil. Its first -order high-
pass crossover is said to give a
clean, accurate frequency re-
sponse, and it can handle 65
watts of continuous power.
Mounting depth is 113/46 inches.
Price: $110 a pair.

Sony's CDX-R88 CD tuner is
supplied with a separate power
amplifier. A half -DIN -size auto -
reverse cassette deck is available
as an add-on. Preamp outputs
and an auxiliary input provide
additional flexibility. Price: $750.

The 6 x 9 -inch TL900 speaker
from JBL has a polypropylene
woofer and a titanium -laminate
1 -inch midrange and 3/4 -inch
tweeter. The tweeter is covered
with a "contact lens" intended to
provide even dispersion and a
flat frequency response. Nominal
impedance is 4 ohms, maximum
power handling 100 watts, and
frequency response 45 to 21,000
Hz ±3 dB. Price: $195 a pair.

upgrade the quality of the sound
systems they offered as original
equipment.

Now, factory -installed stereo sys-
tems are much closer in quality to
the stereo components that are
available from independent compa-
nies, and some luxury cars from
Detroit even include audio systems
built around speakers from special-
ty hi-fi manufacturers such as Bose,
JBL, and Infinity. In theory, good
factory -installed systems have an
advantage over systems bought sep-
arately because they were designed
specifically for the cars in which
they will be used. On the other
hand, the range of options available
for any given car tends to be very
limited, and the systems are fairly
expensive, so to assemble a system
that meets your needs exactly, you
will probably end up looking mostly
at "after -market" components.

Before you start shopping, ana-
lyze your listening habits and decide
what it is you want your car stereo
system to do. If most of your driv-
ing is urban and you listen primari-
ly to radio, a "head unit"-the elec-
tronic heart of any car stereo sys-
tem-that features a sophisticated

your first priority,
and a more rudimentary tape deck
may be tolerable.

Tuner and Tape Options
Tuner sections offer a number of

options, but, naturally, each of these
carries a price tag. You should select
the functions that will best suit your
listening habits, then shop for a unit
that includes those functions and
very little more. If you only listen to
a small number of stations, for
example, paying for a dozen or
more station presets would be a
waste. If you drive mostly on the
highway, sophisticated electronics
to minimize such urban problems
as multipath distortion become less
important, while tuner sensitivity
and such niceties as auto -blend be-
come more useful. Stereo AM is an
option in many radios, but if you
never listen to AM, or if there are no
stereo -AM stations in your area, you
might well dispense with it-
although the presence of this feature
usually indicates a better AM section
overall, which may appeal to you
even if its stereo capabilities are
never used.

As for the tape deck, the first
thing to look for is compatibility
with the recorder you have at home.
Most of us play tapes copied from
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H allmarks of the ADS PQ10 bridgeable power amplifier (top)
are a compact enclosure, discrete transistors, and a floating -rail
power supply said to provide high dynamic headroom. Price: $440.

Nakamichi's TD -1200 II cassette tuner (middle) has an anti-
theft system, a microprocessor -controlled transport, three tone
controls, Dolby C. and a Super Linear Torque motor. Price: $1,395.

amaha's YGA-618 equalizer/amplifier (bottom) has five fre-
quency bands, two preamplifier outputs, and controls for adjust-
ing the output and crossover frequency of a subwoofer. Price: $179.

records or CD's, so it makes sense
to take advantage of the highest
technology available. If your home
system is capable of recording with
Dolby C or dbx noise reduction,
you should consider a car unit that
can play these tapes back properly.
But if you expect to play only com-
mercially recorded tapes, it may be
more sensible to save your money
and buy a car tape player with Dol-
by B only, as most prerecorded

The automotive stereo market
has become a huge business,
and there is now an immense
range of products on the
shelves. A lot ofverifine
equipment is available, in
some cases a oaching the
level of a home system.

tapes use that system. An increasing
number of prerecorded cassettes use
Dolby C, however, and players ca-
pable of decoding Dolby C tapes are
invariably able to play back Dolby
B cassettes as well, so it is worth
considering a deck with the more
advanced system even if you have
little immediate use for it.

A great many car tape players-
perhaps the majority-feature au-
toreverse playback. There is no
doubt that this is an extremely con-
venient function, but there is a dis-
advantage: head alignment is much
more difficult to maintain with bi-
directional playback, so there is a
greater risk of sonic problems. Pur-
ists are likely to buy one-way decks
for this reason. Whether the bother
of having to flip tapes over manual-
ly is offset by the potential sonic
improvement, however, is very
much a matter of a user's personal
preference.

Many recent decks automatically
disengage the capstan when the car's
ignition is turned off. It's very easy
to forget to turn off the tape deck
when you park your car, but leaving
the mechanism engaged can damage
both the tape and, more important,
the pinch -roller, so this feature is
definitely worth the investment.

Going Digital
You may even decide that a tape

deck is unnecessary. It is becoming
more and more common to find
head units that incorporate a com-
pact disc player in place of the cas-
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Bette deck. The sonic advantages of
the CD can be very attractive, but
digital sound is not as dramatically
superior on most car systems as it is
at home, and sometimes the in-
creased dynamic range can be a
positive disadvantage in the noisy
environment of a car. If the loud
sounds are right, the softer passages
may disappear; if the pianissimo
bits are audible, levels may be deaf-
ening when the musicians pull out
the stops.

Still, if you are building up a libra-
ry of compact discs, you may well
wish to play them on the road, and
there are plenty of machines that
will let you do it. One alternative is
to add a portable CD player to a
more -or -less conventional system.
Some cassette radios have inputs
for just this purpose, and there are
also accessories that will allow you
to feed a CD player's signal to an
existing car stereo system, either
through the FM antenna or the cas-
sette player.

Power
Most of the head units you are

likely to look at contain everything
needed to provide an adequate sig-
nal to the speakers used in the
majority of car stereo systems.
Sometimes that's not enough, how-
ever. You may decide on an elabo-
rate speaker array that can't be driv-
en satisfactorily by the low -power
amplifiers built into such units, or
you may find it desirable to use a
graphic equalizer to tailor the sys-
tem's sound to your car.

"Booster" amplifiers, which take
the relatively low-level output of a
conventional head unit and re -
amplify it, constitute one solution,
and such an amplifier can easily be
added to an existing system. Or, for
better sound, you might buy a cas-
sette tuner or CD tuner, which con-
tains everything except an ampli-
fier, and use an external amp to
drive your speakers.

Speakers Are the Key
As with home audio, speakers are

the hardest part of a car stereo sys-
tem to select-and the most impor-
tant. Your choice of speakers will be
determined not only by their sound
quality but to a great extent also by
the physical constraints of the car
itself. Ideally, four identical speaker
systems would be placed in the four
corners of the vehicle, but this is
rarely practical. A more typical in-
stallation might have a pair of full -

The KEF GT-200 subwoofer/satellite
system has an 8 -inch woofer using a
coupled -cavity bass -loading design sim-
ilar to the KEF 104/2 home speaker.
Maximum output is 110 dB sound -
pressure level. The 1 -inch tweeter has
an aluminum -coil former and ferro-
fluid cooling. Price: $575.

range units in the rear and a smaller
pair of high -frequency speakers up
front. But the size and shape of the
car's rear deck, front doors, and
dashboard-the places speakers are
usually put-may determine what
you can buy.

In turn, the speakers you choose
will influence the sort of amplifier
complement you require: the more
speakers you have, the more power
you will need. And since virtually
all car speakers are designed to op-
erate with an impedance of 4 ohms,
extra speakers should ideally be

As with home audio, speakers
are the hardest part of a car
stereo system to select-and
the most important. In turn,
your speaker choice affects the
amplification you'll need.

driven by their own amplifiers to
avoid excessive current demands.

Some judicious listening to good,
working car systems-your friends',
for instance-may well suggest
which brands are likely to provide a
sound you like. Listening to a typi-
cal dealer display is less satisfactory
because there is rarely much of an
attempt to duplicate the acoustic
environment of a typical car, much
less your car. Narrowing things
down by casual, but careful, listen-
ing should make the selection a bit
easier, particularly if you then shop
around for a retailer you trust who
carries that brand.

Picking a good dealer is extremely

important-there are lots of charla-
tans out there who are only too will-
ing to perform radical surgery on
your car, whatever the sound might
turn out to be. Find one who knows
what he is talking about and is will-
ing to analyze your car for you
before you make an equipment
choice. If possible, have a look at
other work he has done.

The Big Audition
Unless major structural changes

are involved, have the retailer in-
stall the speakers you have selected.
(Don't even think of doing it your-
self-installing car stereo is some-
thing best left to the pros, and par-
ticularly to the pros who are selling
you the equipment.) If you are con-
sidering surface -mounted speakers,
installing them will be much easier,
as they can simply be parked in
position, but most cars have cutouts
for flush -mounted speakers, at least
in the rear deck, so even these
should not pose an insurmountable
problem. If the dealer balks at this
procedure, shop elsewhere.

Once the speakers are in place, the
electronic components can be at-
tached to them without actually be-
ing mounted in the car, and you can
begin to get some idea of how the
whole system will sound. Your
power requirements and whether
you'll need equalizers and such
should become clear once you audi-
tion the basic components in their
ultimate location.

Even when you have determined
the nature of the electronic equip-
ment you will need, be prepared to
change your mind if it won't fit.
Cars vary widely in the room they
provide for such niceties as stereo
equipment, and more than one au-
diophile has had to alter his "per-
fect" system out of all recognition
for the simple reason that it
wouldn't go into his car. Take heart,
however. In almost all cases you
will be able to find something of
comparable quality that will not
pose such problems. If he's any
good at all, your dealer will be able
to suggest alternatives.

Putting together a first-class car
stereo system is like putting to-
gether any other audio system. It
takes time, knowledge, patience,
and, above all, a clear idea of what
you want before you start. Then
persevere; good stereo sound on the
road is finally available, and you'll
love what it can do for the driving
experience. 0
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If we couldn't give you better sound on the road,
we'd have stayed home.
We're proud of the reputation we've earned for
the smooth, clear and musical quality of our speaker
systems designed for the home. Not to mention
their uncommon value.

But we listen on the road as well as at home. And
we found ourselves dissatisfied with what we were
hearing.

As a manufacturer, we did what you might expect -
designed car speakers that would satisfy us as com-
pletely as our home speakers.

Starting with our home speaker experience, we engi-
neered a complete line of speakers that fit beautifully
- physically and sonically - into any ca- you're likely
to own. From a subcompact to the most prestigious
import. From replacement speakers to three-way
component systems.

Write for "A Guide to Boston Acoustics Automotive
Speakers." Better, visit your Boston Acoustics dealer.
If you've ever heard our home speakers, you already
know what to expect in your car.
Boston Acoustics, Inc., Department CS , 247 Lynnfield
Street, Peabody, MA 01960. (617) 532-2111.



"Is the sun coming up or going down?"

"I don't know, the last thing I remember is you turning up the stereo."

That's the way it happens. The clean, clear sound of
Pyle Driver' car stereo speakers transforms an ordinary ride in
the country into a spellbinding experience.

The new Pyle Driver Pounder systems make superior sound a
reality in virtually any type vehicle. Innovative features like heavy duty
woofers, volume -weighted passive radiators, high fidelity dome
tweeters, and low -leakage 12 dB crossovers are computer matched
and hand built into custom tuned enclosures.

That same dedication to quality is built into Pyle's new Digital
Demand amplifiers. Powerful yet distortion free, Pyle Digital Demand
amplifiers provide the purest sound possible.

Make your next drive a spellbinding experience with Pyle Driver
Pounder' speaker systems and electronic components.

For the name of the Pyle dealer nearest you write:
Pyle Industries, Inc.  Huntington. IN 46750
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Ready for

little digital

traveling

music? Add

a compact disc

player to your

car system.

WHETHER you drive a rustbucket or an RV, a
bomber or a BMW, your need for tunes in the
car is undeniable. And if you have a CD player
at home, climbing behind the wheel of your

traveling listening room just isn't much fun if you can't
spin your favorite discs. So the time has come to speak of
car CD players.

A car CD player will be roughly at least a $500 invest-
ment. Installing one may require cutting holes in your car's
dashboard or console, adding separate power amplifiers,
and upgrading your speakers. Adding a CD player to your
car may also invite theft and require the installation of an
alarm system. And because the quality of sound is superior
to anything a car cassette player can produce, your social

ony's CDX-R7
(above) was the first

in -dash car CD player
to come with an AM/FM
tuner. The tuner elec-
tronics are in a separate
module with jacks for
front and rear external
amplifiers. The CD
player's controls double
as tuner controls, provid-
ing eighteen station pre-
sets and skip and search
modes in both directions.
Price: $700.
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!pine's trunk -mounted Mode! 5950
CD changer (top) has a unique Control
Card that lets you preprogram up to
thirty selections from a twelve -disc
magazine at home, avoiding the possi-
ble dangers of on -the -road program-
ming. Price: $1,500.

he Mitsubishi CD -100 (middle) has
an exclusive floating damper system
and thermal/moisture protection to
maintain optimal playback under poor
road conditions. Available in five differ -

MGM, 1p.V 11.1.110 %.1.01110

ent systems: with a 25-W/ch equalizer
amplifier, $700; with a cassette tuner,
$870; with a cassette tuner and a 25-
W/ch amp, $900; with a 50 -watt cas-
sette receiver, $870; or with a 100 -watt
cassette receiver, $900.

enon's DCC-8900 (bottom) is a CD
tuner featuring a theft -proof slide -out
chassis, a Super Linear digital -to -ana-
log converter, and a thermal shut -down
circuit to prevent overheating. Price:
$850.

life will never be the same. No, from
the moment you install that CD
player, "friends" (including some
you've never met before) will insist
on climbing into your car whenever
you go anywhere.

Assuming you can withstand the
sudden surge in popularity, the in-
creased anxiety for your car's safety,
and the emptiness of your piggy -
bank, remember that the CD shares
many of the cassette's disadvan-
tages in a car. Neither reacts well to
extremes in temperature. Both must
be protected from dirt. And both
come in a plastic box that's awk-
ward to manipulate with one hand.

You remain undeterred. You
need great sound in the car. Okay,
you want it, someone makes it. All
you have to do is decide how you
want to add the CD player to your
existing system.

Plugging in a Portable
The most economical way to add

CD sound is by connecting a porta-
ble CD player to your existing
sound system. A number of in -dash
cassette receivers, such as Jensen's
JXL-55 and Proton's 214 CD, in-
clude front -panel switching and in-
put jacks for an external CD player.
Jensen also sells a device, the J1470
adaptor, that provides a 9 -volt pow-
er source, stereo inputs, and all the
necessary connections for plugging
the portable into your existing sys-
tem. The J1470 works with any CD -
ready in -dash receiver.

Older in -dash receivers that have
preamp outputs can be connected to
portable CD players through Para -
sound's CDS-1 and an external
power amplifier. The CDS-1 is a
"black box" that provides stereo in-
puts, power, volume control, and
preamp outputs for the extra power
amplifier.

In introducing its latest portable
CD player, the D-10 ($350), Sony
acknowledged that car use is a ma-
jor reason for purchasing a portable.
For the D-10, Sony offers such op-
tional car accessories as the CPA -1
car cassette adaptor ($40), the CPM-
100 mounting plate and flexible
mounting bracket ($75), and the
DCC-120 car -battery cord ($37).

There is a host of other good por-
table CD players on the market
from such companies as Panasonic,
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Technics, Pioneer, Quasar, Sanyo,
Fisher, JVC, Hitachi, Realistic, and
Toshiba. Recoton's CD -20 cassette
adaptor will let you listen to any of
them through your car's in -dash
cassette radio. The CD -20 does not
supply power, so your portable will
have to run off its own batteries.

Other companies that manufac-
ture car CD adaptors include Hart-
zell and ORA Electronics. One ad-
vantage of using a portable CD
player in the car is that it's easy to
unplug it and take it along when you
leave, so it's not apt to get stolen
(unless you leave it sitting on the
seat of the car).

In -Dash Options
In -dash car CD players have gen-

erally required the installation of an
additional power amplifier, because
their electronics are so bulky that
fully combining CD and amplifier
functions in one unit hasn't been
possible. The usual approach to de-
signing an in -dash CD receiver is to
divide it between two separate chas-
sis. The head unit sits in the dash,
has a pretty face, and holds the disc
player and control circuitry. The
AM/FM tuner electronics and the
power supply are housed in a sec-
ond box discreetly installed some-
where else in the vehicle, usually
under the dash or the floorboard
carpeting. But technological ad-
vances have miniaturized both CD
and receiver electronics sufficiently
that we will soon see in -dash units
with a CD player, tuner, and ampli-
fier all in one chassis.

All automotive CD players can
perform certain basic functions.
They can begin play with any track
on the disc, they can rapidly scan a
disc in either direction, and they can
pause and resume play at the same
place. And some CD players can
also remember a user -programmed
sequence of tracks.

A few players can perform more
sophisticated programming func-
tions, such as remembering very
long sequences or remembering
track sequences on more than one
disc. It is questionable how useful
programmability is in the car. I find
the idea that the guy in back of me is
programming his CD player instead
of watching traffic conditions pretty
scary.

anyo's FT EC2 (top) is a CD tuner
with preamplifier outputs, fast skip and
fast search in both directions, program-
ming for up to sixteen tracks, and a
theft -deterring security system. Sug-
gested retail price is $700.

ujitsu Ten's SD -I110 (middle) is a
$550 CD -only unit that features an
emergency eject system, digital filter-
ing, music scan, and disc repeat. Its
frequency response is rated as 5 to
20,000 Hz ± 1 dB.

amaha's YCD-I000 (bottom) uses a
cartridge loading system to eliminate
on -the -road fumbling with discs and
jewel boxes. It also features digital fil-
tering and is rated for a response of 5
to 20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB. The unit in-
cludes a preamplifier/control section
with bass, treble, volume, and balance
knobs. Price: $549; extra cartridges,
$5 each.
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he lechnics CQ-DP5 (top) features
an outboard AM/FM tuner section with
a DC -to -DC converter, an FF1 single -spot
laser, tone and loudness controls, fif-
teen -trackteen -track programming, twelve FM
and six AM station presets, and disc re-
peat. Price: $700.

en wood's KDC-9R (middle) has a
built-in AM/FM tuner. It offers an elec-
tronic volume control with LED level in-
dicator. a dual fader control, a 20 -dB
attenuator, auto loading, a pause con-
trol, fast skip and search in both direc-
tions, a three -spot laser, and disc re-
peat. Price: $659.

he JVC XL -C30 (bottom) has a car-
tridge loading system to reduce driving
distractions and protect valuable CD's
from the elements. Other features in-
clude a special anti -vibration system,
direct track access, and microcomput-
er -controlled programming. The built-
in AM/FM digital synthesis tuner offers
twenty presets, auto seek, and auto re-
call. Price: $700.

CD -only units, such as Sony's
CDX-5 ($600), have been available
for a while. Unless you already have
a lot of power in your system,
adding one of these to your car will
increase potential dynamic range so
much that you'll probably want to
add an external power amplifier.

Some CD -only decks work with
single -disc cartridges into which
you preload your discs. These pro-
tect the disc while eliminating on -
the -road fumbling with jewel boxes.
Blaupunkt's CDP-05 ($550), JVC's
XL -C30 ($700), and Yamaha's
YCD-1000 ($549) all use a cartridge
system. While such systems allow
casual on -road handling of your
CD's, every disc you play in these
machines must be put into a car-
tridge. Be aware of the extra expense
(usually about $20 per cartridge) of
purchasing enough cartridges to
hold an adequate disc library. The
alternative-switching discs from
cartridge to jewel box while driv-
ing-frightens me even more than
the guy programming disc selec-
tions in heavy traffic.

Denon's DCD-8900 ($850) is de-
signed to appeal to people who like
their cars an awful lot. The head
unit features twenty -four -station
preset capability, controls designed
to be easily identifiable by touch,
and the same digital -to -analog (D/A)
conversion circuitry as Denon's
home CD players. A thoughtful
touch is the availability of a display -
light conversion kit that allows the
lights on your CD player to match
the other lights on your dashboard.
The head unit is built into a slide -
out chassis as a theft deterrent,
while the power-amp/tuner section
remains bolted inconspicuously un-
der the dashboard, rug, or passen-
ger's seat.

Pioneer's new DEX-77 CD tuner
($800) is also geared toward theft
prevention. Included in its electron-
ics is a four -digit Secret Code fea-
ture. Once power to the unit has
been removed, the unit will operate
again only after the correct code has
been re-entered. Of course, this
won't necessarily prevent a theft,
but it will give the victim the minor
satisfaction of knowing that the
thief can't use the player either. Pio-
neer's Last -Address Memory, how-
ever, may be a more useful function
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of digital electronics. In the event
that bumpy roads jar the laser, the
DEX-77 is unlikely to mistrack be-
cause it always keeps the address of
the last pit read in its immediate
memory. This feature allows it to
resume playing quickly and exactly
where it left off.

Selecting the right CD player
for ourcarwill hinge on two
issues-ergonomics and
economics. A little comparison
shopping is sure to get you a
bargain, though a list price of
$300 remains a dream.

Sanyo's FT EC1 ($650) and FT
EC2 ($580) offer a twist on the por-
table plug-in story. These CD tuners
feature input jacks for a portable
cassette player. While the CD and
tuner electronics are all in one box,
these units do require an outboard
power amplifier.

Kenwood's KDC-9R ($849) CD
radio beeps to confirm control com-
mands. That's a great convenience
when traffic demands you keep
your eyes on the road. Better still,
when the beeping gets on your
nerves, you can shut it off.

Alpine's Model 7902 ($850) fea-
tures the Alpine T-10 H tuner,
which is designed for high -quality
radio reception. Panasonic's CQ-
E800 ($700) and the Technics CQ-
DP5 ($840) are dual -chassis, in -
dash CD radios that feature eigh-
teen station presets and fifteen -
selection programming for the CD
players. Sony's CDX-R7 ($700) of-
fers eighteen presets, a digital clock
display, and all the standard CD
player features in a dual -chassis sys-
tem. Its large, round volume knob is
easier to handle than the flat push-
button controls popular with most
car stereo companies.

Trunk -Mounted Changers
The dashboard isn't the only

place to spin discs in a car. If your
car has room in its trunk, both Sony
and Alpine offer multidisc changers.
This type of car CD player holds the
discs in the trunk in a preloaded,
multidisc magazine, while control

functions and disc selection are
handled by an in -dash head unit or
a wired remote control.

Sony introduced the DiscJockey
CDX-A10 ($1,000) last year. It
stores up to ten discs in the trunk of
your vehicle while providing a con-
trol unit that allows complete pro-
gramming access to the loaded
discs. The CDX-A10's control unit,
called the Remote Commander, fits
in your hand and doesn't need to be
mounted on anything. Even back-
seat drivers can play with the con-
trols. Options include the XT -10
AM/FM tuner module. The ten -disc
magazines can be used in Sony's
CDP-C10 home CD changer as well.
Alpine's new Model 5950 CD
changer ($1,500) not only stores up
to twelve discs in its magazine, it
also includes a gadget called the
Control Card that allows you to pro-
gram the playback sequence in the
comfort-and safety-of your liv-
ing room!

The Way to Go
Selecting the right CD player for

your car will hinge on two issues-
ergonomics and economics. Much
of the equipment currently avail-
able is nice looking and great sound-
ing. Installing a CD system isn't
much different from installing a cas-
sette -based system. Unless you're
familiar with sophisticated car in-
stallations, however, you should
definitely hire a professional to in-
stall the system.

As you're shopping, keep in mind
that you'll be operating your car CD
player while you're driving your car.
Try adjusting the unit with your
eyes shut. If you can't feel the differ-
ences between the controls, think
again about installing it in your
automobile.

Thanks to the ferocity of the au-
dio marketplace, a little comparison
shopping is sure to get you a bar-
gain, though a car CD player with a
list price of $300 remains a consum-
er dream. Technological develop-
ment still has to be paid for, and
assembly lines still have to be
geared up to build car CD players.

The costs of the new technology
will be reflected in car players'
prices for at least another year. But
if you want to enjoy the best sound
on wheels, it's cheap at the price. 

laupunkt's CDP 05 CD player
preamplifier (upper unit in photo)
accepts both low- and high-level
inputs. It features automatic car-
tridge loading, a floating shock -
resistant disc drive, a three -spot
laser, pause control, and fast skip
and search in both directions. Fre-
quency response is given as 18 to
20,000 Hz ± 3 dB. Price: $550.
Shown below it is Blaupunkt's
matching Houston SQR 06 cas-
sette receiver ($750).
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You'll love it
too much to leave it.
Before you slip a disc into our sys-
tem, hold tight to the wheel.
Because the Delco Compact Disc
Music System will show you the
power of music.

With the unmistakable clarity that
comes from digital reproduction.
The precise balance that comes
from a full -frequency range. And
the kind of acoustic playback
that comes only from a system
matched to your specific car.

Our CD player comes with one
of two systems: the acclaimed
Delco/Bose Music System. Or
our Delco cassette -receiver
with integral five -band graphic

MOP W1

PW

4.

equalizer. Either way, you get
components designed to make
beautiful music together.

And storing that music is simple.
Because our CD player has six nifty
disc trays built into it.

This sophisticated ensemble is
available on select GM models. So if
you're looking over a new GM car, don't
overlook the sound. Ask to hear the
Delco Compact Disc Music System.

Once you tune in to it, you may start
tuning out everything else.

Delco Electronics
Subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics

The Delco Compact Disc Music System.



CAR STEREO MANUFACTURERS
Acoustic Research, 330 Turnpike St.,
Canton, MA 02021-2703. (617) 821-2300.
Amplifiers, speakers.

ADS (Analog and Digital Systems), One
Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887.
(617) 658-5100. Amplifiers, signal proces-
sors, speakers.

Aiwa America, 35 Oxford Dr.,
Moonachie, NJ 07074. (201) 440-5220.
Cassette receivers, speakers.

Alaron, 185 Park St., P.O. Box 550, Troy,
MI 48099. (313) 585-8400. Cassette re-
ceivers, equalizer/amplifiers, speakers.

Allsop, 4201 Meridian St., P.O. Box 23,
Bellingham, WA 98227. (206) 734-9090.
Accessories.

Alphasonik, 701 Heinz Ave., Berkeley,
CA 94710. (415) 548-4005. Amplifiers, sig-
nal processors, speakers, accessories.

Alpine Electronics, 19145 Gramercy
Place, Torrance, CA 90501. (213) 326-
8000. Cassette receivers, cassette tuners,
CD components, amplifiers, equalizer/
amplifiers, signal processors, speakers.

Altec Lansing, Milford, PA 18337. (800)
258-3288. Amplifiers, signal processors,
speakers.

AM Products, 1051 Clinton St., Buffalo,
NY 14206. (416) 731-2022. Accessories.

American Audio, 636 Forbes Blvd., South
San Francisco, CA 91080. (415) 872-1331.
Cassette receivers, equalizer/amplifiers.

ARA Manufacturing, P.O. Box 534002,
Grand Prairie, TX 75053. (214) 647-4111.
Cassette receivers, amplifiers, equalizer/
amplifiers, speakers.

Audia, 5500 Rosecrans Ave., P.O. Box
749, Lawndale, CA 90260. (213) 973-
1100. Cassette tuners, amplifiers, signal
processors, speakers.

Audio Control, 6520 212th S.W., P.O.
Box 9966, Lynnwood, WA 98036. (206)
775-8461. Signal processors.

Audio Pro by Sonic Research, 180 Sunny
Valley Rd., New Milford, CT 06776. (203)
354-9332. Speakers.

AudioSource, 1185 Chess Dr., Suite G,
Foster City, CA 94404. (415) 574-7585.
Speakers.

Audiovox, 150 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge,
NY 11788. (516) 231-7750. Cassette re-
ceivers, amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers.
signal processors, speakers.

Autotek, 1447 N. Carolan, P.O. Box 4391,
Burlingame, CA 94011. (415) 348-6640.
Cassette receivers, amplifiers, equalizers,
speakers.

Babb Corporation, 3234 Towerwood,
Farmer's Branch, TX 75234. (800) 433-
3303. Speakers.

Becker Electronics, Rt. 145, East Dur-
ham, NY 12423. (518)634-2571. Speakers.

Blaupunkt, 2800 South 25th Ave.,
Broadview, IL 60153. (312) 865-5200.
Cassette receivers, cassette tuners, CD
components, amplifiers, equalizer/
amplifiers, signal processors, speakers.

Boston Acoustics, 247 Lynnfield St., Pea-
body, MA 01960. (617) 532-2111.
Speakers.

B&W Loudspeakers, Anglo-American
Audio, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.
(416) 297-0595. Speakers.

Canton North America, 254 First Ave. N.,
Minneapolis, MN 55401. (612) 333-1150.
Speakers.

Carver Corporation, P.O. Box 1237,
19210 33rd Ave. W., Lynnwood, WA
98036. (206) 775-1202. Cassette tuners,
amplifiers.

Cerwin-Vega, 555 E. Easy St., Simi Val-
ley, CA 93065. (805) 584-9332. Speakers.

Clarion, 5500 Rosecrans Ave., Lawndale,
CA 90260. (213) 973-1100. Cassette re-
ceivers, amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers,
signal processors, speakers.

Concord Electronics, 25 Hale St., New-
buryport, MA 01950. (617) 462-1000.
Cassette receivers, amplifiers, speakers.

Coustic, 4260 Charter St., Vernon, CA
90058. (800) 227-8879. Cassette receivers,
amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers, signal
processors, speakers.

Craig Corporation, 921 W. Artesia Blvd.,
Compton, CA 90220. (213) 537-1233.
Cassette receivers, amplifiers, equalizer/
amplifiers, speakers.

Delco Electronics, 700 E. Firman St., Ko-
komo, IN 46902. (317) 451-8461. CD
components.

Deltasonik, 701 Heinz Ave., Berkeley, CA
94710. (415) 548-4005. Amplifiers, signal
processors, speakers.

Denon America, 27 Law Dr., Fairfield, NJ
07006. (201) 575-7810. Cassette receivers,
CD components, amplifiers, signal proces-
sors, speakers, accessories.

Discwasher, 4309 Transworld Rd., Schil-
ler Park, IL 60176. (312) 671-5680.
Accessories.

EPI (Epicure Products), 25 Hale St.,
Newburyport, MA 01950. (617) 462-1000.
Cassette receivers, speakers.

FAS Industries, 1476 Camden Ave.,
Campbell, CA 95008. (408) 371-8580.
Cassette receivers, amplifiers, equalizer/
amplifiers, signal processors, speakers.

Fischer America, 175 Route 46 W., Fair-
field, NJ 07006. (201) 227-9283.
Accessories.

Ford Audio Systems, 17000 Rotunda Dr.,
Room B240, Dearborn, MI 48121. (313)
322-6523. CD components.

Fujitsu Ten Corporation, 19281 Pacific
Gateway Dr., Torrance, CA 90502. (213)
327-2151. Cassette receivers, CD compo-
nents, amplifiers, signal processors,
speakers.

Fultron (Arthur Fulmer Inc.), 2nd and
Gayoso, P.O. Box 177, Memphis, TN
38101. (901) 525-5711. Cassette receivers,
amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers, speakers.

Gold Sound, P.O. Box 141, Engelwood,
CO 80151. (303) 761-6483. Speakers.

David Hafler Co., 5910 Crescent Blvd.,
Pennsauken, NJ 08109. (609) 662-6355.
Amplifiers.

Harman Kardon, 240 Crossways Dr. W.,
Woodbury, NY 11797. (516) 496-3400.
Cassette tuners, amplifiers, signal
processors.

HiFonics, 845 Broad Ave., Ridgefield, NJ
07657. (201) 945-8880. Amplifiers, signal
processors, speakers, accessories.

Hirschmann of America, Industrial Row,
P.O. Box 229, Riverdale, NJ 07457. (201)
835-5002. Accessories.

Hitachi, 401 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton,
CA 90220. (213) 537-8383. Cassette re-
ceivers, amplifiers, speakers.

Hitech Mobile Sound, 7916 N.E. 19th Ct.,
Vancouver, WA 98665. (206) 573-1055.
Cassette receivers, amplifiers, speakers,
accessories.

Impact Industries, 1469 Gage St., San
Bernardino, CA 92408. (714) 796-8351.
Cassette receivers, amplifiers, speakers.

Infinity, 9409 Owensmouth Ave.,
Chatsworth CA 91311. (818) 709-9400.
Amplifiers, speakers.

Intraclean by American Recorder Tech-
nologies, 4395 Valley Fair Rd., Simi Val-
ley, CA 93063. (805) 527-9580.
Accessories.

Jamo, 425 Huehl Rd., Bldg. 3A, North-
brook, IL 60062. (312) 441-8585.
Speakers.

JBL, 240 Crossways Park W., Woodbury,
NY 11797. (516) 496-3400. Speakers.
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Jensen, 4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller
Park, IL 60176. (312) 671-5680. Cassette
receivers, amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers,
speakers.

Jet Sound, 2575 El Presidio St., Long
Beach, CA 90810. (213) 637-1001. Cas-
sette receivers, amplifiers, equalizer/
amplifiers, signal processors, speakers,
accessories.

JVC Corporation of America, 41 Slater
Dr., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407. (201) 794-
3900. Cassette receivers, CD components,
amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers, signal
processors, speakers.

Kenwood Electronics, 1315 E. Watson-
center Rd., Carson, CA 90745. (213) 518-
1700. Cassette receivers, cassette tuners,
CD components, amplifiers, equalizer/
amplifiers, signal processors, speakers,
accessories.

Kraco, 505 E. Euclid Ave., Compton, CA
90224. (800) 421-1910. Cassette receivers,
equalizer/amplifiers, speakers,, accessories.

Linear Power, 11545 D Ave., Auburn, CA
95603. (916) 823-7891. Amplifiers, signal
processors, speakers, accessories.

Magnum Loudspeakers, One Mitek Pla-
za, Winslow, IL 61089. (815) 367-3811.
Speakers.

Majestic Electronics, 14614 Lanark St.,
Panorama City, CA 91402. (800) 432-
2961. Cassette receivers, amplifiers,
equalizer/amplifiers, signal processors,
speakers.

Marantz, 20525 Nordhoff St., Chats-
worth, CA 91311. (818) 998-9333. Cas-
sette receivers, amplifiers, speakers.

Maxxima (Div. of Panor Corp.), 137 Ex-
press St., Plainview, NY 11803. (516) 935-
5311. Cassette receivers, amplifiers,
equalizer/amplifiers, speakers.

MEI by Mansoor Electronics, 310 Alden
Rd., Markham, Ontario L3R 4C1, Cana-
da. (416) 475-8444. Cassette receivers,
amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers, speakers.

MGT (Div. of Magtone Electronics),
20445 Gramercy Place, Suite 204, Tor-
rance, CA 90501. (213) 533-5877. Ampli-
fiers, equalizer/amplifiers, signal proces-
sors, speakers, accessories.

Mitsubishi Mobile Electronics, 800
Biermann Ct, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056.
(800) 323-4216. Cassette receivers, CD
components, amplifiers, speakers.

Morel Acoustics, 414 Harvard St., Brook-
line, MA 02146. (617) 277-6663.
Speakers.

MTX Electronics, One Mitek Plaza,
Winslow, IL 61089. (815) 367-3811.
Speakers.

Mustang Electronics, I I West 30th St.,
NYC 10001. (212) 239-8760. Cassette
receivers.

Nakamichi USA Corp., 19701 S. Ver-
mont Ave., Torrance, CA 90502. (213)
538-8150. Cassette tuners, amplifiers, sig-
nal processors, speakers, accessories.

U.S. Omnivox Corp., 16617 Valley View
Ave., Cerritos, CA 90701. (800) 952-5621.
Amplifiers.

Ora Electronics, 20120 Plummer St., P.O.
Box 4029, Chatsworth, CA 91313. (818)
701-5848. Speakers, accessories.

Orion, 306 South River Dr., Tempe, AZ
85281. (602) 968-7356. Amplifiers, signal
processors.

Panasonic, One Panasonic Way, Secau-
cus, NJ 07094. (201) 348-7000. Cassette
receivers, CD components, amplifiers,
equalizer/amplifiers, speakers.

Parasound Products, Wharfside, 680
Beach St., #400, San Francisco, CA
94109. (415) 397-7100. Speakers,
accessories.

Phase Linear by International Jensen,
4134 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park,
IL 60176. (312) 671-5680. Speakers.

Philips Auto Audio, 230 Duffy Ave.,
Hicksville, NY 11802. (516) 931-6200.
Cassette receivers, cassette tuners, CD
components, amplifiers, equalizer/ampli-
fiers, signal processors, speakers,
accessories.

Pioneer, 2265 E. 220th St., Long Beach,
CA 90810. (213) 835-6177. Cassette re-
ceivers, cassette tuners, CD components,
amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers, signal
processors, speakers.

Polk Audio, 5601 Metro Dr., Baltimore,
MD 21215. (301) 358-3600. Speakers.

Polydax Speaker Corp., 10 Upton Dr.,
Wilmington, MA 01887. (617) 658-0700.
Speakers.

Precision Power, 7901 East Pierce St.,
Scottsdale, AZ 85257. (602) 947-1444.
Amplifiers, signal processors.

Proton, 737 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton,
CA 90220. (800) 772-0172. Cassette re-
ceivers, cassette tuners, amplifiers,
equalizer/amplifiers, signal processors,
speakers.

Pyle Industries, 501 Center St., Hunting-
ton, IN 46750. (219) 356-1200. Amplifiers,
signal processors, speakers.

Realistic (Div. of Tandy Corp.), 1300 One
Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102.
(817) 390-3885. Cassette receivers, ampli-
fiers, equalizer/amplifiers, signal proces-
sors, speakers, accessories.

Recoton Corporation, 46-23 Crane St.,
Long Island City, NY 11101. (718) 392-
6442. Accessories.

Rockford-Fosgate Corp., 613 S. Rockford
Dr., Tempe, AZ 85281. (800) 821-2349.
Amplifiers, preamplifiers, signal proces-
sors, speakers, accessories.

Sabre Sound, 702 Colorado, #440, Aus-
tin, TX 78701. (512) 482-0846.
Speakers.

Sansui Electronics Corp., 1250 Valley
Brook Ave., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071. (201)
460-9710. Cassette receivers, cassette tun-
ers, amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers, sig-
nal processors, speakers.

Sanyo, 1200 Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA
90220. (213) 537-5830. Cassette receivers,
CD components, amplifiers, signal proces-
sors. speakers, accessories.

Sentrek Industries, 751 Racket Club Dr.,
Addison, IL 60101. (312) 628-6767. Cas-
sette receivers, amplifiers, equalizer/am-
plifiers, signal processors, speakers.

Sharp, Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07630.
(201) 529-8200. Cassette receivers,
speakers.

Sherwood, 13845 Artesia Blvd., Cerritos,
CA 90701. (213) 926-6337. Cassette re-
ceivers, amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers,
speakers.

Sony, Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656.
(201) 930-1000. Cassette receivers, CD
components, amplifiers, equalizer/ampli-
fiers, signal processors, speakers.

Soundstream Technologies, 2907 W.
182nd St., Redondo Beach, CA 90278.
(213) 214-4652. Cassette receivers, cas-
sette signal
processors.

Southern Audio Services, 2909 Crater
Lake, Baton Rouge, LA 70814. (504) 924-
9964. Speakers.

Sparkomatic, Routes 6 and 209, Milford,
PA 18337. (717) 296-6444. Cassette re-
ceivers, amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers,
speakers, accessories.

Speakerlab, 735 N. Northlake Way, Seat-
tle, WA 98103. (206) 633-5020. Signal
processors, speakers.

Stillwater Designs, 1210 S. Main, Stillwa-
ter, OK 74074. (405) 624-8510. Speakers.

Sunkyong, 30 Congress Dr., Moonachie,
NJ 07074. (201) 440-5006. Cassette receiv-
ers, amplifiers, equalizer/amplifiers, sig-
nal processors, speakers.

Technics, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
NJ 07094. (201) 348-7000. Cassette receiv-
ers. cassette tuners, CD components, am-
plifiers, signal processors, speakers.

Visonik by Hirschmann of America, In-
dustrial Row, P.O. Box 229, Riverdale,
NJ 07457. (201) 835-5002. Speakers.

Yamaha Electronics, 6600 Orangethorpe
Ave., Buena Park, CA 90620. (714) 522-
9189. Cassette receivers, cassette tuners,
CD components, amplifiers, equalizer/
amplifiers, signal processors, speakers.

Zapco, 2549 Yosemite Blvd., Suite E,
Modesto, CA 95354. (209) 577-4268. Am-
plifiers, signal processors.
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Before you listen to a Jensen JXL,we suggest
warming up with something a little less exhilarating.

COMPACT DISC

READY
1987 1nter,at.onar Jenser, Inc Jet,sen .5 the registered trademark of international Jensen Inc

If you're about to buy car speakers or
a car receiver, it's important to warn you
about Jensen JXLs. The sound of a JXL
is so dynamic that if you're not prepared
for it, listening to one could be dangerous.

Exciting sound
from exciting

speakers.
What could
be more
exciting
than a JXL?

Each
model is

compact disc ready and handles the
accurate sound of today's digital record-
ings with ease.

They pack a lot of power, too. Poly -
carbonate dynamic cone tweeters and
long throw woofers give the JXEs up to
175 watts of peak power handling. And
thanks to their very efficient design, the
JXEs get plenty of volume out of any
receiver.

Listen to a JXL receiver and you're
ready for
anything.

H our speak-
ers don't take
your breath away,
our receivers will. They've all been
designed with the most advanced tech-
nology money can buy. Features like
Dolby "B': Auto Reverse Tape Transport,
Phase Locked Loop tuning, Seek, Scan
and Automatic Program Control.

In the unlikely event you need even
more excitement, the JXL-45 and JXL-55
have Pre -Amp outputs and compact
disc player inputs. So you can
add an amplifier or CD player
to your system whenever
you're ready.

So, go jump off a
building. Put your head in a
lion's mouth. Do whatever it
takes to prepare yourself for
the exhilarating sound
of a JXL.

Then go down to your
local Jensen dealer and
experience the real thing.

_ A.

JENSEN
We make music a moving experience.
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Common-sense
advice from

a hi-fi salesman
on where,

when, and how
to buy

111111111111111111N
by Charles Curtis

.111=1111.

FOR EQUIPMENT
SHOPPING

IF you've seen the film Ruthless
People, you'll remember the
scenes in which a hi-fi salesman
uses sly innuendo, false enthu-

siasm, and a sneaky trick or two to
bamboozle hapless customers into
buying things they don't want. For
me and my colleagues in the retail
stereo business, those episodes-
like live -action versions of Charles
Rodrigues cartoons-were the high-
lights of the movie, because we
know that such incidents take place
every day in real -life sound empo-
riums across the country.

My years on the sales floor have
taught me that not even an audio-
phile who is otherwise well in-
formed will know the best way to
identify a good piece of equipment
in the store and get it to his listening
room. While shark -like sales tactics
are not the rule, they are only one
possibility for which a smart stereo
shopper must prepare himself.

O First Things First
Your first decision is one of the

most important: Where will you
shop? Will you go to one of the
"electronics supermarkets" or to a
smaller, more specialized store? The
supermarkets are often more con-
veniently located, are more likely to
carry their own financing plans and
in-store service facilities, and are
sometimes able to offer large dis-

counts by making up the "bite" in
volume. The specialist retailer, on
the other hand, usually provides
more personalized and knowledge-
able service along with the capabili-
ty and willingness for more exten-
sive demonstrations. Quite often,
it's a matter of discovering where
you feel more comfortable.

Once you've decided where to
shop, it pays to plan when to shop.
Hi-fi hunters, like duck hunters, can
benefit from knowing the right time
and the right season. Great bargains
can often be found in the middle of
summer, when stores are at the end
of the fiscal year, floor traffic is
light, and owners want to clear the
shelves for the new fall line.

Early January is also a good time
for bargain hunters, as there are
usually post -Christmas sales, but it
can be a busy time in the stores
since people are spending their holi-
day gift money. The slow months
from February to May (when people
start buying graduation presents) of-
fer good opportunities to talk with
salesmen. Heavily advertised blow-
out sales are becoming an almost
weekly occurrence. But many retail
chains do have one sale a year
where they sell equipment for only
cents above cost. You can find out
whether a store has such a sale, and
when, just by asking a salesman.

The latest state-of-the-art equip -
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ment usually appears in stores in
late summer and autumn, in time
for the back -to -school rush. But if
you wander into my store on a Sat-
urday three weeks before Christ-
mas, the busy conditions won't al-
low me to give you the treatment I
can devote to the guy who comes in
on a weekday afternoon-especially
if he's been thoughtful enough to
phone ahead for an appointment.
(This courtesy will only be appre-
ciated in one of the specialty stores.
Phoning a supermarket for anything
more than its business hours or
address will make you the butt of a
week's worth of jokes.)

You can earn my respect-and
my full attention-by doing a little
preliminary leg work and by not
coming in "cold." Read the adver-
tisements in your local paper and
test reports in magazines like STER-
EO REVIEW. Conduct a "browsing
only" expedition or two, and plan
how your upcoming purchase will
fit in with your current equipment,
listening room, and habits.

It's wise to "feel out" a salesman
in an introductory chat to gauge his
knowledge and honesty. Ask him,
"Is there a big sound difference
between CD players?" or "Does the
placement of the speakers in my
room really affect the sound?" An
unqualified "Yes" to the first ques-
tion or a flat "No" to the second
means that you are dealing with a
fool or a liar. Take your business
elsewhere.

Now Hear This
After you have found a salesper-

son you can trust, it's time to listen
to some specific components. The
product demonstration is the fun
part of your visit, but the ultimate
usefulness of this ritual depends on
you. Go ahead and bring your
spouse or Significant Other, but
leave small children at home. (I
can't concentrate on your needs if I
have to keep Junior from punching
in the exposed speaker cones.) Soli-
cit my personal opinions, but keep
in mind that my enthusiasm for a
particular unit or manufacturer's
line may stem less from its audible
benefits than from its relatively high
profit margin. Perhaps the manu-
facturer is offering salesmen a
"spiff," or cash bonus, on selected
items, or is running a sales volume
contest. And it's not especially sig-
nificant if I tell you, "I own this
myself"-not only do we all hear
differently, but you can bet I paid a
lot less for the item than you would.
Be on guard, though, if any sales-
man tries to warn you against a
product he doesn't carry. He may
just not want to recommend some-
thing that will make you walk out of
his store and give your money to
someone else.

Shopping for specific types of
equipment requires specific demo
techniques:

0 Speakers. Always bring your
own music, preferably on compact

r
I

1/4.../ o ahead and
ask if the posted
price can be
discounted.
Suggested list
prices are often a
good 30 to 50 percent
more than what the
store actually paid
for the products.

disc. Otherwise, I'll play you mine,
which I guarantee will sound won-
derful on the equipment I'm show-
ing you, whether or not it has any-
thing to do with what you listen to
at home. Don't try to compare more
than two pairs of speakers at a
time-it's unnecessarily confusing.
Have me position the speakers as
they will be in your home, which
will help you get some indication of
how they will really sound there.
And compare speakers only when
they're placed side by side or near
one another. Most important, make
sure that I keep the volume levels of
the pairs you're comparing as close
to the same as possible, since other-
wise the more efficient (louder)
model will almost always sound bet-
ter than its rival.

0 Amplifiers. Tell me about your
speakers, your room, and the vol-
ume levels at which you typically
listen so that I can better assess your
power requirements. In the demo
room,. listen for signs of strain on
loud or intricate passages. Make
sure the amplifier doesn't run too
hot for your planned location, espe-
cially if it will be enclosed in a cabi-
net. If you plan to run two or more
pairs of speakers in parallel, be sure
that the amplifier you buy can safely
drive the resulting low -impedance
load (check the owner's manual).

0 Tuners. The kind of antenna
you have, where you live, and the
location of your favorite stations'
transmitters all have far more to do
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with the quality of reception you'll
get than the circuitry in the vast
majority of today's separate tuners.
For that reason, an in-store compar-
ison of tuners is not very useful.
Instead, concentrate on the pub-
lished specifications, taking care to
note if the measurement parameters
used by the manufacturers are the
same. The most important specs are
capture ratio, 50 -dB quieting, usable
sensitivity, and alternate -channel
selectivity.

 Compact Disc Players. If I
claim that there is a sound differ-
ence between CD players, make me
prove it-using your CD and your
headphones (or the store's best
pair). Note the extent of features
such as remote control and pro-
grammability. Tap any unit you're
considering to check for shock re-
sistance. Examine its response time
to commands and the "feel" of its
controls-are they solid and posi-
tive?

 Cassette Decks. Don't use com-
mercially prerecorded tapes when
auditioning a cassette deck. Instead,
record a few passages from your
own music source in the store, again
using headphones to listen to the
results. If you're upgrading, you
may want to bring in one or two
tapes made on your current ma-
chine to check how well the azimuth
agrees with its prospective replace-
ment. A mismatch in azimuth align-
ment will make your old tapes
sound lifeless on your new machine.

 Turntables. Many retailers now
fear that vinyl -record players will be
the eight -track -tape machines of the
1990's, thanks to the CD. Selection
is dropping, and product improve-
ments are few and far between, so
your best bet is to focus on reliabili-
ty. Does the turntable feel solid and
resistant to shock? Is there a mini-
mum of "bells and whistles," or
questionable features? Be sure to
ask my advice (and my reasons for
it) about a cartridge that is well
matched to the turntable and tone -
arm of your choice.

OPaying the Piper
If you are going from store to

store to nail down your choice, you
may want to listen to equipment a
second time. That's fine, but keep in
mind that if you don't buy some-
thing after the second listen, the
salesman may give up on you, and
he is likely to warn his colleagues
not to waste their time on you.
Unfair? Maybe. True? You bet.

Now we come to the part that is
the least fun: payment time. Now,
the psychology and practice of hag-
gling is too complex to discuss in
detail here, but go ahead and ask if
the posted price can be discounted.
Unless the item is already steeply
marked down, a good starting point
is 10 percent or so off the "manufac-
turer's suggested list price." Sug-
gested list prices are often a good 30
to 50 percent more than what the
store actually paid for the products.

olicit my
personal opinions,
but keep in mind
that my enthusiasm
for a particular unit
or line may stem
less from its audible
benefits than from
its relatively high
profit margin.

Speakers, accessories, and phono
cartridges usually have a particu-
larly high markup percentage and
are more often discounted. Buying
several pieces at one time can net
you a package deal. Some stores
even prefer cash to plastic or checks
and will shave their prices accord-
ingly. Perhaps the best bargains are
demonstrator or display samples of
the unit you covet; they almost
always have an identical warranty
and pose no more risk of break-
down than still -in -the -box compo-
nents, especially solid-state items
such as amplifiers and tuners.

Check into whether the store of-
fers an extended warranty. Repairs
can be costly, and purchasing a ser-
vice contract may be a wise move,
particularly with highly mechanical
pieces such as tape decks, turnta-
bles, and CD players. You can shop
for the best extra -warranty deal, and
many stores will be happy to sell
you "health insurance" on a unit
you bought elsewhere.

Finally, try to hit me up for free
extras such as speaker cable, record
cleaners, connection cables, and
cartridge installation. It never hurts
to ask.

In the end, it all comes down to
this: an audio shopper who exer-
cises a little common sense along
with his ears can make the hunt as
rewarding as the catch. Those who
don't may find themselves bit
players in a comedy skit in which
the joke is on them.
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[ EL,SY
LISTENING

COMPACT
Disc

BY WILLIAM tIVINGSTONE

uSlc has as much
power to alter
moods as some fair-
ly potent drugs do.
Besides soothing the

savage breast, it can stir crowds to
demonstrations of patriotic fervor,
stimulate lazy people to get up and
dance, and make strong men weep.

There are times, however, when
we'd like to listen to music that
doesn't call forth strong emotions.
When you're washing the car, paint -
mg the bathroom, or having friends
over for drinks, you may not feel
like dealing with the Rolling Stones'
defense of Satan, AYda's farewell to
earth, Bob Dylan's gloomy meteor-
ological forecasts, or the metaphy-
sics of late Beethoven.

Sometimes you just want music
that sounds pretty, promotes opti-
mism, and suggests that your world

I ainfir plays nostalgic pop standards
and light classics on the panflute.

is a reasonably attractive place to
live in. It exists in great quantity in
the category commonly known as
"mood music," "beautiful music,"
or "easy listening."

In its simplest forms this music is
used in elevators, nursing -home
corridors, and airport waiting
rooms to keep people from becom-
ing irritated or depressed. More
imaginatively arranged and played,
it makes a good sonic background
for light conversation. It can keep
you from becoming bored with rep-
etitious work, and it's an excellent
accompaniment to driving.

Those who require unalloyed
heavy-metal, opera, jazz, or sym-
phonic masterpieces look down on
easy listening and claim that it does
not sufficiently engage the heart or
mind. The need for this music is so
great, however, that it made rich

men of conductor Andre Kostela-
netz, bandleader Lawrence Welk,
and the late pianist Liberace.

Those men perfected the blend of
light classics and standard popular
songs in pretty arrangements that is
the essence of easy listening. Vocals
are used sparingly, if at all, but a few
bird songs and sounds of nature
may be introduced. Some record-
ings by Kostelanetz, Welk, and Li-
berace have been released on com-
pact disc, but there are many others
that deserve your attention. I've
picked a group that I think serve
their mood -elevating function well
and are sonically worthy of good
home systems and car stereo instal-
lations. Whether you play it as back-
ground music at home or in the car,
there is no need to apologize for
music that keeps you cheerful and
thinking positively.
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MANTOVANI FAVOURITES.
LONDON 820 368-2 (38:36).
MANTOVANI PRESENTS HIS
CONCERT SUCCESSES.
LONDON 820 352-2 (51:30).
Mantovani and His Orchestra.

The radiant sound of Manto-
vani's orchestra, compounded of
cascading strings and shimmering
flutes and brass, became a standby
of the beautiful -music radio sta-
tions. Like Kostelanetz, Mantovani
made popular songs sound classier
and made the classics sound more
popular. "Mantovani Favourites"
includes such things as Danny Boy,
Dream, The Whiffenpoof Song, and
Auld Lang Syne. "Concert Suc-
cesses" includes his theme song,
Charmaine, as well as Hora Stacca-
to, Moon River, Greensleeves, and
Capriccio italien, among others. I
should warn you that the latter CD
also includes applause and spoken
introductions by Maestro Manto-
vani, in case interruptions of that
kind bother you.

TOMITA'S GREATEST HITS CD.
Electronically created by Isao
Tomita. RCA 5660-2 (70:19).

At the synthesizer Isao Tomita
smoothes out some of the sonic
peaks and valleys of the fanfare that
opens Strauss's Also sprach Zara-
thustra, and he smoothes out some
of the emotional wrinkles of the
Infernal Dance from Stravinsky's
Firebird and a few other classical
selections here. He does not, how-
ever, take all the ginger out of such
things as Mars from Holst's The
Planets. His palette of varied elec-
tronic sounds is quite effective on
Pachelbel's Canon and Anderson's
Syncopated Clock, and he uses those
sounds especially well on the cli-
mactic closing section of Mussorg-
sky's Pictures at an Exhibition.
Note the very long playing time.

JAZZICAL CLASS.
Wayne Bedrosian and the
Los Angeles Concert Trio.
PERPETUA 7003 (43:50).

Wayne Bedrosian (piano), Dennis
Dow (drums), and Michael George
(acoustic bass) serve up a sweet and

EASY LISTENING

spicy mixture of mildly jazzed -up
classics (such as a Bach minuet and
a Mozart piano concerto) and
classed -up pop favorites (such as
Days of Wine and Roses and Could
It Be Magic). Their approach works
particularly well on Memory, Amaz-
ing Grace, and the theme from
Chariots of Fire. Digital technology
gives this recording more dynamic
range than is usual on easy -listening
albums.

DIGITAL BROADWAY.
Byron Olson (piano); other soloists;
Orchestra Manhattan, Ettore Strat-
ta cond. MANHATTAN CDP-7
462882-2 (50:26).

My favorite CD of this batch,
"Digital Broadway" includes such
standards from the musical stage as
Send In the Clowns, Memory, and I
Loves You, Porgy along with imagi-
native choices from Sweeney Todd,
Chess, and The Mystery of Edwin
Drood. The arrangements, mostly
by Byron Olson, are pretty but
sophisticated, and the large orches-
tra, made up of English studio musi-
cians, plays very well indeed. What
is most remarkable here is the qual-
ity of the recording. The sound is
particularly brilliant and clear, and
the jacket warns you to set your vol-
ume low because of the wide dy-
namic range. The debut recording
of Orchestra Manhattan, this CD

makes me hope that others will
soon follow. It is packaged in a card-
board folder, not a jewel box.

ZAMFIR: Romance.
Gheorghe Zamfir (panflute);
orchestra, Karl Heinz Schafer and
Jean-Louis Bucchi arr. and cond.
PHILIPS 810 966-2 (42:42).

Sentiment and nostalgia are the
principal things Zamfir pushes, and
they are especially appropriate for
the haunting, reedy sound of his
primitive instrument, the panflute.
His program here includes an ar-
rangement of Tchaikovsky themes,
the familiar theme from the Con-
cierto de Aranjuez, Yesterday by
Lennon and McCartney, Billy Joel's
Just the Way You Are, and other
popular songs. Zamfir's first big hit
was James Last's The Lonely Shep-
herd, and he looked like a lonely
shepherd, but he is now so rich and
famous that there's no reason for
him ever to be lonely again.

JAMES GALWAY:
The Wayward Wind.
James Galway (flute); Sylvia
(vocals); Nashville String Machine;
Shelly Kurland Strings; others.
RCA RCD1-4222 (35:42).

Like a few other classical super-
stars, flutist James Galway has had

Flutist James
Galway crosses
over from the
classics to easy -
listening record-
ings with great
success. Pleasant
and well re-
corded, his CD
"The Wayward
Wind" has a
mild country
flavor.
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a number of "crossover" popular
hits. This easy -listening album,
which was recorded in Nashville,
blends folk flavor (Shenandoah)
and a dash of country (Don't It
Make My Brown Eyes Blue), with
guitars, banjo, harmonica, and
beautiful -music strings. The result
sounds rather like background mu-
sic for the final scene of a Western
movie in which the lonely cowboy
leaves Hole -in -the -Wall and rides
into the sunset, confident of a better
life beyond them thar hills. There's
nary a hayseed in the hair of coun-
try singer Sylvia, who appears on
two tracks.

MYSTIC MOODS ORCHESTRA:
Moods for a Stormy Night.
Orchestra, sound effects, back-up
vocals, Don Ralke arr. and cond.
BAINBRIDGE BCD6202 (42:06).

Making love inside on a rainy
night is what this album is about.
(Did you know that lightning won't
strike you if you're in bed?) The
music consists of themes from such
movies as Casino Royale, Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner, and
Friendly Persuasion and melodies
from such classical works as Rach-
maninoff's Rhapsody on a Theme
of Paganini and Wagner's Tristan
and Isolde (these guys are not just
kidding around). The stormy sound
effects are quite realistic, and the
music is lush.

MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER:
Saving the Wildlife.
AMERICAN GRAMAPHONE
AGCD2086 (35:38).

Mannheim Steamroller's Fresh
Aire series of recordings by compos-
er Chip Davis (the president of
American Gramaphone) might best
be considered New Age. In terms of
instrumental tone color and general
optimism, however, "Saving the
Wildlife" also fits the easy -listening
category. Written as the soundtrack
for a PBS documentary on endan-
gered species, it evokes in music the
habitats of such threatened animals
as dolphins, harp seals, pandas,
wolves, and penguins. Realism and
humor are added by the use of ani-
mal calls and environmental
sounds. Davis once said to me, "I
love writing music that will really
make those speakers sing." This at-
titude has won him a large following

Successful recordings have made French pianist Richard Clayder-
man an international star. Good looks haven't hurt his career.

among audiophiles, and the sound
quality on this album is up to his
usual high standard.

THE MAGIC CLARINET
OF ACKER BILK.
Acker Bilk (clarinet); orchestra.
K -TEL CD 6513 (52:21).

Jazz clarinettist Bilk crossed over
to pop music with his big hit Stran-
ger on the Shore in 1962. It is one of
the sixteen pop standards he plays
here in easy -listening arrangements.
Others are My Way, Let It Be Me,
Hey Jude, Jean, and I Left My
Heart in San Francisco. Sounding
more like a saxophone than the clas-
sical instrument we know from Mo-
zart's quintet and concerto, Bilk's
clarinet retains its jazzy character.

RICHARD CLAYDERMAN:
From Paris with Love.
Richard Clayderman (piano); orch-
estra. COLUMBIA CK 40174 (45:24).

The handsome young French
pianist Richard Clayderman has in-
herited the musical mantel of Liber-
ace, if not his wardrobe or jewels.
Clayderman's rather emphatic play-
ing style and his repertoire are both
reminiscent of the late Las Vegas
star. This album includes pretty ar-

rangements of such songs as Yester-
day, Stranger in Paradise, Perhaps
Love, and I Just Called to Say I
Love You as well as Mozart's theme
used in the movie Elvira Madigan.
If the sales figures Columbia claims
for Clayderman are true, he is prob-
ably the most successful pianist in
the world today.

JAMES LAST:
In der St. Patrick's Cathedral.
Noirin Ni Riain (vocals); Monks
of Glenstal; Chorus of St. Patrick's
Cathedral; orchestra, James Last
cond. POLYDOR 823 669-2 (50:50).

James Last, composer and band-
leader, is a sort of German combi-
nation of Lawrence Welk and Ar-
thur Fiedler. He has arranged and
conducted dozens of dance albums
and collections based on such sub-
jects as the signs of the zodiac. Here
we have him in St. Patrick's Cathe-
dral (in Dublin, not New York) with
easy -listening arrangements of a
program that includes the Bach-
Gounod Ave Maria, Abide with Me,
The Holly and the Ivy, and the
theme from Haydn's Trumpet Con-
certo. Singer Noirin Ni Riain re-
minds me a little of the Peruvian
soprano Yma Sumac. There is some
discreet applause on the album, but
no spoken introductions. 0
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MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS
Commanding a new perspective on classical music!

CBS Masterworks p-oidly sALtes
vichael Tilson Trims for hi: ex-
raordinary range of rtsical artistry.

Thomas' command o- classical
'epertoire extends briliantly from the
iramatic treatment at tis Beethoven

Symphony Cycle, to is powerful
recordings of 20th cents 11compo-s.
And his irsightful reco:ings f 3ve
distinguited him as :he wot d's
leading irtErpreter of Gitshwin.

We ar.i honored that Is Mic-ael
Tilson Thomas enriches :he world of

mus on so many levels, he con-
tinues to do so from a single creative
souce: C33 MASTERWORKS.

Enloy these file -ecordings from
exc us ve Lbsterworks artist Michael
Tilson Thmrt3s.

On CBS Masterworks Compact Discs, Records and chrome Cassettes.
"CBS," "Masterworks, " $ are trademarks of CBS Inc c 198' CBS Inc.
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BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

Stereo Review's
critics choose the outstanding
current releases

XTC's
"SKYLARKING":
UTTERLY FAB

TH IS year marks the twen-
tieth anniversary of the re-
lease of the Beatles' "Sgt.
Pepper" album, which Cap-

itol will reissue on CD this summer.
Anyone inclined to celebrate earlier,
however, should look into the new
XTC album, "Skylarking," which
turns out to be an out-and-out hom-
age to what the Beatles and George
Martin wrought back in the Sum-
mer of Love. And if that isn't sur-
prising enough in this day and age-
what, after all, could be less fashion-
able?-it's also an utterly fab record
on its own terms.

Actually, in many ways it's the
great pop album that some of us fig-
ured XTC always had in them. In
the past, XTC was just a little too
clever for its own good, so obsessed
with fracturing meter, with sound
effects, and with weird harmonic
twists that they sometimes lost
track of their own songs. Here, how-
ever, by taking the musical parame-
ters of "Sgt. Pepper" as a sort of ge-
neric idiom and by staying rigorous-
ly within them (while taking advan-
tage of twenty years of post -"Pep-
per" technology), the lads have
crafted an album that is still quirky
and oozing with creativity and yet
as accessible and instantly delightful
as its model.

As the title suggests, of course, on
some level "Skylarking" is also a
colossal goof, and occasionally the
band tips its hand explicitly. For
example, Earn Enough for Us, a
marvelously deadpan working-class
lament that should be a hit single,
sounds suspiciously like a Bruce
Springsteen song as it might have
been arranged and produced by
Paul McCartney in 1967 (how's that
for a concept?). Obvious japes like
that aside, however, the album is for
the most part gorgeously melodic,
with dryly witty songs that may be

decked out in period drag but never
get arch or camp. In other words,
"Skylarking" works. This one gets
my vote as the most pleasant sur-
prise of the year. Steve Simels

XTC: Skylarking. XTC (vocals and in-
strumentals); Prairie Prince (drums).
Summer's Cauldron; Grass; The Meet-
ing Place; That's Really Super, Super -
girl; Ballet for a Rainy Day: 1000 Um-
brellas; Season Cycle; Earn Enough for
Us; Big Day; Another Satellite; The
Man Who Sailed Around His Soul;
Dear God; Dying; Sacrificial Bonfire.
GEFFEN GHS 24117 $8.98, © M5G-
24117 $8.98, © 2-24117 no list price.

RICCARDO MUTI'S
SHOWCASE
"LA FORZA"

Sumrruous sound and close
attention to orchestral detail
make Angel's new recording
of Verdi's La forza del desti-

no a conductor's showcase, the con-
ductor in question being Riccardo
Muti. It is Muti's first full-length
opera recording since his accession
to the post of musical director of La

Scala, and his stirring yet carefully
considered interpretation is glo-
riously projected.

As Leonora, Mirella Freni sings
intelligently and with vivid charac-
terization. There are times, though,
despite the way Freni's voice has
darkened and grown in size, when
Leonora may be just a bit too hefty
for her vocally (I felt similarly about
her Elisabeth in Don Caw. a few
seasons ago). Placido Domingo's
Alvaro is typical of the tenor's work:
well thought out, well paced, and of
a high order of musicianship. I miss
the lyrical quality of the perform-
ance he recorded some years ago
with James Levine, but the sense of
drama here is taut.

As Carlo, Giorgio Zancanaro ex-
hibits a strong, full-bodied, real
"Verdi baritone," though as yet it is
rather rough; dramatic passages
come off well, moments of quieter
expression less satisfyingly. Giorgio
Surian, Dolora Zajic, Paul Plishka,
Sesto Bruscantini, and Ernesto
Gavazzi acquit themselves com-
mendably in their important sup-
porting roles, as do the remaining
members of the cast. The chorus
sings with conviction and spirit.

The enormous dramatic canvas

Dave Gregory, Colin Moulding, and Andy Partridge of XTC: colossal goof
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BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

Riccardo Muti, Mirella Freni, and Placido Domingo: a gloriously projected Forza

and nearly incredible episodic plot
of La forza make it a rather sprawl-
ing but highly theatrical experience,
brought together by some of Verdi's
loveliest music. The achievement of
this performance is that you forget
the opera's weaknesses and glory in
its strengths-and that is ultimately
to the credit of Riccardo Muti.

Robert Ackart

VERDI: La forza del destino. Mirella
Freni (soprano), Leonora; Placido
Domingo (tenor), Alvaro; Giorgio Zan-
canaro (baritone), Carlo; Giorgio Su-
rian (bass), Marchese di Calatrave; Do-
lora Zajic (mezzo-soprano), Preziosilla;
Paul Plishka (bass), Guardiano; Sesto
Bruscantini (bass), Melitone; Ernesto
Gavazzi (tenor), Trabuco. Chorus and
Orchestra of La Scala, Milan, Riccardo
Muti cond. ANGEL 0 DSC-3995 three
LP's $35.94, © 4D3S-3995 three cas-
settes $35.94, 0 CDCC-47485 three
CD's no list price.

JENNIFER WARNES
SINGS SONGS OF

LEONARD COHEN
-trar'.11111111111111111111111111116r

ATfirst, the idea of Jennifer
Warnes singing an album of
Leonard Cohen songs seems

somehow quaint, a poign-
ant relic in an age of materialism.
Warnes, after all, started out as the
wire -rimmed folkie of The Smoth-
ers Brothers Comedy Hour and
Hair, later to subvert her talent in
dreadful movie themes, and finally
to arouse attention with her impas-
sioned duet with Joe Cocker in Up

Where We Belong. And Cohen, the
self-conscious darling of manic-
depressives in the Sixties, has had a
sketchy history in the last decade,
beginning with a fiasco of an album,
"Death of a Ladies' Man."

But Warnes, a California Catholic
who joined a convent after high
school, and Cohen, a Jew from
Montreal, long ago found common
ground in their quest for an artistic
fusion of religious fervor and sexual
passion. Through the years,
Warnes, out of love for the man and
the material, sang back-up on
Cohen's tours, and she vowed to
record an album of his songs one
day, even though initial record -
company reaction was that Warnes
should be institutionalized for the
thought.

Eventually, the burgeoning Cy-
press label saw the merit of the proj-
ect, and "Famous Blue Raincoat"
was born. It is not only a sampler of
some of the finest renditions of
Cohen's songs but one of the year's
most stirring recordings as well.

Four elements conspire to make
"Famous Blue Raincoat" the stun-
ner it is. The most obvious two, of
course, are the intrinsic richness of
the material and Warnes's remarka-
ble vocal ability-something that
never quite came through on her
drippy pop hits. The real surprise,
however, is the intelligently sexy
readings-and witty, thrilling treat-
ment of nuance-that make
Cohen's songs positively crackle
with the kind of excitement seldom
apparent in other performances of
his work.

That excitement works to build a
spirit of exultation throughout this
album, even in some of the most
inherently dark and depressing
songs, such as the title song, which
Cohen rewrote (with only partial
success) from a woman's point of
view. What really carries the proj-
ect, however, are the arrangements,
alternately handled by Warnes, co-
producer C. Roscoe Beck, Van
Dyke Parks, and Bill Ginn. No long-
er shackled to the lone six -string or
the predictable five -piece treatment
of the Judy Collins era, the Cohen
repertoire throbs with new and un-
expected life.

Bird on a Wire, for example,
always performed before as a coun-
try song, appears here dressed in
ceremonial African garb-a direct
result of Warnes's pre-"Graceland"
obsession with Ladysmith Black
Mambazo. And Famous Blue Rain-
coat, usually sinister in a somewhat
sleazy way, takes on a new, bluesy
dignity with a jazz/chamber-group
setting. There's even a rock -
oriented, danceable track here, the
previously unrecorded First We
Take Manhattan, an opaque, but

Leonard Cohen and Jennifer Warnes: a spirit of exultation
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BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

The Tokyo String Quartet: mellow, vital, elegant-close to perfection

erotically charged tale of intrigue
and revenge topped off by Stevie
Ray Vaughan's slashing guitar.

In sum, "Famous Blue Raincoat"
is at once an ode to sentimentality,
an open-faced rise above it, and a
standard of sophisticated interpre-
tation. As some of the most cerebral
pop to come along in ages, it is also
something rarer still-a most enjoy-
able experience. A lanna Nash

JENNIFER WARNES: Famous Blue
Raincoat. Jennifer Warnes (vocals); Ste-
vie Ray Vaughan, Robben Ford (gui-
tar); Paul Ostermayer (tenor saxo-
phone); Bill Payne (synthesizers); Van
Dyke Parks (synthesizer, accordion);
vocal and instrumental accompani-
ment. First We Take Manhattan; Bird
on a Wire; Famous Blue Raincoat; Joan
of Arc; Came So Far for Beauty; Ain't
No Cure for Love; Coming Back to You;
Song of Bernadette; A Singer Must Die.
CYPRESS/POLYGRAM 0 661 111-1
58.98, 661 111-4 58.98, 0 661 111-2
no list price.

PERSUASIVE
BRAHMS FROM THE
TOKYO QUARTET

THE Tokyo Quartet's new re-
cording of the first and last
of Brahms's three string
quartets seems to realize the

music's specific character more ful-
ly than any others. The perform-
ances are aglow with the particular

sort of confident maturity and
warmth of heart most of us think of
as "Brahmsian" in the best sense.
They are mellow, vital, elegant, and
overall about as close to perfection
as any sort of effort is likely to come
in our less than perfect world-or
possibly just a little closer. The ten-
derness of the third movement of
the C Minor Quartet is a phenom-
enal illustration of poignancy and
subtlety in ideal counterbalance, as
are the folkish vigor and Mozartean
poise of the opening vivace of the
B -flat Quartet. In short, I'm sure I
have never heard a more persuasive
performance of either of these quar-
tets, on records or otherwise, and I
hardly expect these to be matched,
let alone surpassed, very soon.

This CD -only release from Moss
Music Group is also a prime exam-
ple of how chamber music ought to
be recorded: the perspective, the in-
strumental balance, and the clarity
of detail all enhance not only the
general sense of realism but the spe-
cific character of these perform-
ances-which, as I've tried to sug-
gest, suit this music down to the
ground. If you think you've grown
tired of Brahms, this surpassingly
beautiful issue is, at the moment,
the very strongest corrective I can
think of. Richard Freed

BRAHMS: String Quartet No. 1, in C
Minor, Op. 51, No. 1; String Quartet
No. 3, in B -flat Major, Op. 67. Tokyo
String Quartet. MMG MCD 10039
no list price.

NOW ON CD
Compact Discs of
pretnously released LP's

POPULAR
 ALICE COOPER: Billion Dollar
Babies. WARNER BROS. 2685-2. "A
gilt -lined tinsel toy" (September 1973).
 MARVIN GAYE: Midnight Love.
COLUMBIA CK 38197. "Tingles with
excitement" (March 1983).
O KING CRIMSON: In the Court of
the Crimson King. EDITIONS EG/JEM
EGCD-1. In the Wake of Poseidon.
EGCD-2. Islands. EGCD-5. Lark's
Tongue in Aspic. EGCD-7. "Trippy
rock" (June 1972).
 PATTI LABELLE: I'm in Love
Again. PHILADELPHIA INTERNATIONAL
ZK 38539. "Bound to win you over"
(April 1984).

TEDDY PENDERGRASS: TP.
PHILADELPHIA INTERNATIONAL ZK
36745. "His best" (December 1980).
 SANTANA. COLUMBIA CK 30595.
"A powerful dose of music" (Best of
Month, January 1972).
 TALKING HEADS: Talking Heads
77. SIRE 6036-2. Their album debut-
"atypical punk . . . not deliberately
sloppy or offensive" (March 1978).
O NEIL YOUNG: Tonight's the
Night. REPRISE 2221-2. "Direct and free
in spirit" (November 1975).

CLASSICAL
 BERNSTEIN: West Side Story,
Symphonic Dances; On the Town,
Three Dance Episodes; On the
Waterfront, Suite; Candide Overture.
Bernstein. CBS MK 42263.
"Marvelous" (October 1973).
 HAYDN: Works for Piano Solo.
Walid Akl. BOURG/QUALITON BG
30-43 (fourteen CD's). Complete, for
the first time (according to the label) in
any format.
O MOZART: Cosi fan mite. Caballe,
Baker, Van Allan, Gedda; C. Davis.
PHILIPS 416 633-2. "Strong, beautiful,
sincere" (April 1975).
 STRAUSS: Also sprach
Zarathustra; Till Eulenspiegel; Death
and Transfiguration. Kempe. ANGEL
CDC -47862. Don Juan; Don Quixote;
Dance of the Seven Veils. Kempe.
CDC -47865. Performances that "shine
with authority, conviction, and
commitment" (December 1977).
 VIVALDI: Orlando furioso. Horne,
De los Angeles, Valentini-Terrani,
Bruscantini; Scimone. ERATO/RCA
ECD 88190. "A rare glimpse of one of
the lost glories of Baroque opera"
(January 1979).
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by Christie Barter

& Steve Simels

T" young Russian -born
musicians, both of whom

defected from the USSR
while performing in Western
Europe, are currently emerg-
ing as major international re-
cording stars. And both of
them have been garlanded

Mullova with Ozawa: a prize

with honors in major interna-
tional competitions.

Violinist Viktoria Mullova,
now in her late twenties, won
first prize in the Sibelius
Competition of 1980 and a
gold medal in the Tchaikov-

Springsteen: hot B sides

R D

under Seiji Ozawa.
Next up is an album fea-
turing Vivaldi's The Four
Seasons, with Mullova as so-
loist and the Orchestra of Eu-
rope conducted by Claudio
Abbado.

Pianist Mikhail Rudy lives
in Paris, where he landed af-
ter deciding in the mid -Sev-
enties, on tour in France, not
to return to his native Russia.

winner's recording debut

sky Competition two years
later. Defecting from the
USSR while on tour in Scan-
dinavia in 1983, she came to
America and settled in New
York. Her first recording, just
released by Philips, is a cou-
pling of the Sibelius and
Tchaikovsky violin concertos
with the Boston Symphony

Rudy won first prize in the
prestigious Marguerite Long
Competition and went on to
make several recordings, but
only recently has he been re-
discovered by Path& His lat-
est recordings, distributed on
CD by Angel, include a
Brahms collection (reviewed
on page 106) and an album of
Ravel, as well as a Schubert
recital scheduled for release
later this year. 0

WE HEARD IT THROUGH
THE GRAPEVINE! One

of the hottest (and most in-
triguing) rumors currently
making the rounds is that
CBS Records is preparing a
compilation on CD of all the
Bruce Springsteen B sides not
available on LP. There are a
lot of them, and they're near-
ly all terrific. The fly in the
ointment is that the CD, so
the rumor goes, will be avail-
able only as a promotional
release to disc jockeys, critics,
and the like. If true, that
would make it one of the
most eagerly sought-after
(and expensive) Springsteen
collectibles around, and we
hope that CBS will make it
available to the public.

Meanwhile, Springsteen
fans are advised to run, not

\1 A K E R S

alk, to their nearest
record store and grab a

copy of Fire, Bruce's latest
single. Why? Because the B
side happens to be a live ver-
sion of Incident on 57th
Street, one of his best -ever
songs and one that he rarely
performs any more-it was
unaccountably omitted from
the recent best-selling collec-
tion "Live/1975-85." Spec-
tacularly beautiful, the live
Incident, at just over ten min-
utes, is also, we believe, the
longest B side ever. 0

REMEMBER those fabulous
Sixties? Well, if you

don't, Richie Havens does.
And well he should, since he
was one of the baby -boomers'
favorite folk singers. What's
Richie been up to since
Woodstock? Quite a lot, ac-
tually. He's lent his familiar
voice to those Amtrak and
McDonald's jingles you've
heard recently, and he's fea-
tured on two tracks in MCA's
"concept album" based on
the Broadway musical Star-
light Express. He's also gone
CD. Just out on Rykodisc is
"Richie Havens Sings Beatles
and Dylan," a brand-new, all -
digital runthrough of such
standards (?) as Eleanor Rig-
by and The Times They Are
A-Changin' (which they ob-

Havens: Sixties standards

viously are) with an all -elec-
tric band starring folkie cult
figure Cliff Eberhardt on gui-
tar. Also look for "Collec-
tion," another Rykodisc CD
featuring digitally refurbished
versions of earlier Havens
performances. 0

HAT Joe Jackson certain-/or
ly gets around. Since

coming to our attention as a
competitor in the Elvis Cos-
tello Angry Young Man
Sweepstakes, Jackson has fa-
vored us with a tribute to
Louis Jordan ("Jumpin'
Jive"), updated Cole Porter
("Night and Day"), dabbled

Jackson: not quite classical, not quite fusion
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in movie scoring (Mike's
Murder), and recorded the
first live, direct -to -tape ma-
jor -label pop album in years
("Big World").

So what next? Get this: an
all -instrumental album. "Will
Power," Joe's newest on
A&M, features a fifty -piece
orchestra (recorded, again,
mostly live) running through
a series of moody, not -quite -
classical, not -quite -fusion
pieces with nary a Jackson
vocal. (Trivia note: the engi-

some) with a sound
like a slightly rawer,1111111
more serious version of the
Bangles. Besides "What We
Had," Wednesday Week con-
tributed a number to the
soundtrack for the new Can-
non Films thriller. Under
Cover, also available on the
Enigma label. 0

AMONG the handful of
young American con-

ductors practicing and per-
fecting their craft in Europe

Wednesday Week: not Just Another Girl Group from L.A.

neers on the project previous-
ly worked, although not at the
same time, with Vladimir
Horowitz and the dB's). Also
new and noteworthy from the
peripatetic Jackson: an eight -
inch Pioneer videodisc of six
songs from the "Big World"
sessions. 0

QuEsTioN: Name a band
that would make a ter-

rific double bill with 'Til
Tuesday. Answer: Wednes-
day Week, an interesting new
outfit from L.A. whose
"What We Had," just out on
Enigma, is one of the better
debut albums we've heard
lately. Produced by Don Dix-
on, who did such terrific jobs
with the Smithereens and
Marti Jones, Wednesday
Week comes off as an almost -
girl group (only guitarist Da-
vid Nolte has the Y chromo-

these days is Memphis -born
Thomas Fulton, who, like a
generation of conductors be-
fore him, has chosen to earn
his stripes in the opera house.
At this writing, for instance,
he is conducting Massenet's
Manon in Nice, and he is
scheduled to conduct Verdi's
Rigoletto in Hamburg and
Manon again in Bologna in
May and June.

Fulton has also recently
been making records for
EMI's French affiliate, Pathe
Marconi, in decidedly out-of-
the-way nineteenth-century
French repertoire. His record-
ing of Le Postilion de Lonju-
meau, an opera by Adolphe
Adam, stars two other Ameri-
cans-soprano June Ander-
son and tenor John Aler (see
review, page 105). Just com-
pleted and due for release by
Path this summer is Auber's

La Muette de Portia,
in which Fulton conducts

a cast headed by Anderson
and tenor Alfredo Kraus.
Both recordings are being dis-
tributed here by Angel.

Despite all the activity
overseas, Fulton is nominally
based in New York. This fall
he returns to the city to con-
duct performances of Verdi's
La Traviata at the Met, in-
cluding a Saturday afternoon
broadcast December 26. 0

GRACENOTES. Switcheroo
of the Year. Some

buyers of "Polka Time," the
latest CD from the apparently
immortal Lawrence Welk,
got a rude shock recently.
Seems the disc actually con-
tained the music from the
punk -rock movie Sid and
Nancy. As many as 10,000 of
the CD's were mislabeled at a
Japanese pressing plant.. . .

In a similar mixup, several
West Coast fans of the British
singer Kate Bush were treated
to a preview of the new Bea-
tles CD's when some copies
of "A Hard Day's Night"
were mislabeled as Bush's
"The Whole Story." ... Leg-
endary ex -New York Dolls
guitarist and Keith Richards
clone Johnny Thunders is
back with a new album. "Sta-
tions of the Cross," a cassette -
only release on ROIR, docu-
ments a live show taped in
1982 at Manhattan's infa-
mous (and now defunct)
Mudd Clubb. ... Comic Bob
Goldthwaite (Police Academy
II, III, and IV) on Huey Lew -

K E R

Rudy: a Russian in Paris

is: "If you saw Huey Lewis
walking down the street,
would you say, 'Hey, there
goes America's leading rock
star'? Wouldn't you go, 'Isn't
that a friend of my dad?"
... Oddest cover version of
the year a remake of the
Beach Boys classic Do It
Again by Los Angeles weirdos
Wall of Voodoo. Also on the
new album, "Happy Planet"
(IRS), is an original with the
intriguing title Elvis Buys
Dora a Cadillac. . . . Fire
Town, the Wisconsin band
whose independent -label de-
but, "In the Heart of the Heart
Country," we raved about in
March's "Best of the Month,"
just saw their self -produced
Carry the Torch video intro-
duced on MTV's 120 Minutes.
Way to go, guys. 0

Fulton: earning his stripes 'n Europe

z
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KEEPING A HIGH-TECH HELICOPTER
IN THE AIR

STARTS %UNE CMUND.

Every Army helicopter is thoroughly
inspected by a small army of highly trained
specialists.

Avionics technicians test the
imaging sights to make sure
turn night into day.

Systems repairers check
laser rangefinders to see if the
on target.

Crewchiefs and mechanics 71  just tur-
bine engines and double-check powershafts.

With more than 8,600 aircraft, the Army '
needs intelligent, highly motivated young

people to train in dozens of skills. Some of these
specialties offer a young man or woman the
opportunity to fly. as part of the crew.

So it you're interested in learning a
skill that could lead to a high -flying
career, check into Army Aviation. You

could end up with the tools to build
a ter, more rewarding future.
For more information, contact your local Army

Itecruite7 today. Or call this toll -free number:
1 -800 -USA -ARMY.

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BL



POPULAR MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland,
Alanna Nash, Mark Peel,
Steve Simels

THE BEASTIE BOYS: Licensed to Ill.
King Ad -Rock, Michael D., MCA (vo-
cals); instrumental accompaniment.
Rhymin' and Stealin; The New Style;
She's Crafty; Posse in Effect; Slow Ride;
Girls; Fight for Your Right; and six oth-
ers. COLUMBIA FC 40238, C) FCT
40238, Ci CK 40238, no list price.

Performance: What performance?
Recording: Unlistenable

If I were trying to earn a living as a
musician, "Licensed to Ill" would make
me think seriously about smashing my
instrument and never playing another
note. Stupid beyond all reason, the
Beastie Boys are the negation of mu-
sic-three creeps screaming about
school, beer, and sex over a rhythm
track ripped off from heavy-metal. That
so many critics find meaning or humor
in this stuff just underscores the legiti-
mate complaint that rock critics know
less about music than they do about
what's hip.

Rap is a hoax, the musical equivalent
of dumping gallons of paint onto a can-
vas; you can always find some pompous
jerk who'll write a thirty -page theoreti-
cal explication of it when the paint
dries. Unless you're under eighteen and
really hate your parents, listening to the
Beastie Boys is an affectation. Fittingly,
it's a painful one. M.P.

BILLY BRAGG: Talking with the Tax-
man About Poetry. Billy Bragg (vocals,
guitar); Kristy MacColl (vocals); John-
ny Marr (guitar); other musicians.
Greetings to the New Brunette; Train
Train; The Marriage; Ideology; Levi
Stubbs' Tears; and seven others. ELEK-
TRA 60502-1 $8.98, 060502-4 $8.98.

Performance: Interesting
Recording: Good

Subtitled "The Difficult Third Album"
(this guy has the best album subtitles in
the business), Billy Bragg's major -label
debut finds everybody's favorite post -
punk folk singer in generally splendid
form. Yes, he's probably still a little too
raw for MTV, although more rough
edges than usual are softened here,
thanks to some splendid guitar work
from the Smiths' Johnny Marr. And

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

ao = DIGITAL -MASTER LP
= TAPE. CASSETTE
= COMPACT DISC

FRANKIE GOES TO LIVERPOOL
FEW groups or albums in recent

memory have inspired the kind
of controversy that greeted Fran-
kie Goes to Hollywood's 1985

debut, "Welcome to the Pleasure
Dome." For sheer outrageousness.
Frankie proved to be in a class with
Prince. Those who dismissed the band
for its self-congratulatory hype and self-
important attitude missed the point-
and one of the best dance albums of the
year. an unashamed
paean to the joys of homosexuality, is
outrageous. But at a time when rock is
in danger of losing its power to outrage.
I think we need albums like that.

The most outrageous thing about
Frankie goes to Hollywood's second re-
lease, "Liverpool," is its title-it's like a
second -year ballplayer calling himself
"Mr. Cooperstown." They've shelved
some of the posturing and self -hype and
stepped back from their frank advocacy
of specific sexual practices, but that
actually makes their job here a lot
tougher. Sex was easy, identifiable, and
it sold. Now Frankie's tackling the big
issues-Maggie Thatcher and the en-
slavement of the working class, the
quality of life and aesthetics in the age
of automation. Trouble is, by taking the
high road, Frankie is now up against a
swarm of British bands covering the
same ground.

"Liverpool" is a celebration of sensa-
tion and indignation. But you can
ignore the sociology and still enjoy what
is a fiercely performed and aggressively
produced album. Even the clunkcrs-
and there are one or two, like Is Anybo-
dy Out There?, which goes on for about
four minutes longer than it needs to-
have enough interesting things going on
to keep you hooked. Warriors of the
Wasteland is a good example of the
extravagant sound on "Liverpool." It
begins with a spacy, quivering synth
theme, creating the restrained tension
that's become a Frankie signature. After

a few measures, though, all hell breaks
loose as the band lurches into heavy -
mewl. Yes, Quiet Riot fans, the fuzz
guitar will send every readout on your
system console into the red.

Rage Hard dispenses with melody
and substitutes raw energy, attitude,
and anger, with Hammond B3 (or an
equivalent synth setting-it's getting
hard to tell these days) and tribal drums
slugging it out while Holly Johnson
chants "suicide a go-go." In Maximum
Joy, staccato drum machine and echo-
ing guitar harmonics are magically
twisted together into rhythmic strands,
then hammered into a bouncing Carib-
bean beat. Watching the Wildlife opens
with pizzicato strings, then waltzes
straight into a body -slamming wall of
high -distortion guitar. Lunar Bay is
probably the greatest sonic achieve-
ment, with crashing glass, giggling girls,
and a deep, bathyspheric bass (all pro-
duced on a CMI) pulling against the
main beat like an insistent undertow.

What elevates "Liverpool" beyond
being simply a state-of-the-art sound -
effects scrapbook is the propulsive
rhythms that drive every song-if you
took away the electronics and made
Frankie play with percussion alone,
you'd still get a pretty good dance
album. What elevates Frankie beyond
being just a good dance band-the an-
ger. the ego, and the Jovian libido-
may be a little less blatant this time out.
But only a little. Mark Peel

FRANKIE GOES TO HOLLY-
WOOD: Liverpool. Holly Johnson (vo-
cals); Peter Gill (drums, percussion);
Mark O'Toole (bass); Brian Nash (gui-
tar); Paul Rutherford (backing vocals);
other musicians. Warriors of the Waste-
land; Rage Hard; Kill the Pain; Maxi-
mwn Joy; Watching the Wildlife; Lunar
Bay; For Heaven's Sake; Is Anybody
Out There? ISLAND 90546-1 $8.98, 0
90546-4 $8.98, 90546-2 no list price.
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yes, he's probably a little too parochially
English to travel very well. But his
insights remain sharp, his word play
remains graceful, and his songs are
usually tuneful enough to hook you
even if you couldn't care less about who
wins the next British election.

Pick hits: The Marriage, in which the
protagonist observes ruefully that
"marriage is when we admit our parents
were probably right," and Levi Stubbs'
Tears, which, among other things, is
one of the nicest tributes ever to the re-
demptive power of what Noel Coward
would have called cheap music. Defi-
nitely worth a listen. S.S.

DEBBIE HARRY: Rockbird. Debbie
Harry (vocals); Chris Stein (guitar);
Seth Justman (keyboards); other musi-
cians. I Want You; French Kissin
Buckle Up; In Love with Love; You Got
Me in Trouble; Free to Fall; Rockbird;
Secret Life; Beyond the Limit. GEFFEN
GHS 24123 $8.98, ©M5G 24123 $8.98,

24123-2 no list price.

Performance: High-dreck
Recording: High-tech

Debbie Harry fans, a large group whose
membership probably includes every
American male who reached puberty in
the late Seventies, may recall a certain
irony in their heroine's career as chan-
teuse with Blondie. Simply put, while
the band's music became progressively
more uninteresting, Harry was improv-
ing as a vocalist by leaps and bounds.

"Rockbird" strikes my ears as sound -

Debbie Harry: high gloss

ing pretty much like Blondie might
have if they hadn't bored each other to
death and broken up. A languid, synth -
dominated piece of high -gloss pop with
occasional nods to r -&-b styles past and
present, it is distinguished solely by the
now reassuringly honeyed vocal stylings
of its nominal star. Like I said, it's
ironic: Harry is singing better than ever
these days, but given the parched nature
of her new material, I doubt that any-
one is going to care much. S.S.

COLIN JAMES HAY: Looking for
Jack. Colin Hay (vocals, guitar); instru-
mental and vocal accompaniment.
Hold Me; Can I Hold You?; Looking for
Jack; Master of Crime; These Are Our
Finest Days; and five others. COLUMBIA
BFC 40611, C) BCT 40611, CK
40611, no list price.

Performance: Furious
Recording: Excellent

Colin James Hay used to be just Colin
Hay, lead singer and songwriter for Men
at Work. The Australian band's debut
record was a massive hit in this country,
but its success was such a shock to the
label, CBS, that the label people felt
they had to contrive a loonies -from -
down -under image for the band, an
image that never quite squared with
their music. Men at Work promptly
nose-dived, which convinced Hay to
disband the group and embark on a solo
career. I don't think he meant it to be as
a watered-down Sting, but that's how
it's turned out.

"Looking for Jack" features big sound
and production values, but it's a non-
descript product nonetheless. The jan-
gling guitars, percolating syncopation,
thundering drums, blaring horn charts,
and Hay's multitracked vocals give the
impression that something important is
going on. In fact, though, what's going
on is either a sappy love song or an
unobservant slice of life that tells you
much less than you already knew.

But never mind Hay-what a rhythm
section! Drummer Chad Wackerman
(nice name for a drummer) plays like
someone who's making up for lost time.
He's all over his kit, playing with and
against the beat in the best Stewart
Copeland tradition. And bassist Jeremy
Alsop is right there with him, bobbing
and weaving, taking solos, and devour-
ing the scenery. Together, they put meat
on some pretty scrawny material. Al-
most makes you forget whose album
this is. M.P.

HIPSWAY. Grahame Skinner (vocals);
Pim Jones (guitar); Harry Travers
(drums); John McElhone (bass). The
Honeythief, Ask the Lord; Bad Thing
Longing; Upon a Thread; Long White
Car; and four others. COLUMBIA BFC
40522, © BCT 40522, CK 40522, no
list price.

Performance: Tough love
Recording: Excellent

Just when you thought the New Ro-
mantic wave was dead, Hipsway brings
it back to life-without the posturing,
bloated instrumentation, or melodrama
that almost killed it in the first place.
Hipsway is like early Duran Duran,
before the yachts and the phony funk.
With just guitar, drums, and bass, the
quartet hammers out hard -edged pop
songs at deliberate, measured tempos,
managing to sound like Spandau Ballet,
Duran Duran, and ABC put together.
Vocalist Grahame Skinner, a baritone,

Cohn Jame., llay: man at itorl,

is like a well-mannered Billy Idol-he
pleads, warns, seduces, admonishes,
and dares without coming off like a
death -cult emissary. Backed by a tight
rhythm section playing intricate, stalk-
ing arrangements, Skinner and Hipsway
have three hit singles in the U.K.-The
Honeythief, Ask the Lord, and The Bro-
ken Years. Any one of them could hit
here, too. Enjoy them before they get
famous. M.P.

THE HOUSEMARTINS: London 0
Hull 4. P.d. Heaton (vocals, harmoni-
ca); Stan Cullimore (guitar, vocals);
Hugh Whitaker (drums, vocals); Nor-
man Cook (bass, vocals); instrumental
accompaniment. Happy Hour; Get Up
off Our Knees; Flag Day; Anxious; Rev-
erends Revenge; and six others. ELEK-
-rRA 60501-I $8.98, 60501-4 $8.98.

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Bright

All rock music is really a form of rebel-
lion, which is why most people stop
enjoying it just about the time they hit
thirty; by then, you're the bad guys.
Nothing distinguishes British rock from
American rock more than the nature of
its rebellion. An American kid's idea of
dissent is Tom Cruise jumping up and
down on his mom's couch in his under-
wear, playing air guitar. British bands
are more political, more class con-
scious. While Ronald Reagan barely
rates a mention on U.S. records, Maggie
Thatcher is skewered on every other
U.K. release.

That's why the Housemartins proba-
bly won't find much of an audience in
the States. For one thing, they're
avowed Marxists, not a popular notion
over here. They don't write songs about
"partying." Their villains are bankers
and bureaucrats, and, more than that,
they rage against indifference and com-
placency. The quartet's music is simple,
upbeat, and energetic-like the Smiths,
they employ racing tempos, churning
rhythm guitar, a snappy backbeat, and
dancing vocal harmonies, mixing neo-
Mersey tunes and rapid-fire rifling. P.d.
Heaton's boyish lead vocals are impa-
tient, his lyrics adamant.
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"London 0 Hull 4" (a reference to the
foursome's home town and a snipe at
London's hip music establishment) is a
spirited and engaging record, even if it's
out of step with most Americans. I

admit, though, it made me feel old. At
one point, in a song blasting apathy
called Sitting on a Fence, Heaton sings,
"The real problem with this man/is he
says he can't when he can/He'd rather
not get his hands dirty/He'll still be
there when he is thirty" (the italics are
mine). Oh, well. I guess I'll just shuffle
on back to the home. M.P.

KOOL AND THE GANG: Forever.
Kool and the Gang (vocals and instru-
mentals); other musicians. Victory;
I.B.M.C.; Stone Love; Forever; Holiday;
and four others. MERCURY 830 398-1
$8.98, C) 830 398-4 $8.98, © 830 398-2
no list price.

Performance: Wholesome
Recording: Very good

Kool and the Gang have survived in the
business for eighteen years, primarily
because they adjust their style to suit
the tastes of the day without compro-
mising their basic musicality. In recent
years, they have shifted from a sort of
heavy-handed funk to a bright, airy,
almost breathy sound that is at times
reminiscent of the Sixties. This
buoyance is supported by "positive"
lyrics about God, peace, love, and pa-
triotism that narrowly avoid sounding
corny or preachy.

Kool's new album, "Forever," is their
lightest and airiest to date, and it should
appeal to a vast cross section of listeners
as easy -listening pop. There are tunes to
dance to and others that quickly invite
you to sing along, and all of them are
exceptionally well crafted. Kool and the
Gang might be a bit too squeaky clean
for some tastes, but I hope they go on
forever. P.G.

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS (Alan
Menken-Howard Ashman). Original -
soundtrack recording. Rick Moranis,
Ellen Greene, Steve Martin, Levi
Stubbs, (vocals); other musicians. GEF-
FEN GHS-24125 $8.98, C) M5G-24125
$8.98, © 2-24125 no list price.

Performance: The plant steals it
Recording: Excellent

Frankly, I wasn't expecting much from
the film version of Little Shop of Hor-
rors. The idea of a multi -million -dollar
musical remake of a deliberately
schlocky black comedy originally shot
in four hours on a budget of forty dol-
lars seemed ridiculous on the face of it,
and given Hollywood's dismal record of
overproducing successful stage mu-
sicals, this project seemed destined to
be dead on arrival. Happily, such was
not the case. The new Little Shop
turned out to be a visual treat (thanks to
meticulous story -boarding by Marvel
Comics artist Mike Ploog) and a genu-
inely funny romp, complete with

Maureen McGovern: an orchestra of vocal instruments

knock -out performances-Steve Martin
doing for dentistry what Anthony Per-
kins did for showers-and, best of all,
the incredible mechanical plant Audrey
II. Thanks to Jim Henson's brilliant
puppeteers and Four Tops lead singer
Levi Stubbs, who provided Audrey's
voice, this is probably the only film in
history that has ever been stolen by a
plant.

The soundtrack, unfortunately, is not
so thrilling. The Menken-Ashman
score never really rises above the level
of cabaret pastiche, and though produc-
er Bob Gaudio tries manfully to turn
the likes of Grow for Me or Suddenly,
Seymour into genuine songs, abetted in
no small measure by some impressive
singing from Ellen Greene, at heart Lit-
tle Shop's big numbers are no more than
glorified jingles, of little interest without
the visuals. As a matter of fact, in the
video era this kind of soundtrack re-
cording may well be obsolete. There's
really no point in buying it when in only
a few months you'll be able to get a hi-fi
videotape or videodisc of the movie
itself. S.S.

MAUREEN MCGOVERN: Another
Woman in Love. Maureen McGovern
(vocals); Mike Renzi (piano). I Like
You, You're Nice; Long Ago and Far
Away; All the Things You Are; I Could
Have Been a Sailor; Another Woman in
Love; and nine others. CBS 0 BFM
42314, C) BMT 42314, ©CK 42314, no
list price.

Performance: Understated
Recording: Nice

Maureen McGovern, who first came to
mainstream attention in 1973 with The
Morning After, not a particularly worth-
while piece of pop culture, is neverthe-
less an extraordinarily gifted and disci-
plined singer. It is a joy, in fact, to listen
to the way she plies her voice here like
various pieces of an orchestra-the way
she goes for a reed sound at times, a
brass one at others, and the way she
forces the air into her upper register in
imitation of a woodwind, especially on
Kern and Hammerstein's All the Things
You Are and Peter Allen's I Could Have
Been a Sailor. Occasionally she's too
evocative of Barbra Streisand, but on
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this otherwise quietly intense collection
of standards and corresponding con-
temporary songs, where she is accom-
panied only by Mike Renzi's thankfully
understated piano, that one flaw is eas-
ily forgiven. A.N.

RED CLAY RAMBLERS: A Lie of the
Mind. Red Clay Ramblers (vocals and
instrumentals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. Run Sister Run; South
of the Border/In the Pines; Honey Babe;
I Love You a Thousand Ways; Light
Years Away; Red Rocking Chair; Can't
Live Without 'Em Blues; and seven oth-
ers. SUGAR HILL/RYKO 0 SH-850 I no
list price.

Performance: Heart-rending
Recording: Very good

In selecting a group to provide the
music for his play A Lie of the Mind,
Sam Shepard went looking for a band
whose music could evoke a raw, rural
climate only suggested by the set. With
that in mind, it is hard to imagine a bet-
ter choice than the Red Clay Ramblers,
an old-timey string band that seems as
durable as the mountains of the band's
native North Carolina. A blend of coun-
try, folk, Scotch -Irish, blues, and early
jazz, with a hint of rock-and-roll, the
Ramblers' music owes a lot to the Eliza-
bethan ballad, which rears its head in
many of the fourteen songs here.

There is something hair-raising about
this music, something genuinely and
profoundly affecting. I suspect it has to
do with the spirit of a rural people who
have endured hard times beyond imagi-
nation and have persevered for the sake
of life itself. Whatever it is, this CD is a
mandatory addition to the collection of
anyone who cares about music as a
source of truth and beauty, or merely a
lifeline to the soul. A.N.

JENNIFER WARNES: Famous Blue
Raincoat (see Best of the Month, page
78)

XTC: Skylarking (see Best of the
Month, page 77)

COLLECTIONS
MOSTLY MERCER. Kaye Ballard,
Rosemary Clooney, Eydie Gorme, Ani-
ta O'Day, others (vocals); instrumental
accompaniment. Blues in the Night;
Hooray for Hollywood; Mama Thinks
I'm a Star; I Wonder What Became of
Me; and twelve others. PAINTED SMILES
PS -1331 $10.98.

Performance: Ups and downs
Recording: Too close

Instead of the usual arrangement of one
singer doing a whole album of pieces by
one songwriter, we have here no fewer
than sixteen singers digging into both
well-known and obscure songs by one of
the greatest of all lyric writers, Johnny
Mercer, with music by Arlen, Kern,
Warren, Mancini, and others.

Kaye Ballard, Anita O'Day, and, es -
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pecially, Rosemary Clooney and Eydie
Gorme perform like the first-class art-
ists we know they are. But too many of
the ten other ladies (mostly newcomers
to me) sound as if they thought this
recording was an audition for The Ethel
Merman Story. The overly close miking
also exposes vibrato mercilessly, as well
as the tendency of a few of the singers to
be a bit wayward in matters of pitch.
Still, the good tracks are very good
indeed, including Nancy La Mott's You
Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby,
Gorme's I Remember You, and Jim
Bailey's uncanny impersonation of
Judy Garland singing Out of This
World.

Two of the best tracks, ironically, are
not Mercer at all (thus the "Mostly"
title). One is an unpublished Gershwin
song, Ask Me Again, warmly sung by
Clooney with Michael Feinstein at the
piano, and the other is Time You Old
Gypsy Man, Yip Harburg's last song
(music by Phil Springer), which Ballard
has been championing in her club acts
and sings here with just the right mix-
ture of flipness and sentimentality.

Roy Hemming

ROUND -UP. Frankie Laine (vocals);
Ron McCroby (whistler); Men of the
May Festival Chorus; Cincinnati Pops
Orchestra, Erich Kunzel cond. Sounds
of the West; William Tell Overture; The
Magnificent Seven; How the West Was
Won; Pops Hoedown; High Noon; and
seven others. TELARC CD -80141 no
list price.

Performance: Fun out west
Recording: Big as all outdoors

Telarc's CD tribute to Hollywood's idea
of the Old West features a lot of excel-
lent music cheek by jowl with some
authentic kitsch, and the result is one of
the more goofily entertaining releases in
recent months. The selections range (no
pun intended) from Rossini's 1829
Golden Oldie The Lone Ranger-
excuse me, the William Tell Over-
ture-to Bruce Broughton's 1985
Themes from Silverado (a nifty little
piece, by the way, and much more evoc-
ative than the film itself). Along the way
we are also treated to such diver-
tissements as coyote noises and the
ever -macho vocal stylings of Frankie
Laine. And talk about attention to de-
tail: when a real rifle proved inadequate
to the demands of the theme from The
Rifleman, Telarc's production team
found tapes of the original TV gun-
shots.

The performances and recording are
generally superb, although Laine
sounds a bit winded during his turn at
the Rawhide theme (for the real thing,
check a younger Laine's original -sound-
track rendition on "Television's
Greatest Hits Volume II"). Pick hit:
Jerome Moross's Big Country main title
music, rendered here with all the requi-
site Cinemascopic Marlboro Country
grandeur. S.S.

W Milenepelh ado Workshop
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Car Sanyo, Audlo/Video, lblophones
AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!

You7I find the most helpful shopping infor-
mation in the 108 page Crutchfield catalog.

FREE
Stereo & Video

Catalog
Refer to the Crutchfield catalog
before buying your next car stereo,
home stereo, or video product:
 108 pages of helpful articles, consumer

tips, charts, and installation guides.
 Color photos, complete descriptions and

technical specifications on hundreds of
the finest brand name products.

You get_ more value shopping
Crutchfield:
 Ibll-free product advice, ordering, and

customer service.
 24 hour shipping.
 Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
 Full 30 -day return privileges.
 Discount prices on Sony, Pioneer, JVC,

Tbac, Altai, Advent, Jensen, Clarion,
Concord, Sherwood, Canon, Infinity,
and many more!

Call or send this coupon
now for your FREE Catalog

800-336-5566
In Virginia, call 800-552-3961
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BUNNY BERIGAN: The Complete
Bunny Berigan, Volume Two. Bunny
Berigan (trumpet) and His Orchestra.
Wacky Dust; And So Forth; I Dance
Alone; Heigh -Ho; In a Little Spanish
Town; Rinkatinka Man; The Pied Pi-
per; Piano Tuner Man; Black Bottom;
Trees; Azure; and seventeen others.
BLUEBIRD/RCA 5657-1 0 two LP's
$11.98, © 5657-4 one cassette $11.98.

Performance: Good Bunny
Recording: Acceptable

I listened to all twenty-eight tracks of
"The Complete Bunny Berigan, Vol-
ume Two," and while I didn't notice
any sloppy editing, the sound is nothing
to write home about. The producers of
Volume One seem to have approached
their task with more consideration for
the listener. I compared the two albums
and found the sound on the first vol-
ume to be considerably warmer. Digital
remastering can enhance older material,
but it has to be done right.

There is no discernible surface noise
on this set, just a certain harshness. As
for the music, the recordings are pre-
sented in chronological order (1937-
1938), so you can't fault the producers
for the content, which is a mixed bag
that includes far too many songs of
"stunning mediocrity"-to borrow
from Richard Sudhalter's excellent
notes. Berigan's orchestra seems to have
been assigned more than the usual share
of trite material, so we have here an
album of more nostalgic than musical
value. Still, the leader's trumpet is a
constant asset, and there are palatable
solos by tenor saxophonist George Auld
as well as occasional input from trom-
bonist Ray Conniff. C.A.

KEVIN EUBANKS: Face to Face. Kev-
in Eubanks (acoustic and electric gui-
tars); Marcus Miller (electric bass); Ron
Carter (acoustic bass); Ralph McDon-
ald (percussion); Dave Grusin (synthe-
sizer); other musicians. Face to Face;
That's What Friends Are For; Essence;
A Silent Waltz; and five others. GRP A-
1029 $8.98, © D-9539 no list price.

Performance: Virtuosic
Recording: Excellent

Kevin Eubanks is a musician with style,
creative imagination, and extraordinary
technical facility, and in his new record-
ing he confirms his talents as an
inspired composer as well. His stun-
ningly executed guitar lines are inter-
woven with the statements of two bass-
ists of very different cut-the funk -
schooled Marcus Miller on electric bass
and the venerable Ron Carter on acous-
tic bass-resulting in some challenging
and consistently swinging music. The
string accompaniment Dave Grusin
provides for some selections endows
them with a lush texture that never

detracts from the major voices. The
embellishment is only a backdrop for
Eubanks's brilliant solos in fare that
ranges from his own fleet -fingered Face
to Face through Antonio Carlos Jobim's
undulating Wave to Burt Bacharach's
That's What Friends Are For. The
choicest moments are when Eubanks
joins Carter in Charlie Parker's Relax -
in' at Camarillo, Wes Montgomery's
Trick Bag, and the guitarist's own Ebo-
ny Sunrise. These two superb musicians
play almost as one.

It's a wise artist who knows not only
what he wants to say but how he wants
to say it. Eubanks knows. P.G.

JOE HENDERSON: The State of the
Tenor-Live at the Village Vanguard,
Volume 1. Joe Henderson (tenor saxo-
phone); Ron Carter (bass); Al Foster
(drums). Beatrice; Happy Reunion;
Loose Change; Stella by Starlight (on
CD only); and three others. BLUE NOTE
BT -85123 $9.98, C)4BT-85123 $9.98,
46296-2 no list price.

Performance: Exquisite
Recording: Excellent remote

Joe Henderson's fluttery, buttery tenor
flights have never sounded smoother
than on this 1985 recording made at
New York's Village Vanguard. It was
writer Stanley Crouch's idea to capture
Henderson in a trio setting with bassist
Ron Carter and drummer Al Foster,
and it works so well that I'm almost
inclined to forgive Crouch his exagger-
ated admiration for Wynton Marsalis.
With Foster providing an agreeably
subtle percussive cushion, Henderson
bounces his ideas off Carter's elastic
bass with the greatest of ease and
remarkable finesse, but the self-pro-
claimed "Mercedes of the bass" also
makes some articulate solo statements.
A highlight of the compact disc is Stella
by Starlight, which is as much Carter's
as it is Henderson's. C.A

TANIA MARIA: The Lady from Bra-
zil. Tania Maria (vocals, piano, key-
boards); George Duke (synclavier); Ed-
die Gomez (bass); Steve Gadd (drums);
other musicians. The Lady from Brazil;
I Should Not Call You; Tanoca Vi-
gnette; Bronx; and four others. MAN-
HATTAN ST -53045 $8.98, C) 4ST-53045
$8.98.

Performance: Sheer delight
Recording: Excellent

If you are looking for an antidote for
malaise, I would suggest a Tania Maria
record, especially her new one, "The
Lady from Brazil." A rare ebullience in
her work combines with quicksilver
creativity to guarantee delight, and
here, as always, are those infectious Bra-
zilian rhythms and hauntingly bitter-
sweet Latin harmonies.

1 Crutchfield Park Dept SR Charlottesville \ \ 2.290ti
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Pioneer's Revolutionary Foresight System
Once you experience the ,glory of Pioneer's Foresight"
System, you can't help but pledge ycur allegiance
to the finest audio/video system this country has ever
seer. And no wonder. Because only Foresight gives
your eyes and ears the thrill of LaseNision'," the
only video format that delivers boti- digital sound
and a video image 60% sharper that any VHS HQ
in existence.

And that's just for starters. Because when you
have Foresight, you have i: all: easier operation due to

a single "SR"systern remote-three-dimensional
surround sounc.---Pion.xes advanced audio technol-
off-and Pioneeei 40" Projection Monitor, the best
and the brightest ever nude.

So f you're lookirg for the finest siOit and sound
show in Americz zoday, you have to lo& for your
Pioneer dealer. Because no matter how exciting this
ad may be, it doesn't even come close to the excite-
ment of aresight. For your nearest Fcroight Dealer,
call 1-800-421-14)1.

PIONEE1T
CATCH THE S PI RIT OF A TRUE PIONEER.

e,I986 Pioneer Electronics (USA), Inc., Long Beach, CA LaserVision is a trademark of th LaserVis on Assozittion. Actual closed cIrct_ la picture shown.
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Carmen McRae: tuneless style

Tania Maria bounds through a broad
array of material here, from the sensual
cadences of Valeu, which she sings in
her native Portuguese, through I Should
Not Call You, which is shaped along the
lines of a jazz ballad. But the piece de
resistance is a six -minute spectacular
called Bronx that has such unbridled
energy and immediate invention it is
bound to leave you breathless. This
music is the very essence of Latin -Bra-
zilian -New York soul. P.C.

CARMEN McRAE: Any Old Time.
Carmen McRae (vocals); Clifford Jor-
dan (tenor saxophone); Eric Gunnison
(piano); John Collins (guitar); Scott Col-
ley (bass); Mark Pulice (drums). Old
Devil Moon; Billie's Blues; Love Me
Tender; Tulip or Turnip; Have You Met
Miss Jones?: Body and Soul: Mean to
Me; and six others. DENON 33CY-
1216 no list price.

Performance: Fine McRae
Recording: Excellent

Carmen McRae has recently turned six-
ty-five, but the years have only im-
proved her voice, which is mellow and
characteristically flexible in "Any Old
Time." Except for the title selection,
taken from the only song Billie Holiday
recorded with the Artie Shaw band, this
new CD offers a most satisfying hour of
fine vocals and accompaniments.

Any Old Time stands out because of
the peculiar treatment it is given, with
McRae's narrative -style vocal inter-
rupted by what at first seems to be a
long silence but is actually a very low-
level cymbal solo! According to the lin-
er notes, "Carmen intentionally de -
swings it." There's a new term for you,
but, with so much unintentional "de -
swinging" going on these days, I sup-
pose we should find a deliberate at-
tempt refreshing.

Mind you, the title tune is still quite
pleasant, but it just does not compare

with the rest of the album, which
includes some of the best work McRae
has recorded in recent years. Through-
out the set, she is accompanied by
pianist Eric Gunnison, heading her reg-
ular trio, and they are occasionally
joined by tenor saxophonist Clifford
Jordan and guitarist John Collins,
whose contributions are considerable.
In short, this album, largely standards,
is performed in a style as timeless as the
music itself. C.A.

DAVID NEWMAN: Heads Up.David
Newman (flute, alto and tenor saxo-
phones); Kirk Lightsey (piano); Steve
Nelson (vibraphone); David Williams
(bass); Eddie Gladden (drums). Ain't
Misbehavin; Makin' Whoopee; Lover
Man; and three others. ATLANTIC 0
81725-1 $8.98, © 81725-4 $8.98,
81725-2 no list price.

Performance: Fine and mellow
Recording: Excellent

David Newman rose to jazz stardom
through the rhythm-and-blues ranks,
and the rich blues experience he en-
joyed while working for Lowell Fulsom,
T -Bone Walker, and Ray Charles con-
tinues to come through in his music. In
1960, during a long tenure with Charles,
Newman signed up with his boss's label,
Atlantic, and the association continues
in his musically eventful new album,
"Heads Up." This digitally recorded
quintet date comfortably blends blue
funk with a bit of bounce, and it's all a
bit of all right. The supporting players,
headed by pianist Kirk Lightsey, are
well cast, the musical quality consist-
ently good-I must confess my partiali-
ty to the group's slow rendering of Fats
Waller's Ain't Misbehavin'. I'll grant
that Newman lacks an instantly recog-
nizable style, and what he plays won't
send jazz analysts scrambling for the
repeat button, but this is well-grounded,
tradition -rich music that everybody can
understand and savor. C.A.

WAYNE SHORTER: Phantom Navi-
gator. Wayne Shorter (lyricon, vocals,
soprano and tenor saxophones); other
musicians. Condition Red; Yamanja;
Remote Control; and three others. CO-
LUMBIA FC 40373, © FCT 40373 no list
price.

Performance: Trip to nowhere
Recording: Very good

My admiration for saxophonist Wayne
Shorter began to fade when Weather
Report, the very successful fusion group
he co-founded, went stale in the early
Eighties. Now he is on his own, and
judging by his most recent albums, "At-
lantis" and now "Phantom Navigator,"
the outlook is dismal. "Phantom" has
Shorter continuing his seemingly end-
less journey on an electronic treadmill
of programmed percussion and simple
melodic phrases that are repeated ad
nauseam. There are no surprises in this
music, no original thoughts, twists, or

turns. According to the accompanying
blurb, "The entire LP exemplifies the
very best in progressive music composi-
tion." If that were really so, I would
quickly have my own phantom naviga-
tor steer me far away from the current
music scene. I hope Shorter can return
to making meaningful, adventuresome
music-electronic or otherwise. These
recent voyages aren't taking anybody
anywhere. C.A.

BENNIE WALLACE: Twilight Time.
Bennie Wallace (tenor saxophone); Ray
Anderson (trombone); Dr. John (piano,
organ); John Scofield, Stevie Ray
Vaughan (electric guitar); Bob Cran-
shaw, Eddie Gomez (bass); other musi-
cians. Sainte Fragile; Tennessee Waltz;
Fresh Out; Trouble in Mind; It It True
What They Say About Dixie?: All Night
Dance; and three others. BLUE NOTE
BT -85107 $9.98, C)4BT-85107 $9.98,
CDP-46293-2 no list price.

Performance: Torrid raunch
Recording: Very good

Although Bennie Wallace's robust, big -
toned tenor style is drenched in the
Hawkins/Webster tradition, his playing
also reflects the later so-called avant-
garde form of jazz. On "Twilight Time"
he gets into a sizzling rhythm-and-blues
bag, with hot help from pianist Mac
"Dr. John" Rabennack and guitarists
John Scofield and Stevie Ray Vaughan.
Aided by various rhythm sections-

David Newman: a bit ofall rigin

which include Bob Cranshaw, Eddie
Gomez, Bernard Purdie, and Jack De-
Johnette-these keepers of the blues
flame bop, bounce, swing, stomp, and
sway their way through an unusual pro-
gram of Wallace originals and off -beat
fare like Is It True What They Say
About Dixie?and Tennessee Waltz. The
last gets a beautiful, soulful reading by
Wallace, who is simply superb through-
out this forty -seven -minute excursion
into funk. C.A.
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Sound Barrier Streaker
You'll streak through the heavens of disbelief the first time you put on the earphones or connect this AC/DC program-
mable CD player to your stereo system. At home or away, your music will explode with 5hz to 20,000hz life. Every-
thing is included for just $14990.

By Drew Kaplan
There's no warning. There's no record
noise, no tape hiss. Vibrant but finely
detailed music just explodes from your
earphones and stereo system.

Citizen's 3 -Beam Laser Servo CD is at
home, plugged into our stereo system
(AC and patch cord included), as it is on
the move with you (battery case, shoulder
strap and earphones included).

The sound is like a shock wave rever-
berating through your home. It's like the
blazing flash and violence released by a
lighting bolt as it streaks to the earth.
This is the experience you can expect
when you first hear digital audio sound.

Forget any experience you've ever had
before with stereo. CD audio is an awe-
some advance that dwarfs the switch we
made years ago from 78s to LPs.

Imagine listening to music with a fre-
quency response from 5hz to 20,000hz.
And, flutter and wow is "unmeasurable".

The sound quality, and yes, the sonic
violence will thrill you. I've spent over
15 years on the test bench and in the
studios, and the only equal I've heard to
this sound is 'live sound'.
And, live sound doesn't mean the sound

you hear at a concert where you are sim-
ply listening to the auditorium's PA sys-
tem. Live sound means sitting right in
the middle of the orchestra.

I know, I'm a cellist. And, there's just
no sound experience like the sound we
hear in 'the pit'.

BUT WHY A PORTABLE?
Forget conventional audio compon-

ents. CD players are computers. There's
no reason a portable can't be 100% equal
to a 'sit -on -the -shelf' CD. It uses the
same heavy over -sampling. It uses the
same type of 16 bit linear digital to analog
converters. And, it could be smaller if it
didn't have to accommodate the CD disc.

Since CDs are new, a portable lets you
make the most out of your collection.

You can simply plug it into different
stereos in different rooms, or take it with
you wherever you go.

It's just 5" X 5" X 1'4". And It comes
complete with all the accessories you
will need (pictured to the right). Just
program up to 16 selections and pre-
pare for a sonic adventure.

NO SOUND AT ALL
CD gives you a signal to noise ratio of

90db. There is, for all intents and pur-
poses, absolutely no hiss, no scratch,
and best of all, no surface noise.

You've got to experience the silence
during very quiet passages to compre-
hend the sonic adventure of the music.
It's as if your stereo weren't even on, and
then suddenly, a thunderclap explodes!

Conventional records and tapes have
a dynamic range of perhaps 50 db. Dy-

namic range is simply the difference in
sound level (volume) between the soft-
est and loudest recorded sounds.

CD gives you a 90db dynamic range,
which is roughly equivalent to the dif-
ference between absolute silence and
standing next to a jet engine.

Your music will be dramatically more
exciting. You won't have to carefully
compare CD to conventional sound. From
the very first note, you'll be in shock.

ROARING ON
This Japanese made, 3 -beam, laser

servo system with heavy sampling, sup-
plies superb sound. Plus, it's loaded.

You can select up to 16 tracks in any
order you like. There's even a repeat
pad. So, you can repeat selected tracks
or the entire disc, forever.

Just touch a pad and you can skip to

the next track during play, or repeat the
track you are listening to.

An LCD display shows you the track
that is playing, the elapsed time, or the
total time of the disc.

To use it on the move, just drop 4 AA
batteries into its included battery pack,
slide in the CD, put the shoulder strap
over your shoulder and the earphones
into your ears, for a sonic odyssey.

Installation at home consists of sim-
ply plugging the included patch cord
into any 'Aux' input in your stereo sys-
tem and plugging in the AC adaptor.

Whether this programmable CD be-
comes a permanent part of your stereo
system or moves with you, or both, you'll
enjoy awesome sound at incredibly less

than an awesome price. It's backed by
Citizen's standard limited warranty.

A SONIC SOUND STREAKER
RISK FREE

Experience music with a thrilling fre-
quency response and sonic range. Plus,
you'll be thrilled by the hiss and back-
ground noise you won't hear.

If you're not 100% satisfied, simply
return it to DAK within 30 days in its
orig nal box for a courteous refund.

To order Citizen's Top Of The Line
Portable and Home AC/DC Compact Disc
Player with 16 program capability, com-
plete with Battery Case, Strap, AC adap-
tor, Earphones, and Stereo System Cable
risk free with your credit card, call toll
free, or send your check for DAK's Sound
Streaking price of just $14990 ($4 P&H).
Order No. 4703. CA res add tax.

It may strain my credibility to describe
any device, let alone 3 portable that I'm
offering for only $1499°, as providing
sound many times better than anything
you've ever heard before. But, use DAK's
risk free trial to experience this bigger
than life sound for yourself.

And, CDs are really tough. Take them
with you and enjoy dramatically alive
sound virtually anywhere you go.

DAKINDUSTRIESIN.
Call Toll Free For Credo Card.Orders Only

24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week
SR68 1-800-325-0800

For Toll Free Inforrnatlon, Call 6AM-5PM Monday -Friday PST

Technical I nformation. . .1-800-272-3200
Any Other Inquiries.... ..1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304



Bad News For Escort 3RD A SERIES
Dear Customer, From Drew Kaplan

Escort has ignored DAK's second, one-on-one Maxon versus Escort radar challenge. And frankly, I'm fighting mad. I suppose
they have a right to ignore me. But after referring to my challenge as only an "advertising gambit" and calling Maxon's radar
detector an off -shore, primitive, and bottom -end unit, I'd think they'd be glad to wipe us out in a head to head duel to the death.
But, I'm really mad for two other reasons and I think that you may be as fascinated by them as I am.

Mad Reason 1. Road and Track Mag- wave's advertising cure for the Rashid there's a dog in the road, dirt on the
azine held an independent general radar VRSS Collision Avoidance System. radar sensor, or how to compensate for
detector test in their September 86 issue. The Rashid VRSS system, as described the different stopping distances encoun-

As far as I can see, Maxon beat Passport in Popular Science magazine, January tered on dry, wet, icy or snowy roads.
in Uninterrupted Alert, and Passport beat 1986, sends out a radar signal on the K MOST IMPORTANT PART
Maxon in Initial alert. Now to be fair, band ahead of your car. The good part is Speaking of advertising gambits, in
neither of us seem to have beaten the that it can help you avoid running into virtually every magazine I pick up, I've
other by even 2 seconds at 55 miles per things higher than your front bumper. been seeing Cincinnati's Bad News for
hour. So, we didn't win or lose by much. The bad news is that since it operates on Radar Detector ads spelling out the ob-
And, Maxon's $9990 detector was test- K band, it sets off radar detectors. solescence of all other detectors.

ed against the $295 Passport, not the Well, hats off to Cincinnati Micro- If it's such an important feature that
$245 Escort we challenged. What's in- wave. I've tested the Passport against distinguishes them from us, there had
teresting is that Road and Track had nice the Rashid unit and, as usual, they have better be some of these devices on the
things to say about Passport and even done a splendid job. While every other road, or Cincinnati Microwave's credibil-
about Escort, which wasn't even included detector I tested, including Maxon's, was ity may just be on the road as well.
in the tests any more. driven crazy, theirs didn't utter a peep. I will add $10,000 to my Escort/

Now, if you've been following DAK's But then, my Maxon hasn't uttered Passport challenge if Cincinnati Micro -
challenge, you know we've only been any peeps lately either and let me tell wave can prove that there are even 1000
challenging Escort. If you've read Road you why. I was on my way to the Far East Rashid units on the road anywhere in
and Track's tests, you'll be amazed when to visit Maxon, so I asked Tom, a manager the U.S. Oh heck, I'll add $5000 if they
you read Boardroom Reports, which I've at DAK, to purchase and test the Rashid. can even find 500. (And, look at this.)
reprinted for you to the right. What's Well, did I ever hear from him. First NOTE: There are several other poten-
really interesting is that it's the exact the unit cost $558 plus about $100 to tial collision avoidance systems on the
same person in both publications. install. Then buying it and finding some- drawing boards and each may have a
Actually, Maxon did extremely well. one to install it took almost a month. DIFFERENT FINGERPRINT.

Road and Track only used 'over hill' and But the real reason he was unhappy So, If you're a current Escort or Pass -
'around curve' tests because on straight- was that the recommended method of port owner, I suggest that you find out
aways the differences weren't worth installation involved cutting a 61/2" hole how many Rashid units there are and
describing. (Imagine that!) in the front grill of his neat new car. what Cincinnati Microwave will do about

It's just as I've said in my challenge. I Well, much to my wife's chagrin, it's the 'other' units before you pay $$$ to
don't think there's much difference be- now installed in her station wagon. have your current detector upgraded.
tween Maxon's and Cincinnati's Radar After installation, it has to be set by an Besides, with over 3,000,000 square
detectors when it comes to sensing radar. installer. He drives between 15 and 30 miles in the U.S., even 1,000 units would

THE CHALLENGE GROWS miles per hour toward a solid object. work out to less than one unit for every
In view of the opinions stated in the When the installer thinks he's reached a 3,000 square miles.

article in Boardroom Reports about the safe stopping distance, he adjusts the If a major car company successfully sells
$245 Escort, DAK hereby adds the $295 warning alarms to sound. Then in the a collision avoidance system, then Maxon
Passport to our challenge. future, when a similar distance is reached, will be ready. But, the car companies

Mad Reason 2. Did you ever hear lights will flash and an alarm will sound. currently can't even get consumers to
about the cure for dandruff that was Of course, if you accelerate too quick- pay $200 for air bags. So, you decide. Is
developed in the middle -ages? It was ly into a lane behind another car the it significant, or an advertising gambit?
the guillotine. And frankly, I think you same alarms can go off. Below is the NEW version of the chal-
should be aware of Cincinnati Micro- And, I haven't figured out what to do if lenge. Escort, a reply please!

A $20,000 Challenge To Escort
Let's cut through the Radar Detector Glut. We challenge Escort & Passport to a one on one Distance and Falsing
'duel to the death' on the highway of their choice. If they win, the $20,000 check pictured below is theirs.

By Drew Kaplan
We've put up our $20,000. We chal-

lenge Escort to take on Maxon's new
Dual Superheterodyne RD -1 $9990 radar
detector on the road of their choice in a
one on one conflict.

Even Escort says that everyone com-
pares themselves to Escort, and they're
right. They were the first in 1978 to use
superheterodyne circuits and they've got
a virtual stranglehold on the magazine
test reports.

But, the real question today is: 1) How
many feet of sensing difference, if any, is
there between this top of the line Maxon
Detector and Escort's or Passport's? And
2) Which unit is more accurate at inter-
preting real radar versus false signals?

So Escort, you pick the road (contin-
ental U.S. please). You pick the equip-
ment to create the false signals. (Don't
forget our $10,000 Rashid challenge).
And finally, you pick the radar gun.

Maxon and DAK will come to your
.Next Page Please

ANTI-FALSING
DUAL SUPERHETERODYNE

maxon



. . .Challenge Continued
highway with engineers and equipment
to verify the results.

And oh yes, we'll have the $20,000
check (pictured) to hand over if you beat
us by more than 10 feet in either X or K
band detection with the Escort, or by 2
seconds at 55mph with the Passport.

BOB SAYS MAXON IS BETTER
Here's how it started. Maxon is a mam-

moth electronics prime manufacturer.
They actually make all types of sophis-
ticated electronic products for some of
the biggest U.S. Electronics Companies.
(No, they don't make Escort's).

Bob Thetford, the president of Maxon
Systems Inc., and a friend of mine, was
explaining their new RD -1 anti-falsing
Dual Superheterodyne Radar detector
to me. I said "You know Bob, I think
Escort really has the market locked up."
He said, "Our new design can beat theirs".

So, since I've never been one to be in
second place, I said, "Would you bet
$20,000 that you can beat Escort?" And,
as they say, the rest is history.

By the way, Bob is about 6'9" tall, so if
we can't beat Escort, we can sure scare
the you know what out of them. But, Bob
and his engineers are deadly serious
about this 'duel'. And you can bet that
our $20,000 is serious.

We ask only the following. 1) The public
be invited to watch. 2) Maxon's Engin-
eers as well as Escort's check the radar
gun and monitor the test and the results.

3) The same car be used in both tests.
4) We'd like an answer from Escort no
later than July 31, 1987 and 60 days
notice of the time and place of the con-
flict. 5) If Escort can prove that there are
1,000, or even 500 Rashid units in oper-
ation, we will present them with the ap-
propriate $10,000 or $5,000 check at
the beginning of the conflict. And, 6)
We'd like them to come with a $20,000
check made out to DAK if we win.

HOW'S THIS FOR FAIR
Cincinnati Microwave will be deemed

the winner and given the check if either

Escort beats Maxon by 10 l'eet in both
uninterrupted and initial alerts, OR if
Passport beats Maxon by 2 seconds at
55mph in both uninterrupted and initial
alerts. So, DAK wins only if we beat both
Escort and Passport.

A tie will exist only if both the $295
Passport and $245 Escort fail to beat
Maxon's $9990 Dual Superheterodyne
9D-1 Radar Detector.

SO,WHAT'S
DUAL SUPERHETERODYNE?

Ok, so far we've set up the conflict.
Now let me tell you about the new dual
superheterodyne technology that lets
Maxon leap ahead of the pack.

It's a technology that tests each sus-
pected radar signal 4 separate times
before it notifies you, and ye*. it explodes
into action in just 1/4 of one second.

Just imagine the sophistication of a
device that can test a signal 4 times in
less than 1/4 of one second. Maxon's
technology is mind boggling.
But, using it isn't. This long range de-
tector has all the bells and whistles. It
has separate audible sounds for X and K
radar signals because you've only got
about 1/3 the time to react with K band.

There's a 10 step LED Bar Graph Meter
to accurately show the radar signal's
strength. And, you won't have to look at
a needle in a meter. You can see the Bar
Graph Meter with your peripheral vision
and keep your eyes on the road and put
your foot on the brake.

So, just turn on the Power/Volume
knob, clip it to your visor or put it on your
dash. Then plug in its cigarette lighter
cord and you're protected.

And you'll have a very high level of
protection. Maxon's Dual Conversion
Scanning Superheterodyne circuitry
combined with its ridge guide wideband
horn internal antenna, really ferrets out
radar signals.

Ey the way, Escort, we'll be happy to
have our test around a bend in the road
or over a hill. Maxon's detector really
picks up 'ambush type' radar signals.

And the key word is 'radar', not trash
signals. The 4 test check system that
operates in 1/4 second gives you ex-
tremely high protection from signals from
other detectors, intrusion systems and
garage door openers.

So, when the lights and X or K band
sounds explode into action, take care,
the-e's very likely police radar nearby.
Yot,'ll have full volume control, and a
City/Highway button reduces the less
important X band reception in the city.

Maxon's long range detector comes
complete with a visor clip, hook and
loop dash board mounting, and the power
cord cigarette adaptor.

It's much smaller than Escort at just
3'/2" Wide, 43/4" deep and 11/2" high. But,
it is larger than Passport. It's backed by
Maxon's standard limited warranty.

Note from Drew: 1) Use of radar de-
tectors is illegal in some states.

2) Speeding is dangerous. Use this
detector to help keep you safe when you
forget, not to get away with speeding.

CHECK OUT RADAR YOURSELF
RISK FREE

Put this detector on your visor. When
it sounds, look around for the police.
There's a good chance you'll be saving
money in fines and higher insurance
rates. And, if you slow down, you may
even save lives.

If you aren't 100% satisfied, simply
return it in its original box within 30 days
for a courteous refund.

To get your Maxon, Dual Superheter-
odyne, Anti-Falsing Radar Detector risk
free with your credit card, call toll free or
send your check for just 699" ($4 PEtH).
Order No. 4407. CA res add tax.

Special Note: Now
that we're challenging
Passport, we've added
an optional suction cup
windshield mount and
extra coiled power cord.
(Sorry we can't afford to
throw them in for free.)
They're just $59° ($1 P&H) Or. No. 4800.

OK Escort, it's up to you. We've got
$20,000 that says you can't beat Maxon
on the road. Your answer, please?
Escort and Reimport are registered trademarks of Cincinnati Microwave.
Rashid VRSS, and Rashid Radar Safety Brake are registered trademarks
of Vehicle Radar Safety Systems. Inc
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The Remote Blowout Continues

Remote, Remote Control
Now you can have wireless remote control of your X10 system from anywhere in or around your home. Now you can
turn on lights as you approach your home in your car, or adjust the brightness of your dining room chandelieras you sit at
the table. It's compatible with all other X10 controllers and modules. And, wait till yousee DAK's breakthrough prices.

has been with Control Consoles, Timers modules. So, from the handset, you can
and even Telephone Controllers, it has operate up to 16 different modules.
now gone Hand Held Wireless.

As you can see in my hand (to the left),
or flying over my home (above), a new
hand held RF radio controlled ultimate
console now exists to set you free.

You'll actually be holding remote con-
trol for your entire home in your hand.
Just touch a rocker switch to turn on or
off any lamp or appliance you choose.

There's even 0% to 100% dimming.
There are 8 buttons, plus, a switch that
lets you select another 8 (more later).

Just imagine the freedom of sitting on
your patio as it gets dark. Just touch a
button and your patio or yard lights will
jump to life. If you'd like to view the
stars, just switch off the lights.

It's very romantic under the stars. In
fact, it's very romantic in the living room
or bedroom as you remotely dim the lights.

It's also a safety/security device as
well. If you hear a noise, a button in your
hand turns on the lights.

As you drive up to your home at night,
just touch a button to turn on your front,
side or back yard lights. You'll never
have to be in the dark again.

And, if you connect a siren to a module,
this wireless remote becomes a portable
panic button that goes where you go.

WIRELESS REMOTE EXPLAINED
The handset generates radio waves

that won't bother your TV or FM, but will
activate its matched plug-in receiver.

The receiver (which is also a plug-in
appliance module), then translates the
button you've pushed into control codes
for ALL the X10 modules in your home.

So, using this remote is basically the
same as using any of the wired consoles
that I'm about to describe. One receiver
will operate up to 8 different modules.

If you have two receivers, a front pan-
el switch lets you select a second 8

By Drew Kaplan
Forget wall -bound switches. Imagine

walking freely around your home, turn-
ing lights and appliances on and off.

Look out of a window and turn on your
back yard lights. Dim the lamp at the
other end of the room. Or, turn on the liv-
ing room lights as you come downstairs.

This instant remote control system
consists of inexpensive space age con-
trol modules and command centers, and
it simply plugs -in in seconds.

It actually uses your existing house or
office wiring. And if you can plug in a
lamp, you can plug-in this system.

It's exciting. Just imagine effortlessly
retrofitting your home or office for remote
control without ever running a single wire.

NOW IT'S REALLY REMOTE
As sophisticated as the X10 system

HERE'S HOW X10 WORKS
As you push each button on the com-

mand consoles, a powerful but silent
encoded signal is sent down its AC cord
into your home or office wiring.

This safe, silent encoded signal, travels
throughout your electrical system. And,
it won't disturb your TV or your FM.

It can even reach your unattached
garages, barns, sheds and even your
pool light, porch lights and yard lights.

Wherever you want to control a light
or appliance, all you have to do is plug in
one of the system's controller modules.

Each module has a rotary dial num-
bered from 1 to 16. Just dial in a number
to match one of the 16 numbered but-
tons on any of the control consoles.

Then, just plug the module into the
. . .Next Page Please



. . .Remote Continued
wall and the lamp or appliance into the
module for instant remote control.
Important note: You will still have local
control of all your lights and appliances
by just using their normal switches, even
though they are plugged into modules.

Each module actually senses when
you turn the controlled unit's switch and
automatically relinquishes control.

There are separate modules for lamps
that have full range dimming capability
from 0% to 100%, and handle up to 300
watts. There are appliance modules that
have no dimming but can handle up to
500 watts, or 1/3hp motors.

And, there are even light switch mod-
ules that have both full dimming and
500 watt capability which you can put in
instead of your present wall switches.

You can move the modules from place
to place or change their code numbers
in seconds. And of course, if you move,
your system goes with you.

SOME NEAT IDEAS
You can set several modules to the

same number so that the front and rear
lights can come on together.

Or, you can set all the lamps in a room
to come on and even dim together.

In my photography studio, I constantly
have to turn on and off the lights. With
this remote, I can do it from the camera.

I can turn the lights on in the garage
as I walk toward it. And, I can turn on our
bedroom lights as I walk upstairs.

You're sure to want a module in your
dining room. Eating by subdued light is a
real pleasure. And remember, not only
do you get full remote control, you get
0% to 100% brightness control.

It's like getting free dimmers thrown
in with your remote control. Use it for
bedside lamps, swag lamps, ceiling lights,
track lights and garage lights.

And, you'll automate your fans, coffee
maker, humidifiers and crock -pots.

QUITE A SYSTEM
As you get into bed tonight, think about

what you'd do if you heard a noise out-
side or downstairs. Just push a button.

Think about how nice dimmed lights
would be in your bedroom or living room.

If you're at all like me, you'll love all
the 'plug-in' things you can do with the
new improved wired and wireless X10
Remote Control System. It's backed by
X10's standard limited warranty.

THE COMMAND CONSOLE
Imagine that you're watching TV. You

can dim the lights from your easy chair.

If you hear a noise, touch a button and
your outside flood lights jump to life.

It's all easy when you have this top of
the line Command Console, shown above,
sitting next to you. It can let you control
up to 16 different lights and appliances.

You can turn each on or off. You can

AC line and any modular phone jack.
Then just call your regular phone num-

ber, hold up its 'beeper controller', give
your 3 digit code, and start controlling.

And, if you own a second home, now
you can activate pipe heaters or 'switch
on' the house so it's warm or cool and lit.
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dim or brighten lights. And look at this,
you can turn all your controlled lights on
or off for instant security with the 'All On'
and 'All Off' buttons on the console.

You can even move it from room to
room because its total installation con-
sists of simply plugging it in.

MINI CONTROLLER
Here's an easy way to have a console

wherever you want. This inexpensive
console will let you control up to 8 mod-
ules exactly like the controller above.

There are 4 buttons plus the 'All On',
'All Off, 'Dim' and 'Bright'. To access 4
more, just slide the '1-4' switch to '5-8'.
For just $990, it's console heaven.

THE TIMER
This sophisticated electronic brain

can perform 32 tasks. Just plug it in.
Select the module number you want

to control, then decide if you want the
controlled device to come on or off.

If you only want something to happen
once, just push the 'Once' button.

There is a 'Daily' button that lets any-
thing you've programmed occur every day.

There's a 'Security' button. You can pro-
gram lights and radios to give your house
a lived-in look when you're away.

With The Timer, you can set your win-
dow air conditioning to come on an hour
before you return from work.

Or, you can have your porch lights
come on so you'll never enter a dark
house. And, you can set your hall light to
come on at 11PM and off at 6AM.

Special Note: Just put in a 9V battery
and your program memory will be pro-
tected from power failures.

TELEPHONE CONTROL TOO
You can even phone home and con-

trol anything. Just plug it into both your

ULTIMATE REMOTE CONTROL
RISK FREE

Its simply thrilling to use. It's security.
It's convenience. And, it's fun.

If you aren't 100% satisfied, simply
return any component to DAK in its orig-
inal box within 30 days for a refund.

To order Any Combination of Com-
mand Consoles, and Modules, call toll
free. or send your check as shown below.

Order any combination of Command
Consoles and modules you desire.

11 -he Hand Held Wireless Remote
plus Receiver- Lets you control 8 dif-
ferent modules with one receiver, or buy
two sets of transmitters/receivers. You'll
have two handsets and each will be able
to control up to 16 different modules.
On/Off and Dim. Just $49") ($3 P&H) per
receiver/transmitter set. Order No. 4712.

2The Control Console- Lets you con-
trol up to 16 different modules. On/Off/
Dim/All On/All Off. Just $19" ($2 PEtH).
Order No. 4622.

3)Mini Controller -Lets you control 8
modules. On/Off/Dim/All On/All Off. Just
$990 ($2 P&H). Order No. 4713.

4.32 Event Clock Timer -Lets you con-
trol 8 modules. Also acts as a command
base plus sleep and security extras. Just
626'1) ($2 PEtH). Or. No. 9777.

5 -Telephone Responder -Phone home
and control 8 devices. It's also a base. It's
just $39w ($3 PEtH). Order No. 9778.

6)Lamp Module-Controls/Dims lamps
up to 300 watts plugged into walls. Just
$990 ($1 PEtH). Order No. 9779.

T Wall Switch Module-Controls/Dims
lights now controlled by wall switches.
500 watt capacity. Just replace your wall
switch with this automated module. Just
$ 1 2.0 ($1 PEtH). Order No. 9780.

8 Appliance Module -Control stereos,
TVs or anything with motors. 15 amps,
500 watts, 1/3hp rating. Just $109° ($1
PEtH). Order No. 9781.

DAKINDUSTRIES
INC.

Call Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only
24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week

SR66 I-1100-325-0800
For Toll Free Information, Call 6AM5PM Monday -Friday PST

Technical Information. _1-800-272-3200
Any Other Inquiries 1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave.. Canoga Park, CA 91304
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SALES AND COST REPORT

0. [Deem Elmo WM

For Daisy Wheel, Dot Matrix & Ink Jet Printers

$8990 Desktop Publishing Breakthrough
Imagine using a word processing and drawing program that lets you integrate charts and pictures that you 'paint'
or 'clip' into your text. Well, if you use an IBM PC or Clone, now you can have graphically dramatic documents,
from business or personal letters, to proposals, to organization charts, even with a daisy wheel printer.

By Drew Kaplan the sophisticated drawing program that Unfortunately, I couldn't have my graph -
It's easy. It's impressive. And, now lets you draw, paint, fill, expand, reduce, ics on the same page as my text.

your thoughts can be powerfully illus- copy, and move your pictures. Now, because this program can use
trated in both words and graphics. And, you'll form squares, circles and the period on the daisy wheel to create

After all, for illustrating abstract data triangles automatically. Anyone can draw all the charts and graphic symbols you
and thoughts, nothing beats a dramatic with it because it's totally automated see within this ad, I don't need to switch
chart or drawing. So, let your ideas leap and uses arrow keys and doesn't require printers any more.
off the page by using integrated text and a mouse. But, read on. And while it doesn't create the graph -
graphics. Your thoughts are sure to make Once you've selected a picture, the ics as fast as a dot matrix, the quality is
an impressive impact. computer will produce an automatically superb. Now my graphics can be impres-

Whether you write letters, bank pro- sized box representing it. Just position sively integrated into my text.
posals, term papers, company manuals the box wherever you want the picture Note: Every single sample page shown
or news letters, you can forget com- to be in the text. in this ad, was printed out on my EXP
plicated and expensive laser printing. Like magic, the actual picture will 400 Silver Reed daisy wheel printer.
And, you can forget complicated expen- appear and the text will automatically Note:This program does not produce
sive desktop publishing programs. reformat itself around it. two column news letters in a single ac -

Now for just $899°, you can use your And, speaking of reformatting, this pro- tion. Simply create a double length col -
daisy wheel, dot matrix or ink jet printer gram will automatically make page- umn and cut it when you have it printed.
to print normal text. Plus, you can inte- breaks and recalculate each page as you No matter what printer you use, daisy
grate simply fabulous graphs and draw- write or edit. If you make an addition to wheel, dot matrix (with or without near
ings into your creations. page 1 of a 10 page report, the effect will letter quality printing) or ink jet (color or

INCREDIBLY EASY ripple through all 10 pages. single color), you'll have powerful look-
Savtek, a brain trust group, has de- So, whatever length you've chosen ing documents to really present your

veloped an easy to use yet incredibly so- for each page (including headers, foot- ideas in the most professional manner.
phisticated integrated word processing ers and automatic page numbering), will DESKTOP PUBLISHING
and graphics program. automatically be preserved. Desktop publishing is about the hot -

Just create your letters, proposals, or You'll particularly like the cut and paste test category of computer programming.
reports as you would with any other features of this word processing prc- It seems that everyone has discovered the
word processor. In fact, if you already gram which allow you to copy, move cr impact of combining text and graphics.
have a document created in virtually any delete sections of your text. And very impressive presentations
other word processor, you can 'grab' it Of course, you'll have automatic Word- are just what Savtek's ETG Desktop pub -
into Savtek's instantly. wrap, Hidden Hyphenation, Justified lishing system provides for you.

You'll produce visually powerful tech- Smooth Right or Ragged Right text. Plus, Imagine leveraging the capabilities of
nical papers and manuals with drawings you'll have Find, Replace and Search. your own IBM or Clone, your own prin-
and charts, and dramatic marketing re- And look how you can format your ter and your own keyboard to produce
ports with graphs. You'll produce sales document. There are 5 page templates the documents you see on these pages,
proposals with panache. called rulers which allow you to automa- with nothing else to buy.

And since there's no complicated train- tically set up your page. THE 1000 WORD PICTURE
ing needed (if you can run a word pro- You can select any right and/or left First a confession. I can't draw. That's
cessor, you can run Savtek), you'll make margins, your tabs, one, two or three why you don't see drawings in DAK's cat -
great impressions, fast. line spacing, and the number of blank alogs. But I've been amazed at how cre-

Anyway, once you've created the writ- lines at the top and bottom of your page. ative I can be with this paint program.
ten part of your report, using Savtek's Each of the 5 rulers comes with dif- It's easy. You do everything with the
sophisticated automatic word process- ferent default settings. But, you can ad- arrow keys and the return key. By using
ing features, you're ready to add pic- just and save them or change them and the arrow keys you can draw in any direc-
tures, charts and graphs. even use several at one time on a page. tion with a choice of 12 brush shapes.

Just select from the over 100 sup- HOW DO THE PRINTERS WORK? There's an erase function to eliminate
plied changeable pictures or draw your I use a daisy wheel printer because I anything you don't like. And here's my
own, using the automated ICON based like my letters to look personal. I've favorite function. UNDO is a function
drawing program. always had to switch to a dot matrix that works throughout this program.

Later, you'll learn much more about printer for graphs and illustrations. . . .Next Page Please



. ..Publishing Continued
It simply removes the last thing you

did. So, no matter what you do wrong,
you're a button away from removing it.

If you don't want a solid line, just
spray an area. It's like using a spray can.

Let's say you want to connect two
points with a straight line. Use the Angle
Line. It produces a computer generated
straight line between any two points.

What if you want a circle? Just touch
the return key. Then use the diagonal
arrow key to enlarge or reduce the cir-
cle. If you use the up/down or right/left
arrows, you'll get an ellipse.

In the same way you can create squares,
rectangles or triangles. And you'll be
amazed how many things, from houses
to technical drawings, are made up of
squares, rectangles, circles and triangles.

But, that's not all. You can choose any
of 32 background patterns to fill in en-
closed areas or broad lines. And if 32
isn't enough, you can design your own.

There's so much more. You can juggle
a picture. Imagine, turning it over or
sideways with the touch of a button.

You can copy or move a picture or
even part of a picture right on the screen.
So, draw it once and copy it or move it.

But, here's my favorite. You can en-
large or reduce any picture or part of a
picture right on the screen. So you can
change its size equally, or you can stretch
it out or make it tall and thin. Wow!

There are 12 included font/sizes. So
you can have large or small type in your
choice of styles within a picture or inte-
grated with your text.

And, each of the 12 font/sizes can be
shown on the screen and printed nor-
mally, in bold, in italic, in outline, or in
shadow. Plus, you can write normally
across the page, up the page, down the
page or upside down.

Finally, you can zoom into any small
section of the screen and edit your pic-
tures, pixel by pixel. With this kind of
power, you don't need to be an artist,
just have the ability to push a button.

You can operate this Paint program
independently. Or, you can access any
picture from within word processing.

So, for banners and pictures, you can
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print directly from the Paint Program.
Or, for everything previously described,
simply access your pictures, captions,
graphs or charts through the desktop
publishing section.

This program is incredibly powerful,
yet you'll be comfortable using it within
just a few hours.

Every picture in this ad was created
with this program. And, you haven't even
seen the tip of the iceberg of its capabil-
ities. For example, if you have a picture
on the screen, you can bring a second
picture up and join them together.
WHO CAN USE THE SYSTEM

All you need is an IBM PC, AT, XT or
100% compatible with standard IBM CGA
or EGA graphics capability. It must have
at least 256K, and either two floppy disk
drives or one floppy and a hard disk.

Below is a list of some of the dot ma-
trix, ink jet and daisy wheel printers that
have been tested with this program. If
your printer is compatible with any of
these printers, it should work too.

Special Note: Most daisy wheel print-
ers are Diablo 620/630 compatible, so
they will work with this program.

Special Note: With a color printer you
can print 3 colors plus black text.

CANA 8510. Epson Fx-80, FX-85, FX-185, JX-80 (color),
LQ-800. LQ1500, LX80, MX80 with Grahrex Plus or Graftrax,
RX-80, Nowlin Packard 2225C Think Jet or QuietJet, Laser -
Jet. or LiserJet Plus. IBM 80CPS Graphics Printer. IBM Pro -
printer, IBM 3852 Jetprinter (color), Juki 6100. Mannesmann
Tally Sprit 80, NEC 3500, 3510, 3520, 3530, 3550, 5500
series, E023A, NEC Pinwriter P5XL, P6, P7, (single or color),
OKIDA1A Microline 92, ML92. w/IBM Plug Et Play, Microline
193, 20(color), Panasonic KX-P1091, KX-P1091i, Quadram
Quadjet ;color), Radio Shack DMP-200, Silver Reed EXP 400,
600. 8CD and all EXP series, Star Micronics SG -10, Texas
Instruments 855. 865, Xerox (Diablo) 620, 630.

FINAL FACTS
There's a pop down calculator which

lets you deposit your results right into
your text. A clock/timer picks up the
time from your computer, and there's a
7,300 year calendar. They are all avail-
able as pop -down windows. Savtek's
program is backed by a standard limited
software warranty /license. It comes with
a superb, easy to use reference manual.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING FOR YOU
RISK FREE

Make your ideas explode in front of
your readers. When you send out a letter
or proposal, let it be really dramatic.
They will be your ideas, but you'll be
presenting them like never before.

If you're not 100% satisfied, simply
return it in unused condition within 30
days for a courteous refund.

To order Savtek's ETG Integrated
Word Processing and Graphics Desktop
Publishing System for your IBM PC or
Clone, call toll free or send your check
for the breakthrough price of just S89"
($4 P8-1-1) Order No. 4801. CA add tax.

Lock at the 12 sample pages I created.
You'll see graphs, pictures and charts
mixed into my text. I even designed a
logo for my newsletter. Just think about
the impact you'll make when you pre-
sent your ideas with a combination of
text and graphics. And oh, it's so in-
credibly easy to use.
IBM is a .ecostered trademark of International Business Machines.

DAK'""""m"Inc.
Call Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only

24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week

SR65 1-800-325-0800
For Toll Free Information, Call 6AM-5PM Monday -Friday PST

Technical Information....1-800-272-3200
Any Other Inquiries 1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304





BSIPs Endangered Colossus
Prepare for bone jarring bass and dramatically clear highs from these newly developed 15"3 -way 5 speaker
systems that nearly missed their chance to charm an audiophile's ear. BSR moved its dbx andADC divisions
into one facility and these speakers almost became orphans. So now, they're yours at a close-out price.

By Drew Kaplan low clean bass. They have matched 25mm voice coils,
It's a shame. But, it's also a great oppor- Its magnetic structure weighs a thun- also protected by ferro-fluid and polyamid-

tunity to get a pair of 15" audiophile dering 48 ounces. But that's not all. The imid to 200° centigrade. They are driven
loudspeakers with the newest in stereo magnetic field is developed by the rare by powerful barium ferrite magnetic fields.
imaging at a market -breaking price. earth metal Strontium for state of the art NOT QUITE FINISHED YET

Imagine a precisely matched mirror massive but flawlessly controlled bass. To prevent phase shift and cancella-
image pair of top -of -the -line BSR speak- A 38mm voice coil with a 200° cen- tion, two totally separate crossover net-
ers that can effortlessly recreate the cata- tigrade temperature capacity, will handle works are employed in these speakers.
clysmic impact of a full orchestral cre- the most demanding digital or analog re- All frequencies below 800 hz are di-
scendo at full volume and yet offer flaw- cordings. And, a new super rigid cabinet rected to the 15" woofer. The front sys-
lessly subtle sound detail to 21,500hz. design virtually eliminates coloration due tem routes frequencies above 800hz to

You'll thrill to thunderous bass all the to uncontrolled cabinet resonance. the 8" mid -range to take full advantage
way down to 26hz. Incredibly rich, full, At low volume, the bass will fill in and of its superb reproduction capabilities.
vibrant sound at low volume will explode envelop you. At high volume, your room, Frequencies above 3400hz are routed
with life as you increase the volume. your walls and your neighbors will shake. to the horn tweeter.

But before we examine the front speak- (Not for apartment dwellers please.) The top mounted system routes only
frequencies above 1200hz to the 5" poly-
propylene ambiance mid -range driver,
and frequencies above 3400hz are routed
to the top sonic placement tweeter.

There are level controls for both the
top and front mounted speakers so that
you can voice the speakers to match
your musical taste and environment.

Note: Only the top tweeters are moun-
ted at the the edges. The front mounted
tweeters are conventionally mounted
for acoustical symmetry.

Each speaker is fuse protected for up
to 200 watts peak, 150 watts continuous
power. You can operate these super ef-
ficient speakers with as little as 20 watts.

AND OH WHAT A PRETTY FACE
The speaker systems are 30" tall, 191/4"

wide and 101/2" deep. Their lovely oak
wood -grain appearance is enhanced by
the dark removable grill cloths that beau-
tifully contrast with the rich wood -grain
tones. They're a statement of audio ele-
gance when placed in any room. They're
backed by BSR's 2 year limited warranty.
A COLOSSAL DREAM COMES TRUE

RISK FREE
You'll hear depth of sound at low levels

that was previously unobtainable. And
yes, when you crank up the volume, your
music will explode with realism and drama.

Try these speakers in your own sys-
tem. Then compare them at any Hi-Fi
Store with any pair of speakers up to
$1000. If they don't beat all the competi-
tion hands down, simply return them to
DAK in their original boxes within 30
days for a courteous refund.

To order your matched pair of BSR
top -of -the -line 15" 3 -way 5 speaker sys-
tems with unique stereo imaging risk
free with your credit card, call toll free or
send your check for DAK's market -break-
ing price of just $298 for the MATCHED
PAIR plus $22 for Postage and Han-
dling. Order No. 4352. CA res add tax.

It's a dream system for an audiophile.
Son cally pure, thunderously powerful,
these BSR speakers will make your future
listening years an on -going fabulous, if
not earthshaking experience.

er complement, the twin overlapping
crossovers and the top mounted sonic
placement and ambiance speakers, let's
see why they were almost orphaned.

You see, BSR, the half billion dollar
electronics giant, is the parent company
of two of the best names in up -scale
audio, dbx and ADC.

Last year dbx developed a new multi -
thousand dollar speaker system called
the Soundfield One which lets you sit
virtually anywhere in your room and have
full stereo imaging and terrific sound.

BSR decided to consolidate ADC and
dbx into one building (still 2 companies)
and put all its speaker efforts into dbx.

POOR JACK
Well, while dbx's engineers were off

designing their multi -thousand dollar
masterpieces, BSR's Senior Acoustical
Engineer (he had been Fisher's Chief
Engineer for 10 years during its top end
component stereo days), was designing
BSR's radically new speaker line.

The revolutionary top of the line 1 5"
stereo imaging pair pictured above will let
you enjoy superb stereo imaging without
sitting directly in front of your speakers.

But unfortunately, in the consolida-
tion move, BSR's speakers went by the
wayside, and so did Jack.

Enter DAK. After a few fearful nego-
tiations and considering the engineer-
ing costs BSR had already expended, they
agreed to make the speakers just for DAK.

Because there's virtually no BSR over-
head left on these speakers, and the
R&D was all but complete, we've gotten
these speakers for virtually the compo-
nent costs plus a little BSR labor.

And don't worry about Jack. BSR had
him finish the engineering (they really
are great people) and they'll pay him a
royalty on each speaker we sell. Besides,
by the time you read this, Jack is sure to
be snapped up as the Chief Engineer at
another esoteric audio company.

WHAT'S STEREO IMAGING?
Stereo imagery is the logical separa-

tion and interaction between channels.
It's the successful creation of a panoram-
ic wall or stage of music rather than the
confined, easily located 2 speaker sound.
IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT COUNTS

Imagine the full thunder of a kettle
drum, or the pluck of a string bass being
explosively recreated in your living room.
BSR's 15" sub -bass acoustic suspension
driver will revolutionize your concept of

MATCHED PAIRS
The mid -range and high end of BSR's

speakers are truly unique. Front moun-
ted 8" polypropylene mid -range drivers
provide rich sound while top mounted
5" polypropylene mid -range drivers pro-
vide an open, lifelike ambiance.

Front mounted exponential horn tweet-
ers provide awesome brilliance to 21,500
hz, while top mounted tweeters enhance
separation because they are mounted to
the outside edge of each speaker.

So, this system has a specific left and
a specific right speaker. You'll find wide,
but interactive separation that will vastly
widen your ideal listening area.

The imagery will give the illusion of
musicians actually playing in front of
you. Your music will take on a three di-
mensional quality. You'll enjoy superb
stereo imagery regardless of each speak-
er's specific placement in your room.

MORE SPECIFICS
The exponential horn tweeters, both

in front and on the top of these systems,
employ 25mm rigid phenol diaphragms
for stability and accurate response.

Polyamid-imid binders and ferro-fluid
coolant allow for a 300% increase in
heat dissipation so you can drive the
voice coils up to 200° centigrade.

Now, the mid -range. Both the 8" front
firing and the 5" top firing polypropylene
drivers reproduce the mid -range fre-
quencies like no ordinary speakers.

It's amazing that so many speaker
manufacturers simply slap in 5" paper
mid -ranges to reproduce what's really
the major portion of the sound spectrum.

BSR's 8" and 5" polypropylene mid-
ranges are rigid, exacting drivers that
deliver incredibly pure uncolored sound.

DA INONSTRIES
INC.

Cell Toll Free For Credit Card Order. Only
24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week

SR46 14100-325-0200
For Toll Free Informahon, Call 6AM5PM Monday -Friday PST

Technical Information. . _1-800-272-3200
Any Other Inquiries 1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304



Stereo TV, NOW!
Now your home TV viewing can become a theatrical experience. You can tune in up to 140 cable and antenna
channels in true MTS Stereo, and listen to them explode in your living room through the included 2 -way shielded
speaker systems when you use this amplified Stereo TV/Cable Tuner.

By Drew Kaplan thing at all, to see if they require a fee. the two from the remote.)
Save your TV. Save your monitor. Now This isn't one of the infamous 'Black Then, use the included cable to con -

you can add 140 channel tuning, with Boxes' that decodes various'PayTVChan- nect the Controller to your TV. Finally,
True MTS Stereo, SAP, Simulated Stereo, nels'. On cable, most of the program- plug your TV into the Controller and the
and Amplified Sound that's guaranteed ming isn't scrambled, it's just found out- Controller into the wall. You can con -
to knock your socks off. side the tuning range of the average TV. nect your VCR before or after the Tuner.

With the networks' programs switching Just push '2' then '4' when you want ANOTHER SURPRISE
to stereo, you're in for a real experience! to watch channel 24. And you can watch If you've got a monitor, you're in for a
Stereo, powerfully reproduced through 24 on either cable or UHF by just touch- treat with this tuner. Now you can make
2 -way speaker systems with real woofers ing the input select button on the remote. it 140 channel cable compatible, and
and tweeters rather than a typical 3 to 5" And, look at this. You can assign any you can enjoy the full MTS stereo thrill.
TV speaker, involves you emotionally in stations you want (no limit) a 'Favorite' There is a direct Video as well as Left
what you're viewing. It's really thrilling. Status. And, by using the step tuning and Right speaker outputs on this tuner.

There is much more sonic information buttons, you can step through only your So, you'll have a superb picture.
contained in stereo TV broadcasts. favorite channels. Wow, just wait till you hear the sound

After watching it for a few weeks, I I have 4 movie channels on my cable. and see the quality of the picture. This is
can tell you that the effect seems to So, I use the 'Favorite' feature a lot. The a 100% videophile component. It's made
make your TV's picture seem bigger, large LED display shows you the chan- by Universal and backed by their stan-
because you're involved. nel. And, LEDs show when this tuner is dard limited warranty.

Of course with this advanced tuning receiving Stereo, SAP, or Antenna/Cable. GET CABLE, UHF AND VHF
system, you might just be receiving a I'VE KEPT A SECRET ENJOY MTS STEREO
sharper picture, and that helps too. OK, so you've got a great picture, 140 RISK FREE

If you're like me, you already have per- channel capability, and you've got MTS Wait till you hear the sound. It's like
fectly good TVs in your home. And, if Stereo and SAP. Well, there's more. switching from a portable AM radio to
you've looked at the prices on Stereo The powerfully amplified speaker sys- your full stereo system. It's an awesome
TVs, you probably got a shock. tems will electrify your TV viewing all experience that's instantly apparent.

Besides, I just can't bring myself to the time, because whenever the tuner If you're not 100% satisfied, simply
throw out my perfectly good TVs, even isn't receiving a stereo signal, it automa- return it in its original box within 30 days
to experience the incredible explosion tically creates a simulated stereo effect. for a courteous refund.
of sound created by MTS TV stereo. So, just look at the 'Stereo' LED to To order Universal's 140 Channel

Anyway, stereo TVs typically have know what it's doing. You're in for some Cable Controller with MTS Stereo, SAP,
speakers built-in. So,they are very close wonderful sonic experiences to go along Simulated Stereo VHF/UHF Switching,
together. With this system, you can with your multichannel viewing. Matching Shielded 2 -Way Speaker Sys -
separate your speakers up to 6 feet. And one more thing. If you're not tems and Video Output risk free with

You can expect the same wide -field familiar with SAP, it's not a government your credit card, call toll free or send
sonic image you get from your stereo agency. It's called Separate Audio Pro- your check for DAK's breakthrough price
system. But, the combination of sight gramming. You'll probably find that some of just $199" ($8 P&H). Order No. 4685.
and sound is astounding. of your local TV stations broadcast an CA res add tax.

ALL THE CHANNELS audio band that normal TVs don't get. Now you can tune in virtually any TV
You're in for a selection adventure in It's not related to the TV picture. It broadcast and listen to the most phe-

programming. Whether you tune in Cable may be music of all types, industrial in- nomenally dramatic sound. Plus, you'll
or use your own antenna, you can now formation or educational classes. You have remote control of all functions.
have complete wireless infrared remote may just find that your entertainment

IIII,D
ii.
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channels, control volume and mute. EFFORTLESS INSTALLATION

ISTRIEStuning from up to 25' away. You'll switch options are considerably broadened.

You'll tune in all VHF channels 2-13, It's easy. Just unscrew your antenna
sR67 I-500-325-01100Cable Channels 14 (A) all the way to 71 or cable connector from the back of your For Toll Free Information. Call 6AM5PM Monday -Friday PST(AAA). Plus, you'll tune in UHF. TV. There are 2 inputs on the back of the Technical Information 1-800-272-3200Note: If you're on cable, check with controller. One is for VHF or Cable, the Any Other Inquiries 1-800-423-2866

your cable company before viewing any- other is for UHF. (You can switch between 8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304

Call Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only
24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week



CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Robert Ackart, Richard Freed,
David Hall, Stoddard Lincoln

ADAM: Le Postilion de Lonjumeau.
John Aler (tenor), Chapelou, le Postil-
Ion; June Anderson (soprano), Made-
leine; Francois le Roux (baritone), le
Marquis de Corcy; Jean -Philippe La -
font (baritone), Biju; Daniel Ottewaere
(bass), Bourdon. Ensemble Choral Jean
Laforge; Orchestre Philharmonique de
Monte -Carlo, Thomas Fulton cond.
ANGEL 0 DSB-3939 two LP's $23.98.

Performance: Charming
Recording: Very clear

Adolphe Adam, the composer of the
ballet Giselle, once said, "My only aim
is to write music that is amusing." He
succeeded with Le Postilion, and of the
more than eighty works he composed
for the stage, only that irreplaceable bal-
let and this light opera are encountered
today. If his music lacks the flowing
melody of his contemporary Auber or
the expertise of the later Offenbach and
Chabrier-that major composer of mi-
nor works-it is nevertheless witty,
tuneful, and ingratiating.

The plot of Le Postilion (The Coach-
man), concerning mistaken identities
linked to a meteorically successful oper-
atic career, is incredible, farcical, and
captivating, and it is well supported by
the cheerful music on which it rides.
John Aler, as the coachman -turned -
opera -idol, sings effortlessly and stylish-
ly; his is a true tenore leggiero, a voice
recalling that of Cesare Valetti. It is a
pleasure to hear him. As his bride of a
few hours (only to be forgotten for ten
years), June Anderson sings with agility
and a real sense of fun.

Under Thomas Fulton's direction,
the chorus and orchestra are equal to
the soloists in their musicianship and
élan, and the well -recorded perform-
ance shows Fulton to be a conductor
who can easily combine precision with
expressiveness. I can recommend this
set to anyone who already enjoys
French opera comique or who occasion-
ally likes his operatic fare topped with
dollops of whipped cream. R.A.

BAX: On the Sea -Shore (see BRIT -
TEN)

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 1, in C
Major, Op. 21; Symphony No. 8, in F
Major, Op. 93. Los Angeles Chamber

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

0 = DIGITAL -MASTER LP
= TAPE. CASSETTE

COMPACT Disc

Popular Spanish singer Rocio Jurado

FALLA'S "EL AMOR BRUJO"
DERIVED from the soundtrack of
a film by Carlos Saura and
released on Angel Records, this
very strong performance of El

amor brujo probably comes closer than
any other to Falla's original intentions.
He wrote El amor brujo (variously
translated as Love, the Magician or
Wedded by Witchcraft) as a ballet with
songs for the gypsy singer and dancer
Pastora Imperio. These days it is usual-
ly performed as a concert piece by a
symphony orchestra with an opera sing-
er as vocal soloist.

In this music, as in Bizet's Carmen,
opera singers often become ludicrous in
their attempts to sound like a hotsy-tot-
sy gypsy. Until now the most realistic
and most idiomatic recordings have
been the two with the illustrious Span-
ish singing actress Nati Mistral. In the
present recording the famous pop singer
Roclo Jurado sounds even closer to the
earth of Andalusia. I think she's won-
derful. Her voice is big, and it has the
raspy, raw quality produced by great fla-
menco singers. Her performance is so
powerful that when she sings "Soy la
mar en que naufragas" ("I am the sea in
which you will drown"), I'm ready to
look for a lifeboat.

Outstanding among young operatic
conductors, Jesiis L6pez-Cobos brings
authenticity, drama, and mystery to his
interpretation of this music, but with-
out fake theatricality. The sound is
good. Some people will probably be
bothered by the balance between the
singer and the orchestra. Rock) Jurado
is very closely miked, so close that you
can almost catch a whiff of garlic on her
breath. I rarely mind that.

Side two is given over to snippets of
flamenco music from the movie. It's
sung by a company of dancers and is
pleasant enough, although it is of no
great consequence outside the context
of the movie. But Rock) Jurado is a
singer of consequence, and if you care
for Hispanic music you owe it to your-
self to hear her. In a recent interview in
Spain, the great singer 1..ola Flores said
ofJurado, "Like me, sh.. has no compe-
tition." William Livingstone

FALLA: El amor brujo. Roclo Jurado
(mezzo-soprano); National Orchestra of
Spain, Jestis LOpez-Cobos cond. Fla-
menco music by Antonio Gades and
His Dancers. ANGEL 0 DS -38338
$11.98, C) 4DS-38338 $11.98, © CDC -
47586 no list price.
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Orchestra, Gerard Schwarz cond. The
Creatures of Prometheus Overture, Op.
43. London Symphony Orchestra, Ger-
ard Schwarz cond. DELOS 0 D/CD
3013 no list price.

Performance: Good to splendid
Recording: Good to exceptional

This Beethoven package combines re-
cordings done in three different years in
as many different locales. For me the
best, both musically and sonically, is
the earliest, the First Symphony. It was
taped in 1981, by the production team
of Joanna Nickrenz and Marc Aubort,

in the ideal acoustic surround of the
Bridges Auditorium in Claremont, Cali-
fornia. Gerard Schwarz, for his part,
had his Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra
honed to peak responsiveness, and the
result is a performance of brilliance and
virile warmth, capped by a wonderfully
zestful and snappy finale-chamber-
orchestra Beethoven on modern instru-
ments at its best. The depth imaging of
the sound is especially effective.

Working in the Santa Ana Auditori-
um in March 1984, producer -engineer
John Eargle took a decidedly more ana-
lytic view of the sonic situation, giving

Deutsche Grammophon's

Compact Discs at
Sub -Compact Prices!

41'

Twenty Galleria CDs are now available at fine record stores nationwide.
Also available on imported, digitally remastered LPs and Chrome -cassettes.

For a complete list of repertoire, see the Galleria
brochure at your local record store.

0 1987 DG / PolyGram Records, Inc.

..cz-oda4

DIGITAL AUDIO

us an Eighth Symphony that is very pre-
cisely defined-bright and, for my taste,
a bit sterile. Schwarz's reading empha-
sizes the Classical aspects of the music
rather than what I cherish as its "little
giant" aspects.

The 1985 London Symphony record-
ing of the Prometheus Overture in Hen-
ry Wood Hall, with Anthony Hodgson
and Tony Faulkner as the production
team, is the least satisfying from the
standpoint of sound, which emerges
here with a decidedly overbalanced low
register. Interpretively, Schwarz under-
lines to the maximum the contrast
between the ceremonious introductory
pages and the brioso qualities of the
ensuing main melody.

In short, a mixed bag, with the First
Symphony representing Schwarz, his
players, and Delos production quality
at their very best. D. H .

BRAHMS: Fantasias, Op. 116; Inter-
mezzos, Op. 117; Klavierstacke, Opp.
118 and 119. Mikhail Rudy (piano). LA
VOIX DE SON MAITRE/EMI 0 270456-1
$12.98 (from International Book and
Record Dists., 40-11 24th St., Long
Island City, NY 11101); EMI/ANGEL ©
CDC -47556 no list price.

Performance: Inward
Recording: Lifelike

This is certainly a generous and conven-
ient collection of Brahms's late piano
music, and there can be no question of
Mikhail Rudy's response to the materi-
al or of his technical equipment. In
many of these twenty pieces he seems to
be exploring and discovering the music
for his own pleasure alone. While it can
be fascinating to "listen in" on so
inward a process, there is a certain
trade-off in terms of communicative-
ness. This sort of reaction is admittedly
very subjective, and I would advise any-
one attracted by the repertoire to try to
hear this disc. It is handsomely re-
corded, with DMM enhancing the life-
like quality. In case you want to know
something about this pianist, by the
way, I have to report that there is not a
word about him on the album, only a
photograph that suggests he is in his late
twenties. R.F.

BRAHMS: String Quartets Nos. 1 and
3 (see Best of the Month, page 80)

BRIDGE: The Sea, Suite (see BRIT -
TEN)

BRITTEN: Peter Grimes: Four Sea In-
terludes and Passacaglia, Op. 33.
BRIDGE: The Sea, Suite. BAX: On the
Sea -Shore. Ulster Orchestra, Vernon
Handley cond. CHANDOS 0 ABRD
1184 $11.98, 0 ABTD 1184 $11.98, ©
CHAN 8473 no list price.

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Impressive

This fascinating program of three sea
pieces by eminent British composers
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offers, among other things, the finest
sonic realization of the Sea Interludes
and Passacaglia from Peter Grimes
since the memorable Angel recording a
decade ago by Andre Previn (just rere-
leased on CD together with Britten's
Spring Symphony). The wide frequency
and dynamic range add up to stunning
sonic impact, and the orchestral per-
formance under Vernon Handley is al-
together superb. My only minor cavil
concerns a slight muddiness in the
dense -textured Storm interlude, result-
ing from a spacious acoustic surround
that enhances the other sections.

Frank Bridge, who was Benjamin
Britten's teacher and has become prop-
erly appreciated as a composer only in
recent years, is represented by his four -
movement orchestral suite, The Sea, of
1910-1911. In comparison with the
roughly contemporaneous works on the
same subject by Debussy and Sibelius,
Bridge takes a somewhat more roman-
tic -subjective view of the sea. There are
Debussian harmonies, but the feeling of
the work as a whole is more along the
lines of early Ralph Vaughan Williams
or Arnold Bax. The orchestration is gor-
geous, as is the playing by the Ulster
Orchestra.

The Bax work concluding the pro-
gram is a dark, moody piece that Gra-
ham Parlett edited and orchestrated
from a short -score sketch, and detailed
knowledge of its programmatic content

to appreciate its
hypnotic power. All told, this is a highly
recommendable release both for its mu-
sical interest and its sound, which on
CD is of demonstration quality. D.H.

CHOPIN: Waltzes. Maria Joao Pires
(piano). ERATG/RCA 0 NUM 75144
$10.98, C) MCE 75144 $10.98, ECD
88067 no list price.

Performance: Silky
Recording: Fine

CHOPIN: Waltzes (Complete). Dmitri
Alexeev (piano). ANGEL 0 AE -34488
$6.98, © 4AE-34488 $6.98, CDC -
47501 no list price.

Performance: Glassy
Recording: Fine

Playing fourteen Chopin waltzes in the
order established by the late Dinu Lipa-
ti, Maria Joao Pires offers beguiling per-
formances that bring out every nuance
of noble display and intimate commu-
nication. Her tone is silky, and each
phrase is perfectly turned so that the
music swirls smoothly and gently.

Dmitri Alexeev, in contrast, produces
a glassy tone with a mechanical preci-
sion that turns his dancers into icy fig-
ures twirling under a strobe light. Not
even the five extra waltzes he offers
compensate for the chilling pall cast by
these performances. S. L.

DUPRE: Symphony in G Minor for
Organ and Orchestra, Op. 25. RHEIN-
BERGER: Organ Concerto No. 1, in F

Maria Joao Pires: beguiling Chopin waltzes

Major, Op. 137. Michael Murray (or-
gan); Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Jahja Ling cond. TELARC CD -80136
no list price.

Performance: Committed
Recording: Excellent

These performances were recorded in
the Royal Albert Hall last year, in
observance of the centenary of Marcel
Dupre's birth. Much is made of this site
and its instrument in the annotative
booklet, not at all inappropriately, since
it was playing the organ of that hall that
Dupre made his first appearance out-
side of France, in 1920, and he returned
there fifty years later for his last public
appearance, a year before his death, to
celebrate the hall's own centenary. The
disc itself follows the two performances
(after an insufficient pause) with a less
than fascinating discussion between Mi-
chael Murray and the instrument's cu-
rator, Kenneth James.

Murray is, of course, an authoritative,
enthusiastic, and splendidly equipped

performer of Dupre's music. Dupre de-
scribed his Symphony in G Minor as
being more of a "symphony for two
orchestras" than a concerto, and if it
fails to be irresistible, it is hardly Mur-
ray's fault, or his conductor's. Jahja
Ling has the Royal Philharmonic on its
toes and apparently as charged up as
Murray himself, but the music seems
very little more than various intriguing
sonorities in search of an idea-let
alone a single memorable theme. The
Rheinberger is a far more ingratiating
piece. Although it is an outright con-
certo, the orchestra is given much more
interesting material than in the Dupre
symphony and produces a fine richness
of colors from its simple instrumenta-
tion of just three horns and strings. The
performance is a good one, and Telarc's
recording certainly leaves nothing of the
Albert Hall's organ undisclosed. Own-
ers of audio systems that can reproduce
all that this recording holds should per-
haps be encouraged to pray to avoid the
sin of smugness. R.F.
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ELGAR: Romance, Op. 62 (see HER-
BERT)

HAYDN: String Quartets, Op. 71, Nos.
1-3, and Op. 74, Nos. 1-3 (Hob. III,
Nos. 69-74, "Apponyi"). Tatrai String
Quartet. HUNGAROTON 0 12246/48-2
three LP's $32.94, 0 HCD 12246/47-2
two CD's no list price.

Performance: Robust
Recording: Fine

Continuing their recorded cycle of
Haydn's string quartets, the Tatrai
Quartet turns to the ones commissioned
by the amateur violinist Count Appo-
nyi. Although Haydn composed these
quartets in Vienna, he actually had
London on his mind-and eventual
first performances there by the Salomon
Quartet. As one London critic put it, the
six works "abound in beauties," and
each one seems better than its predeces-
sor in a series that culminates in the
magnificent Rider Quartet.

The Tatrai Quartet is a fine outfit,
and it brings just the right amount of
robustness and lyricism to these per-
formances. Ever sensitive to the music's
changing moods, the players underscore
the diversity of the material while ad-
hering to the tightly structured eight-
eenth -century forms. Let us hope the
Tatrai will keep up the good work and
finish the cycle. S. L.

HERBERT: Cello Concerto No. 2, in E
Minor. Op. 30. SULLIVAN: Cello Con-
certo in D Major. ELGAR: Romance,
Op. 62. Julian Lloyd Webber (cello);
London Symphony Orchestra, Charles
Mackerras cond. ANGEL 0 DS -38318
$11.98, C) 4DS-38318 $11.98, 0 CDC
47622 no list price.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

We are forever reading about this cello
concerto of Victor Herbert's because
Dvotak is said to have been moved by
it to compose his own great cello con-
certo, but we seldom hear the music
itself. This new recording, in fact, seems
to be its first in stereo. The mono
recordings by Bernard Greenhouse and
Georges Miquelle are still supposedly
available on LP, in phony stereo, and
Greenhouse's playing of the solo part is
more eloquent, I think, than Julian
Lloyd Webber's, but Lloyd Webber
does well with it, and there's no disput-
ing the enormous advantage of up-to-
date recording technology with a well -
prepared, first-class orchestra.

The Sullivan concerto would appear
to be an inspired coupling-both con-
certos are by composers of Irish back-
ground who were trained in Germany
and became famous for their operettas
(though Sullivan was not himself a cel-
list, nor actually born in Ireland, as Her -
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bert was). This was the only concerto
Sullivan composed for any instrument.
He wrote it in 1866, when he was twen-
ty-four, for the famous Alfredo Piatti,
who introduced it in London and Edin-
burgh, but it was not heard again till
1910, and then not again till 1953, when
Charles Mackerras conducted it on the
air. It was never published, and in 1964
the orchestral parts were lost in a fire.

Sir Charles and the Sullivan scholar
David Mackie, working from the solo
part, their knowledge of the style, and
Mackerras's recollection of the 1953
performance, reconstructed the score.
Their version was introduced in Lon-
don in April of last year by the same
performers who have now recorded it.
It is a pleasant little work, though a less
substantial one than the Herbert con-
certo, and its slow movement, easily the
strongest of the three, might easily be
taken for Verdi.

Elgar's Romance is another curiosity,
composed in 1910 for bassoon and
orchestra, with an alternative version
for cello that remained unheard, ac-
cording to Lloyd Webber's note, until
April 1985. It is in no way memorable,
but in its undemanding, mildly ingra-
tiating, and abundantly sonorous way it
is a fitting opener for this recorded pro-
gram-and its presence brings the total
playing time up to forty-six and a half
minutes. No rediscovered masterworks
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AR invented the high fidelity bookshelf
loudspeaker with our Acoustic Suspension
principle in 1954. Since that time, the
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here, but a good deal of charm, and the
performances, recording, and documen-
tation are all quite good. R. F.

LISZT: Lieder. Hildegard Behrens (so-
prano); Cord Garben (piano). DEUT-
SCHE GRAMMOPHON 0 419 240-1
$10.98, 0 419 240-4 $10.98, 0 419 240-
2 no list price.

Performance: Intelligent, warm
Recording: Fine presence

While it is unlikely that the songs of
Franz Liszt will become standard recital
fare, this selection of fifteen illustrates

the pianist -composer's lyric gift in a
variety of styles and states of emotion.
The songs are not only perceptively
sung by Hildegard Behrens; she makes
such a real effort to communicate the
texts that you're led to feel they would
perhaps sound less significant musically
in less capable hands. Cord Garben
works closely with her to make each
song a unity of text, voice, and piano.

Two of the songs are known in other
settings. Es war ein Konig in Thule and
Mignons Lied both use Goethe's poetry,
but the former is more familiar as "11
&aft le roi de Thule," from Gounod's

CHRISTOPHER HOGWOOD
The Academy of Ancient Music
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Faust and the latter in Hugo Wolf's ver-
sion. The one setting of a Petrarch son-
net is especially melodious. Chosen for
their musical and poetic contrasts, the
songs in this collection are worth con-
sideration, particularly for the taste and
total involvement of the artists per-
forming them. R.A.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 9, in D Ma-
jor. Concertgebouw Orchestra, Leonard
Bernstein cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMO-
PHON 0 419 208-1 two LP's $19.96, 0
419 208-4 two cassettes $19.96, © 419
208-2 two CD's no list price.

Performance: Intense
Recording: Good live job

There are some fifteen readings of the
Mahler Ninth available on LP or com-
pact disc. None of them is less than
good from a musical standpoint, and at
least half are outstanding. This second
installment in Leonard Bernstein's new
Mahler cycle for Deutsche Grammo-
phon was compiled from concert per-
formances in Amsterdam in late May
and early June of 1985. Interestingly
enough, it has something of the raw
emotional quality of the 1938 Bruno
Walter recording.

Most immediately apparent, howev-
er, are Bernstein's prevailingly slower
tempos in all the movements except the
third, a savage Rondo-Burleske, which
here gets an appropriately swift and taut
treatment in its fast sections. The vale-
dictory adagio, however, takes more
than six minutes longer than in his 1967
recording, and it is no easy job for the
musicians to sustain the line at this
pace. The tempos in the other move-
ments are less radically slow, though
there is some ponderousness in at least
one episode of the Liindler-style second
movement. Nevertheless, Bernstein
does elicit marvelous playing from the
Concertgebouw Orchestra in the
lengthy codas of the first and final
movements. D. H .

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in
D Minor (1822); Violin Concerto in E
Minor, Op. 64. Frank Peter Zimmer-
mann (violin); Berlin Radio Symphony
Orchestra, Gerd Albrecht cond. ANGEL
0 AE -34475 $6.98, 0 4AE-34475 $6.98,
0 CDC -47429 no list price.

Performance: Lyrical
Recording: Spotlights soloist

The most attractive aspect of this re-
cording is the pairing of Mendelssohn's
famous E Minor Concerto with the one
he wrote for violin and string orchestra
at the age of thirteen. Yehudi Menuhin
discovered the youthful manuscript in
1951 and subsequently recorded the
work. Young Frank Peter Zimmer-
mann, who won acclaim for his 1985
debut recording of two Mozart concer-
tos, also for Angel, plays it here with
brio and great lyrical intensity. The
"Hungarian" -flavored final movement
is a real little gem.
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byJohn W. Freeman

THERE'S not much of the typical
diva about Roberta Alexander.
Tall, slim, angular, and grace-
ful, she looks more like a danc-

er. Her speaking voice is animated but
soft, with a touch of a Midwestern
twang (though born in Virginia, she
grew up and went to school in Ohio and
Michigan), not stagy or projected.
There's nothing typical of the diva
about her thinking, either. She seems
interested in all kinds of music, pro-
vided it isn't unvocal to the point of
injuring the voice, and she likes singing
in opera, orchestral concerts, and solo
recitals equally well.

If she regards recordings with more
circumspection, it's because they repre-
sent a standard of almost inhuman per-
fection, at odds with her preference for
the spontaneity and rapport of a live
performance. Also, the sound of her
voice surprises her on records, not
always pleasantly. "I've done a couple I
don't want to tell you about yet," she
confesses, "because I haven't given final
approval. I'm not sure whether I like
them that much, but after a while I
might get more perspective and hear
them differently."

A record Alexander does like is the
one of Charles Ives songs she did for
Etcetera, a Dutch label (she makes her
home in Amsterdam), which is distrib-
uted in the U.S. by Qualiton. These
songs are a novelty on the European
market, and the record has sold briskly.
So have her Etcetera recordings of Mo-
zart and Strauss songs, as well as the
Porgy and Bess highlights she did for
Philips with Simon Estes.

Alexander made her Vienna debut as
Cleopatra in Nikolaus Harnoncourt's
1985 production with the Concentus
Musicus of Handel's Giulio Cesare at
the Theater an der Wien. And at the
Staatsoper this past winter, her first role
was Elvira in Mozart's Don Giovanni.
How did she get into such a forbidding
repertoire, which also includes such
roles as Vitellia in La clemenza di Tito,
Elettra in Idomeneo, Fiordiligi in Cost
fan tutte, and Violetta in La Traviata?

"I started like that when I was a stu-
dent," she says. "Doing so many Mes-
siahs, I suppose, was an introduction. I
was always attracted to coloratura, and
when I saw it was naturally possible
with my voice, I started to work on it,
did a few Rossini things. Fiordiligi and
Vitellia came about because I have a
generous chest register. I vocalize to an
octave below middle C every day, and I
ask my teacher, `What am I going to do
with this?' He tells me, 'Never say
that-you don't know when you're go-
ing to need it.'

ROBERTA
ALEXANDER

"I was always attracted to
coloratura, and when I saw

it was naturally possible
with my voice, I started to

work on it."

"Sure enough, in Salieri's Prima la
musica e poi le parole, which I recorded
with the Concertgebouw under Harnon-
court, there's a low D in the cadenza."
Since Vitellia also takes a high D, that
gives the soprano a full three -octave
working range, though mercifully not all
in the same role.

Alexander's assignments this spring
are marginally less spectacular. After
her Metropolitan Opera debut in 1983
as Zerlina in Don Giovanni, followed by
Bess and Jenufa there, she's back for the
revival of La Boheme that winds up the
current season. It's vocally not so tax-
ing, but it is a Franco Zeffirelli produc-
tion, which calls for plenty of stage busi-
ness and dramatic conviction. She first
heard La Boheme at age seven: "I
started to cry, because it was so beauti-
ful, and I knew then I wanted to be an
opera singer."

Berg's Altenberg Lieder, with the Bos-
ton Symphony, are also on Alexander's
agenda, and this summer she will sing
the Countess in Le nozze di Figaro at
Santa Fe, A more bizarre recent Mozart
assignment was the kabuki -style Cle-
menza di Tito in Hamburg: "It was a lot
of fun," she gamely reports. "We were
in light kabuki makeup with black
Grace Jones wigs. Everyone had on a
sort of Bruce Lee robe, so you couldn't

tell who was a man and who was a
woman, except for Tito, because he had
on white."

Alexander says she's a fairly quick
study as long as she isn't required to
sing from memory, and for this reason
unusual repertoire is thrown at her reg-
ularly. "I've done my fair share of con-
temporary music. Not having perfect
pitch, I really have to sit down and work
out lots of intervals." For help with
unfamiliar older music, the soprano re-
lies on her husband, a Dutch musician
whose extensive library and knowledge
are perennial lifesavers. "He sort of
drags me by the hair and says, 'Okay,
now you've got to learn this.' He's
actually the person behind a lot of my
repertoire choices."

Besides singing in Dutch, which she
also speaks, Alexander has mastered
Czech and Russian, though not conver-
sationally. In addition to Jentlfa, in
both Czech and German, she did the
three soprano roles in Janatek's Excur-
sions of Mr. Broueek for a radio concert
several years back. When she first
worked on this composer's music, she
says, "It seemed as if there weren't any
real lines, just bits and pieces-until
you realize after a while that it all fits
into one big sweep, that you're just part
of a bigger line, carried by another sing-
er or by the orchestra. Once you under-
stand that, it's very melodic."

On the inevitable question of how
best to approach Baroque music, she
feels-having worked with Harnon-
court in both his "authentic" (Concen-
tus) and "compromise" (Concertge-
bouw) modes-that a reduced body of
modern instruments, played in as Ba-
roque a manner as possible, is prefera-
ble. But she enjoys the lower pitch used
by some period -instrument groups be-
cause the sound is softer and the singing
less pressured. Of a performance of Pur-
cell's Dido and Aeneas conducted by
Jean-Claude Malgoire she recalls, "I
rarely get carried away [while perform-
ing}-that can be dangerous-but the
final chorus, with the weeping sound of
those Baroque strings, was tremendous-
ly moving." Happily, this has been pre-
served for TV.

Alexander has recorded songs of
Leonard Bernstein and will soon record
some by Samuel Barber and Puccini.
She admits to a fondness for some of
the less familiar French songs, especial-
ly with orchestra, and would like to
record a second group of Ives songs:
"There are still so many left."

Though she sometimes feels as if she
spends most of her life in airports, she
adds that Amsterdam's Schiphol is a
particularly nice one. Somehow this ob-
servation typifies the optimistic realism
that makes Roberta Alexander the vital
artist she is. f=1
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FREE A DIFFERENT KIND

OF RECORD CLUB

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
INCLUDING COMPACT DISCS...

on every record and tape in print-
no "agree -to -purchase" oblication of any kind.

DISCOUNTS OF 20% TO 73%
off mgt. suggested list ... special catalog

features hundreds of titles and artists.

MOST LABELS AVAILABLE
including most imports through special custom

ordering service-guarantees satisfaction

SCHWANN CATALOG
lists thousands of titles.

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND COUPONS
redeemable immediately for extra discounts.

NEWSLETTERS
informational news and happenings in the

world of music ... special super sale listings.

DISCOUNT NEEDLE GUIDE
most mtg. replacements available.

QUICK SERVICE
same day shipping on many orders...
rarely later than the next several days.

100% IRON -CLAD GUARANTEES
on all products and services-your total

satisfaction is unconditionally guaranteed

Discount Music Club is a no -obligation membership
club that guarantees tremendous discounts on all
stereo records, tapes and CD's and let you buy what
you want...when you want...or not at all it you choose.

These are just a few of the money -saving reasons to
write for free details. You can't lose so why not fill out
and mail the coupon below for immediele information.

eis DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB. INC. 009-0587
481 Main Street, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

Name

Address

I City

State Zip
..5

CIRCLE NO 71 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Want more
product information?

Whenever a product advertised
in Stereo Review sounds interest-
ing, turn up the volume!

Use our FREE INFORMATION SER-
VICE to get the detailed facts
and figures you need to make
sound purchasing decisions.

Manufacturers are only too glad
to send you their literature . . .

free and without obligation.

Just make a note of the Reader
Service Number at the bottom of
an ad, and circle that number on
one of the FREE INFORMATION
SERVICE cards Lacing this page.
Fill in your name and address and
drop the card in the mail. No
postage necessary.

THE NEXT TIME AN AD TURNS
YOU ON, TURN TO A

On the whole, I find the D Minor
Concerto better recorded here, in terms
of solo -orchestra balance, than its famil-
iar big brother. The opening pages of
the E Minor, taken at a moderate tem-
po, find the soloist not only rather close
at hand but with a touch of wiriness in
his E -string tone. Matters improve as
the music progresses, and, as in the D
Minor, one is aware of Zimmermann's
tonal intensity and his fiery and bril-
liant handling of the cadenzas, especial-
ly in the first movement. Zimmer-
mann's lyricism shows to fine advan-
tage in the slow movement, and in the
finale he strikes a nice balance between
the lyric and the virtuosic. He also has
the benefit of a better sonic balance vis-
a-vis the orchestra under the thorough-
ly competent direction of Gerd Al-
brecht. D.H.

MOZART: Symphony No. 35, in D
Major (K. 385, "Haffner"); Symphony
No. 41, in C Major (K. 551, "Jupiter").
Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields,
Neville Marriner cond. ANGEL 0 DS -
38275 $11.98, © 4DS-38275 $11.98, 0
CDC -47466 no list price.

Performance: Stunning "Jupiter"!
Recording: Very good

MOZART: Symphony No. 40, in G
Minor (K. 550); Symphony No. 41, in C
Major (K. 551, "Jupiter"). Prague
Chamber Orchestra, Charles Mackerras
cond. TELARC CD -80139 no list
price.

Performance: Provocative
Recording: Good

Neville Marriner's ensemble is in top
form here, delivering a wonderfully vir-
ile and forthright Haffner Symphony
and a Jupiter that is at once imperious
and warm. Marriner's rhythmic point-
ing in the Jupiter's opening movement
is particularly worthy of note, as is his
warm and full-bodied treatment of the
slow movement and the strength he
brings to the great finale. There are
repeats aplenty, including the slow -
movement exposition, which I feel
makes things a bit long. Although the
Mozart autograph indicates no exposi-
tion repeat in the first movement, Mar-
riner opts for one, which for me throws
the movement out of balance, interrupt-
ing what I feel should be a no-nonsense
musical discourse. This small matter
aside, the performances as a whole are
highly satisfying and superbly re-
corded.

In the recording by Sir Charles Mack-
erras, we get both fine playing and some
unusually stimulating and provocative
music making. Modern instruments are
used, but otherwise the conductor
makes special efforts to adhere to the
conditions of Mozart's day, beginning
with an orchestra of modest size, a con-
tinuo harpsichord (essentially inaudi-
ble), and placement of the first and sec-
ond violins in the classic left -and -right
position.

The G Minor Symphony is per-
formed in its original version, without
added clarinets. The first movement is
swift and lithe, and the slow movement
has repeats but no lingering to impede
its natural flow. Surprise comes with the
minuet, which goes at a fierce clip, and
the finale is played with a blood -tingling
alertness.

The Jupiter is forceful and virile in its
end movements, with repeats taken
throughout. An interesting and highly
effective wrinkle in the slow movement
is leaving the second violins unmuted.
Again we have a minuet that moves
swiftly, and the playing of the finale is
notable for both its strong rhythmic
pointing and exceptionally clear articu-
lation of the woodwinds. The recorded
sound in both performances is excel-
lent, a bit more reverberant than on the
Marriner disc but crystal clear. D.H.

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Sonata No.
Z in B -flat Minor, Op. 36; Six Preludes;
Three Etudes -tableaux; Moment mu-
sical in D -fiat Major, Op. 16, No. 5;
Daisies, Op. 38, No. 3. John Browning
(piano). DELOS D/CD 3044 no list
price.

Performance: Short pieces better
Recording: Excellent

As William Livingstone observes in the
interview with John Browning that ac-
companies this new issue, the pianist
hasn't played much Rachmaninoff for
years, for the reason that he had grown
up on the music and on Rachmaninoffs
own performances of it and had been
simply overawed. But there is a great
deal of Rachmaninoff here-seventy-
four and a half minutes of it, in fact, for
a maximally filled CD.

Browning is not the first to claim to
have recorded the magnificent Second
Sonata in the original 1913 version
without a single cut or modification,
but he may be the first actually to have
done it. Vladimir Ashkenazy, for whom
a similar claim was advanced with his
recording for London Records, may be
a bit less faithful to that score, but he
plays the work with a greater sense of
momentum. Browning, for all his en-
thusiasm and commitment, seems
more than a little self-conscious in com-
parison; he simply doesn't let the music
and its moods and colors flow as Ash-
kenazy does. Browning is first-rate in
the shorter pieces, though, and especial-
ly in the Moment musical in D -flat,
marked Adagio sostenuto, which he per-
forms with an unlabored eloquence that
would have been welcome in the sonata
as well.

The recording itself is excellent, but
the labeling certainly is not. Delos bills
the sonata, confusingly, as "op. 36 no.
2" and doesn't bother to indicate that it
has separate movements, let alone how
many or how they are marked. The key
signature given for the Op. 32/5 prelude
is wrong, and none at all is given for the
Moment musical. R.F.

FREE INFORMATION CARDI
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The Best Speakers
You Never Heard of.

During the past ten years Coustic ias
manufactured and sold over 2 million high -quality
car audio speakers. And while numbers and
experience certainly tell part of the s-ory, it's great
sound that really counts. At least with us!

Coustic's broad line of techrologic-ally unique
loudspeakers includes one for virtually any
application. Our HZ Shaper series of high

such unique features as "symmetrical -wave
loading- dome tweeters, carbon -filled
polyprophylene cones and die-cast framed
10 -inch subwoofers. In short, we manufacture
some of the finest speakers available
today-period!

No ad can accurately describe the quality
sound of,Coustio,lardspeakers --i-heonty way tO-
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ROBYN ARCHER
IF there's a poet among the moderns
who might rate an album devoted
entirely to settings of his lines, Ber-
tolt Brecht would have to be high

on anybody's list. Brecht was a political
poet and playwright whose work delib-
erately used popular forms. Many of his
poems are really lyrics, and the author,
in the manner of the French chanson-
niers or German cabaret performers,
used to sing them, accompanying him-
self on the guitar.

singer,
actress, writer, and director who is well
known in Great Britain as an interpret-
er of Brecht's work, has been joined on
a new EMI/Angel CD by another well-
known Brechtian, conductor Dominic
Muldowney, in a generous sampling of
Brecht -as -lyricist.

Brecht was, indeed, an angry young
balladeer, but he was no composer. His
melodies, represented in this set by two
songs under his own name and one
attributed to a certain Paul Umlauft, are
found objects-traditional melodies or
popular tunes ripped off without
shame. The original Mahagonny songs
(one of them is sung here) were first per-
formed and printed this way, but in
1927 they were reset by Kurt Weill for a
chamber -opera production at a mod-
ern -music festival in Germany. The
performance caused an uproar and
launched one of the most famous part-
nerships of the twentieth century.

Brecht's later collaborators, Hanns
Eisler and Paul Dessau, were by no
means negligible composers. Eisler, a
pupil of Schoenberg and Webern, had a
successful career in the concert hall and,
later, as a film composer (in Hollywood
and France). His music was wildly vari-
able in both style and quality, and for
some reason Archer and Muldowney
have chosen to open their album with
two of the duller and more didactic
Brecht/Eisler songs. Fortunately, a later
Eisler group includes some of that
team's most brilliant collaborations.

SINGS BRECHT
With the founding of the famous Ber-

liner Ensemble in East Berlin, Brecht
often collaborated with Dessau, repre-
sented here by two extraordinary songs
from Brecht's Mother Courage: The
Song of the Girl and the Soldier and
Mother Courage's Song. As Archer
sings them, they are perhaps the most
exciting on the record.

On the whole, Archer has a strong,
clear, hard, precise voice that she keeps
under tight control. There are none of
the vocal heights or emotional epipha-
nies of a Stratas or the dark depths of a
Lenya, but the performances are clean,
focused, intense, and highly antisenti-
mental. At times, however, Archer and
Muldowney rush through the music
without necessarily capturing the rhyth-
mic excitement they seem to be looking
for, and the Weill orchestrations, the
ones with which I am familiar, seem to
be poorly represented by a direction
and a recording style that alters and dis-
tances them behind the hard, frontal
presence of the singing voice.

Nevertheless, despite all these reser-
vations, this is an exciting album, with
many high points. Everything is done in
English, and a major effort is made to
keep the texts clear and comprehensi-
ble. Some of the Weill songs might have
had more depth, but the Eisler and Des-
sau material, most of it still astonishing-
ly little known in this country, is fresh,
powerful, and strikingly conveyed. Out-
side of East Germany (where they natu-
rally perform it in German), you rarely
hear these songs at all, let alone this well
performed. Eric Salzman

ROBYN ARCHER: Sings Brecht. Ro-
byn Archer (vocals); London Sinfoniet-
ta, Dominic Muldowney cond. Ballad
of Mack the Knife; Cannon Song; Bar-
bara Song; The Ballad of Sexual Obses-
sion; Hollywood Elegies; Ballad of the
Pirates; The Song of Surabaya Johnny;
and nineteen others. EMI/ANGEL.
CDC -47576 no list price.

RHEINBERGER: Organ Concerto No.
1, in F Major, Op. 137 (see DUPRE)

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in E Major
(D. 157); Adagio in G Major (D. 178);
Piano Sonata in C Major (D. 279); Fan-
tasy in C Minor (D. 2e); Andante in C
Major (D. 29); Minuet and Trio (D. 600
and 610); Ten Variations in F Major (D.
156). Leonard Hokanson (piano).
NORTHEASTERN NR 233 -CD no list
price.

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Exemplary

It used to be the norm, at least in Cen-
tral Europe, for conductors to get their
grounding in the opera house before
moving on to the concert hall. I was
reminded of this old tradition, and its
effectiveness in the case of so many of
the great conductors of the recent past,
in listening to Leonard Hokanson play
Schubert's piano music. Hokanson, too,
has worked a great deal with singers. He
is probably best known as Hermann
Prey's accompanist-in which role, of
course, he has become intimately ac-
quainted with the music of Schubert.
Why, indeed, should we not expect
accompanists of the stature of, say, Ger-
ald Moore, Franz Rupp, Michael Rau-
cheisen, or Erik Werba to be outstand-
ing interpreters of the sonatas as well as
the actual songs of this most songful of
the great composers? As far as I know,
none solo
pieces, but it was a fine idea to have
Hokanson do some, and an even better
one to have him explore some of the
less familiar parts of the repertoire.

As the Deutsch numbers above in
most cases accurately indicate, these are
all early works. They come from the
years 1811-1815, which means they
were composed when Schubert was be-
tween the ages of fourteen and eighteen
(hence the collection's title, "The
Young Schubert"), but they are all fully
characteristic of their composer-who,
after all, composed his first three sym-
phonies and many of his most admired
songs in that same period. The C Major
Sonata, the only one of these seven
works that gets much of a hearing
nowadays, constitutes a sort of "an-
chor" in the middle of this seventy -one -
minute program (about the length of
many a live recital), and the very sub-
stantial set of variations on an original
theme brings it to a most satisfying con-
clusion. The playing throughout con-
veys the deepest and most loving under-
standing of the music and a real joy in
communicating its qualities without
any gratuitous interpretive overlay. The
recording itself, as we've come to expect
from this label, is exemplary in terms of
focus and all-round vividness. R. F.

SULLIVAN: Cello Concerto in D Major
(see HERBERT)

VERDI: La forza del destino (see Best
of the Month, page 77)
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Silent
Running.

CARVER'S FAMOUS TUNING TECHNOLOGY
TAKES TO THE ROAD WITH THE ONLY AM/FM
TUNER CASSETTE DECKS CAPABLE OF CUTTING

MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE UP TO 92.9%!

The new TX -Seven and TX -Nine audiophile
autosound decks employ the same Asymmetrical
Charge -Coupled FM Stereo Detector circuitry as
Carver's revolutionary TX -11a home tuner. They also
incorporate an ingenious automatic computer logic -
controlled antenna switching system that further
vanquishes multipath distortion.

In point of fact no other autosound decks in the
world - regardless of price - even begin to apprcach
the TX -Seven and TX -Nine's ability to maintain a
hiss -free, glitch -free FM listening environment in
your car.

COMPUTER LOGIC -CONTROLLED
DIVERSITY ANTENNA SWITCHING DRIVES
AROUND MULTIPATH. Jnewaytogett ovary
relief 1 rum interference at home is to move the
antenna around slightly. Instead of physically mov-
ing your car antenna, the TX -Seven and TX -Nine Use
computerized circuitry to switch between two sepa-
rate antennas one out -of -phase, and one in -phase
,A,tkth incoming FM signals.

When multipath occurs, a special "smart" circuit
automatically switches (at the speed of light) to the
other antenna, automatically correcting phase and
eliminating the multipath before you ever hear it.
What little multipath distortion gets through this
smart antenna system runs headlong into the
remarkable tuner innovation High Fidelity Magazine
described as ':.. distinguished (by) its ability to pull
clean, noise -free sound out of weak or multipath-
ridden signals."

Alone, without antenna diversity switching, the
TX -Seven and TX -Nine's Asymmetrical Charge -
Coupled FM Detector Circuitry delivers a net noise
and distortion reduction of 93.5%! Together, they set
a new standard for clear, clean FM autosound
reproduction.

REAL WORLD CONFIRMATION. Both decks
were tested on a torturous b -mile course near the
Carver factory which could regularly trigger at least
287 separate multipath occurrences in conventional
autosound FM tuners.

The TX -Seven -end TX -Nine with Asymmetrical
Charge Coupled FM Detection and diversity antenna
system, reduced multipath occurrences to an aver-
age of two during the same_Ourse while listening to
the sarmstations1.--

CARVER PO Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046

FACTORY-LOADED WITH EXTRAS.The fifteen
random presets on the TX -Seven and TX -Nine are
incredibly easy to set. Just press the button marked
BEST and the logic circuitry automatically selects
the f?teen strongest signals and locks them in on the
presets. Plus you can select another fifteen on your
own!

Naturally both decks are metal tape compatible
with Dolby' noise reduction and have auto -reverse
transports, separate bass, treble, balance and
loudness and four-way fader controls. All tuning
and :ransport functions are signalled with a gentle
"beep" that keeps your eyes on the road, not on the
compact, ergonomically -styled deck.

There's even a security code system that renders
the TX -Seven or TX -Nine inoperable to anyone but
you, and a quick removal system so you can slip out
your TX -Seven or TX -Nine in seconds for storage in
trunk or house.

THE BEGINNING OF THE PERFECT AUTO -
SOUND LISTENING ENVIRONMENT. Visit your
Carver dealer soon and experience the TX -Seven
and TX -Nine. Out of hundreds of the only tuner/
cassette models available, they are the only ones
which can truly put you in the driver's seat of a
unique, interference -free musical experience.

Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Licensing Corp.

POWERFUL
CIRCLE NO 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MUSICAL ACCURATE

evolution
Distributed in Canada by technology



ORDS/COMPACT DISCS/PRE-RECORDED CASSETTES/STEREO RECEIVERS/TAPE DECKS
SYSTEMS/BLANK AUDIO TAPES/AUDIO ACCESSORIES/VIDEO RECORDERS COLOR TE

ERAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL

TEAC CASSETTE DECKS

I la
Teac V -538X

Dolby dbx Stereo Cassette Deck
 Dolby BC and dbx noise reduction
 Soft touch transport control  Bias fine
tuning  Microphone inputs  Black

Sole $0995 LIST
Price $199

.rft.
 

Teac R -435X
dbx Auto Reverse Cassette Deck
 Dolby B/C and dbx  Bi-directIonal
record and playback  LED meters
 Output level control  Black finish

Sale $13995 LIST
Price $299

Teac V -850X
Three Head dbx Cassette Deck
 Dolby B C and dbx  2 -motors  Full
logic control  Programmable music
search  Memory stop/playlet:rear

Sale $34995 UST
Price $579

Teac R -888X
3 -Head Auto Reverse Cassette

 3 -motors  Full logic control  Dolby
BIC & dbx  Programmable music
search  Memory stop/play/repeat

Sale $44995 UST
Price $599

Teac D -525C
Dolby Double Cassette Deck

 Soft touch controls  High speed
dubbing and continuous playback
 Headphone & micr pcks  Black

Sale $/4995 UST
Price $349

Teac W -460C
Dolby Double Cassette Deck

 Three motor logic controlled transport
 Dolby B & C  Programmable dub-
bing & music search  Black finish

Price
le

9
$92995

$49
LIST

BEATLES CD SPECIAL
THE BE.

 101ATLES
II I N.B
THE BEATLES U
Boo SOY

BEATLES COMPACT DISCS
 The first of The Beatles compact discs ore
finally ayolable  Original U.K. releases
 Digitally remastered  Order your complete
set today,

* a Now Available * *
Please, Please Me $13.99
With The Beatles $13.99
Hard Days Night $13.99
Beatles For Sale $13.99

Coming Soots
Help! $13.99
Rubber Soul $13.99
Revolver $13.99

YOUR $1399
CHOICE loch

VHS VIDEO MOVIE SPECIALS

TO KILL A
MOCKINGBIRD

YC?igCE 52295 Each

OR
ANY THREE 55995
FOR ONLY

The Deer Hunter '22.95
High Plains Drifter '22.95
The Last Starlighter '22.95
Repo Man '22.95
Scartace '22.95
To Kill A Mockingbird . . . '22.95
Conan The Barbarian '22.95
Conan The Destroyer '22.95
Shenandoah '22.95
Dune '22.95

JVC AUDIO SPECIALS

JVC TDW6OJBK
Stereo Double Cassette Deck

 Computer conholled full logic controls
 Auto reverse  Dolby B and C  Dubb-
ing  Music scan  High tech block finish

Sle $/19995 LIST
Price r& $399

JVC XL-M700B
Multi -Disc CD Changer

 6 disc magazine and single disc tray
 Program up to 15 selections from 7
discs  Wireless remote  Block

Sale $44995 UST
Price $699

JVC RX-8VB
Remote Control Stereo Receiver 100 watts RMS per channel
 32 -presets 7 -band stereo equalizer
 Spectrum analyzer  Black finish

Sale $42995 LIST
Price $599

JVC XL-V33OBK
Remote Control CD PLayer

 23 -function infrared remote control
 Program up to 15 tracks In any order
 3 -beam laser pick-up  Black finish

Sole $79995 UST
Price I $320

STEREO RECEIVERS

Sony STR-AV780
Digital Audio/Video Receiver

 80 watts per charnel  Digital tuning
 Video switching  Surround sound
processor  Infrared remote  Black

Sale $A3495 UST
Price $549

f
Awe.

mor mi
Sherwood S-2770CP

Remote Audio/Video Receiver
 70 Watts per channel  7 -band
equalizer  Two VCR inputs  Surround
sound circuit  Black finish

Sale $34995 LIST
Price $449

PHONO CARTRIDGES

Shure V-15 Type V -MR
Micro Ridge Phono Cartridge

 Excellent
Ridge

 Dynamic
stabilizer  Side -guard stylus protection
 Duo -point alignment gauge

Pace $14995
UST

5

Audio-Technica
AT-152MLP P -Mount Cartridge
 Linear contact diamond stylus
 Lightweight beryllium cantilever
 Wide flat frequency response

Sale 50995 UST
Price 7 $239

Audio Technic° AT2311.11
Universal mount cartridge . . .$39"
Shure M104E
Universal P -mount cartridge . . $29"
Stanton LSOOAL
P -mount disco cartridge $19"
Stanton MOB.
Pro disco w/extra stylus $49"
Ortoron TM -14
Universal mount cartridge . .$49"

TECHNICS AUDIO SPECIALS

Technics SA -290
Digital AM/FM Stereo Receiver
 50 watts RMS per channel  LED
power meters  16 -station preset
memory  Tape monitor   Black finish

Sale $75995 T
Price $249

WI 1

Technics RS -T10
Stereo Double Cassette Deck

 Dolby B  Synchro start dubbing
 Cue & review  Auto tope  LED peak
level meters  Headphone pck  Black

Sole $72495 UST
Price $200

Technics SL-DD33
Fully Automatic Turntable

 Direct drive motor system  Auto-
matically senses disc and selects size
 P -Mount cartridge connector  Block

Sale $/0995
$USTPrice I 169

15.7.1111Pill

Technics SL -P210
Remote Compact Disc Player

 Direct access keypad on the wireless
remote  20 -track memory playback
 High resolution digital filter  Black

Sale $79995 UST
Price $449

mr:REE8CO2218180
IN NEW YORK ALASKA
& CANADA CALL:
(212) 693-0396

23 Park Row, Dept. SR0587, New York, NY 10038
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STEREO HEADPHONES

AKG K -240M
Studio Monitoring Headphones
 Precise reproduction of the full audio
spectrum  Studio monitor quality
 Frequency response 15-20 kHz

Sale $7995 LIST
Price $100

Koss JCK/200
Infrared Wireless Headphones

 Closed ear design  Digital ready
drivers  Includes transmitter, wireless
headphones and AC adaptor

Sale $17995 UST
Price 81 $150

Beyer Dynamic DT -880
Semi open headphones .. 510995
Beyer Dynamic DT -990
Studio monitor headphones . $13995
Sennheiser HD-414SL $5495Open air digital ready
Sony MDR-CD4
New lightweight digital ready . $11995

Koss JCK-100
Lightweight wireless headphones59995

DIGITAL COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

ADC CD -100X
Programmable CD Player

 Triple beam laser pickup  16 -track
programmable  Metal chassis and
transport  Block finish

Sale $12995 UST
Price 7 $299

ADC CD16/2R
Remote Compact bisc Player
 Tnple beam laser pickup  16 track

random access prograrr ming  Wire-
less remote  Metal construction

Pale $76995
32$Price

UST
9

Teac PD -100
Programmable CD Player

 16 -selection random memory
programming  Pepe°,  Music skip
 Digital display  3 -beam laser  Black

Sale $149"
LISTPrice

Sony CDP-310
Remote Control CD Player

 High quality digital filter  Unlinear
converter  16 -track programming
 4 -repeat modes  Remote  Black

Sale $24995 LIST

Price $399

Magravox CDB46O
Programmable CD Player

 Program up 20 tracks in any order
 3 -speed audible search  16 -bit dual
D A converters  Oversamples at 176.4

Sale S17995 LIST
Price $250

Magravox CDB65O
Audiophile Compact Disc Player
 Flawless sound plus the ultimate
memory  Program up to 785 selections
from your CD collection  Remote

Sale $19995 UST
Price $430

AUDIO ACCESSORIES

Terk FM -9500
Indoor FM
Electronic
Antenna
 24 -dB s of gain
 Omnidirectional

pick-up  One year
warranty  Black

Sale $7995 LIST

$99

Numark DM -1650
Pro Series Mixer/Preamplifier

 Iwo phono line and two mic line
inputs  Long throw shier controls
 Cross fader  6 -band equalizer

Sale $24995 LIST

Price $379

AUDIO EQUALIZERS

Teac EQ-A20
Graphic Equalizer/Analyzer

 10 bands per channel  Spectrum
analyzer display  Two tape monitors
 2 -way dubbing  EQ record

Sale $0 9 95 LIST
Price 7 $249

MEE
AudioSource EQ-One II

Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer
 10 -band per channel equalizer with
12 -dB range  Real-time analyzer with
pink noise generator  Mic  Black

Sole $25995
UST

Price 5429

ADC Sound Shaper
SS-117EX Equalizer/Expander

 10 -band per channel with 15 dB
range  2 -way clubbing  ED recording
 Spatial expansion with level control

Sala $ hi 995 UST
Price $249

ADC Sound Shaper
SSVIII Electronic Preset Equalizer
 10 bands per channel  15db contra

range  4 different preset playback EQ's
 Black finish

Sale son, 95 LIST
Price 7 7 $280

SONY PORTABLE AUDIO

Sony D-10
Portable Compact Disc Player
 Random access programming
 Shuffle play  LCD display  Weighs
less than 1 pound  All accessories

Sale $01 IST9995L

Price Ai $399

Sony MDR -V6
Digital Ready Headphones

 The perfect headphone for all
portable CD players  Enclosed ear cup
 Wide 5-30 kHz frequency response

Sole $12995 UST
Price SA $129

VIDEO COMPONENTS
1-,

*OW o17 --9r -IN-' **-4-
-- - cor,...:= IL -1'44:z

.-- -..     _
Shure AVC2O

Video/HI-FI System Expander
 Three surround sound modes  3
video inputs  2 video monitor outputs
 Audio video dubbing  Remote

Sale $46995 LIST
Price $599

IMPII1

la BM
sot a

Pioneer CLD-909
Laser Vioeo Disc/CD Player

 Compact  400 -line video resolution
 Programmc ble CD playback  On-
screen displcy  Remote  Black finish

CALL i :99

VIDEO HIFl RECORDERS

Toshiba M-2700
VHS HQ HI-Fi Video Recorder

 Outstanding audio video qually at
one low price  HO system  15 -function
wireless remote  Cable ready

Sale $19945 UST
Price $799

JVC HR-D370U
VHS HQ HI-FI Video Recorder

 Experience dynamic Hi-Fi stereo
sound  HO system  !YTS SAP cable
ready  Direct access remote  Black

Sale $49955
L

Price $IST799

Panasonic PV -1642
VHS HQ HI-FI Video Recorder

 HQ system  4 -video heads  MTS/SAP
stereo cable ready  21 day 8 event
timer  Wireless remote  Black finish

Sale $64995 UST
$999Price

Sony SL-HF750
Super Beta Hi -F1 Video Recorder
 Pro quality Bls recording MIS SAP
decoder  On -screen display  21
aay 6 event timer  Advanced remote

Sole $74995 LIST
Price $1299

E N *N R R R I

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK. MASTERCARD, VISA or DISCOVER CARD (Include
card number, Interbank No, expiration date and signature.) TO: JAR MUSIC WORLD, 23 PARK ROW, NEW YORK, NY 10038,
DEPT. SR0587. DO NOT SEND CASH. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing.
$25 Minimum Order. Shipping, Handling & Insurance Charge is 5% of Total Order with a $3.95 minimum. (Canadian Crders
Add 15% Shipping, with a $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by air, please double these charges. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s.
NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED.
WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL OR TRANSPOSITIONAL ERRORS.

'
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SAVE MONEY  TIME  FREIGHT

LOUDSPEAKERS

KENWOOD
JL-440W 2 -WAY S 70.00 pr.
JL-540W 10 3 -WAY 120.00 pr.

TECHNICS
SB-L35 10" 2 -WAY $41.00 ea.
SB-L55 10" 3 -WAY 57.75 ea.
SB-L75* 12" 3 -WAY 7t00 ea.
$8-L95 15" 3 -WAY 99.95 ea.
* = Truck Freight Collect

PORTABLES/AUTOS

SONY PORTABLES
D-10 New! Programmable CI) CALL

WM-F100 Super Walkman
wrAM-FM, Dolby & Auto,
Rev $135.00

WM-F77 AM FM. Cassette
w.dolby 584.95

00-100 Famous 'Boodo
Khan" cassette player! . CALL

TOSHIBA PORTABLES
XRP-9 Programmable CD

W/Remote $199.95
KT -4066 AM/FM wiDolby &

EQ. 589.95
SHARP PORTABLE

WO-C111511K AM FM,
Cassette W CD 5369.00

PANASONIC PORTABLES
RX-C1170 AM FM. Dubbing

Cassette W CD $455.00
RX-111110 Mini-AM/FM,

Dubbing Cassette w Ha 155.00
JVC PORTABLE

PC -30.111K AM'EM Cassette
w Auto. -Rev.. 5 Bd. Eq. &
2 -way Spkr $96.00

SONY AUTO.
ES -S93 6 x 9 Tri-axial

Speakers (pr) $58.00
PANASONIC AUTO.

EAB-540 4" Duocone
Speakers (pr)... ...... $ 18.00

CQE-280 Digital AM: FM,
cassette player with Seek
Tuning, Auto -Replay,
4 -way Bal. & Compact
Chassis 124.00

JENSEN AUTO
JTX-300 6x9 Tri-axial

Speakers (pr) $ 59.00
JS -6200 12 Preset Digital

AM -FM Cassette Player
w/Auto-Reverse. Seek &
Scan Tuning & CD Input _133.00

SHERWOOD AUTO.
CRD-210 Digital AM FM

w Dolby B & C $169.00

GIP

illinoU audio
12 EAST DELAWARE PLACE, CHICAGO 60611

312-664-0020 800-621-8042

CASSETTE DECKS

TECHNICS CASSETTE
DECKS

RSB-105 Soft 1,,,.
w Dultiy B $100.00

RST-20 Dolby B & C
Hi -Speed Dubbing 142.00

RST-60R Above
w Auto -Reverse 275.00

TEAC CASSETTE DECKS
V -450X Dolby B. C & dbx 110.00
R -606X Dolby B, C 8 dbx

w Auto -Reverse 229.00
V-770 3 HD, 2 Mtr. with

Dolby B. C & HX PRO... $299.00
SONY CASSETTE DECK

TCW-233 Hi -Speed Dubbing
By B & C $149.95

KENWOOD CASSETTE
DECK

KX-55W8 Black, Hi -speed
dubbing vig,.Dolby B $120.00

SONY VIDEO
SL -11F6.50 Super Beta HI -Fl

MTS & Remote $499.00
EMERSON VIDEO

VCS -966H HO VHS HI-FI
w Remote $425.00

RECEIVERS/TUNERS/
AMPS/PROCESSORS

JVC RX-9V8K (120x2)
lb AM -16 FM Digital
Receiver w 7 Bd. SEA
Equalizer & Remote CALL

KENWOOD KR-V75R (70x2),
AM. FM Audio -Video Receive f

20 Presets, 7 Bd..
CD Ready w'Remote ... CALL

KENWOOD KR-V95R (100x2)
Same as above with
Spectrum Analyzer $335.00

SONY STR-AV340 (35x2)
AWN Otz. Digital
receiver w Remote $220.00

TECHNICS SA -290 (50x2)
Quartz Digital Receiver.
Video & CD Inputs,
16 Presets $160.00

RECEIVERS/TUNERS/
AMPS/PROCESSORS

TECHNICS SA -370 (40x2)
Otz. Dig. Receiver, V deo
& CD Inputs, 16 Presets
w'Remote Control $200.00

TECHNICS SA -590 (100x2)
Otz. Dig. Receiver, Video &
CD Inputs, 16 Presets.
IN/Remote i3 Eq 5410.00

TECHNICS ST -G40 AM/FM
Otz. Dig. Tuner w/16
Presets $115.50

TECHNICS SU-V60 (90x2)
Class AA Integrated
Amp., Video 8 CD
Inputs $247.00

SURROUND SOUND
DECODER

AUDIOSOURCE SS -1 (15x2)
with Dolby $199.95

SHURE AVC20 Video/HiFi
system expander with
Dolby surround sound $369.00

EQUALIZERS
TECHNICS SH-8046 14 Bd

w Analyzer $157.50
TEAC EQA-20B 10 Bd per

channel w'Tape Dubbing 99.95
ADC SS -415X 10 Bd

w,Spectrum

AOC SS -525X NEW!
Computerized. 12 Bd per Ch
wiSpectrum Analyzer &
Remote CALL

COI
TURNTABLES/CDs

TECHNICS
SL -01/35K Fully Auto, Belt

Drive S 99.00
SL-Q035K Above wiOuartz

Direct Drive 121.00
SL -(111331( Full -Auto, OLartz

Direct Drive 128.00
SL -L201( Full -Auto. Linear

Tracking 123.00
SL -.1110 Jacket Size. Linear

Tracking 113.50

illinois audio
12 East Delaware Place
Chicago 60611

10 to 5 MONDAY -SATURDAY
312.664-0020  800.621-8042

Price 8. Availability Subject to Change
Clearance Time Required on Personal 8. Company Checks

Freight charges not included in these prices

JENSEN JVC uchnks

TURNTABLES/CDs
KENWOOD

KO -54R Quartz Semi
wiCart. $ 70.00

SHARP CD PLAYER
DX -111 Programmable $119.95

ADC CD PLAYER
CD -100X Programmable $129.95

SONY CD PLAYER
COP -50 Programmable

wiRemote S249.95
TEAC CD PLAYER

PO -400 Programmable
vu Remote $199.95
TECHNICS CD PLAYERS

SL -P1101( Programmable 5164.95
SL -P210 Programmable

w/Remote 199.95
SL -P3101( Programmable. remot,

& Sub -code output CALL

1=1

HEADPHONES/
TAPES/CARTRIDGES

CASSETTE TAPE
BASF CRE 11-90 L;r02.... $16.90 10
TIM SA -MAR -90 10 SA -90

& 1 -MAR -90 Promo Tape
Free, 18.00 10

FUJI Metal -90 30.00 10
MAXELL XLII-90 High

Bias 18.00 10
MAXELL XL'S' 11.90

Premium High Bias . 24.00 10
MAXELL MX -90 Metal 34.00 10
SONY UCX-90 High Bias 14.00 10
SCOTCH XSM IV -90 Met, 27.00 10
SCOTCH XS 11-90

16.00 10
HEY! 52.00 Rebate available
from Scotch on above XS Ils!

VIDEO TAPE
MAXELL T-120EX ... S4.20 ea.
MAXELL T-120 & L-750

HGX Gold Hi fi 6 30 ea.
TDK T-120HS 4.30 ea.
TON T-120 & L-750

HO PRO 8 30 ea.
CARTRIDGES

SHURE V15 Type VMR $137.00
SHURE M-110HE 'P' and

Standard Mount 36.50
AUDIO TECHNICA AT-155LC

with Linear Contact
Stylus 79.95

AUDIO TECHNICA AT-132EP
Mount $59.95

HEADPHONES
KOSS SST -7 Digital Ready $44.95
SONY MDR -005 CD

Monitors 69.00
SONY MORM77 Designed

for Portable CD's 59.00
Sennheiser HD-414SL Light

Weight. Open Air 49.50
Sennheiser HO -222 Light

Weight. Closed Design 59.00



VIDEO REVIEWS

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Robert Ackart, Chris Albertson,
Louis Meredith, Alanna Nash

HEART. Heart (vocals and instrumen-
tals). These Dreams; Never; What About
Love?; Nothin' at All. PIONEER PA -86-
M046 LaserDisc $12.99.

Performance: Camp classic
Recording: Excellent

Heart's new eight -inch LaserDisc brings
to mind Oscar Wilde's comment on the
death of Little Nell: one would need a
heart of stone not to laugh. A mind -
numbing melange of arena -rock grimac-
ing, under -grad symbolism, and smoke
bombs, "Heart" is the most incredible
example of pointless budgetary excess
yet to have emerged from the primor-
dial ooze of the MTV era. You really
have to see it to believe it.

For those who care, the dominant
motif is cleavage, and while Heart's
Ann and Nancy Wilson are by any
objective standard two of the most
drop -dead -gorgeous women who ever
graced a rock-and-roll stage, they're so
heavily corseted that they look less like
rock stars and more like the kind of
nineteenth-century serving wenches
who get bumped off at the beginnings of
Hammer horror films.

Other themes include soft -core porn
(check out the wardrobe scene in Noth-
ing at All), an obsession with pussies (of
the housecat and panther variety), and
Nancy Wilson's medical problems with
her right leg (apparently some rare dis-
ease makes her kick the air whenever
she feels a chorus coming on).

To be fair, after hearing a song as rag-
ingly beautiful as These Dreams, one
might be tempted to forgive the band
the rampant inanity that surrounds it.
But since I'm of the school that believes
no good deed goes unpunished, I proba-
bly won't. In any case, this is clearly one
for the time capsules. L.M.

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ: Horowitz
in Moscow. Vladimir Horowitz (piano).
Works by Scarlatti, Mozart, Rachmani-
noff, Scriabin, Schubert, Liszt, Mosz-
kowski, Chopin, and Schumann.
MGM/UA 401051 VHS Hi-Fi and Beta
Hi-Fi $39.95; PIONEER PA -87-179 La-
serDisc $29.95.

Performance: Remarkable
Recording: Very Good

"Horowitz in Moscow" is a live concert
around which a documentary has been
built. The event, Horowitz's first visit
to his native land in sixty years, took
place last spring and received a great
deal of media coverage. You may have
seen portions of this tape aired on the
CBS Sunday Morning show, but it is

THE STREISAND
SPECIALS

FROM the day the term was
coined, television's entertain-
ment "specials" have, in the
main, been mere variety shows,

but occasionally they have lived up to
that "special" designation. One that did
was aired on April 28, 1965, when a
capacity living -room audience discov-
ered gold in a show called My Name Is
Barbra. It was Barbra Streisand's first
extended television exposure, and she
made the most of it. For almost an hour
this superstar-to-be-who was ap-
pearing on Broadway in Funny Girl at
the time-held the viewers' attention
with her songs and wit, and she did it
without a single guest soloist. There was
Barbra, just Barbra, and a generous cast
of musicians, along with the strong
presence of Joe Layton, who conceived
and choreographed the show. And the
same went for its follow-up in 1966,
Color Me Barbra. Both programs have
been released for home video, as "The
Streisand Specials," and more than two
decades later the magic is still there.

My Name Is Barbra, a black -and -
white production, opens with a prelude
to the first commercial break: Streisand
singing the title song. Then, in a new
spoken introduction, she explains that
the song was actually part of a Forties
cycle by Leonard Bernstein. The first
segment opens with I'm Late, which
also serves as a series of bridges over
which Streisand hops and skips on a
musical trek past a sizable orchestra
whose members are grouped in a vari-
ety of settings. In the course of this jour-
ney, which includes a cleverly staged
step into her childhood, she delivers a
seven -song medley that culminates in
her big hit People. You soon forget that
the show is in black and white.

The second segment was unusual for
the time because it was taped on loca-
tion-remember, this was before the
advent of minicams, and entertainment

specials were normally strictly studio
affairs. Here the setting is Bergdorf
Goodman's, the pricy Fifth Avenue
shop, and Streisand-alone in the store
at night-has a great time trying on
expensive furs and Halston hats as she
sings a medley of poverty tunes. While
delivering the 1929 Bessie Smith classic
Nobody Knows You When You're Down
and Out, she throws an expensive fur to
the floor and stomps on it. Bessie once
dragged her ermine coat back and forth
on the sidewalk in front of Harlem's
Apollo Theatre to demonstrate her dis-
pleasure with the management.

The last "act" of the show is a concert
segment, with Streisand in an evening
gown singing eight songs to an audience
we hear but never see. It's a classy way
to take the final bow.

The following March, CBS broadcast
the second Barbra Streisand special,
Color Me Barbra-in color. Again the
creative force behind it all was Joe Lay-
ton, and he knew better than to tamper
with a formula that had been so success-
ful a year earlier, but this time the open-
ing segment was shot on location at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Wander-
ing through the halls and corridors of
the museum, Streisand views and be-
comes a part of various paintings. For
the middle segment, we are back in the
studio on a circus set filled with live
animals, all competing for attention
during a delightful medley. Then it's
Streisand alone again for the closing
concert segment-the end of another
television triumph.

They don't make specials like these
any more, nor is it likely that what you
saw in your home at the time was as
technically clean as these tapes. Today
they are worth many reruns.

Chris Albertson

BARBRA STREISAND: My Name Is
Barbra. Barbra Streisand (vocals); or-
chestra, Peter Matz cond. I'm Late:
Make Believe; Second Hand Rose:
Sweet Zoo; When the Sun Comes Out:
People; You Are Woman; My Man; I
Got Plenty o' Nothin: The Best Things
in Life Are Free; Don't Rain on My
Parade; and eleven others. CBS/Fox
3519 VHS Hi-Fi and Beta Hi-Fi $29.98,
3519-80 LaserDisc $29.98.

BARBRA STREISAND: Color Me
Barbra. Barbra Streisand (vocals); or-
chestra, Peter Matz cond. Yesterdays;
Where or When; Try to Remember;
Funny Face; Sam, You Made the Pants
Too Long; Animal Crackers in My
Soup; It Had to Be You; I've Grown
Accustomed to Her Face; One Kiss;
C'est si bon; Minute Waltz; Gotta Move;
and twelve others. CBS/Fox 3518 VHS
and Beta Hi-Fi $29.98, 3518-80 Laser -
Disc $29.98.
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Rated #1
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TEAC V850X $319
* 3 -HEAD, 3 -MOTOR CASSETTE DECK

* DOLBY B+C+dbx & MUSIC SEARCH

* REAL TIME COUNTER

* EXTENDED WARRANTIES AVAILABLE

WHY
MO

TEAC R606 $229
* DOLBY B+C+dbx CASSETTE DECK

* BI-DIRECTIONAL RECORD/PLAY

* BIAS FINE TUNING, INTRO -SCAN

* CPS, BLANK SCAN, BLOCK REPEAT

SONY
CDP35 $179
* 20 TRACK RANDOM PROGRAMMING

CD PLAYER, 3 -BEAM LASER

* 9 POLE FINAL STAGE FILTERING

QUASAR
VHS 4 -HEAD $289
* HQ CIRCUITRY

* VARIABLE SLOW MOTION

* 17 FUNCTION WIRELESS

JVC AUTHORI
BELOW D

DDVR9 $399
* 3 -HEAD CASSETTE DECK

* QUICK AUTO -REVERSE

* DOLBY B+C

[`Fir
I El !fr. t I

TDW6O $229
* HIGH SPEED DUBBING

* DOLBY B+C, AUTO REVERSE

* CONTINUOUS PLAY

SONY D-10

$259
SMALLEST
PORTABLE

DISC PLAYER

* AUTOMATIC MUSIC SENSOR (AMS)
* 21 -TRACK RANDOM PROGRAMMING
* WIRELESS REMOTE CAPABLE

WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO
2417 W. BADGER ROAD

MADISON, WISCONSIN 53713

We Service What We Sell!
* Service Toll Free 1-800-448-338 *

OR
COD

HOURS
M -T 8-8
FRI 9-8
SAT 9-5
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CONCORD HPL 550 $299
$219 * DOLBY B+C+dbx CAR STEREO

QUICK REVERSE CASSETTE DECK

 DOLBY B + C, 2 -MOTOR

 B.E.S.T. RECORDING SYSTEM

QLA 75

$299 , SHARP VHS HIFI

* AM STEREO, 6 AM + 18 FM PRESETS

Below
Dealer

Cost

* MUSIC SEARCH, CLOCK, EQUALIZATION

* 2 WAY/4 WAY AMPLIFIER

0 0000
0000
00

li.auLl
000
000

O 0
EPI LSR34 $ 1 89
it DIGITAL CAR STEREO, DOLBY B

* MUSIC SEARCH, AUTO REVERSE

* CLOCK, CD INPUT

* EXTENDED WARRANTIES AVAILABLE

* DOUBLE SERVO QUARTZ TURNTABLE * HQ CIRCUITRY

* DYNAMIC DAMPING TAPERED TONE ARM * MULTI -CHANNEL

* HIGH TORQUE CORELESS DC MOTOR TV SOUND TERMINAL

DISCOUNT HOTLINE

800.356'9514
OR CALL 608-271-6889

* Extended Warranties Available
* Thousands of Specials-Call
* Over $30 Million Inventory
* All Items Brand New Factory Fresh

With Full Warranties
SOME ITEMS CLOSEOUTS SO CALL \1OWI

DON'T WAITI

$369 TOSHIBA DX3 $349
* DIGITAL VHS VCR

* DIGITAL SLOW MOTION

* DIGITAL STILL FRAME

* INTEGRATED AMP + DIGITAL TUNER

* PROGRAMMABLE LINEAR TURNTABLE

* 10 BAND EQUALIZER

* PROGRAMMABLE DOUBLE DECK

* 2 -WAY SPEAKERS + GLASS RACK

COMPLETE JVC

$499
MIDI -STEREO

SYSTEM
* * *

AIWA DISC PLAYER
INCLUDED WITH

FIRST 100 SYSTEMS
* * *



The home video experieice without
equal! Compact Disc quality Digita Audio and Laser Video resolution.
Outstanding jazz performances captured on state-of-the-art technology.

Only on LaserDiic.
CYZni`.',v, I or More Information please call l-800-255-250 in Alaska l-800-447-0890 heaSaeLii

( se Mont,ale 's l irtI, Lr.er 1)1, ts a trademark Ploneer Pledcorm ( orp

CIRCLE NO 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NOBODY BEATS
OUR DEALS!

 FIXED SHIPPING COSTS  DELIVERED TO DOOR
 BRAND NAMES  FACTORY FRESH U.S. GOODS

 PRICES GUARANTEED! (No hidden charges)
 NO CREDIT CARD FEES  OPEN 7 DAYS
 YOUR ORDER SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS

VCR'S CAMCORDERS PROJECTION TVS COMPACT DISCS
RECEIVERS CASSETTE DECKS RADAR DET. WALKMANS
CAR STEREO & SPEAKERS TELEVISIONS TYPEWRITERS

VIDEO TAPES KEYBOARDS CORDLESS PHONES
MICROWAVES SURROUND SOUND PROCESSORS

1. All merchandise is factory fresh USA goods backed by full USA
warranty. No grey goods.

2. Integrity-we are a NASDAQ publicly traded company In business
since 1948 with over '140,000,000 In sales.

3. Courteous knowledgeable sales professionals.
4. Returns graciously accepted within 30 days.

ELECTRONICS

CALL FOR PRICE!
1-301.799-8222

Mon thru Fri 9ain-6pm
Sat 10am-3pm Sun 12pm-Spm

CheckslMoney Orders Accepted

much better without Charles Kuralt's
folksy commentary. Indeed, it does not
need any narration. The performance
itself, glimpses of awestruck admirers
inside and outside of the concert hall,
fragments of an interview with Horo-
witz, and well -inserted documentary
footage all tell the story in a most elo-
quent way.

Between Scarlatti sonatas, Rachmani-
noff preludes, and Scriabin etudes, Hor-
owitz is seen walking through the streets
of Moscow, paying a nostalgic visit to
Scriabin's house, reminiscing about his
family members-who, it seems, played
poker and whist as well as they did Bee-
thoven and Mozart-and amusingly re-
calling his first meeting with Rachman-
inoff, who had been avoiding him. The
focus is on the concert performances,
however, as it should be. C.A.

ELVIS PRESLEY: Elvis Memories. El-
vis Presley, Chet Atkins, Jerry Reed,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Sam Phillips, Carl Per-
kins, Cybill Shepherd, George Klein,
others. Memories; Good Rockin' To-
night; Peace in the Valley; That's All
Right; Blue Suede Shoes; and four oth-
ers. VESTRON MA 1054 VHS Hi-Fi
$29.95, MB1054 Beta Hi-Fi $29.95,
ML1054 LaserDisc $29.95.

Performance: All over the place
Recording: Varies

In the ten years since Elvis Presley's
unnatural death, a spirited parade of
Elvis videos has passed through the
stores, all eager to entertain the King's
ever -faithful following. If, however,
such offerings as "Elvis '68 Comeback
Special," "One Night with You," or
"This Is Elvis" represent the top of the
heap, "Elvis Memories" crawls in at the
bottom.

Originally syndicated for television,
"Elvis Memories" is made up of famil-
iar stock footage, brief interviews with
his associates and any celebrity who
would sit still, and home movies. These
home movies are not exactly tanta-
mount to the treasures of Tut's tomb,
however. With few exceptions, they are
merely stage performances shot without
sound and overdubbed with records. As
for the interviews-well, even people
who don't have anything to say have
been thrust in front of a camera, such as
Mary Jenkins, Elvis's cook, who offers
the insight that "He liked hamburger,
steak, and string beans. . . ."

Elvis also, of course, had a taste for
something stronger, and the most poig-
nant moment here does not come from
the gilded fairy tales of his hangers-on
but from an interview with the singer
promoting his Aloha from Hawaii satel-
lite special. With his words so slurred
his lips virtually fall over each other, the
King announces that he trains for such
events by just trying "to stay in shape
. . . vocally and mentally." With this
snippet, the producers unwittingly offer
a glimpse of an American tragedy in the
making. A.N.

7125 Columbia Gateway
Columbia, Md, 21046-2199
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STEREO REVIEW
MAIL ORDER MART

NEW YORK wn()LESALE
FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL: or Write Direct
(212) 684-6363 2 PARK AVE., DEPT. 15, New York, NY 10016
Prices subject to change without notice. HOURS: 9AM-7PM est Mon -Sat

=1=133311321
DENON YAMAHA

080755 399 R9 Call
090555 299 R8 549

DRA95VR 519 R3 209
DRA75VR 439 JVC
090559 Call RX9VBK Call

DRA35V 239 RX8VBK 409
SONY RX5VBK 319

STRAV880 Call RX3BK 209
STRAV780 369 TECHNICS
STRAV580 299 SA590 389
STRAV480 239 SA390 239

PIONEER SA370 189

VSX5000 Call SA290 149

MIMOIEMIEMEN
DENON TECHNICS

DP59L 409 51120011 329
DP47F Call SL0033 139

DUAL YAMAHA
CS5000 Call PF1000 429
CS50511 179 PE800 389

I=
PANASONIC SW BELL

KX11421 79 FF1700 139

KXT1426 109 PHONEMATE
KX12422 139 7000 89
KXT3135 88 8003 119

SONY 8050 129

ITA600 189 9700 159

I TA500 159 9750 189LOUDSPEAKERS
MISSION CANTON

7800 849 Karat100 Call
7701 749 Karat200 549
737 559 Karat300 Call
707 Call CT800 939
CELESTION CT1000 Call

OLO Call CT2000 Call

SL6 679 B&W
SL600 1199 DM3000 1199

0110 Call DM2000 1049
KEF DM1400 749

103.3 Call DM220 Call

104 2 Call Matrix 2 1049

MIMEI=C
SONY DENON

X9787 289 DC R7600 379

COXA10 759 0095420 359
X957 219 0003250 189

X927 169 DCA3175 159

PIONEER ALPINE
KEH9191 269 3519 169
KEH8020 309 3311 CallCOX P1279 7272 349

KEN WOOD SHERWOOD
KRC636 °J. CRD350 249
KAC8020 259 CRD210 Call

HIFONICS JVC
All Models Call KSR605 299

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
DENON YAMAHA

DCD1500 Call CD/3 189

DCD1300 439 CD400 249
DCD1100 329 CD500 319
DC0900 Call CD700 449
DCD700 309 001000 529
000500 269 002000 Call

SONY PIONEER
CDP510 299 P0M60 339
CDP310 219 POM70 389
C0P203 359 TECHNICS
0-10 259 SLP310 229

JVC SLP520 309
XL M700 Call SLP720 349

VIDEO RECORDERS
JVC PANASONIC

890180 329 PV1361 269
HRD570 799 101642 619

GRC7 1199 PV300 1349
NEC SONY

N965 729 SL250 299
SHARP SLHF750 819

HIFI 379 TOSHIBA
VC6846 249 0X7 679

111.=11=11.
DENON YAMAHA

P001500 479 M85 759
PRA1000 339 C85 579
PMA757 259 A1020 469
PMA900V 509 A720 Call
PMA700V 389 A520 259
PMA500V 269 A320 Call
PMA300V Call T1020 259
TU600 279 1720 229
TU400 169 T320 99
DE70E0 299 GE40Fq Call

=1=133MIZEMII
SONY AIWA

WMD6C 279 HSJ600A 169
WM100 89 HST600 139
ECM939 69 HST?00 79

CASSETTE DECKS
DENON YAMAHA

DRM44HX 429 K1020 549
DRM33HX 379 6540 259
DRM30HX 399 6340 199

DRM22 309 K640 Call

NATIONWIDE ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
"SERVICE THAT SPANS THE NATION"

 ADCOM GFA555 559
 ADVENT LEGACY . 324pr

0  B&W MATRIX 1 789pr
. CANTON 100 . 449pr

P  DBX SF1A CALL
 DENON DRA 95VR 549
 DESIGN AC 10 329pr
 DUAL CS 5000 CALL

 MAGNAVOX 650 CALL
 MISSION 780A 895pr
 NAKAMICHI OMS 2A _A45
 PIONEER PO -M60 CALL
TEAC V770 299
 YAMAHA R -R8 539
 PROTON D1200 479

 FISHER 920 394
 GE 9608 1194
 NEC 2060 435

0 CC  NEC DX1000 525
 NEC N965 685
 PANASONIC PV220 CALL
 PANASONIC 1642 674

 PIONEER 40" TV CALL
 SONY SLHF 750 CALL
 SONY SL 700 439
 SONY KV 2780 789
 TEAC LASER 579
 CAM CORDERS IN STOCK

All products
warranhedImmediate slitPP'ng

:Eci iefec
dended

vora nrranitiean geAvailableolab Na

aY hve exch

r

The Nationwide, Guarantes

 ALPINE 7374 709  CARVER TX7 489
cc g  ALPINE 6254 179pr  CARVER M240 299
<  CLARION 9425 CALL  EPI LSR 42 295U Mic  CONCORD 550 369  EPI 6 i, 9" 89pr

 DENON 5420 359  NAKAMICHI TD 700 .CALL

 PANASONIC 650 398
 KENWOOD KRC 838 419
 SHERWOOD 140W AMP 159
 SONY SR 787 CALL
 SONY CDX-A10 CALL

32 West 4 701 blr AM 901 Dept gr.
New York NY 10036

We want your business, see
better price call us! We ship
COD -no deposit required!

Mon Sat 10 6PM NY lime
212-575-1840

Prices subject to Change

THIS MAGAZINE IS
AVAILABLE IN MICROFORM

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:
MICRO PHOTO Division

BELLE. HOWELL

A a t,tf u ado,: r
Contact Cenal.ne Eun

Coll ion tree 19001 321
in ONO Cal, 12161 264 6666 collect

r Stereo Review MAIL ORDER MART
lets you turn up the volume

Want to beam your mail order message where the customers are, Sel
surplus inventory, STEREO REVIEVv's new Mail Order Mart was
designed with sour marketing needs in mind And this Flexible new
medium is so budget wise. you can't aRord not to usewhere

your customers are...

nl

(800)445-6066
Call Toll Free

FOCUS
Electronics

1-800

223-3411
A NAME TRUSTED FOR OVER TWO DECADESI

Forirrio a ine/YS low (7111) 671 -7800 Send S2 for new 1987 catalog.

"MAGNAVOX-
CDB680 Highest Rated CALL
CO13560 Full. Rmt 229.00
C139460 20 Track 189.00
FD*041 Dig filter 139.00
FD*051 WrIs Rmt 169.00

-PIONEER"
PDM60 Mum Play CALL
PD11470 Rmt Prop CALL
P05030 199.30

-SONY-
CDP110 199.50
COP310 239.60
COP510 CALL
CDP-C10 Multi Play CALL

-SHURE-
SV-40 WrIs Rmt 269.95

-TEAC-
PD-400 Wris Rmt 199.95

DCD-700 Rmt 349.90
OCS-500 289.90
DCD-1700 Top Rated CALL
DCD-1500 Five Star CALL
DCD1300 Great Dual 399.00

-YAMAHA**
CD -2000 Top Rated 599.10

CD -1000 Great Deal 459.20
CD -450 Tn Beam 299.30
CD -100 Quality 249.40
CD -600 299.50

-NAKAMICNI**
OMS7A11 CALL
OMS4A 799.70
OMS3A 579.80
OM52A 439.90

XLV 220 179.95
XLV 330 199.95
XLV440 239.95
XLM-700 6 plus I play CALL

-TECHNICS-
SLP 100 189.80
SLP 310 239.90
SLP 510 339.00

M;1=I=1
**PIONEER**

VSX 5000 100 Vet AV
VSX .4000 60 Wh AV
VSX 2000 50 WIt AV
SX-1500 50 Watts
SX.1100 25 Watts

**YAMAHA**
R91 '5 Walls THE BEST
R7 70 Walls
R5 51 Watts
R3 36 Watts

-WAD-
7125 25 Watts P C
7175 75 Watts P C
7250 50 Watts Digital

"JVC-
RX91/13K 120 W AV
RX5VBK 60 Watts AV
RX3VBK 45 Watts
RX5008K 100 WV AV
RX1 35 Watts Am!
RX1*1 75 Watts

-SONY-
STRA V 880 110W Rrot
STRAY 580 60 Watts
STRAY 490 50 Watts
STRAY 380 30 Watts

CALL
CALL
199.95
159.95
129.50

679.10
CALL
CALL
199.40

269.50
CALL
CALL

CALL
309.90
199.00
299.00
159.10
119.10

CALL
309.20
CALL
219.40

AAV-401 BOW Dig AV 249.50
AAV-205 60 Watt Surf 239.60
AAV-201 40 Watt Dig 199.70

DEMON**
DRA 35 40 Wads 239.95
DRA 550 55 Watts CALL
DRA 75 75 Watts CALL
DRA 85 85 Watts Hml 529.95

*ONKYO-
TX 85 80 Watts Dig 379.95

11.11MII.1

MilIEZIKESZIN
-NAKAMICHI**

DRAGON Uttimate 1499.95
RX 565 UniDirec A R CALL
CR7A-3 Ha Rmt BSC 1169.00
CRSA-3 Head BSC CALL
130100 RAE Dually 299.00
85125 CALL
8X300 579.95

**PIONEER-
CT1370 Top of line Rmt CALL
CTIVO ()DAR BBC 219.95
C71170 D D Hi speed 159.95
CT2070 AR 89C 580 189.95

AIWA**
AD70 Multi Play CALL
ACif770 3 HO 86C CALL
ADV/S220 DO Hispeed 399.50
ADS15 Dolby 850 99.50
ADF290 Dual Vol 99.50

-YAMAHA-
K.1020 lop of Line CALL
0-540 HO Pro B.SC CALL
K-340 Two Motor BSC 249.30
K -720 A R CALL
K-420 A R 249.20
O .142 199.90

-TEAC"
R425 AR Rec Play 99.95
V538X Dolby 138C dbx 109.95
W660R AR BSC 289.95
W460C 3 MotorD 0 249.95

-AKAI-
GXAS GX lIds BerC DBX 169.90
HXA3S1 D D Dolby 139.50
HXA451 D D B5C rog 229.50

**JVC"
TOW 60 DD SEC TOL CALL
TDW30 Do B&C 199.50
TDV66 Dolby BSC 309.50
105301 Auto Reverse 169.75
TDX501 Top AR 199.85

-NAD-
6130 209.00
6155 CALL

**HARMON-KARDON-
10-292 289.95
TD -392 CALL
CD -491 479.95

TCWR950 Top nt I me

TCW 730
TCW 530

499.10
CALL
CALL

PORTABLE CD PLAYERS
**SONY

D10 Smallest Best
055 ye FM
0-3 New

-JVC-
XLRIO 15 Track 169.20

**TECHNICS**
SLXP-5 229.40
SLXP-7 CALL

-PANASONIC"
PLEASE CALL

279.00
259.00
199.10

MEM
AUTO AUDIO
-PANASONIC-

COE-401 AR Dip 179.30
COE-302 12 Presets 159.40
COE-6.50 dbx top CALL

-PIONEER-
KE-H9020 25W Rmt CALL
KE-6161 Super Tnt III 195.50
KE-6191 Super Tnr 111 249.60
KEN -9191 25 Wan 299.70
KEN -5151 25 Watt 199.80

-DENON"
DCR 5500 A R Dig 279.60
DCR 7600 Top 339.90

NAKAMICHI-
TD-1200 CALL
T13-800 739.00
TD -700 659.00
TD -300 299.00

-ALPINE-
7163
7172
7272
7273
7374
7267
7900

2000
636
638
424
525
4000
999

199.00
339.00
405.00
379.00
CALL

409.00
CALL

-KENWOOD-
19900
369.00
CALL
199.00
289.00

IN STOCK
CALL

11131:12=111M
-NEC

DX2000 Top Rated In Stock
DX WOO lipdal 569.95
14915 VHS Awl Ho 299.95

-TOSHIBA**
DX -7 Digital 666.66

-MAGNAVOX**
VR-9585 To' Rated 799.95

CAMCORDERS
**TOSHIBA**

SK60 VHS C - Sharpest Lens
6 1 Zoom Auto Focus CCD Imager
Very Light  Cmpl Pao 1099.00

**MAGNAVOX**
VR-8293 VHS CCD Imager Auto
focus B I Zoom. Battery. Charger
Carrying Case Included 1399.00

CCOV1I0 Pro 8rnm * 7 Color
Character Generator. Auto -Focus
81 Zoom and Time Lapse
Recording Professional Editing
Capabilthes Cmpl Pkg CALL
CCDM9U Compact 8mm Camcor
der w water resistant shell Great
for outdoor sports 659.00

ACCESSORIES
-RECOTOW.

C.D. TO Cass Adptr 19.95
F.R.E.D. 11 MIS Dec 139.95
TeilacIno Cony 59.95

FOCUS ELECTRONICS, 4523 13th An., Bklyn, NY 11219.
NI once, in Mos ad ea tor eve cede only VISA MC. AMEX plady accepted COD
orders OK Sane units carry an erectus. 1 year oaborsa orartanly nom FOCUS
Otters cany atandard manufacturers *anent, For elormallon or customer servva
Please cax (7111)871 7600 Shute/11ns Hand arta Nolnespensela tatyccn



polk
The Speaker Speialists ®

Where to buy Polk Speakers
AUTHORIZED DEALER LIST
CANADA

AL Auburn
Birmingham  GacsPen

- -  Huntsville
 Mobil. ..

' hei,d Sl'hr, 
Tuscaloosa did Skreo I TV
AK Anchorage ,nmelthEaleNOMIS: HOPS
A2 Flagstaff -,no Pro  Moor

MS Columbus .  GaINICHI:
 Jackson  Jefferson City:

 MP,' BLII 
Pasca9oula Scringheid: T.,

 Tupe,o
MO Cape Girardeau
St. Lasts: So.,d Lo 
Mt Ilasiams: MON  Grer Fails
knetv VoLtar P c  Mssoula

 Boman, Audio Emporium 

AR Liffle Rock. leisure Electronics
CA Arcata Audio  IslooritleN,

NC Asheville .
Chapel Hill o  Greensboro

:  Moorhead City
 New Berm: A, d,",

Pineville 'men Vide:  Raleigh -

..nd  Rocky Mount
 Wilmington

WinstonSalem
ND Bismarck
NE Lincoln .1-  Norfolk. AK

 Xi
 ,  Ilanuilsy. SWOON Board 

Campbell ,Goods Commis Part:
 Concord, C Sieleo Davis

 Los Angeles rmreey Stew  Mill Valley
,  Mountain %flow

 Napa .  Orange
Penngmre NH Concord ' Mo.  Fatter

Sacramento ,
.

 San Diego
.  San Francisco

 Santa Barbara .

NJ East Brunswick
lin Lases .

.  Frank-
 Maple

Santa Maria . .  Santa
Monica .  Stockton

.  Thousand Oaks om .
" ,  Pollan " '  Ridgewood:

 Toms River  West
 VictorvIlls: Laser Tech  MINIM Caldwell

Creek - h 'y Sh0Oge
CO Boulder .marack Wavelength Stereo 
Colorado Springs: Sunshine Au0009Rair
A Suburbs .-Prack  Pueblo: Sunshine

CT Avon o . e  Donlan:
 Fairfield " ' .  Grew

Hartford ' N gon:RiFi
New Lode - s

Norwalk
DE Wilmington ....

FL Daytona Beach .  FL Myna  Rochesler  Scarsdale

Fl Walton Beach , le -S. nor 
Jacksonville & Suburbs: ac.cito Tech 
Lakeland ' .  Nonni blast

"- , Miami
 Naples - ,  Orlando

Suburbs ' .  Pensacola
 SI Petersburg .

 Tallah es eee .  Tampa
.  W Palm Beach

GA Atlanta A Suburbs .  Au.
..Macon . Musc 

HI Honolulu
ID Boise  Coeur D'Aiana

NM Albuquerque -  Ala
mogordo or . Carlsbad
Bertsch,
N V Las Vegas: Upon- n  Reno
Canonry
N Y AllowClan Mus  Batavia
Audio lo Speak  Corning
Chemung  D ahl:ram- .  Fredonia
Slue° One  glens Falls

. Ithaca
ChemungJamestown  Man
t aut . Men Tors

OM Attic "  Cleveland 0 Sub
orbs: Suns Gra.'  Cincinnati - .
Calumbui. . Dayton
`...,wrase  Findlay , 4..,,rer  Lima

Slew  Toledo. Audio Co'.'
OK Lawton: -  Oldatoma Ciry

OR Beaverton  Bend
Eugene

v .  GranIs Pass  Medford
Pr oPortland
PA Allentown . h  Altoona
So.- .  Blakely
Bryn Mawr "  Camp Hill

Sandpoint  Twin Falls' Johnstown . Kingston
 Lancaster

IL Aurora .  Bloomingdale
' .  Buffalo Grove Natrona Heights  Phila

 Carbondale . delphia Suburbs
Champaign .  Decatur -Pittsburgh '  Ouakertown

.  Oak& b  Hoffman
Estates .  Highland Part Selinsgrove . WIlltarnsport:

 Joliet .  Lansing
 Mt Prospect

Naperville Normal
 Northb000k  Peoria

 Rverlale
Rockford  Shaun berg

 Springfield Slew
ling . h..  Vernon Hills
Villa Park  Waukegan
IN Bloomington  Evan
smile  Ft Orme
Indianapoks  Lafayette

 Maroon  Muncie

Terre Haute '-
IA Des Moines kido Lam  Woo City:

,,  Fairfield: Gofilen Ear  Mato
Coy .1  Sioux City: Audio

KS Junction Gay .-mhon  Dow
land Par's '  Wichita'
' .  Topeka .
KT Bowling Green
lerngion
Louisville . Nacogdoches  Odessa
Owensboro Paducah '  San Antonio
LA Lafayette
 Late Charles
 Opelousas
West Monroe '

ME Bangor 'Camden

MD Annapolis ..  Baltimore
.

'
Frederick

Rockville
MA Boston T.

Fitchburg  N Dartmouth

MI Ann Arbor "  Birming-
ham '  Dearborn "

. East Lansing ,
Farmington Hills ' Grand
Rapids .  Iron Mountain WV Barboursville. Beckley. Charleston

'  Kalamazoo Huntington  Piedmont
Lansing  Royal Oak

PUERTO RICO Rio Piedras m won Audro
RI N Providence
SC Anderson
Charleston  Grean011o
m . Greenwood . 
Rock 11111  Spartansburg

SD Rapid City  Soul
Falls

TN Chattanooga
CaatirAlle Jackson
Wave Elecer- 'Johnson City 0'

Stereo Video  Kingsport h
Video .  McMinn
tiller Lindsey Ward  Memphis
NastrIllis H F
TX Ablator hm,  ollecisArlIngion

Klea  Austin 1.1 a yo  College
Station' Am, .  Cows Christi

m  El Paso s,  Ft Warm
lidera  Galveston

Houstoo: She.  Lubbock

Temple '  Texarkana
Waco

UT Logan store only
Sall Lake City .
VT Burlington "

VA Bristol  Char
lottesville Falls Church

Richmond  Roanoke '

Virginia Beach
WA Bellingham  Chelan m

.  traverae City

MN Duluth .  Mankato
.  Minneapolis B Suburbs

Minnetonka

Rochester '-'''Si Paul ,

Richland  Seattle A Sub
was h m  Spokane

. .

WI Appleton ,1  Eau Claire
EM1 .  Green Bay
Wu' h  Lacrosse  Madison
Happy Me, r.  Marinette :

lillwaskas ,  Wausau:
Sound Won:
WV Chayeana.

STEREO REVIEW

RETAIL MART

 ADCOM
 A.R. TURNTABLES
 CONRAD JOHNSON
 DUAL
 GRADO
 HAFLER

audio den ltd.
THREE AUDITIONING ROOMS
Authorized Sales and Service

AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPONENTS

 KLIPSCH
 MAGNEPAN
 M.I.T. CABLES
 MONSTER CABLES
 MOTIF
 NAD
 NAKAMICHI

 N.E.0  SENNHEISER
 NITTY GRITTY  SHURE ULTRA
 OHM  SONOGRAPHE
 ORTOFON  SOTA
 PARADIGM  SPECTRAL
 PINNACLE  STAX
 ROGERS  SYNTHESIS

SMITH HAVEN PLAZA
2021 NESCONSET HWY. (RT. 347)

LAKE GROVE, N.Y. 11755
(ADJ. TO SMITH HAVEN MALL)

(516) 360-1990

 TERK
 THORENS
 VELODYNE
 V.P.I.
 WELL TEMPERED
 YAMAHA

NEW JERSEY'S
best value source for

DENON
 Answers to your DENON questions-

a technically competent staff
 Entire DENON line on display
 Entire DENON line in stock
 Complete DENON factory service

0" CALL OR COME IN TODAY

CSIADIO
193 Bellevue Ave.. Upper Montclair. NJ

201 / 744 0600

Leonard
Radio
FOR (Pt ER 50 YEARS

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE- BEST PRICES
MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF

DISTRIBUTOR
A DCOM DUAL OHM
ADS DYNAVECTOR ORTOFON
ALPINE GRACE PROTON

 MO
MW
CROWN
DAYTON
WRIGHT

GRADO REVOX
HARMON- SOUND

KARDON CRAFTSMEN
JB STAX-SUMIKO
LUXMAN TANDBERG

DBX McINTOSH THORENS
DENON  NAKAMICHI
55 WEST 44TH ST. NYC (212) 840-2025

69-34 5IST AVE. WOODSIDE, QUEENS, NY
(718) 803-1111

LEONARD RADIO OF NJ INC.
160 ROUTE 17, PARAMUS, NJ

(201) 261-5525
°A satiable In Paramus only

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS FOR
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

YOU CAN AFFORD
SOMETHING BETTER

AT HI Fl BUYS
WE CARRY THE BEST STEREO & VIDEO AT THE BEST PRICE!

 Acoustat  Canon  Magnavox  Quasar
 Adcom  Carver  Minolta  Sharp
 ADS  DCM  Mitsubishi  Sony
 Advent  Denon  Monster Cable  Systemdek
 Bang & Olutsen  Infinity  Nakamichi  Thorens
 Belles  KEF  NEC  Toshiba
 Bose  Kenwood  NY AL Moscode  AND MORE!

14 ATLANTA LOCATIONS  (404) 351-8354



STERB ) REVIEW

RETAIL. MART

Ihelestl the
4 11 SI 111141 ids h 4'

At SOUND STAGE you can talk to a
knowledgeable salesperson who will advise
you on the best audio or video equipment
that meets your needs and budget From
our large selection you can compare
performance specifications and prices

ALL SOUND STAGE equipment includes
30 -day best price protection
free 3 -year warranty with parts & labor
free deliver,/
PLEASE, NO MAIL ORDER

NEC ALPINE ENERGY TALISMAN THE UNDO BOX
ADS SIGNE1 LUXMAN AUDIO-Pi/0 AUDICCONTROt
DCM HAFLER ALLISON CJ WALKER BEYER DYNAMIC

SEA% GRACE PROTON NIITY GPM DB% SOUNDFiFLD
KLOSS FOSTER DUPRE-CM JENSEN VIDEO BANG & OLUFSEN
AMUR DENON CLIFFORD 30 ACOUSTICS SURROUND SOUND

Call for store hours
(718)961.9888
173 8100dwaY

NYC Nv 10007
(NW corner of

B way & Cortland?
Enter on C011101`0

One five up
OR

184 IC eoloce eolding
P&L, Meadow NI / 430 .

SCUM)
STAGE

tit 1 147,

Sow in greervich:
Visit our Demonstration co/
Studio, fully equipped
with the latest in High E,nd
high-technology,
Hi-Fi audio equipment from such dedicated
manufacturers as ...

Apogee  Canton  Carver  Kyocera
Microseiki  Mirage  MIT

J A Mitchell  Monster Cable  Nagaoka
Perreaux  Pioneer  OED  Revolver

Spectrum  Stan  Straight Wire  Sumiko
Target  Triad  Vandersteen  VPI

Wharfdale  Well Tempered Arm  Zeta

a relaxed place. Where you can hear what can be
done with today's newest equipment Where you can
compare . unimpaired. Where you can discuss your
needs with the experienced, knowledgeable Aud-Vid
people who can turn personal preferences into reality

Phone ... or lust stop in Mondays through Saturdays

79 E Putnam Au (Rte US
Greenwich,(203;86 9C-T0 06666830

YOUR COMPLETE AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

1-800-345-0393
Ask For Jerry

8 Heritage Square
P.O. Box 2651 Jackson, TN 38302

Tennessee Wholesalers
Visa

Mastercard
Am Express

The Car Stereo Specialists
 Total Product Knowledge
 Technical Advice
 installation Tips
 Personal Service
 Guaranteed Satisfactory

or your money back
 10 years of experience

Car Stereo Electronics
Alpine  Sony
Audiovos  Pioneer
Fosgate  Kickers
Becker  Coustic
Maxon  Cobra
Whistler

Please send for free catalog

STERH) REVIEW

CLASSIFIED
EQUIPMENT

 audio-technica

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER!

tare

When was the last time you
changed your stylus? If you can t
remember. then it may already
be too late!!
We specialize in phono cart-
ridges. factory original replace-
ment styli & record care items
only!!

1:3
.4C7
ic

it (800) 221-0906 '8
,

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (518) 5991112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. SR, Box 158

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am.8 pm

o r to fo n %Num sraNTon
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! FULL
WARRANTY-Most Audio brands!! C.D. Players-
Car Products-Computers & Peripherals. Your One
Stop Electronics Supply Headquarters!! ELECTRI-
FIED DISCOUNTERS, 996 Orange Ave., P0. BOX 151,

West Haven, CT 06516, MC/VISA/AMEX, (203) 937-

0106.

HAFLER OWNERS, DYNA OWNERS, ALL MUSIC LOV-
ERS! Jensens Stereo Shop, respected designers of
higher performance circuits for Hatter and Dyna
chassis, has a new name-AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE.
Send 51.00 (to cover postage) for our great new cat-
alog describing our new equipment and cost-effec-
tive amplifier, preamp, tuner, and CD player upgrading
services. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River H.Ils Dive.
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337. (612) 890-3517.

tereo_1-1 CALL
xpress7,-- (714) 594-5749

CALL FOR PRICE
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Most Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
HOME AUDIO

YAMAHA ADS BOSS HAI LER HARMAN kAR[X_;N
INFINITY. All SONY. DBX AIL JVC. AIWA

TECHNICS. AKAI SAE ADCOM
STAR AUDIO SOURCE.

PIONEER MAGNAVOX AND MANY MORE

CAR AUDIO
ADS. ALPINE. BLAUPUNKT. CONCORD SONY
KENw000 PONEER. CLIFFORD TECHNICS

VIDEO
SONY. JVC. RCA PANASONIC. ZENITH. GE

709 Brea Can on Rd., Suite 9, Walnut, CA 91759

CABLE TELEVISION CONVERTERS, DESCRAM-
BLERS and WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL VIDEO
EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES. CATALOG FREE. Ca-
ble Distributors Unlimited, 116 Main Line,
Washington, AR 71862.

JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS-All models!
Home Auditionings!! Free Shipping! Sound Unlim-
ited, 169 Church St., Bristol, CT 06010. (203) 564-0131.

DIRECT S'GHT AND SOUND, America's best kep
audio anc video secret, continues to please ..

Five years and over 40,000 customers later, we
still offer he best in audio, video, and auto sound
including esoterics at incredible prices! We sell
and service only U.S. warranty merchandise! Our
staff is nct only knowledgeable, but helpful and
courteous in choosing the rigit component for
you. Become one of the ELITE! Call (404) 351-
6772. Direct Sight and Sound, 3095 Bolling Way,
Dept. S, A'lanta, GA 30305. MC/VISA/AMEX. COD
with deposit.

Audio. Video
Car Stereo

Lowe;t Prices on All Major Brands
of Audio, Video & Car Stereo

FULLY WARRANTEED

GET IT FREE!
Free Delivery Anywhere in the U.S.

Major Credit Cards Accepted

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke , Commack, NY 11725

"Call us" (516) 499-7680

SAVE UP TO 75°0, Esoteric loudspeaker kits, acoustic
foam, drivers, enclosures, capacitors etc. Catalog
$2.00. Refundable. Audio Concepts. 1631 Caledonia
St., LaCrosse. Wisconsin 54602. (608)781-2110.

A SINGER'S DREAM!

RIDNOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Now You can sing with the world's best bands!

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo record and leave most of the background
untouchec! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Perfor-
mance ye- connects easily to a home component
stereo system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it
works over the phone. Write or call for a Free
Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mckntain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1258
24 HOURPHONE DEMO LINE: :4041493-0879

EXPERIENCE, INTEGRITY and the lowest price any-
where. Authorized dealers for Yamaha, Denon. KEF,
Carver, Carton, Tandberg, Perreaux. Sumo, Luxman,
Infinity and many more. AUDIO/VIDEO EXCHANGE. 57
Park Place, NY 10007. Call 1212) 964-4570

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1(800) 222-3465. DISCOUNTS!

AR * ALCHEMISTS * AUDIOQUEST * BOSE * BOS-
TON * GRADO * HAFLER * HARMAN KARDON *
JBL * KENWOOD * MONSTER * NITTY GRITTY *
PREMIER * SONY * SOTA * THORENS * PLUS
MORE. HCM AUDIO, 1600 BX MANGROVE, CHICO,

CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.

BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS, Luxman, NAD, Thorens,
Kyocera. Reasonable prices. Sounicrest, Inc., (201)
756-4858.



Reference
Audio Systems

We believe serious audiophiles deserve seri-
ous service. And that's what you'll get at
Reference Audio Systems. We offer the best in
high -end audio and the best in friendly ser-
vice by our knowledgeable staff. From the
latest CD player to a classic mega -watt ampli-
fier, you'll like our surprisingly affordable
prices and fast shipping.
Counterpoint Perreaux  PS Audio  Revox B&K
Adcom  Luxman  Kyocera  Haller  JSE  Stax
Superphon Spica  Proton  Sony  Son.

Oracle Morena
Klipach  Ohm DCM 2131 2619

a ,Infinity  dbx Soundfleld 

Celeetio Ut elV3 vox  Teac
quist

C . kford/Foegate  Zapco
and much morel

Member Better Business Bureau
18214 Dalton Avenue, Gardena, CA 90248
Hours: M -F 9 to 8, Sat. 9 to 1 Pacific Time

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! ACOUSTAT, PS,
KLIPSCH, SONY, HAFLER, THORENS, PROTON,
GRADO, FRIED, SAE. MONSTER CABLE, CD PLAY-
ERS, more. Immediate, FREE shipping! READ
BROTHERS STEREO, 593-B King Street, Charleston,
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

MONSTER CABLE AT LOWEST PRICES, INTERLINK

AND ALL MONSTER ACCESSORIES. CUSTOM TER-

MINATION AVAILABLE. TROLLY STEREO, 360 TRA-

PELO ROAD, BELMONT MA 02178. (617)-484-7847.

GET LOW PRICES ON ALL types of audio equip-
ment -including high -end and even esoteric prod-
ucts not normally discounted! Now we can save
you money on the equipment you REALLY WANT.
Extensive selection -no need to settle for second
choice. Thousands of satisfied customers na-
tionwide. FAST delivery available. All products
feature USA manufacturer's warranty. Call us for
price quotes or friendly, expert advice. Catalog
$1. (616) 451-3868. VISA/MC/AMEX. The Audio
Advisor, Inc., 225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI
49503.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

CROWN, TANDBERG. REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM,
MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON,
KYOCERA, YAMAHA, LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH,

B&W, POLK, KEF. D.C.M., E -V, 1.B.L., INFINITY,
D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS.

BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION.
ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS'

U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.,
EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST; (818) 243-1168.

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS with low discount prices on:
Carver, ADS, Bang & Olufsen, Revox, Nakamichi, Met-
ier, Kyocera. Tandberg, Luxman, H.K. Manufacturers
U.S.A. warranty on all. ISLAND AUDIO, INC., (904) 253-
3456.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520 for DAN, Haf-
ler, Denon, Dahlquist, Tandberg, dbx, 3D, Pro-
ton, Nittygritty, B&W, VSP, Thorens, Grace, CWD,
Monster, M&K, Grado, Belles, Oracle, Talisman,
Duntech, Stax, Snell, Tiptoes, Audioquest, DCM,
Proac, Dynavector, Fried, Moscode. SOUND
SELLER, 1706 Main, Marinette, WI 54143. (715)
735-9002.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, car audio.
RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217)
529-8793.

PHILIPS. AUDAX. PEERLESS, FOCAL, AND DYNAU-
D10 LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and
competent services. Crossover components also.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 Uni-
versity Green. Box 4283, Madison, WI 53711. (608) 831-
3433.

NAKAMICHI: BX 125 $379, BX 300 $539, RX 202 $529,
RX 505 $999, CR 5A $779, CR7A $1199, DRAGON
$1599, OMS 2A $399, OMS 3A $569, OMS 5AII $1099,
OMS 7AII $1299, SR 2A $359, SR 4A $659, TD 400
$399, TD 500 $529, TD 700 $699, PA 400 M $299, PA
350 $319, SP 400 $309; YAMAHA: R9 $699, R8 $529.
R3 $199, M 65 $529. C 85 $599. K 1020 $479, AVC 50
$399. DSP 1 $799. T 720 $199, A 1020 $459, REV 7
$1099, DX 7 $1599, RX 11 $799, SPX 90 $649; DENON:
DCD 1300 $419, DCD 1500 $549, DP 59 L $379; SONY:
TCD 5 M $599; KYOCERA: R861 $749, R 661 $599, DA
710 CX $629, DA 610 CX $469, D 811 $519, D 611 $399:
HARMAN KARDON: HD 300 $439, TD 302 $379, HK
39515299, PM 665 $599. CD 491 $679; JBL: 18 TI $419.
L 80 T $639, L 100 T $849. Manufacturer's USA war-
ranty. VISA, M/C, Discover, AMEX, Diners, COD. LUX -
MAN, NAD, CARVER. please call 1(206) 747-9999.
TASKAMICHI AUDIO. P.O. Box 25583, Seattle, WA
98125. Prices subject to change.

CASH FOR ALL TYPES of used Stereo equipment. We
buy by phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320
Old York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.

UNPRESSURED, PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION
and lowest prices on a variety of superb components.
COMMUNITY AUDIO, 318 West Duval. Philadelphia. PA
19144. (215) 843-9918.

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
STEREO and VIDEO
EQUIPMENT at

* NO DEPOSIT - Nothing to pay till you
receive your order

*SAME DAY SHIPPING - of order!.
phoned in before 1 pm

* LEMON -PROOF GUARANTEE 
90 day replacement of equipment not able to
be properly serviced
WRITE OR CALL FOR CATALOG

141 INTERNATIONAL
HI Fl
DISTRIBUTORS
MORAVIA CENTER
INDUSTRIAL PARK
BALTIMORE, MD. 2 1 2 0 6

(301) 488-9600
Daily 9 to 9; Sat. 10 to 5

LOW PRICES -HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!! Denon, Hat-
ler, Carver. Acoustat, Yamaha, Conrad -Johnson, AD-
COM.JBL, Boston Acoustics, Proton and any others
you desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414) 725-4431, Menasha,
Wisconsin.
ARE YOU INTERESTED in Quality Preowned Audio
Equipment" Subscribe to 'The Sound Trek," pub-
lished 6x annually, your listings of items for sale or
wanted. $10/yr. Call or write: Play It Again Sam. 12611-
R Madison Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio 44107, (216) 228-
0040. MC/VISA.
WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality audio -video with
money back guarantee! Send your name and address
for FREE monthly inventory. Ross Stereo, 4912 Na-
ples Place. San Diego, CA 92110. (619) 560-5500.

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems, speaker kits and
the widest selection of raw drivers from the world's
finest manufacturers. For beginners and audiophiles.
Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS. Box 7462-S. Denver.
CO 80207. (303) 399-8609.

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR OVER 50 OF THE BEST
MANUFACTURERS INCLUDING: Adcom, Celestion,
Denon, Hatter. Kllpsch, P S Audio. Signet. No extra
charge for MC/VISA. ELECTRACRAFT, 400 Cedar
Street, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864, (208)-263-9516.

Two Electio Voice Patricians(original). 19218 Orchard
Heights Drive, South Bend, Indiana 46614. (219) 291-
1936/(219) 291-7650.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS Guar-
anteed lowest prices in U.S. Jerrold, Hamlin, Zenith-
many others! Lowest dealer prices! Orders shipped
within 24 hours! MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. ac-
cepted. Free catalog-call (800) 345-8927 only! Pa-
cific Cable Co., Inc., #1314 Reseda Blvd., #1310.
Reseda, CA 91335. All other information, call (818) 716-
5914.

For FM, VHF /UHF TV
and Polk* !Marmots
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LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS. Audax, Dy-
naudio, Focal, Eclipse. Catalog $1.00, Meniscus, 3275S
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.

PAUL HEATH AUDIO. 217 Alexander. Rochester, NY
14607-for 30 years one of the largest state-of-the
art inventories in USA. Your best investment is calling
(716) 262-4310.

QUALITY TAPES64
EAST 7 STR., BROOKLYN NY 11230

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR VISA / MASTERCARD
Ill WELL
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CD Cleaner .15.99
CALL NOW: 718-434-3017 OR ORDER BY MAIL
IN USA ADD $4.95 SHIPPING TO YOUR ORDER

INSTITUTIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

98605 T.129/1759
7101( RS ....4.10 114C ...5.1
104141-R 5.99 40010.7.
Maxell lilt .4.154460( ...5
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85 UX 90 ...1.69
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....1 45 UXPRO 90 2.69

UC05 90 ...1 75 ES 90 _3.89

SAVINGS TO 40%: Nakamichi, Denon, KEF, B&W,
Yamaha, Mission, and Meridian. Plus 100 others.
1(206) 325-7601.

HIGH QUALITY BRANDS- Car, Home. Video includ-
ing esoteric. Audio Unlimited, 1203D Adams Ave., La
Grande, Oregon 97850. (503) 963-5731.

SONY AUDIO, the one and only. Best prices, U.S.
warranty, fast shipping. PULSE ELECTRONICS. (305)
331-5830.

SPEAKERKIT CATALOG -30 proven designs for
home. cars & (and) pro. JBL, Audax, Hager, polypro-
pylene drivers, & crossovers. $2. Gold Sound, Box
141SR, Englewood, CO 80151.

STEREO CITY ATLANTA MAIL ORDER DIVISION.
We carry everything in electronics. Yamaha, Al-
pine, Denon, SAE, Soundcraftsman, Hafler, WC,
Pioneer, Nikko, AIWA, EPI, (404) 264-9378.

HIGH -END AND HARD -TO -FIND AUDIO COMPO-
NENTS. LOW, LOW PRICES! Audio America & (VIR-
GINIA) 1(804) 797-5861.

EXPERIENCE SIMA ELECTRONIQUE' Music and
Muscle Esoteric sound at half the price! Sima 2001
Preamp-$549.00. Sima 2050 50 WPC Amp -$849.00.
Sima 2003 250 WPC Amp -$1.449.00. Custom built from
a pro -line of Amplifiers. Along Term Investment. USA
Introductory offer 15% OFF with 60 day Audition till
June 30. Visa/Mastercard. Audiophile Accessories. 119
E. Wayne St., Butler. PA 16001. (412) 282-7195. Dealer
Inquires Invited.

ELECTRON TUBE SALES major brands, matched sets,
since 1947. ARS Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Pl., Dpt SR,
VAN NUYS, CA 91409. Nat (800) 422-4250, CA (800)
422-4277.

WANTED TO BUY

WE NEED QUALITY COLLECTIONS. Top dollar paid
for Lp's, Compact Discs, and Cassettes. Classical,
rock, etc. USA's LARGEST used and collector shop.
PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane Street,
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through the US
government/ Get the facts today! Call 1(312) 742-1142,
ext. 4670.

RECORDS
OPERA -HISTORICAL PERFORMANCES. VIDEO &
DISC. Most comprehensive selection. Catalog $1.00.
LYRIC. Box 235. Roslyn Heights, NY 11577.

COLLECTORS' SOUNDTRACKS. Mint. Top titles,
speedy service. List $1.00 (refundable). Jemm's. P.O.
Box # 157, Glenview, IL 60025.

IN -PRINT & OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS ALL CATE-
GORIES & NOSTALGIA VIDEO TAPES.... Spectacular
Catalog!! $2.00 USA/$3.00 Foreign. Serendipity Rec-
ords, 4775 Durham Road. Guilford, CT 06437 USA.



RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, inner sleeves, 78 RPM sleeves, opera
boxes, etc. COMPLETE CATALOG. Cabco, Box 8212.
Room 640, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

SOUNDTRACK & ORIGINAL CASTS. Largest selec-
tion of in print, out of print, foreign and domestic rec-
ords. In business 15 years. Discount and free bonus
records available. Send for free catalog. SOUND-
TRACK ALBUM RETAILERS, Dept SR13, Box 487, New
Holland, PA 17557. (717) 656-0121.

SYMPHONY OF THE BIRDS- UNIQUE MUSICAL
CREATION- PROFESSIONALLY PRODUCED- ON
RECORD OR CASSETTE- $6.95 POSTPAID- SAT-
ISFACTION GUARANTEED? QUALITY PRODUC-
TIONS, BOX 417, ORANGEBURG, NY 10962. (914) 359-
5328.

FROM EDISON TO ELVIS (AND BEYOND) LP's 78's.
45's etc. Visit or mail -in wants. The Olde Tyme Music
Scene. 915 Main Street. Boonton, NJ 07005. (201) 335-
5040. Tuesday -Sunday.

$8.98 LIST LPS/TAPES $5.39. Compact Discs $12.59.
Catalog $1.00. NULITE, 3277 Roswell Rd. NE, Atlanta,
GA 30305.

Rare LP's, 45's, some 78's. CLASSICAL. ROCK (es-
pecially 50's).soundtracks, bandstands. country.
rhythm & blues. etc ... Inquiries welcome. FREE list.
S.A.S.E. MARA RECORDS, P.O. BOX 1253, Spring, TX
77383. (713) 353-6129.

FREE RECORD. CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC
CATALOG: Features a tremendous selection of re-
maindered LP new releases at discount prices. Many
imports and smaller labels offered. Prompt delivery.
Rose Records. Dept SR.214 SO. Wabash Avenue. Chi-
cago. IL 60604.

COMPACT DISCS
DUWARS sells classical music on compact discs at
special mail order prices. Catalog $2.00. P.O. BOX
662T. GREENVILLE, SC 29606.

COMPACT DISC CENTER
P 0 Box 616S Clifton Park, NY 12065

NY (518) 664-2550
Outside NY -To Order Only

Call 1-8E0432-3687

Many Discs $12.99
Quantity 10 and over

200 Cont U 5 shipping

FREE CATALOGUE

COMPACT DISCS -AT LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES.
Now in our fourth year. Over 6.000 titles available. Free
catalog, plus regular updates and monthly specials
starting at $10.99. OZ WAREHOUSE, 5246 Memorial
Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30083. (404) 292-5451.

COMPACT DISCS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES! Large
selection in stock in all music categories. Discount
for multiple disc orders. Send for free catalog to
WINDY CITY COMPACT DISCS, P.O. Box 2327, Des -
Plaines, IL 60017-2327. OUR SERVICE WILL BLOW
YOU AWAY!

PRE -OWNED CD'S! Buy, sell. trade. Free catalog. in-
formation. THE CD LINK, 410 -SR Weaver Lane. Simp-
sonville. SC 29681-8908.

CD'S $6.95. UP. WE PAY $6-$10! TRADE FOR $1.00
Audio Club. 1105 Webster, Sandy, UT 84070-3151. (801)
571-9767.

Cash for used CD's. Now paying $6.00 and up. Send
immediately or write for details. Moles CDX, 2497 E.
Main St., Columbus, Ohio 43209. (614)231-1701.

CASH FOR CD'S! Send your CD's to us and within 48
hours we will send a check up to $6.00 per disc. Discs
must be in good condition only. Defective discs will be
returned. Call (213) 379-3151 for further information.
COMPACT DISC SUPERMARKET. 246 Pacific Coast
Highway, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254.

THE AUDIO CATALOG-Todays most complete listings
of CD's records and tapes. LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES! 8000 TITLES! FREE CATALOG! 17935 NE
65th, Redmond, WA 98052. (206) 881-1961, Outside WA
(800) 642 -DISC.

DIGITAL DISC DEPOT. We carry over 200 domestic la-
bels. Competitive prices. Catalog-$2.00(refundable on
first purchase). Shipping & handling -$2.50. P.O. Box
248868. Detroit, MI 48224.

OVER 1000 USED CDs $9.49 EACH. NEW CDs $9.99
to $13.99. WE BUY USED/NEW! Specialize in pur-
chasing complete collections. Audio House CD Club.
4304 Brayan, Drive, Swartz Creek, Michigan 48473.
(313) 655-8639.

COMPACT DISCS & ACCESSORIES. Call TOLL FREE

1(800) ALL -DISC (in CT 1(203) 452-3203) to be
placed on MAILING LIST. ALL DISC MUSIC, INC.,
41 Monroe Tpke, Trumbull, CT 06611. RETAILER
PRICES AVAILABLE.

WHY OVERPAY FOR CDs?. Call 7 days. 1(305) 653-

5666. M -F llam-9pm, SAT 9am-4pm, Sun 9am-lpm
EASTERN. R & R MUSIC ENTERPRISES, P.O. BOX

69-4681, Miami, Fl 33269. YOU'LL LOVE US!!

SERIOUS ABOUT CLASSICAL MUSIC? ABOUT
COMPACT DISCS? Now is our 4th year. Ethel Enter-
prises is serious about both and invites you to sub-
scribe to our 100+ page catalog detailing more than
2000 titles in stock. Annual subscription $5.00 ob-
REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER]. ETHEL ENTER-
PRISES. P.O.B. 3301. Dept. SR. Falls Church. VA 22043.

ANNOUNCING THE NORTH AMERICAN COMPACT
DISC CLUB. This new National organization allows
members to BORROW CD'S-up to ten at a time -se-
lected from a bimonthly national list. No purchases
necessary. Be your own critic. FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION: NACDC. 1216 South Garfield. Suite 202-S, Al-
hambra, California 91801. (818) 576-0137.

FREE RECORD/CD OFF, FREE CATALOG, Brass!
Woodwinds' Orchestra, Chamber Mus c! CRYSTAL
RECORDS. Sedro-Woolley. WA 98284

ANNOTATED INDEX OF CLASSICAL CD REVIEWS.
120+ pages. $3.75. KEN'S KOMPENDIUM, 2400 Haw-
thorne Dr., Atlanta, GA 30345

THIS MAGAZINE IS
AVAILAILE IN MICROFORM

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:
MICRO PHOTO Division
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3,000 + SOLID GOLD 'OLDIES". Your Favorites - Cus-
tom Recorded -Free Information HIL RECORDING
SERVICE, P.O. Box 822, So. Lancaster, MA 01561.

MOOD MUSIC. Now. create the mood that's right for
any occasion. Jazz, Pop, Easy Listening. All your fa-
vorites. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! If you like mu-
sic, you'll love MOOD MUSIC. Specify Jazz1. Pool or
Easy-Listen1. Cassette only. Send $6.95p1$2.00 p/h.
NR I, POB 06028, DEPT -SR, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
60606-0028.

3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. UPS 1-800-245-6000
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM. FM. cable, li-
censed/unlicensed, transmitters! Broadcasting: Box
130-R5. Paradise. CA 95969.

START YOUR OWN speaker company in YOUR GA-
RAGE. It's easier than you think. Our advice is free.
AMS Enterprises, 1007 Capello Way, Ojai, CA 93023.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Knowledge of High Fidelity components im-
portant. Work from home or campus. For
catalog and information call 1301)
4 8 8-9600 or write:

International Hi Fi Distributor
Moravia Center Industrial Park
Baltimore, Maryland 2 1206

$10-$360 WEEKLY/UP, Mailing Circulars! No quotas/
bosses. Sincerely Interested RUSH Se f -Addressed
Envelope: Headquarter s-MGG, POLB464, Wood
stock. Illinois 60098.

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home
business without experience or capital. Information
Free. Mail Order Associates, Inc.. Dept. 739, Mont-
vale. Nj 07645.

DIRECTORIES AND MAILING LISTS! Contact and
services you can't get elsewhere. FREE CATALOG.
American Music Database, Box 777, New York, NY
10108 (201) 939-0636.

INSTRUCTION

FREE CATALOG. Institute of Audio/Video Engi-
neering. 1831 Hyperion (SR), Hollywood, CA
90027. RECORDING SCHOOL. (800) 551-8877,
(213) 666-2380. Approved for International
Students.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

FREE SAMPLE COPY
Write for your free copy of the most

accurate satellite tv guide

satrliteirireek
p o box 308(H1601) Fortuna CA 95540

CLUBS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE. Nation-
wide Link between unattached music lovers. Write:
CMLE, Box 31sr. Pelham. NY 10803.

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS, Can you patent and profit from your idea?
Call AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION for free
information. Over a decade of service. 1(8001 338-
5656. In Massachusetts or Canada call (413) 568-3753.

LASER VIDEO DISCS

Laser Video Discs
La-gest selection in the U.S.. with over 1,400 titles.
W.v STOCK what others just list.10. ,discount on all
thin. C.O.D.-personal check, VISA, MASTER
CHARGE, and telephone orders accepted. No time
limit on warranty returns. FOR FREE CATALOG,
write: Starship Industries, 605 Utterback Store
Road, Great Falls, VA 22066. Or call (703) 430-8692
or (703) 450-5780.

LASER DISC HOTLINE
Recorded message on new laser disc releases
available 24 hours a day. (703)430-0333.

AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOPS
AUDIOPHILES/VIDEOPHILESI We have the widest
selection of audio/video equipment available. Ad-
com, Infinity, Harman Kardon, Kyocera, JVC Video,
Canton. Klipsch, Luxman, Sony ES, Yamaha, NEC.
Call foe information. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77
Queens Blvd., Rego Park, NY 11374. (718) 459-7507.
Immediate delivery MC/VISA/AMEX/DISCOVER.

FOR SALE

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, DYNACO, LEVIN-
SON, ALTEC, TUBE/SOLID STATE, 713-728-4343,
MAURY, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TX 77096.

NEW! Now you can personalize and protect your rec-
ords, cassettes, and CD'S with IDENTIFICATION DE-
CALS from Canfield Enterprises. Get 125 flexible,
polyester decals, complete with transparent back-
grounds plus your name in sharp black letters for only
$4.95. MONEY BACK GUARANTEED, if not satisfied.
Send name, address, and $4.95 to:CANFIELD EN-
TERPR;SES, Box 661, Scott City, Kansas 67871.

PLANS & KITS
HOW TO BUILD 1000 WATT CAR STEREO AMPLI-
FIERS! Send $5.95 MESCO 233 West North
Street,Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701.

FREE HIGH END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resists +/-1% MF Resistors. Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. OLD COLONY SOUND, Box 243R,
Peterborough, NH 03458.

VIDEO TAPES

CD DEPOT. CD's from $12.99. Thousands available.
Free catalog. 11703-0 Raintree Village Blvd. Tampa,
FL 33617. (813) 985-1574.

HOME PHOTOGRAPHERS. $2,000 MONTHLY. Taking
photos for emergency medical identification cards.
Apply now! Call refundable. (213)391-0711. Ext.A14C05.

OPERA ON VIDEO. Greatest performances- selec-
tions- lowest prices. Free catalog. CLASSICS ON
VIDEO, Box 578. Riverside. CT 06878.



NEW PRODUCTS

Akai
Akai's GX-R70EX (shown) and GX-

R60EX autoreverse cassette decks have
glass -and -crystal -ferrite Super GX tape

heads. The coils in these heads are
wound from linear -crystal oxygen -free
copper, which is said to preserve wave-
form purity. Both decks use a die-cast
head block to maintain consistent per-

formance in both tape -travel directions.
Separate record and playback head gaps
are said to result in extended frequency
response and wide dynamic range. Dol-
by B, Dolby C, and dbx noise -reduction
systems are included.

The GX-R70EX includes a Computer
Recording Level Processing system,
which automatically compares the max-
imum output level of the tape in use
with the incoming signal and indicates
the optimum recording level for that
unique combination of tape and source.
Prices: GX-R70EX, $549; GX-R60EX,
$429. Akai, Dept. SR, 225 Old New
Brunswick Rd., Piscataway, NJ 08854.
Circle 120 on reader service card

AUG/201)0X
The Audiovox Hi -Comp HCD-100

in -dash CD player and AM/FM tuner
uses a cartridge system to simplify disc
loading and minimize handling of
CD's. Operational features include for-
ward and reverse track skip, single-track
repeat, and audible search in forward
and reverse. An AUTO -INDEX feature
previews each track on a disc for 8 sec-
onds before moving on to the next one.
The tuner has twelve station presets and
seek and scan tuning. The preamplifier
section has bass and treble tone con-
trols, a loudness control, and balance
and fader controls. Price: $699.95. Au-
diovox, Dept. SR, 150 Marcus Blvd.,
Hauppauge, NY 11788.
Circle 121 on reader service card
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Pioneer
Pioneer's KE-4242 Supertuner III

cassette receiver uses a quartz-PLL tun-
ing system that is said to offer more
accurate tuning in signal -crowded envi-
ronments, improved sensitivity and re-
jection of multipath interference, and
high resistance to three -signal inter -
modulation. Additional tuner features
include pulse -noise suppression, presets
for twenty-four FM and twenty-four AM
stations, and up/down seek tuning with
a local -station seek function. The cas-
sette player has an autoreverse trans-
port and a metal -tape selector switch.

The KE-4242 has separate bass and
treble tone controls and RCA -type
preamplifier outputs for connection to
an external power amplifier. Price:
$260. Pioneer, Dept. SR, 5000 Airport
Plaza Dr., P.O. Box 1720, Long Beach,
CA 90801-1720.
Circle 122 on reader service card
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NEW PRODUCTS

Ohm
The Ohm Sound Cylinder speaker

uses the company's proprietary in-
verted -cone Walsh driver, which is said
to deliver accurate tonal balance and
imaging to a wide listening area. High
frequencies are enhanced by a super -
tweeter positioned on top of the in-
verted cone. Frequency response is
rated as 42 to 20,000 Hz ±4 dB, nomi-
nal impedance as 8 ohms. The Sound
Cylinder is compatible with amplifiers
delivering from 10 to 150 watts contin-
uous power.

The Sound Cylinders can be custom
finished with a fabric of the user's
choice if Ohm is supplied with two 26 x
37 -inch sheets of flexible material. Be-
sides the standard walnut -grain vinyl,
Ohm offers seven optional finishes: alu-
minum, black, white, and genuine wal-

nut, oak, teak, or rosewood veneers.
Price: $549 per pair with vinyl finish;
$625 per pair with an optional metal or
wood finish; $595 per pair with a cus-
tom fabric finish. Ohm, Dept. SR, 241
Taffe Place, Brooklyn, NY 11205.
Circle 123 on reader service card

SAE
The D102 Computer Direct -Line

compact disc player from SAE has a
one -spot laser and a three -speed audi-
ble -program search function. A central-
ly located, microprocessor -driven logic
system shortens the signal path by link-
ing the isolated audio -processing cir-
cuits to the front -panel control section,
which is said to improve channel sepa-
ration and signal-to-noise ratio. The
twelve -function wireless remote control
can be used to increase or decrease the
level from the D102's variable output.
A standard fixed -level (2 -volt) output is

also provided. There is a front -panel
headphone jack with an independent
volume control.

Frequency response is given as 2 to
20,000 Hz +0, -0.5 dB (fixed output)
or +0, -0.6 dB (variable). Dynamic
range is given as 98 dB (fixed and vari-
able), signal-to-noise ratio as 105 dB
(fixed and variable). Total harmonic
distortion at 1,000 Hz is 0.003 percent
(fixed) or 0.008 percent (variable).
Phase linearity is ±0.5 degree (fixed
and variable). Price: $549. SAE, Dept.
SR, P.O. Box 60271 Terminal Annex,
Los Angeles, CA 90060.
Circle 124 on reader service card
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THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

Crank 'Em Ups

WHEN you accept a ride
in an automobile,
there are now more
ways the driver can

kill you than just by hitting some-
thing. For example, we are all in-
creasingly at risk of becoming casu-
alties of excessive sound levels, in-
flicted not by a broken muffler or
the air horns of the sadistic tractor -
trailer behind us but by the driver's
enthusiasm for the E Street Band.

Car stereo amplifiers are now
challenging the highest output rat-
ings ever claimed by home amps at
the peak of the power race. But
while the home -equipment manu-
facturers have relented a bit in the
interests of rationality and civiliza-
tion, the car suppliers are just begin-
ning to hit their stride. Said one,
after announcing a new product
with a wattage figure that caused me
to bite through my pencil, "Well, we
don't expect anyone to really use all
that. He'd have to be crazy, and I
certainly wouldn't want to be
around. But we can't have our com-
petitors saying that they've got the
biggest amplifiers. In this business,
that's bad for business."

Later I asked one of his competi-
tors how he'd expect such an amp,
or any comparable amp, to fare
when connected to a Sears Die -

Hard battery. "Well," he replied,
"that is going to depend consider-
ably on the duty cycle of the pro-
gram signal. However, people who
actually own these amps learn soon
enough to pack along a spare battery
so they have something to get
started and drive home with."

And drive home from where?
More and more, from the regional
"Crank 'Em Up" (or "Rolling
Thunder" or "Sound Off") contest,
in which motor vehicles with over-
achieving sound systems gather in a
parking lot or fairground to estab-
lish, in the opinion of presumably
impartial judges, which of them is
likeliest to be heard in Outer Mon-
golia. These events are becoming
hugely popular, especially in the
Sun Belt. And because cash prizes
may be involved, there has arisen a
"professional" class of competitors
who drive long distances from con-
test to contest, often reinvesting
their winnings in new equipment to
become even more unassailable.

Autosound dealers are finding
Crank 'Em Ups to be very effective
for promotion and publicity, and
autosound manufacturers always do
their best to get along with whatever
their dealers like. This column is
being written the day after the first
official meeting of the National
Auto Sound Challenge Association
(NASCA), essentially a manufactur-
ers' association spearheaded by
Rockford-Fosgate and involving
such majors as Alpine, Kenwood,
and Yamaha. In the coming months
NASCA will try to bring uniform
judging criteria, good organization,
profitability, sponsorship (Coca-
Cola, Coors, and Goodyear have
been mentioned hopefully), and
general orderliness to these affairs.
According to Ron Trout, the Rock-
ford-Fosgate delegate, the first
meeting did not get much beyond
steering -committee appointments,
but it demonstrated the resolve and
enthusiasm of the members.

In the proposed judging criteria
(the final ones are yet to be de-
cided), three categories-sound
quality, installation quality, and
maximum sound level-are receiv-
ing the greatest emphasis. Under
the sound -quality heading are fre-
quency response (using pink -noise
analysis, with either octave- or one-

third -octave -band resolution and
smoothness counting for more than
an extended range); noise (with and
without the engine running); stereo
imaging (audible presence of left,
right, and some sort of plausible
center scores highest); and sound
stage (action ideally occurs up front,
with a reinforcing sense of reverber-
ant "fill" from behind). Evaluations
of upper -high and lower -low fre-
quencies have also been suggested.

A high -quality installation ranges
from good looking to virtually in-
visible ("factory appearance"), is
sturdy, and has all wires neatly
dressed and routed with adequate
protection. Some consideration
may be given to midrange and
tweeter placement, although wheth-
er this is in the interest of sound
quality or the avoidance of door
leaks is not clear.

Maximum sound level (sound -
pressure level actually, presumably
measured at the driver's head posi-
tion and with no weighting) will
probably be determined with music
as the program source and the sys-
tem operating below the point of
"extreme" distortion. Both Rock-
ford-Fosgate and Alpine propose an
upper limit beyond which the
judges won't go, "in the interest of
safety and hearing conservation," of
140 dB! Well, at least they seem
determined to apply some upper
limit, although I wonder what
meaning "extreme" distortion, "to-
tal" distortion, or even no distor-
tion has for the human ear at such
levels.

Why is all this happening to the
innocent pastime of music listen-
ing? One theory has it that when a
man's home or apartment is no
longer his castle (if the neighbors
have anything to say about it, any-
way), his car still can be, so let 'er
rip. Another suggests that prideful
audiophiles, formerly limited to a
few invited guests in showing off
their systems, are now reveling in
the chance to blitz entire communi-
ties. But let us not be negative about
this new manifestation of high -end
audio until we've heard it for our-
selves. And that should be easy. Just
stick your head out the window
periodically. If there's a Crank 'Em
Up in town, you won't be able to
miss it.
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking

By Pregnant Nmen May Result in Fetal

Injury, PrematurE Birth, Aid Low Birth Weight.

c 1987 R.J. RE YN 3LDS TORACCOCC.

Real Challenge

16 mg. "tar", 1.2 nig icct ne ay. per cigarette by FTC method.



CONTROLS 
EVERYTHING. 

I 

,!UNIFIER 
Today's modern home enter- 
tainment systems consist of an 

audio receiver, CD player, cas- 
sette tape deck, turntable, MTS 

television with cable TV access, 
and VCR or Laserdisc player, all 

of which operate with their 
own remote controls. Unfor- 

tunately, this creates a serious 
problem. What do you do with 

611 the different remotes? 
Introducing "The Unifier': 

Onkyo's RC-AV1 Universal Pro- 
grammable Remote that puts 

an end to all of this clutter and 
confusion forever! 

The RC-AV1's comprehensive 
and complete learning 

PRESS MATCHING FUNCTION KEYS 

INPUT AGAIN 

FUNCTION LEARNED SENDING 

LEAF.NING RELEASE 

ERROR BATTERY LOW 

AUDIO VIDEO AUX 
- 

CD 

DOWN VOL UP 0. 

AMP /TV 
MUTING 

VIL/LD 

PHONO TUNER TAPE -1 

2 3 4 

VCR VDP TAPE -2 

PHONO 
PLAWREIECT 

TUNER 
DOWN PRESET UP 

IV N CH LA r 
TAPE/ VCR 

REC 1111PAUSE SPLAY 

'-- REC 

14DWtH 

Vui/ I v 
CD / C ATV 

FoN1 

II PAUSE 

DOWN CH UP 

D.- PLAY 

i STOP 

MODE 

ONKYO RC-AV1M 

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMABLE REMOTE 

1, I 

Artistry in Scund 

capabilities allow it to replace 

every infrared remote on the 
market. Regardless of maker. 

Regardless of brand. 
The heart of "The Unifier" 

is an on board microcomputer 
that reads and copies all the 

functions of other remotes, 
eliminating inter -brand incom- 
patibility forever. Over 100 
functions can be stored into 

audio, video, and auxiliary 
modes, and it's as easy to pro- 

gram as pressing the matching 
function buttons. 

The real marriage of audio 
and video equipment has 

arrived with "The Unifier", 
the Onkyo RC-AV1 Universal 

Remote. See your Onkyo 
dealer or write for full details. 

i.A.41(Irts 
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950 


